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Alpha 1.01. Paradiso 

 

The sound of the dripping water had a soothing quality to it. Drop by drop the water, heir of the 

nightly downpour, fell from the leaves. Immersed in the remnants of the morning fog and the humid 

air, she almost felt like home. Just that at home there weren´t any aliens who didn´t like nothing more 

than to spill her innards. Sometimes she cursed her knack for explosives.  

Last night a couple of mines along the north-eastern perimeter exploded. As command didn´t like 

guests on their turf, she now was crawling through the woodwork replacing those suckers. The set of 

mines pierced her back in a rather unpleasant manner, but that was the price for enough power to blast 

even through heavy amour.  

She reached a fallen tree-trump at which she had laid a mine last time and peeked over it. Despite the 

heavy downpour the crater left by the explosion was clearly visible. Nearby in the bushes lay a charred 

part of flesh. One less alien, she thought with a grin.   

 

The surrounding jungle was stirring, nothing unusual this early into dawn, if there were hostiles in the 

area they surely knew how to keep quiet.  

„Pablo.“ 

 „Sim.“  

„Dead bogey, planting new. Clear?“  

„Affirmative. Cuidado.“ 

Her larynx-microphone made sure no one could overhear them talking, still their communications 

could be compromised. For the same reason Pablo was watching her back, the aliens were jamming 

their satellite sensors, they could see nothing from space. Damned voodoo tech.  

 

Pulling one of the discs from her back, she kneeled down behind the fallen tree. The mine was as big 

as both her palms, a couple of barbed hooks and five little cameras protruded from the bottom. The 

upper part appeared even more harmless with its´ smooth surface, just sporting a small ridge along the 

middle. With a touch she activated it, quickly linking into its semi-intelligent programme telling it 

what to do. With a steady hand she planted the disc just below the trump anyone who stepped over it 

would have a bad day.  

 

The moment she let go of the mine the cameras started scanning the ground. Barely half a second later 

it became translucent as the camouflage kicked in.  

„Well Maria, let´s see what you got yourself into.“  

She muttered under her breath as she returned her gaze to the jungle in front of her.  

„Proceeding.“ she transmitted to Pablo, before slipping away to her left instead of moving forward.  

 

The slowly lifting mists revealed more of the dense undergrowth, as she moved along with careful 

steps. About fifteen feet from her old position she got onto the ground and began sliding through the 

bushes to her right. Her system being vaccinated against all local agents, she ignored the insects which 

crawled up her body. Without obstruction she moved along her path for about twenty feet, where she 

encountered a shallow pool of slimy water. After listening to the jungle for a moment, she took the 

next mine from her back, activated and placed it in the pool. 

  

A sudden rush of sound got her jumping into a crouched position. The noise of birds taking off in a 

rush, ground bound creatures scurrying away. A predator was on the run.  

“Pablo?” 

 “At eleven, closing fast.” 
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A quick look around showed Maria that the only useable cover was a nearby palm tree. With a short 

jump she rolled to her feet behind it and aimed at the jungle in the designated direction. She heard it 

drawing closer. With the surrounding sounds it was hard to tell anything about the creature from the 

noise alone. The moment she saw the bushes moving the air filled with high-velocity bullets, as she 

willed her weapon to fire. Firing four short bursts at the supposed position of the intruder she was 

rewarded with an inhuman scream, a thumping noise and, as she began to relax, a violent explosion.  

 

With her head retracted behind the trump she could see the shrapnel flying by, some of them piercing 

through her trousers but lacking the strength to penetrate her skin. On this cue a lot of activity 

unfolded in the area.  

 

“Hungries! Retrating.” She almost screamed in her microphone.  

“Affirmative. Multiple subjects from nine to two.”  

 

Maria turned around and fell into a run, behind her she heard another explosion as Pablo covered her 

retreat. When she had covered almost twenty feet, a somewhat slithering noise made her turn.          

She was experienced enough not to simply turn, she threw herself into a downwards roll. Twisting 

around in the air she heard something fly overhead. Her weapon made the turn faster than her head, 

thus she saw it first through her gunsight. The rectangular semi-organic shape of an alien remote came 

into view, upheld by its slimy appendices it emerged from the undergrowth, firing away at her. 

 

Maria barely escaped the barrage, as she slammed into the ground feeling the force of the exploding 

mine washing over her. A second explosion followed suit. She felt numb but willed herself to roll 

sideways, a still target was a dead one. No fire followed her as she regained her footing, the remnants 

of the remote bled into the now empty pool. The Jungle was still teeming with activity.  

 

“Incoming on eleven.” Pablo warned her over the comms, almost immediately she fell into a run 

headed for the friendly lines.  

 

In opposition to everything she was taught by her demolitions instructor Maria tugged the last mine 

from her belt, programmed it and threw it behind her while running away. From somewhere behind 

her a shot was fired. Another one followed shortly. She felt like a sitting duck.  

 

“Down.”  

 

Maria didn't hesitate, her reflexes kicked in and her feet from the ground. Once more this day she 

heard a projectile missing her by a breath. The landing was hard and painful, with a rotten root digging 

into her stomach. Her painful grunt was superimposed by the crash of a falling body and a growing 

wailing. With some effort she rolled into a crouch and aimed the way she came from.   

In her peripheral sight she saw the body of a dead Morat, the head was missing, but the bulky form 

and the segmented armour left no doubt.  

 

A hail of bullets emerged from the distant treeline, far too elevated to threaten her. They converged 

somewhere around Pablo's position. A second burst followed and she was worried about him.  

 

“Hold Position. Reinforcements en Route.”  

 

Came the voice over her comm again. This time she had the luxury of time to identify the voice as 

belonging to Suerte, the Naga operative attached to her unit. Maria had been unaware that she was 
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active in this area, but very grateful for it. The Wailing became a scream as she advanced some feet to 

take position behind a large palm tree.  

Wind rushed in from behind her and she needn’t look up to recognise the remote controlled VTOLs 

which were rushing in. Flying at a moderate altitude, to high for most earthbound weapons, but too 

low to be safely engaged from orbit, they dived in and released their braces. Over a dozen remotes 

from the Peacemaker production line fell from the sky, shortly followed by their smaller Auxbots.  

The Carriers saturated the jungle beneath them with heavy machine gun and rail gun fire, throwing in 

some missiles here and there into the barrage.  

 

Return fire was mostly sporadic, the aliens being too good soldiers to get caught in the suppressing fire. 

She saw at least two of the remotes being ripped apart by explosions before they reached the ground 

and a short blinding impulse impacted on one of the VTOLs, searing away its left engine and leaving 

it drifting to the ground.  

Mid-drop the Peacemakers themselves started firing, as they identified hostiles, thus turning the jungle 

more or less into an open battleground.  

 

The next gush of wind was much closer, with a much lower pitched noise. A shadow fell upon her.  

Again she didn’t take a look as the smaller VTOL took position over her and opened its hatch.  

She heard a flapping sound as the two figures with flying tabards thumbed down.  

The VTOL shot four rockets into the aliens´ direction and took off.  

With a fast and sure pace the two knights took flanking positions to her, one of them nodding his 

acknowledgment into Marias direction.  

She returned the gesture.               
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Beta 1.01. Dawn 

 

The roaring winds almost drowned out the sound of the bullet slicing through her skin. She felt her 

right collarbone shatter. With a sucking sound the projectile left her body close to her head. The force 

of the impact threw her around and she smashed into the wall to her left. She suppressed a cry of 

anguish and slid down the wall, leaving dark red blots on the stone.  

“I´m hit. Heavy remote on two” she passed on a in a levelled tone, as she ripped the coat from the 

wound. A growing bright red blotch already began to show on the white fabric, when she tore her 

shoulder free. The freezing temperature made her shiver as she took a look at the wound. Once more 

she cursed this forsaken planet.  

‘Clean exit, minimum muscular damage.’ Ipek filed away this information for later, meanwhile she 

took her Spitfire up with the left hand and glanced around the corner.  

 

To her right the small structure that served as their advance outpost blocked her vision, the enemy who 

hit her had probably already moved ahead. The ruined building, that gave scarce cover to her small 

combat group, was of almost the same colour as the snow covering it, but it allowed them to monitor 

the enemies approach on the left flank. In her peripheral vision she saw Koray in his bulky armour 

blazing away with his Feuerbach. A small explosion further down the lane illuminated a four-legged 

remote, whose shell couldn´t withstand such punishment and it crashed down, more or less a pile of 

useless scrap.  

“Engaging on two” came the always smooth voice of Basma over the comms, Ipek could hardly 

perceive the lithe form of the Hassassin as she aimed down her long barrelled sniper rifle.  

The snow muffled the sound of Halil landing right next to her. With a quick glance he assessed her 

wound and went for his Medkit to procure a treatment. The liquid balms quickly hardened in these 

temperatures as it closed her wound. A small shot of pain killers later Halil was on his feet again, 

jogging eastwards into the direction of their outpost, his armoured form quickly swallowed by the 

raging snow.  

 

Just as Ipek changed her weapon back into her right hand she heard a series of loud impacts from 

Korays´ position. She turned in time to see one of the bullets penetrating his helmet. A small hiss of 

blood sprayed from his head and he collapsed like a string-cut puppet. “Hostile on two hit, still active, 

man down.” Basmas voice betrayed nothing of her mood as she reported in.  

“Right flank down. Prepare Retreat.” This was the voice of Hamit, the last one to man the outpost and 

the one in charge therefore she once more scanned the surroundings for active hostiles. Whatever had 

killed Koray obviously had moved on and now probably would be almost level with the outpost. Halil 

had reached the outer wall of it and made his way for a peek around the corner. To her left Basma 

fired at some unseen enemy, betraying no sign of intention to follow the order for retreat.  

“Two hostiles down on eleven.” Was the only thing she uttered.  

With a short sprint Ipek reached the outposts outer wall, taking a hard stare down the main 

approaching lane while doing it. Nothing stirred. 

  

A loud explosion vibrated through the building, followed by a loud burst of fire and a cry from Hamit 

which was cut short. Halil fired around the corner, but she could only watch as he was hit by an 

explosive projectile. The force of the attack easily cut through his powered armour and he was thrown 

backwards several feet, except for one of his legs which remained almost in the same spot where he 

had stood. There was nothing she could do for him now, but Asawira were a tough lot so he might as 

well live through it. 
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Hugging the wall she advanced to Halils old position, a quick check of the comm-net revealed her and 

Basma to be the last active personnel in the area. ´Only one way to get out of this alive´ she thought to 

herself, controlled her breathing and aimed around the corner. 

She barely saw anything in the snow filled air, but she instinctively fired at a movement. Not a second 

later some shells went her way but embedded themselves into her cover. Her focused spray of bullets 

on the other hand impacted on a human figure, it was tall and broad shouldered. Within its blurring 

outlines, surely some type of optical disperser was at work here, she could perceive a small wing, 

before it quickly was, once again, consumed by the snowstorm. Only a growing pool of blood told her 

of her enemies´ demise.  

Even before she could voice her takedown over the comms something smashed through the wall right 

next to her.       

 

Ipek jumped backwards and landed in an extended crouching position, around her a hail of brick and 

mortar filled the air. Bullets passed her. The falling debris ushered her from her position, a large brick 

crashed down were she had been two seconds ago. Amidst the raging snow and the cloud of dust she 

could hardly perceive the outline of her assailant.  

It was large. The sound of servos struggling with the temperatures betrayed it as the remote that had 

wounded her before. It moved gracefully despite its bulking armour, firing away at her supposed 

position.  

 

A quick flic-flac brought her out of its immediate reach, her shoulder protested sharply, but better hurt 

than dead. A message came over the comms, but she was too occupied to understand its content, filing 

away the wording for later inspection. Another hail of bullets flew past her torso. 

 

Obviously its targeting systems were damaged or the operator was being cruel, toying with her. She 

descended onto some ice and lost her footing, plummeting rather unceremoniously into the snow. She 

kept still for a moment her white coat blending into the surrounding snow might buy her some seconds.  

 

Her strained body protested against the intensive sensation of cold, but she forced herself to take aim.  

Her enemy ceased his whirling movement and trailed his weapon over the general area where she had 

fallen down. The remote stood tall and bipedal, despite its efforts to kill her she was impressed by this 

feat of engineering. The `head` sat in the mid section of its torso, she could see six embedded cameras, 

five of them were dull or threw sparkles.  

 

Thanking Allah for Basmas´ good aim, she raised her spitfire and fired. Her motion disclosed her 

position but one of her bullets struck its weapon and even the servos could not compensate the force of 

impact so quickly. A single projectile pierced her left calf, she cried out. Before it could adjust its aim 

to kill her off, her volley smashed into its main body. Passing through the last camera lens, the bullets 

ripped apart its´ internal structure.  

 

It stood still for a moment, collapsed and exploded. Ipek had been expecting this, thus it passed over 

her buried head.  

 

The pain returned. Her limbs were numb, her head ached and her calf was killing her. She crawled to 

her feet and took cover behind some rubble. While she scanned the remnants of the outpost, she 

reported in the remotes´ destruction. Next to the wind nothing stirred in her field of vision, Basmas 

icon was still active in the net, at least she wasn't alone.  

She drew forth the message from her memory. “Keep faith. Angels descent.”  
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Ipek looked up into the sky but her eyes couldn't pierce the clouds to see the deploying droop troops. 

The message was sent on a broad channel, the enemy must have heard it as well.  

“Hostiles in retreat on eleven to one.” Basma stated, Ipek was a little bit surprised that she did not 

engage them.  

 

A sound to her left made her head turn. With a short jump she rolled into the direction, walking would 

be distinctly more painful, aiming down her sights as soon as she regained a safe stance. No enemies 

were to be found. The sounds came from Halil, who regained consciousness. She limped over to him, 

guarding his body.  

 

Behind her someone plunged into the snow, the storm drowning the noise of the rocket boosters.  

With quick steps the Ragik took position to her right, amidst the ruin of the outpost.  

He truly must trust in Allah to drop in such a storm.  

 

She was very thankful for his faith. 
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Gamma 1.01 Earth 

 

´The Moon.´  

The thought just popped up in her head as she saw its bright glowing shape aloof in the dark sky above. 

The train was travelling at high velocity down into the plains were once had been the heart of Japan. 

Thanks to the polished glass that made up the wagon´s ceiling it appeared as if there was nothing 

between her and the starless sky.  

It was only her and the moon.  

 

Once writing poems about the terran satellite was a widespread pastime in her native country. A 

country that didn´t exist anymore, swept away like leaves in a thunderstorm.  

`What´s wrong with me? Such thoughts are better left to Naomi. You´ll only get yourself into trouble.´ 

Kagemi sat up straight and forced herself to look out of the window, the first lights of the cities came 

into view as the train left the mountain range.  

 

Naomi the poet and soldier, just as their ancestors had been, at least if you believed that romantic 

blather from the media. Not like their brother Mitoshi, a warrior he was and quite the one, but there 

was nothing of a poet or artist in him. She had her brush with the military as well, being not of such 

noble origin as her siblings she joined up for the service in the frontline regiments. She was quickly 

reassigned to the Kohei corps and most of her time she had spent on keeping the battalions remotes 

kicking.  

After three years she resigned and returned to university to finish up her degree in cybernetic 

engineering. As the end of her study drew to a close, she took an extended holiday. Two weeks on 

Earth, it had been too long a time to be separated from ones´ planet of birth. She leaned back again.  

´The Moon. How have you been old fellow ?` 

 

With a smooth notion the train stopped at its destination. Immediately the automated systems began to 

unload the luggage from the cargo holds and distribute it to the corresponding passenger. Who, as they 

leave the train in a kind of rush, just open their hand when passing the inner gate and close it around 

the handle of their possessions. Delivered at the right moment to the right person, there was no room 

for errors in this running mechanism and none occurred.  

 

Kagemi prevented her trunk from being delivered to her with a quick glance and a short mental 

command from her comlog, forwarding it to the Ryokan at which she has booked a room for the two 

nights stay. The maelstrom of Maya crashed down on her senses the moment she reconnected, having 

it turned off during her ride into town.  

With a flick of her lid she sorted out the news channels, she wasn´t into politics or catastrophes right 

now. Another twitch with her finger threw out all the hotels, bars, hostels and private parties who 

rented rooms. By now she had almost reached the outer gate, but, awhile reading the incoming contact 

requests and greetings from acquaintances in the area, she made a short detour to one of the food 

stacks in the hall.  
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One message caught her eye it was from Tomomoto a friend from her times in the military. He invited 

her to a nightly tour on his bike, she was quite sure he wanted to see more than just her smile tonight. 

A quick check of the weather forecast told her that it probably was going to be a warm and lovely 

summer night.  

`We´ll see how far that fares.´ Kagemi thought as she accepted his invitation and went for the outer 

gate to meet up with him.  

 

 

The moonlight reflected dully on his crouched form as he observed the parking area in front of the 

train station. The roofs cameras were blind to his form, just as the pressure plates couldn´t measure his 

weight. No one would bother him during his duties. 

 

There he was grinding his bike to an unnecessary loud stop short before the outer gate. He met with 

this woman who just came to town and they greeted in a disturbingly profane manner by hugging each 

other. She slipped into a jacket, before sitting down behind him and the  engine roared to life again.  

The Moon was the only spectator as he jumped of the building to follow them.   

 

 

The street was dark. Only the moon and the stars illuminated it, as he drove with the lights turned off. 

From her place directly behind him, she could see that he even had turned off the helmets night vision.  

It was a gesture of arrogance, it also was meant to impress her, though she didn´t know which of both 

was the greater part. She didn´t care either.  

 

The wind streamed through her hair, cooled down by the velocity to a not yet chilling temperature. It 

felt good. She hugged him a little bit stronger, slid up just a notch more towards him and rested her 

head on his back, watching the suburbs falling away to their left. Of course she couldn´t see it, but she 

knew exactly how the smile looked that he was bound to sport right now.  

Coming home had been the right decision, she decided.  

 

It was almost still. Only some noises from recreated animals that once had been native to these parts 

filled the air.   

The road bent into a steep curve just behind the machine, instead of taking it Tomomoto had driven 

from the road and stopped. The small lamp was set against his bike, a TZ Tsurugi, a civilian version of 

his military vehicle, lighting up the grass. 

It provided only weak illumination, but that little bit was almost enough to blot out the stars for the 

human eye. Fortunately their comlogs easily compensated and projected the heavenly arrangement 

onto their eyes.  

It had taken them a drive of almost two hours to get far enough from town to find such a quiet corner 

of almost wilderness, but it had been worth the effort.  

Kagemi wrenched her gaze from the sky to look at Tomomoto. It has been over two years that she had 

last seen him. He still wore his hair short cropped, one of the few things that actually seemed to be in 

concert with his military occupation. He felt her look and lowered his head.  

 

“What?”  

“You changed your hair.”  He rolled his blue eyes in a mocking gesture of shame, when she last saw 

him his hair did have the same hue as his eyes. 

 

“I got tired of it.” 

“Tired of what? The colour or your superiors attitude towards it?” 
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“Both. You on the other don´t seem to like it.” 

“Oh, I do.” She said with a smile. He raised an eyebrow.  

 

“That´s hard to believe.” 

“Why? You almost look like a soldier now.” 

“You always liked these. Didn´t you?”, he drew a little closer to her 

“Only a few. Most of them have terrible manners.”, she raised her head to look him into the eyes. 

“And how are my manners?”  Kagemi smiled.  

“Awful.” Then she kissed him.  

 

 

Still unnoticed he watched them embrace each other in the moonlight. Following them out here 

without being detected had not been easy. Was his target aware of his presence?  

Unlikely, but if than this was a well planned diversion. Dismissing the thought, he climbed into a 

better position.  

These two were profane enough to actually start undressing out here on the grass. He couldn´t 

conceive how these two could be a threat, but that was not his to decide.  

He snorted silently as he reported in.  

 

As he received no further orders after his report, he waited patiently. He patiently watched his target, 

but always stayed heedful of his surroundings. There was no use in being patient when one was 

surprised by unfolding events. The two of them were lying on the ground next to the motorcycle. If all 

this was a diversionary tactic his target at least had chosen a good location, there weren´t any 

obstructed venues to their location.  

 

Of course this only meant that he had to strike fast and hard, if his orders called for it. Long since his 

vigil began he had determined the three most optimal attack routes, as well as the three most optimal 

escape routes, just in the case this was a trap after all. His comlog displayed the small blinking Hanzi, 

which denoted an incoming message.  

 

He opened and read it. Time to act. 

 

 

Her head rested on his shoulder as they lay on the ground in a loose embrace. The night had turned 

cooler than expected, therefore they were dressed again. With the small lamp turned off, only the 

moon remained to illuminate them.  

Kagemi noticed that she really had missed its light, the moons on other planets just weren´t the same.  

 

“Why did you return, anyway? Not that I want to protest that you did.” Tomomotos´ whisper almost 

seemed loud in the serene atmosphere. He actually sounded curious.  

“I haven´t been here for too long. Probably just homesickness.” She replied in a casual tone.  

“That´s all?” 

 

A muffled echo was the only warning. Almost immediately followed by the sound of shearing metal, 

as something impacted on the bike behind them, cutting of her answer.  

Even before a curse could leave his lips Tomomoto pushed her aside using the force to spin into the 

other direction. The bike crashed down on their former location a second later.  
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Kagemi was shocked into inaction as he jumped to his feet and reached into a compartment within the 

bike. As he withdrew a pistol from it she saw him being hit by a bullet. It splashed on his left shoulder 

blade and sent him reeling.  

Stun ammunition, what was going on here? 

 

The proximity alert from her comlog broke Kagemis´ torpidness as her frontline reflexes resurfaced 

and she jumped into cover behind the motorcycle. She had one incoming human and four fast closing 

vehicles displayed on her eyes. Their signals were well dampened, hardly discoverable at all.  

Military technology, ´What did I get myself into?` Kagemi thought as she perceived the moving figure 

which ran in their direction.  

Tomomoto fired a burst from his pistol at the dark shape Kagemi thought that she saw it being hit, but 

it didn´t slow down. Instead it raised its weapon and fired another salvo at them. Tomomoto threw 

himself sideways out of harms´ way, but Kagemi was hit in the neck.  

 

The impact made her gasp and for a short time everything went black. She forced her eyes open and 

air into her lungs. It hurt.  

Rolling on her back Kagemi avoided the attackers´ foot aiming at her head, she could hardly breathe 

but managed to bring up her right leg for a desperate kick in his back. 

With a smooth motion he sidestepped her attack, twisted down his torso in a spin around her leg and 

brought his full weight to bear upon it.  

Her leg snapped, she screamed. 

   

The last thing she saw was his fist then darkness descended.  
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Alpha 1.02. Paradiso 

 

Some sparks that emitted from the wreckage were the only sign that the heap to his feet once had been 

an enemy remote. Paying no further heed to it he marched onwards through the dense bushes.  

By now he had grown accustomed to the different plants on this foreign planet. Even accustomed 

enough to know how not to produce more noise than necessary despite his bulky armour.  

Not that he liked being stealthy.  

He generally left that to the Shasvastii, but orders were orders. His sensors alerted him to the presence 

of hostiles on the clearing in front of him. He stopped and gave orders to his accompanying tools.  

 

There were only three of them, there had to be a sniper about, he almost could smell it. Two of them 

emitted enough energy to tell him that they wore enhanced armour of some kind, even that wouldn´t 

turn them into worthy adversaries. He yet had to meet such a one among their numbers.  

An incoming signal told him the others were ready.  

He raised his weapon.  

 

 

The impact knocked the knight to Maria´s left from his feet. He hadn´t reached the ground when a 

second explosion tore off his right shoulder. He lumped to the ground without making a sound, if dead 

or just down she couldn´t tell. She fired.  

Her bullets went straight to the source of the enemy fire, the surviving knight joining in. Maria thought 

that she heard some metallic noises were her bullets hit.  

She heard her companion reporting their contact and was glad to see the icons of incoming 

reinforcements on her tactical map. She changed position. 

Mere seconds after that a small explosion fractured the tree behind which she had been hiding.  

“Another close one Maria, not your day.”  

 

As she again faced the teeming jungle, obviously some of the peacemakers were still around, she saw 

three alien remotes emerging from the tree line, which immediately filled the small clearing with 

deadly projectiles. Behind these two hunched, slender humanoids followed suit, keeping to the 

shadows of their remotes.  

 

“Nope. Not your day.” She muttered while taking cover from a salvo from the closest remote. In her 

peripheral sight she saw how it was pierced by some bullets, probably Suertes.  

A short roll brought her back to her feet and she fired a salvo at the closest Shasvastii even before 

reaching a steady stand. Her aim was true, but her bullets were deflected in mid air by a shimmering 

screen. Nanoscreen! Damned cheating aliens! 

 

The alien jerked up his weapon and returned the favour. She was saved by her uneven footing. As the 

projectile sheared through her torso throwing her down again, Maria managed to roll with the blow 

and thus softened her fall, allowing her to remain conscious. The knight, whose name she still didn´t 
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knew fired away at their assailants. A faint crashing noise was the reward for his efforts, he took a 

bullet in the head in return. Maria could see it, as it ricocheted from his helmet. 

He stumbled, but got on his feet again, drawing his long sword from its´ scabbard in the process.  

 

Finally the pain set in and with a scream Maria pushed herself sideways, just to present a moving 

target. No bullets pierced her former position, but she kept moving. She still was dizzy and blood 

poured from her chest. She could breathe without problems, her lungs had been spared.  

Having lost her bearing she kept moving towards the next available cover, the sound of gunfire 

disclosing to her the direction in which not to put her back.  

Her comlog projected a proximity alert on her eyes, but sluggish as she was a shadow fell on her 

before she could react.     

Maria jumped backwards as a huge foot trampled down on the small tree trump in front of her. The 

decomposing wood split with a more of a thumbing than crashing noise. The shadow moved over her 

and the second foot was planted next to the first. She heard the unmistakeable sound of a firing rail 

gun.  

 

She saw the trailing smoke where the projectiles ignited the air, levelling her sight in time to witness 

one these lines smashing through the aliens´ nanoscreen. Overcoming it with pure force and searing a 

hole of over a dozen inches into the aliens´ body.  

Almost immediately all enemies concentrated their fire at the newcomer, as Maria rushed sideways to 

leave its´ shadow, which turned into a field of ricocheting bullets.  

 

Regaining her feet and aligning her aim with her comrades, she had the opportunity to take a closer 

look and divide some attention to her comlogs´ information. The tall silhouette with the almost 

awkwardly large rail gun fitted on its´ shoulder was covered in shifting brown and green camouflage, 

which mended itself were it had been hit by enemy fire. She didn´t need to check the icons on her 

comlog to know who was piloting this Dragão, as she spotted the motto of the pilot.  

 

“Nusquam occultare – Nowhere to hide”  

 

Jerome always had a thing for dramatic entrances, not that she minded this time. Maria fired a salvo at 

the nearest alien remote which was firing at the T.A.G. to her right. Her aim was true and the alien 

thing stopped in its tracks. Some liquid emerged, then it collapsed.  

As the Dragão brought up its flamer in a fluid motion and bathed the second retreating Shasvastii in 

flames, it was hit in the shoulder.  

 

Two consecutive explosions ripped of the left shoulder plate and tore a huge gap into the arm. Jerome 

adjusted in time to prevent the impact from ruining his aim. In retaliation he saturated the jungle where 

the shot had originated with his rail gun. Maria thought she heard him hit something, but no cries of 

pain or explosion where coming forth.  

 

With a quick motion the Dragão threw his flamer from one hand to the other. With half of the upper 

arm missing, this was a feat of fibre-cables that no muscle of flesh ever would have managed. It 

jumped halfway through the clearing, his intention to bring his flamer to bear on the unseen assailant 

quite plain.  

All hostiles in sight were down, they would have to check for Shasvastii eggs later on, but for now that 

reduced them to one target.  
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“No visual, movement on one, 400” Suerte reported, as Maria and the knight tried to cover Jeromes´  

advance. Multiple icons popped up on her tactical map, as Suerte send the position of the perceived 

enemies over the net. At least six new hostiles marked in red converged on their position. The blue 

icons of their reinforcements moving in from behind gave her a slight sense of relief, even though they 

were a little bit further away than the red ones. It was the purple one marking the possibly position of 

the elusive alien that bothered her.  

 

In an attempt to drive the enemy out, the Dragão sprayed a gust of flame into the foremost trees.  

It worked better than expected.  

 

With a crushing sound a large humanoid form, easily half the size of the T.A.G., jumped from the 

jungle only two feet left of the flames. Blazing away with its long barrelled gun it send the knight 

flying as he was hit by the explosive ammunition. Maria fired and missed. The rail gun on the 

Dragãos´ shoulder swung down and a searing line of smoke punched through the enemies´ torso.  It 

did not even slow it down.     

With a cry of rage it brought down its´ viciously curved blade and tore right through the Dragãos´ 

upper leg. 

 

The blade descended with such force that the armoured chassis of the T.A.G. gave way almost 

immediately. A shower of sparks erupted and bathed the assailant into bright light. Its´ bulky form 

clearly visible, Maria fired again.  

 

As her bullets sprayed of the aliens´ armour the Dragão almost fell. Being a machine it couldn´t feel 

pain, but for the high performance expected of the Dragoons you had to run them on a hot sensor link. 

With that came the direct overlay of sensory input onto the pilots´ body and with that the pain. 

Probably Jerome was screaming in agony back at the base, despite that he compensated.  

 

The Dragão started to fall, but it jerked down its´ weight and would have kept his balance. However 

that was not was Jerome wanted.  

The alien started to bring back its´ long handled blade, as Jerome used the inertia of the Dragãos´ 

weight to start a roll. The discarded flamer dropped to the ground and the alien had not yet again 

brought his weapon to bear, whilst the Dragão closed his fist around his enemy. Armour crushed, 

bones cracked, but no sound of pain emerged.  

 

Diving completely into the roll Jerome brought the full weight of the T.A.G. to bear and hurled the 

alien back into the jungle whence it came. With a fluid motion Jerome finished the roll and came back 

to his foot. Only after he also had retrieved his flamer the alien landed with a crash that was still 

audible despite the distance.  

 

After a second to comprehend this awesome display of skill Maria rushed to the wounded knight. He 

already was getting on his feet again as she reached him.  

“Retreat advised.” 

The always practical Suerte, was of course right, they still had closing hostiles and were in no 

condition to fight on.  

 

With a dump sound the Dragão landed next to the fallen knight, picking him up with his damaged arm. 

Having lost one leg the T.A.G. was reduced to hopping, despite that he still was faster than the two of 

them on foot.  
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Silent as always Jerome didn´t even care to acknowledge his consent to the plan, right now Maria did 

not mind at all.  

 

He covered their retreat to the tree-line further back, where they could find more cover until the 

reinforcements arrived. The icons of her comrades closed fast, but not as fast as the hostile ones except 

two of them.  

 

“Gevallo, do you copy?”  

“Yes, Sarge.” Maria was glad to hear that it was her squad that was inbound.  

“Keep low. ETA in five. Sup in one.” 

“Affirmative” 

 

Maria stopped next to a massive tree while the knight took position on the other end of it. She almost 

jumped as the flamer of the Dragão crashed down barely a metre from her. Jerome used his 

undamaged hand to swing around the tree and laid down the knight behind. He picked up his flamer 

and jumped ten metres left of their position. Almost blending in with the trees he faced the now partly 

obscured clearing.  

 

“Suerte?”  

“Got you.”  

 

That reassured her a little as the jungle behind her rustled.   

With a rash movement two little figures almost jumped out of the undergrowth, making their way to 

the downed knight and the Dragão respectively. The icons on her display had shown these two closing 

Palbots, despite that Maria still took a quick glance. With the aliens directly about there was no telling 

if their systems had been compromised.  

 

With admirable ease the little remote climbed up the frame of the Dragão and began mending the 

damaged fibre-cables in its´ arm. Some sparks emerged from that, but then the T.A.G. never had been 

really out of sight to begin with.  

To her right the other one injected a dose of painkiller into the fallen knight, who started to show signs 

of life shortly after.  

 

The jungle on the other end of the clearing started moving again, but no alien dared to show its ugly 

head.  

“What are you up to?” She muttered to herself.  

“Suerte?” 

“No visual. Movement on ten to two.” 

It was strange, they were almost cornered and obviously outnumbered, still the aliens didn´t press the 

attack. Growing more tense with every passing second Maria aimed down the clearing.  

 

“What do we miss?” She asked herself.  

With a rather slow motion the knight regained his footing, she signalled him to take her place.  

He didn´t argue.  

With a quick turn she kneeled down behind the tree and started the high level encryption protocol.  

As she raced through the access sequence the Palbot climbed onto her back and sealed her wound with 

a liquid dermal replacement, the painkillers helped also to improve her condition.   

  

“HQ, this is Gevallo, Condition blank.” 
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It took some long seconds for the answer to be decrypted, but still no enemy emerged from the jungle.  

“Affirmative. Hold Position.” 

Now that Command was warned that probably something not obvious was going on, she retook her 

position. The Bot fell from her shoulder and started again tending to the knight who returned behind 

the tree to be out of sight for that procedure.  

 

The Dragão kept perfectly still while they waited for their reinforcements. It was a machine after all.  

Despite that Maria could almost feel Jeromes urge to rush forward again and engage the enemy.  

 

A burst of bullets ripped into the tree and she reflexively shrunk behind it. Jerome returned fire about 

nearly the instant the aliens opened fire, once more fiery trails ignited bushes and smashed trees.  

The barrage didn´t stop and she retreated a little bit further, as part of the trunk was eaten away. The 

knight at the other end was also forced to retreat from a similar barrage. They were effectively pinned.  

Some bullets hit the Dragão as well, but lacked the force to penetrate his armour. He sustained his 

return salvos. Her comlink gave her access to Jeromes´ visual intake, the aliens still didn´t advance.  

All they were doing was hiding in the bushes firing away her feeling that something was wrong grew 

even worse.  

 

An explosion in the aliens´ frontline made her check the tactical display. Her squad had arrived. Sarge 

was kneeling behind a fallen tree and shot another grenade. The explosion threw up a large amount of 

earth, temporarily blinding the enemy.  

 

Exploiting the short lapse in hostile fire, the first four advanced taking flanking positions. Maria 

couldn´t help but smile.  

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

The hiss was barely audibly, as the injection tube emptied itself into his body. A moment later he 

opened his eyes again.  First things first, he checked his weapon, before jumping to his feet in a fluid 

motion.  

The time index showed him that it hadn´t took his suit long to revive him after his involuntary flight.  

 

The tactical display showed the advance of his troops, they almost were in position. A position they 

would give up soon after. These orders still sat unwell with him, but even he thought twice when it 

came to arguing with an Anathematic. This pleasure he still was reserving for a special occasion.  

 

At least he seemed to have found a formidable enemy this time. The signature and markings of the 

machine which was known as a Dragão among the humans was burned into his memory. It would 

remain there until the next confrontation. He was Sogarat and Sogarat always claimed their revenge.  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The rain broke in along with the dusk. Maria noticed the first drops with an almost sharp sensation, her 

skin being tight from the waiting. Soon after she hardly acknowledged the rains´ existence at all, her 

routines simply incorporated the downpour into her tactical awareness of the battlefield. Maybe 

humans were not so different from computers after all.  

 

Scanning the perimeter of the camp in the growing darkness was hardly different from doing it in 

daylight. The filters in her eyes were quite sensitive, enhancing the remaining light to a usable level. 

Besides that she was linked to the remotes sensor feeds, therefore every object of three centimetres or 

above was outlined with a faint shimmer. The aliens would be hard pressed to surprise them.  
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With barely a rustle in the undergrowth Sarge kneeled down beside her. She spared him a quick glance, 

unlike the rest of them he barely looked tired. She always had wondered how he did that.  

  

“We are relieved in three, withdrawal to extraction point Sete, formation Theta.” 

Their larynx-microphones made it unnecessary to speak the words aloud and at this range no one 

would be able to intercept the transmission.  

 

“Recebido.” Maria emphasised her statement with a small nod.  

Satisfied with that he moved to the next in line to spread the word.  

  

Three minutes later one of the Sierra DronBots took her position and Maria crouched into the centre of 

the camp. Most of her squad already had been swallowed up by the jungle, being just in time she took 

her position in the rearguard as they moved out.  

 

The jungle was comparatively quiet, as they made their way to the small clearing where she had been 

shot earlier today. After the arrival of her squad the aliens had retreated with barely any resistance at 

all. They retook the former perimeter without any trouble at all and even had advanced about half a 

mile into alien territory. Maria still was certain that something was wrong, but right now she was too 

tired to care.  

 

The transport carrier already awaited them with open doors two ORCs were securing the landing site. 

After all no one liked surprises. With hardly suppressed eagerness her comrades mounted the carrier.  

Maria saw a movement in her peripheral vision and reflexively trained her weapon on it, even before 

checking her display.  

 

Suerte oozed from the shadows, Maria lowered her weapon and boarded the carrier after a short nod 

into her direction.  

 

Shortly after the carrier took off, running in silent mode it barely was audible from more than twenty 

feet away. It was followed by unseen alien eyes.  
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Beta 1.02. Dawn 

 

The white camouflage paint bled from her hair, revealing the ravish black beneath it. Along with all 

the sweat, blood, mud and to some degree her exhaustion it was eagerly swept away by the showers´ 

forceful waters. She took longer than necessary to clean herself, just enjoying the warmth.  

Her shoulder and calf still pulsated with pain, but it was the pain of healing. She had suffered enough 

wounds in her life to tell the difference. In a way that was sad.  

 

She turned off the water, reached for a towel and stepped into her small habitat. With its´ 14 square 

metres it wasn´t big by any standards, still hers were the largest quarters on the base.  

She had returned not long after the enemies´ withdrawal, Halil was resting in the infirmary already on 

his way to recovery. Basma on the other hand had refused to abandon position therefore she still was 

at the outpost. A squad of Ghilim should have relieved her and the Ragiks by now, if that prompted 

Basma to return remained to be seen.  

 

Slipping into a warm bathing robe she took her mind of that for now. She hated the cold of this world.  

Thankfully the walls were well insulated nonetheless a chill kept creeping in at all times.  

She wrapped the towel around her head and reached for her comlog. Since she couldn´t even get a 

decent connection to Maya on this rock, she had to check the ether periodically for interesting news.  

 

It was always good to know how her sisters were faring, besides that there wasn´t any fault in being up 

to date on recent political developments. Her mission given the right circumstances could just as well 

stop being convenient for her betters in a matter of mere minutes, if that happened, she wanted to 

know it as fast as possible.  

 

None of the news or her sources yielded anything useful, maybe she should check if Tabhit had 

something for her. While rising from the bed she activated the drying function of the towel, one of the 

few luxuries she had brought with her. Immediately a welcome warmth enveloped her head.  

She picked up an insulating undergarment, it almost covered her entire body only leaving her hands 

and head exposed. A small padding of reactive gel armour followed suit, not that she expected any 

trouble, yet Ipek was used to err on the side of caution.  

 

About three minutes later, she was fully dressed by then, her towel unravelled itself. With a casual 

flick of the wrist she plucked it from the air and threw it on the bed. A quick treatment with a comb 

later her hair was in order.  

As she opened the door and stepped into the cold night, she put up the cowl of her coat. Her comlog 

displayed the coats´ sensory input, on her retina. It had taken her some time back then to adjust to that, 

but the advantages were undisputable. 

 

It appeared to be a quiet night. The base sat mostly silent under a light snowfall, the only movements 

she could perceive were on the guard towers. She passed the three large flight pads, two of them were 

occupied by the large VTOLs which functioned as the main link to civilisation, not counting the on or 

off treks that came from Caledonia.  

 

It was a four day journey to the closest native settlement therefore the small mining colony more 

looked like a military fortification than anything else. Surrounded by steep walls, riddled with crenels, 

guard towers and the occasional remote controlled missile pod, it hugged the mountains which held 

the precious ores.  
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It was a cooperative effort, with the advanced technologies from Bourak it was easier to harvest the 

mountains riches out here amidst what was almost Antipode territory In return they received a fair 

share of Teseum.  

Common distrust dictated an almost one to one ratio of native and off-world personal, leading in turn 

to only one establishment in town. The ‘Harrows´ Edge’ was saloon, inn, brothel, trading post and 

sports arena all cramped into the largest, ugliest building within the perimeter.  

She already could hear the ramblings from within. Apparently a Dog-Bowl match was on air, at least 

that would tone down the interest in her.  

At least she hoped it would.  

 

As she entered the humid air embraced her. Saturated with melted snow, human sweat and spoilt 

liquor it wasn´t a sensation Ipek was too fond off. The first room of the ‘Edge’ was the largest of its´ 

four bar rooms and quite packed. Sadly it doubled as a gateway into the other areas, therefore she 

stepped into it and strode directly to the bar.  

 

To her left there was a large holodisplay, projecting the live-feed of the current Dog-Bowl match. The 

surrounding benches were cramped mostly with native workers, only the occasional darker tanned face 

visible in between. She filed away the faces for later inspection, it was always good to know who had 

befriended the locals. To her right she saw an arm wrestling tournament unfold. Again the greater part 

being locals, but some of the here stationed Djanbazan were mixed in between. With the greater part 

of the patrons occupied she hoped for a visit with only a little harassment.  

These hopes were short lived as a drunken Caledonian stepped into her path, reaching clumsily for her. 

She deftly sidestepped and tried to decipher his slurred accent, although it was pretty obvious what he 

was proposing. She sighed silently.  

 

“The Lady wants to be left alone, so beat it!”, came a strong voice from two tables away, cutting off 

her response, before she had uttered it. The drunk turned and muttered something about minding ones´ 

own business, but stopped short when he saw who had addressed him. 

 

The man sat comfortably in his chair, his feet on a second one in front of him. He had short cropped 

blond hair and his brown eyes rested in a hardened face. He was well built, yet the drunk was probably 

much stronger. On the table to his right laid his helmet with the characteristic large visor. The coat 

hanging loosely on his chair spoke quite clearly, this Loup-Garou was off-duty, but that could be 

changed very quickly.  

The drunk was about enough not to engage one of the assigned peacekeepers of the base and trolled 

himself.  

 

She went over to his table and sat down. From here she had a good view of the Dog-Bowl fans, 

explaining his choice of seating.  

“Sagol for the rescue, Jacques.”  

“Sine parde problem. Caledonians always had bad manners.”  

“Want some?” he asked as he toasted her with his ale, she shrugged. He took a sip without taking his 

eyes from the bunch of crazed fans. Ipek discovered at least one Dog Face she knew within the mob.  

 

“Here, I know you didn´t need my help with this fool, but he stood in my line of sight so I wanted him 

gone fast.”  

She smiled despite herself at his dismissing commentary, from all the men on the base Jacques was 

about the only one who not yet had tried to hit on her, since her arrival three months ago. She had no 

idea why that was, but it made his company quite pleasant.  
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“I still appreciate it nonetheless.”  

She answered, leaving open if she referred to the rescue or the offer. He threw her a short glance. She 

assessed him to be in his late thirties, though his hardened face made it difficult to be sure. Surely he 

had been quite handsome once, before his hard life took that away.  

She couldn´t help but think of the irony of her probably being older, yet appearing much younger than 

him. It seemed to stress that the universe was not a fair place. 

 

“Something in particular that brought you here tonight? Or are you just here to observe Caledonian 

manners?”   

His statement was emphasized by a crashing table and loud cheers of victory from behind him.  

“Forsooth I am not. You would not happen to have seen Tabhit, I assume?”  

Tabhit was an agent of the Sultanate posing as a merchant from Bakunin, he also happened to be her 

liaison officer.  

“You really should stop smoking that stuff, can´t be good for your skin.” 

He paused and drank from his mug, before he pointed upwards with his index finger.  

“He went up there, about half an hour ago. Should be through by now.” 

 

She nodded her thanks, rose and began walking over to the stairs which led up to the brothel. 

The sounds of the cheering Dog-Bowl fans and the unfolding brawl grew quieter as she ascended the 

stairs. Build from the same concrete as the rest of the ´Edge´, the stairs were angular and rather steep, 

already showing some wear from the frequent usage. 

 

The air on the next floor was even more humid than below, but smelled much better for the scented 

oils that were in use up here.  

The bouncer which guarded the entrance to this part of the edge was no challenge for Ipeks´ charms, 

thus she entered without hindrance. Up here the floor was laid out with a soft carpet. The walls were 

well isolated and insulated, turning the rooms probably into the warmest and quietest of their kind on 

the base.  

 

She put up her cowl again, not to remain anonymous that was straight-out impossible, but to keep the 

sensor feed intact.  Everyone who became aware of her presence tried not to stare at her. The men in 

order not to leer and the women suppressed their envious looks.  

She didn´t mind, it was an unfair contest anyway. Ipek moved more gracefully, smelled more alluring 

and looked more regal than every other woman on the base. There was no way they could compete 

with her, for she had decades of cosmetic biotechnology and well funded patrons to pay for it on her 

side. 

 

It didn´t took her long to learn where to find Tabhit. Sidestepping the grapple of another bouncer she 

reached the door of his room and kicked it open. She was greeted by a shriek. A naked blond girl 

bolted from the bed and reached for something on the small table. On the bed lay a man with a mop of 

dark hair who produced a small rod from behind his pillow. Behind her the bouncer brought himself 

into position for another attempt.  

 

“I would have a word with you.”  

“Everyone hold!” came the deep voice of Tabhit, the girl and the bouncer stopped in their tracks.  

 

“Always for the dramatic entrance, my dear.”  Ipek nodded her acknowledgement to this comment.  

“Be ascertained of that.” She made a step into the room, the girl followed Ipeks´ movements with the 

gun in her hand.  
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“I ventured here to ask of my merchandise.” 

“And you could not wait until I´m dressed again?”  

Despite saying that Tabhit made no move at all to cover himself.  

“How should I know how long you would indulge yourself in this place?” 

“Well, you got a point there my dear.” He waved at the bouncer, who withdrew and closed the door 

behind him. The girl went to the bathroom door and picked up a bathrobe, never losing her aim on 

Ipek.  

 

Tabhit put the small rod back under the pillow and went for his backpack which was lying next to the 

bed.  

He reached into it and produced a little box with an Ariadnan tax seal on it. With a smile he flicked it 

over to her.  

Ipek plucked it casually from the air and broke the seal. As she opened it the smell of fresh cigars 

emerged, she sniffed at them for good measure.  

 

“Sagol, that is very much appreciated.” Ipek said before leaving, not even turning her head to look at 

the girl, nonetheless she filed away her face.  

“Always a pleasure, my dear.” 

   

Ipek left the door ajar as she made her way out of the brothel. She had been a concubine in her former 

life, but she was very thankful that she never had to work in such a place.  

Lying under the first layer of cigars she found a small chip, she closed the box again. It would destroy 

itself after her comlog had read it out, therefore she postponed that.  

New orders, generally that meant new troubles.  

 

Putting the box away while descending the stairs to the main room, Ipek paid no heed to the raised 

noise level, after all there was a Dog-Bowl match going on. That proved to be a mistake.  

It almost came without a warning. 

 

She saw it coming in from the right and tried to duck, but she wasn´t quick enough. What once used to 

be a chair slammed into her shoulder and forced her against the wall. She let herself fold onto the 

stairs, for that she slid down three more steps but it gave her an overview of the scene. 

 

A large brawl just began in earnest around the cheering fans, the match seemed to be over and that was 

the victory party. In well established Caledonian tradition, more people cared to join instead of 

breaking up the struggle. Ipek saw Jacques dropping an enthusiastic participant of the arm-wrestlers 

with a brutal clotheline. He then turned to the remaining bunch and tried to stare them down, 

undoubtedly hoping to prevent them from engaging in this amusing endeavour.  

 

However the already infuriated crowd didn´t need any more support to get started. Someone just 

cheered a little bit too much, or too hard for off-world standards, and it was answered with a fist. The 

next one followed quite shortly in an almost natural course of events.  

 

Just as Ipek rose to her feet one of the locals was thrown through the holodisplay in a wide arc, 

creating an image almost worthy of being called surrealist art. He crashed down on a table, it switched 

over scattering glasses on the floor. He laughed, then he got punched by the guy whose drink that had 

been.  
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By now Jacques and two other Loup-Garou, these were on duty, had managed to refrain the other half 

of the patrons from joining. Ipek was amazed by the authority these three exhibited over this drunken 

crowd. She would remember that.  

 

Spotting a safe path from the stairs into the calm half of the room, she quickly stepped down the stairs, 

intending to remove herself from this facility as fast as possible. Then it happened.  

 

In any barroom brawl it is unavoidable that some bystanders get caught up in it. Yet when someone 

crashed a chair on the back of a broad shouldered Caledonian and thusly smashed his head onto the 

table, through the beer he was holding that is, it should have been avoided. His patience broke along 

with the glass. That was never a good thing, especially with a Dog Face.  

 

The guttural roar froze itself through Ipeks bones and her in place. A body flew in her direction, once 

more she wasn´t fast enough. They went down the last steps in a clutter of limbs, the odour of the man 

was almost the worst part of it.  

 

“Oh, Scrogneugneu”  

Ipek found Jacques loudly uttered assessment right to the point, as she struggled to free herself from 

the dead weight of the unconscious man. The other sounds that reached her ears, like the cries of 

anguish or a pistol being fired, were less to her liking. 

 

She regained her footing just in time to witness two Caledonian workers, both of them easily twice her 

weight, flying through the air straight into the mob. Pinning down an enraged Dog Face obviously 

didn´t prove to be such a good idea. 

The beast marked his victory with a loud roar, which had almost everyone recoil in fear, Ipek among 

them.  

 

Standing almost eleven feet tall, he had to hunch in his feral form to fit under the ceiling. His arms 

ended in vicious claws, who kept everyone at bay who dared approach him. Slightly sniffing his two 

faintly glowing yellow eyes scanned the room for an unknown objective.  

Then his eyes fell on her.  

 

It took her a moment to realise the consequences of this sniffing, sometimes it was not a good thing at 

all to be the most alluring smelling person in the room.  

Her torpor broke as the beast started moving. It hunched over and bolted through the room, someone 

tried to stop it but was smashed aside by the beasts´ momentum. 

 

The claws descended.  

 

With ease Ipeks´ coat was shredded and the claws came to halt in the concrete with a grinding sound. 

Luckily the coat was empty. Taking advantage of the momentarily confusion, the shedding of her coat 

created, Ipek rolled sideways. Moving away as fast as she could crawl she put as much space as 

possible between her and the beast. Also abandoning the box in the process, but that had to wait.  

 

The inhuman stench of the beast lingered in her nose, when the next growl made her turn on her back. 

Slivers of concrete stroked her cheek, as a huge, furred fist shattered the floor were her head had been 

a second ago. She barely managed to suppress a yelp.  
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The doglike face with its greyish-white fur hovered only fractions from hers. Sniffing at her the 

oversized nostrils wrinkled and saliva dripped from the almost sneering half-opened jaw of the beast. 

Ipek froze once more, she needed to stall for time.  

Most Dogfaces relished confrontation therefore she forced herself to look into his eyes. Staring into 

these yellow orbs of confusion and fury, she realised that she knew these eyes. 

 

“Connlyn.” 

Whispering his name made the dogface snap sideways, almost as if it couldn´t bear hearing it. He 

stared at her with his right eye, Ipek thought there was a shimmer of recognition in them.  

A movement to the left caught her eye. Others were closing in with weapons to subdue the beast. But 

with her so close they didn´t dare to fire, it still would have enough time to shred her to pieces if they 

did.  

 

The beasts´ head jerked sideways in their direction and snarled, they stopped.  

“Easy.” Ipek whispered quietly as she lifted her right hand and stroke his neck. He barked once more 

at the men, but didn´t move, neither did they.  

With her left she waved the others away, among them she could see a not too happy looking Jacques, 

despite that he nodded and instigated a general withdrawal.  

 

“Connlyn.” 

His name made him jerk his face back to her, his jaw still fixed in a sneering growl. Once more he 

sniffed at her, deeply taking in her scent. Trailing his eyes over her face he seemed to recognise her.  

“It´s okay. Calm down.” 

She whispered, while softly stroking his neck. He yanked at this, but didn´t withdrew his head. 

He snorted at her once more, however it wasn´t a threatening gesture anymore. His eyes began losing 

their yellow hue and grew softer within the process. Now Ipek could clearly see the recognition in his 

eyes and the shame.  

 

The massive arms that had caged her to the ground started to shrink the fur on them retracted back 

under the skin or fell to the floor. She could perceive the quiet cracking sounds, as his bones snapped 

to once more fit into his human form. It made her shiver.  

The skull was the worst thing to behold, with the elongated snout being pulled back rather brutally into 

the faceplate. It was almost like looking at a rapid devolution of a species. She closed her eyes. 

 

“I´m sorry. So sorry.” Ipek opened her eyes again to the sound of his muted murmuring. Bathed in the 

slime and blood that his transformation had expelled from his body, she embraced Connlyns´ 

trembling body with her arms and held him firm.    

She still was soothing the sobbing Connlyn, when the Loup-Garou closed in and lifted him to his feet. 

They weren´t gentle about it, however not too forceful either, no one wanted a repetition of recent 

events.  

 

Ipek relaxed and rested her head on the floor, a sigh escaped her.  

“Someone bring some water and a towel for the Lady.”  

After yelling that at no one in particular Jacques knelt down beside her.  

“Are you alright? Did he hurt you?” 

 

Ipek trained her eyes on him and perceived honest concern in his eyes. The ´Edge` had grown rather 

quiet, even Caledonians didn´t take easy on an unleashed Dog-Face. 

“Surely not the kind of harassing I had expected when I came here tonight, but I am fine. Thank you.” 
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His left lip curled up a notch, about the best mirror of her smile that she could expect to see from him.  

 

Jacques took her shoulders and Ipek let him draw her to her feet. She wavered a little bit but his firm 

grip kept her steady.  

“Easy.” She nodded subtly at that remark.  

One of the waitresses handed her a wet towel and she gladly took it and wiped the slime from her face. 

Soon the towel was soaked, yet most of the liquids remained.  

 

“I guess this means back under the shower for me.”  

She remarked as he gently removed the towel from her hands.  

“Sounds like a plan. Come on I walk you to your door, then you can turn this hair of yours back to 

black.” 

“That would be mostly appreciated.” She said with a little smile.  

 

Fatih, one of the Djanbazan who had been sitting among the Dog Bowl fans when all this had started, 

stepped up to the two and handed Ipek the remains of her coat.  

“Sagol, Fatih.” A nod would have been enough thanks but she could see the dislike and hostility in 

Fatihs´ dark eyes. Hence she decided to give him more recognition to calm him down. It seemed to 

work as he just nodded and went back to his table.  

 

Without further comment Jacques turned towards the door, clearing a path for her. Ipek mustered her 

grace and followed him, awhile her fingers probed for the box in the shredded coat.  

Thankfully it was still there. This definitely called for prayer of thanks tonight.  

  

As she stepped outside into the night the silence felt very comforting. The light snowfall continued 

and slowly a new layer of white started to cover the ground. The two of them walked slowly to her 

habitat.  

It wasn´t a long way and the guards on the perimeter were the only other persons outside anyway, 

therefore she hardly was in need of a bodyguard. Especially when one considered that she herself was 

one.  

Despite that Ipek enjoyed the company.  

 

“There we are have a good night.” He said when they arrived at her door.  

Ipek looked down at herself and wiped away a little bit of slime from her arm.  

“Well it hardly can take a turn for the worse anymore I assume.”  

“So I would guess. See you tomorrow.”  

She made a mocking curtsey and opened the door while he walked back. 

 

The lights sprang into life as she entered. Everything was in its place and the security seal showed no 

sign of tampering. Ipek allowed herself to relax.  

She yearned for the shower, but she would not lose sight of the chip again.  

Throwing her coat over a chair she sat down on it and read her orders.   
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Gamma 1.02. Earth 

 

It was still dark when she awoke. Kagemi opened her eyes but the darkness wouldn´t recede. The air 

was damp and insipid, she could hardly breathe. She felt vulnerable.   

´Don´t panic, Kagemi. Breathe slowly.` 

 

She listened to her own advice and relaxed a bit. As she calmed somewhat, it became obvious that she 

was blindfolded and gagged. That explained the difficulty in breathing, but wasn´t reassuring in any 

way. Her leg throbbed with dull pain, maybe someone mended it. She tried to move but her feet were 

shackled, as were her hands. As the panic began to resurface Kagemi realised what she had been 

missing all the time, the reason why she felt so vulnerable.  

They had taken her comlog.  

 

She used to turn it off at regular intervals to take a break from Maya, but that was voluntarily 

downtime. Right now Kagemi was alone.  

She had no way of calling anyone to help her, no way to hear the assuasive voice of Aleph, no displays 

of her surroundings that informed her who was about and thus conferring to her a sense of security.  

She was terrified and started to sob.  

 

The hushed sound of a sliding door startled her and she tried not to move. The footsteps echoed quite 

loudly in her ears as whoever had entered stopped in front of her. With a quick motion her blindfold 

and gag were removed. She greedily sucked in the air, awhile shirking back from the bright light.  

As her eyes adjusted she heard the other one sit down in front of her.  

 

His face was remarkably featureless. It had to be a mask to make it impossible for her to recognize 

him.  

He sat less than half a metre away and offered her a glass with a clear liquid. Kagemi eyed it 

suspiciously.  

“It´s just water, don´t worry.” He said with a low voice.  

She was thirsty as hell, so she drank. At least it tasted like water.  

“Thank you. Who are you?”  

He put the glass on the floor to his left, which was unremarkable as the rest of the small room.  

“The one who asks the questions around here.” 

 Kagemi stopped short on a remark to that. She was tied to a chair after all.  

“You are Kaneshiro Kagemi?” he asked, clearly accessing the database of his comlog.  

She nodded.  

“You are charged with conspiring against the Emperors´ army…” 

“What?” Kagemi blurted out, cutting of his sentence.  

He gave her a dark look, she swallowed hard.  

“You were caught in the presence of Terazawa Tomomoto, a suspect known for his affiliation with the 

Tatenokai…” 

“What! No! Tomo never would do that.” 

Another look, she shrunk back.  

“Are you saying that you had no idea of his affiliation with these terrorists?” 

“No, I mean yes. I haven´t seen him in almost two years. And he never was into such stuff, back then 

when I knew him.” 

“Two years? Yet you had sexual intercourse with him, a mere two hours after meeting him again?” 

Kagemi blushed a little bit.  
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“Don´t you have any old friends that you like very much?”  

This time he didn´t censured her for asking. After a short while he rose.  

 

“I believe you being innocent in this matter Miss Kaneshiro. This might just save your life.”  

He left.  

Not long after he had left the room the shackles around her hands fell off. They hit the floor with a 

loud clanking, which made her twitch.  

Slowly she stood up and stretched a little bit to drive out the sore feeling in her muscles. After that she 

took a closer look around. It was the most featureless room she had ever seen.  

The walls were blank, as were the floor and the ceiling. Everything wore dull grey.  

Even the chairs were unremarkable and the door was hardly distinct from the walls.  

She sighed.  

`Think Kagemi, think, there must be a way out of this` 

 

 

A door opened. It permitted only a small amount of light into the adjoining room. A figure entered and 

with a just audible hiss the door closed again.  

The man took some steps and stopped in front of the monitor which showed a distraught pacing 

Kagemi.  

He was handed a clipboard with a report on her, old-fashioned but data stored in computer systems 

was just compromised so easily and everyone would have a hard time deciphering this particular 

handwriting.  

 

While he read it he always kept an eye on the woman on the screen. The three other persons in the 

room kept themselves occupied with observing the other monitors in the room, carefully avoiding to 

draw any attention to themselves.  

There was a quiet hiss when he ignited a lighter and set the report aflame. The fire quickly consumed 

the paper, leaving only a small pile of dust in his hand.  

 

“Assessments?” 

It was only a whisper but it was clearly not a question but an order.  

A long moment passed before the man closest to the speaker dared to reply.  

“Her record is stainless despite the recent incident and her involvement appears to be happenstance. 

We should let her go.” He earned a raised eyebrow. “And watch her, of course.” 

 

“I´m not convinced of that.” dared the next one. “We don´t know how good a liar she is, therefore we 

should interrogate her more profoundly.” 

“What if she is innocent?” The first one remarked.  

“Can´t be helped then, the one who seeks bad company has to live with the consequences.” The last 

person in the room added to the discussion. “We should get rid of her and move on.” 

 

“Enough.”  

Again only a whisper but it silenced the room immediately.  

The man with the ash in his hand seemed to be in deep thought for a moment.  

“Neither of that. None of you has managed to take her name into account. She is going to be very 

useful to us.”  

The other three looked at another with a blank expression, obviously not following their leaders train 

of thought. Probably it was intended this way.  
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Kagemi was still massaging her wrist when the door opened again. Alarmed she turned around.  

The man returned, again the pure ordinariness of his face startled her.  

She eyed him suspiciously but her anxiousness was clearly visible, as was her fear.  

 

“You are in serious trouble Miss Kaneshiro.” She started to protest but thought better of it.  

He moved deeper into the room, stopping parallel to her. The chair was the only thing left that 

separated them.  

“I came to present an offer to you.” 

“What kind of offer?” 

“The kind you better should not decline, Miss Kaneshiro.” 
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Alpha 1.03. Paradiso 

 

It was quite cramped inside the transport carrier, but tired as they were no one minded. Sitting across 

from each other in two rows Maria had a clear view of the others. All of them were exhausted. It had 

been a long day waiting for the aliens´ counterattack that never came.  

 

Rui shoot her a wry grin but it was a smile without energy. She returned it. The only one who hardly 

seemed tired was Sarge. Always aware and always ready to cheer up the mood, two of the qualities 

which made him such a good leader. Maria sat backed and closed her eyes.  

 

Feeling watched she opened them again shortly after. Suerte who sat directly opposite of Maria was 

watching her with these inhuman eyes. The unreflective black skin of the Naga also didn´t help to ease 

Marias feeling of being scrutinized. Suerte was not the first Naga she had known, but she was the first 

one to creep her out.  

Six month had passed since the Naga with the designation Zeta 12-P 32 had been assigned to their unit. 

Since then she still hadn´t talked to anyone outside of battlefield radio communication. However her 

effectiveness soon had earned her the nickname Suerte and she was now generally considered a good 

luck charm.  

 

This morning Maria didn´t hesitated to put her life in Suertes´ hands, when that Morat had snuck up on 

her it had been her command and shot that saved Maria. However sitting here and looking into this 

dark face which was faintly illuminated by the blue glow of her eyes, Maria couldn´t help but shiver.  

 

“Thanks again for covering my butt.”  

Suerte didn´t react at all to Marias words. She just kept starring.  

“I owe you one.” 

Suerte nodded.  

 

 

The touchdown woke her up again. Maria barely had time to get her wits about her before the door 

opened and the two ORCs jumped out weapons ahead. Suerte followed suit.  

“Time to move.” Maria said to herself and got up. By now the carrier had set down and disembarking 

was a rather dull activity at home base, but they were professionals after all.  

 

At a quick pace all of them jogged out and lined up on the landing pad. Most of the base was still 

highly illuminated and all twelve landing pads were in use right now. It seemed as if their little 

skirmish had brought on a major operation.  

“Attention!”  

 

Sarge placed himself in front of them his rife still at the ready as if he still were in the field.  

“We reassemble at 0630, so get a shower and some rest. Gevallo go see the Doc. Good job today. 

Dismissed.”  

    

Finally given time to relax an almost audible wave of relief washed through all of them, including 

Sarge even though he never would admit it. Suerte was the expectable exception and didn´t fail to 

deliver, with a short nod to all of them she moved out towards the armoury.  

“Don´t you ever sleep?” Maria asked herself raising a brow as she followed her departure with tired 

eyes.  
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Instructing it to dislodge the bullet from the barrel she shouldered her gun and walked to the infirmary.  

Her chest only hurt mildly after the field fix that the Palbot had delivered, nonetheless better safe than 

sorry.  

 

“Hey Famke.” The addressed woman who wore her doctors´ beret over her blonde hair turned her 

head.  

“Estella. I already heard, almost got yourself killed once more. Come on over.”  

 

Maria made her way through the thankfully quite empty infirmary. Called Doc by most people, just 

like thousands of military doctors before her, Maria had decided to call her by name. A favour Famke 

returned by using her second name, the one she reserved for people close to her.  

 

Laying down her rifle next to the bed she sat down. The bed immediately linked up with her comlog to 

read out her biomonitor. Famke surely had gotten a first frontline report on her injury, but such 

information was transmitted only in small fragments in case the line is compromised. Therefore a 

readout was still necessary.  

Famke studied the information her comlog projected onto her eyes and nodded.  

“Nothing to worry about, no larger damage was incurred. I´ll clean it up and deploy a regenerative 

agent, you should be fine within the hour.”  

 

Maria leaned back as Famke removed her uniform around the wound with a laser scalpel and then shot 

a sterilizing beam of vapour through her chest. She clinched, but the pain only lasted for a second.  

The warm feeling that came with the regenerative gel more than made up for the pain.  

 

“That should do it. Any pain?”  

Maria just shrugged.  

“Good. By the way Pablo was brought in this morning.” 

 

“What happened? I couldn´t get any confirmation on his status out there.” 

“He was pierced by several bullets. Some of them went straight through his lungs and spleen. We 

stabilized him but it will take at least three days before he is up again.” 

“Damned apes. Can I see him?” 

“He is lying in the recovery area, just keep it short and then get some sleep.” 

“Aye, Ma´am.”  

 

Famke smiled at her mock salute and went on her way. So did Maria.  

Shouldering her rifle once more she walked down the hall to the recovery area. Separated by a series 

of moveable walls and noise filters it was a rather quiet space. Twenty beds, which featured full life 

support if needed, stood in perfect alignment to each other. Ten on each side, right now only four of 

them were occupied. Losses had been small lately, if it only would stay that way.  

 

Pablo was awake and waved to her. He sported several bandages and looked very tired.  

“You look terrible.” 

“Nice to see you too, Gevallo.” 

“It was a little bit dull, shooting aliens without you.” 

“I´m glad you amateurs made it back alive.” 

“And I´m glad that I don´t have to get used to another new Ecomta.” 
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She said it as a joke, but Pablo already had died twice on the frontlines. He was good, but often took 

avoidable risks which got him killed the last time. He was also very rich. He had no need to earn 

money as a soldier on the frontlines. In fact a quarter of this base was funded from his belongings.  

Some people questioned his motives for being a soldier, saying that he was in it for the thrill because 

he is a bored billionaire.  

Maria knew better than that. She knew because she was just like him. 

 

 

 

Before she left the infirmary Maria cleaned herself a little bit at the basin which was situated close to 

the door. Smearing the camouflage paint from her face felt as liberating as always. While it was 

drowned down in a mixture of greenish-brown schmock, she also cleared her hands of her own sweat 

and of course the remains of the paint.  

Feeling a little bit better she stepped back outside.  

 

The clear night sky greeted her, it almost appeared as if they had left the rain back in the jungle. 

However Maria knew better, rain would fall tonight and she intended to be inside when that happened.  

Right now the showers were crowded with people not the most relaxing place to be. Like every other 

soldier Maria didn´t mind at all the shared nakedness, looking hasn´t killed anyone so far after all.  

But mostly she wasn´t in the mood for the post mission jokes, she needed some downtime before that.  

 

Besides she had to wait until Famkes´ little magic had worked after all. She wasn´t hungry or in the 

mood for Maya chatting, therefore she headed for the armoury.  

 

Being a somewhat small in scale base they had only one armoury hall. At the moment most of the 

T.A.G.s were deployed in the field, this in turn conferred a mood of emptiness to the large structure.  

Maria made her way to the hunched form of a Tikbalang, it was heavily damaged. The greater part of 

the upper torso was missing, the left arm was molten as was the left leg and its head was missing.  

There was no way a pilot would have survived that kind of damage. It was a reassuring thought, as 

much as it had a sense of unfairness to it.   

 

She sat down at a small table across from the restraints, which prevented the machine from toppling 

over. Laying down her rifle Maria started to disassemble it. With the precision and speed that stem 

from routine she cleaned and checked every part. That also was reassuring.  

 

“Broke anything?” 

Maria almost jumped at the voice, she had been quite absorbed. Aroha was standing two feet from her.  

With her blond dreadlocks and dark skin tone she always made for a peculiar sight, especially when 

she was not covered in oil or grease, which she usually was.  

 

“No. Just wrapping up for the day.” 

“What about a shower then? You look like you could need one.” 

“Docs´ little friends need to wrap up first.” 

 

Aroha nodded, sat down across the table and sighed at the T.A.G. 

Maria followed her gaze.  

 

“Sahira?” 

“Sim, Sahira. I swear you that girl is not able to bring back one of these things in one piece.” 
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“We all have our good sides.” Maria said with a grin.  

 

Half an hour later Maria left, leaving Aroha to her work.  

She stopped shortly at the information terminal. Free Maya flow was too dangerous out here, for that 

reason one downloaded the latest news in packages for personal consumption.  

After that she made her way to the showers. According to his last message Rashan had returned from 

the field three hours ago and he would be waiting for her.  

There were other advantages to having the showers for oneself except solitude. 

  

 

Maria left the shower cleaned and satisfied. She took a last look at Rashans´ muscular body prior to 

entering the locker room. Headquarters didn´t approve of relationships between troopers this close to 

the frontline, the incurred risk factor was too steep. Therefore they had started to meet were no one 

would suspect or monitor them, even in a comlog mad entity like PanOceania there were remnants of 

modesty to be exploited.  

 

Powering up her comlog again Maria accessed her personal locker. Two sets of clean clothes were left 

in it, she made a quick note to request new ones tomorrow. This jungle was eating up her supply too 

fast. Besides the uniforms her locker was unremarkable, a jaded silver necklace depicting a cross was 

lying on the upper shelf and some energy bars which kept it company. Maria took and kissed it before 

putting it back again.  

 

She had no need for many things in her locker, everything truly important to her was elsewhere and 

that was why she had to remain here.  

“Another day down, Maria. One more to go.” 

 

She grabbed one of the bars and ate it, while dressing. Not being in any hurry Maria took her time, 

taking comfort in the mindlessness of the task. When finished she fiddled a small pill out of her left 

breast pocket. Absent minded she flicked the gum into her mouth and started chewing.  

There was no reason to be negligent about mouth hygiene only because there was a jungle and a war 

out there.  

Lastly she pulled her rifle from the locker and left. 

 

As Maria left the building she almost shot Suerte. The Naga was leaning casually on the wall next to 

the door. Seeing something in her peripheral vision Maria fell into a roll and brought up her weapon.  

 

“Raios, Suerte! Why are you sneaking up on me like that?”  

Maria relaxed a little bit and dislodged the bullet from her rifle by mental command.  

The Naga, still leaning quite casually against the wall, didn´t seem to register Marias´ question at all.  

 

Maria reloaded her weapon. Suerte was behaving a little odd even for her standards and they were 

alone right now. A perfect opportunity for an imposter and with Shasvastii abound… 

 

Maria couldn´t finish the thought as Suerte jerked up her head, Maria almost shot her on instinct but 

restrained herself just in time. Nonetheless she was ready to transmit a wide band alarm, just to be sure.  

The Naga ignored the levelled weapon and seemed to listen for something.  
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Suerte tapped her left ear twice, advising Maria to listen as well. Still eyeing the Naga she tried to 

isolate specific sounds. It was a rather quiet night, but not too quite to indicate that something was 

amiss. Using sign language she inquired about the situation.  

Suerte kept listening intensively and answered with the sign for intruder then she started to move 

alongside the wall.  

Grabbing her motion detector Maria followed suit. It only registered Suerte, Rashan and herself in the   

proximity, however that didn´t mean that no one else could be around. Maria had more sophisticated 

sensors at her disposal than a motion detector, if there was an intruder she was going to find it.  

 

Right now she didn´t want to relay any messages to Rashan or someone else, it only would alarm a 

possible trespasser. After a while, they almost had reached the defence perimeter by then, Maria 

registered something. She stopped, Suerte followed suit and came over.  

 

Maria gestured her closer and knelt down, there were minimal traces of fabric scattered on the ground. 

Too small to register with the eyes but visible to her spectrometer, she ran a quick analysis.  

Suerte looked at her with a quizzing expression, as Maria paled at the result.  

“Malignos.” 

 

“Gevallo to all stations. Code green.” In addition to the verbal message Maria also sent an encoded 

data stream to everyone in range. The Malignos assuredly was monitoring their com traffic and now 

would be warned, but at least it would not know how much they knew about it.  

Despite that Maria rather had everyone warned and the alien go into deeper hiding than letting it catch 

someone unaware while chasing it.  

 

She took another look at her sensor display. The fabric clearly was consistent with known 

compositions of alien thermo-optic camouflage suits. The Malignos must have shaved off tiny bits of 

its´ suit when crossing the perimeter fence. Hadn´t it been for this chance discovery it would have 

caught everyone on the base unaware.  

She turned back to Suerte who appeared to be absent, When they were joined by a pair of Pathfinder 

remotes a moment later, Maria understood why. Both of them linked one of the remotes to their 

comlogs. With eyes trained in every direction they were ready to commence the hunt.  

 

By now she was receiving encoded messages from everyone in the vicinity, which in turn enabled the 

processors in her comlog to construct a map of all personal in a 500 meter radius. Maria wouldn´t trust 

that map to the letter, as there always was a chance their systems was compromised. A single 

Malignos could cripple their whole operational capacity.  

There was reason behind their naming.  

 

Maria took point as they tried to emulate the most likely path of the alien. Suerte followed at a 

distance of five feet enough space to react if anything should emerge. The remotes on their flanks 

walked backwards and thus covered their blind spots.  

Progress was slow as they stopped every few meters to conduct a sensor sweep, which was the only 

known method of exposing a camouflaged Malignos.  

 

They had reached one of the barracks when an explosion in the armoury carried to their senses.  

“Aroha.” Maria steeled herself against the upcoming trepidation. Something she had done so often in 

her life that it came almost by instinct. Maria buried her feelings. 
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She was a soldier and if Aroha had still been in the armoury there was nothing she could do about it. 

Besides that others were closer and Aroha would live again. Her analytical mind told her that this had 

been a diversion anyway.  

 

“What do you want?”  

Most probably there was a second objective besides information gathering and wanton destruction. 

Right now there were quite a number of transport vessels within the facility, sabotage of these seemed 

likely but that qualified more as a target of opportunity than a main mission objective. 

 

Maria jumped when Suerte touched her. She had heard the Naga approach but registered it as not 

hostile therefore she was startled by this. Suerte stopped Marias weapon with her left and gestured 

with her right.  

Maria nodded and fell in step behind Suerte as she ran off in the direction of the satellite uplink.  

 

The remotes took point and Maria covered their backs as they moved at a pace she considered reckless 

under these circumstances. Suerte seemed quite sure about her idea and Maria observed the Naga a 

little bit more than usual. The possibility of another intruder was still not disproven after all. 

 

Marias´ remote turned around the corner of another barrack to achieve a visual of the uplink station. 

The last thing transmitted was a bright flash.  

The explosion tore through the remote with ease destroying it utterly. Maria pressed herself to the wall 

of the building, dropped to her knees and fired up the sensors. Suerte was moving in the other 

direction using the detonation as cover to move up to a better vantage point.  

The remote under Suertes´ control took the position of the destroyed one, as another mine in the same 

location was unlikely.  

 

Marias sensor picked up non-authorised movement close to the uplink station, so Suerte had been right.  

With a quick thought she broadcasted the supposed location of the alien, albeit she was aware that this 

could be fake readings produced on purpose by the Malignos.  

“No visual.”  

 

Suertes´ voice didn´t betray any mood at all, for a second Maria wondered why she still wondered 

about that. Not wanting to risk warning the alien Maria acknowledged that only with a nod. Suerte had 

a wide peripheral vision, Maria was sure she had seen that.  

Keeping low and her weapon in front of her Maria started the long way around the barrack. Hopefully 

Suerte or the remote had the alien in their field of vision by now, even though still being invisible it 

couldn´t act with impunity anymore.  

Too much movement would expose it, Shasvastii camouflage was more advanced than human but it 

was not a magical cloak of invisibility. All this was purely academic if the Malignos wasn´t there 

Maria would be in for a lot of trouble.  

 

According to her display others were moving in to support them. The closest one was Lars with his 

Tikbalang, she send him a short message and a split-second later his icon moved dutifully to cut off 

another possible escape route.  

Double checking her sensor Maria reached the corner of the barracks smaller end. There were several 

readings that could indicate a humanoid being, one of them was the alien there was just no way to tell 

which one it was.  

 

“Suerte, cover me.” 
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“Affirmative.”  

 

The remote started to lay down a barrage almost immediately. It fired at possible enemy locations, 

while avoiding trajectories that might damage vital systems of the uplink.   

Suerte would join the fray the moment she saw a hint of the alien not a microsecond earlier. Now it 

was up to Maria to flush the alien into her line of fire.  

 

Aiming at the most likely position of the Malignos she turned around the corner. Her instincts made 

her duck and something flew past her, instead of firing she fell into a roll and bumped into an 

ammunition crate. Quickly she started moving again. A projectile pierced her old position soon after 

and tore a large hole into the container. Thankfully the crates were devoid of ammunition at the 

moment.  

 

Without thinking Maria threw herself to the ground, directly beneath the hole. Another one opened 

close to the first. She couldn´t wait for the others to move in to help her.  

Jumping to her feet she peeked around the edge of the crate with her gun blazing. Her assessment 

proved accurate and she saw a shimmering form bending in pain.  

 

Before she could feel triumph her lungs exploded.  
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Beta 1.03. Dawn 

 

As Ipek opened the door again the snowfall had gained in intensity. Once more this night she left her 

habitat shortly after taking a shower, however this time she was armed and camouflaged.  

With her rifle strung over her back she hugged the shadows as she passed along the landing pads. 

Always staying outside the guards fields of vision, she advanced steadily towards the barracks. The 

guards were concentrating on the outside of the base anyway, therefore that didn´t prove to be difficult. 

 

Ipek knew the duty plans of the barracks night shift and their dispersal pattern, avoiding them wasn´t 

hard either. After ten minutes she had reached the house in which the Djanbazan were stationed.  

She kept low and stopped at the second window left from the door. She knocked two times, then three 

times and finally once, after that four more steps brought her to the door.  

 

Two minutes later it was opened by a slightly dizzy Fatih. Quickly Ipek stepped into the anteroom.  

“What is it?” he asked in a hushed voice. By using the secret knock sign Ipek already had put him on 

his toes and he was rightfully curious.  

 

“We move out. Gather Yashira, Ghassan, Spider and Hassan. Meeting point three in two hours. No 

com traffic, no evidence.”  

 

He took in her orders and calmly nodded. She could see that he was fully awake and alert now. He 

didn´t question her, he knew she would provide the answers later. There was a reason to this list of 

names. These were people Ipek could trust.  

 

Silently she stepped back into the night. The snow would cover their tracks quite well tonight. Allah 

really was gracious today.  

 

Dodging the patrols she left the barracks and moved towards the prison complex. It was a small 

building not far from the ‘Harrows´ Edge’. The ‘Edge’ was still alight but by now had fallen rather 

silent. Unnoticed she reached the entrance of the prison.  

Despite the unruliness of the locals it was only rarely used, Caledonians settled most disputes with a 

good fight and a drink. Besides that real criminals were flown out immediately to the next city for trial. 

 

Right now there was only one guard on duty. As Ipek had suspected Jacques had taken it to himself to 

lock up Connlyn for the night. That was standard procedure for a Dog-Face gone wild. She stepped in.  

 

Jacques reached for his weapon the moment the door started moving.  

“Who goes there?”  He yelled at her.  

 

Ipek came in with arms raised and a smile beneath her white camouflage paint.  

“Just me again.” He relaxed a little bit but kept his guard, after all she was armed and dressed for 

combat.  

“What is the meaning of this?” Jacques was all business now.   

Ipek walked up to his table and slightly leaned on it, firmly placing her hands on the tabletop. His gun 

now pointed directly at her heart. He didn´t twitch or move it.  

 

“I am in need of your help, my Merovingian friend.” He raised an eyebrow.  

“Go on.” His gun still hadn´t moved.  

“I need people I can trust for a combat assignment.” 
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“Looks like a clandestine one to me. Why?” 

 

Despite her ability to see every angle in the room, Ipek looked over her shoulders as if to ascertain that 

there was no one else to listen in.  

“False ears on the base.” He nodded and she leaned in closer to whisper in his ear.  

“Meet me outside on perimeter point 17 in one and half hour, bring some people you trust. We will be 

waiting there.”  She straightened up, a thought crossed her mind. Gesturing towards the cell Ipek said 

with a smile.  

“And bring him.”  

 

Jacques raised an eyebrow to that suggestion.  

“Do you think that wise, my dear?” 

“He will behave himself and as far as I am informed you can release him at your discretion, therefore 

no one will ask unwanted questions.” 

“Expecting trouble, aren´t we?” 

“A little, hopefully not more, yet I rather err on the side of caution.” 

“I´ve noticed that. D’accord, I will be there but you owe me one for that.” 

 

Ipek nodded her consent.  

“Fair enough, keep low on the way out.”  

He tilted his head and gestured her to leave. Ipek wasn´t worried about Jacques raising suspicion while 

leaving the base. He was one of its´ assigned custodians after all.  

 

It took her thirty more minutes to leave the base unnoticed. That left her with an hour of spare time 

before the others arrived. Moving at a slow pace she covered as much of her tracks as possible, Ipek 

descended into a small crevice which spirited her out of sight from the compounds´ walls. Even more 

it offered her a good look at the meeting point, half a kilometre from her position.  

 

Sitting down as painless as possible she unzipped one of her shoulder bags. She extracted a small bar 

and ate it, taking care not to drop any crumbs. She hadn´t eaten very much this evening and it would 

be some time before she would get a proper meal. Besides that she went over the assignment two more 

times. Having conferred it to memory she now could re-examine it at any time until she chose to 

forget it.  

 

She always had found that to be one of the most useful skills she had acquired during her years, even 

though that one had come at quite a price in pain.  

 

Fifteen minutes before the appointed time Ipek saw a movement behind her. She turned around 

weapon trained. It was Spider, slowly crawling over the edge of the crevice, he descended like his 

namesake. Wearing one of the most advanced light bending armours that the engineers of Bourak were 

able to construct, that was hardly surprising.  

Him being the first one to show up was equally unsurprising. Yashira would be close behind.  

 

He cowered into cover and made a quick sweep of the area with his module. He raised his visored 

head and nodded almost imperceptible. No comtraffic or network activity, just as Ipek wanted it.  

In an almost rash action a figure jumped down next to Ipek. It was too close for her rifle, therefore she 

went for her knife.  
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Ipek well could imagine Yashiras´ smile behind her blank mask. She loved it to put Spider on edge 

and everyone else as well. A handsign and a short comlog transmission ascertained the identity of the 

Al Hawwa’. Ipek relayed the coordinates of their destination per sign language, gave them the sign for 

staying alert even though that was unnecessary and then made her way to the meeting point.  

 

Fatih was the first one to arrive, accompanied by a drowsy looking Ghassan.  

“Hassan is still drinking in the ´Edge´.” Fatih relayed with a moody expression. Ipek nodded. They 

probably would miss his flamethrower along the way.  

“What are we waiting for?” he inquired.  

“For your backup, I presume.”  

Jacques voice did not exactly make Fatih smile.  

 Ipek restrained Fatih from raising his weapon by gripping his arm.  

“Relax, I invited them.”  

 

The Djanbazan looked a little bit surprised but lowered his weapon nonetheless. Jacques paid him no 

heed as he marched over to Ipek, followed by a slightly agitated Connlyn.  

A tall almost haughty looking man hefting a short shotgun walked right behind the Dog-Face, Aulay 

one of the more accomplished of the here stationed 112 corps. Ipek was pleased to have a second 

medic along, in the end probably all of them would be. 

A bulky man in greyish fatigues completed the group. Ipek never had seen the man she filed away his 

face with these deep set eyes of blue. 

 

“My dear that is Munno Erskine of the S.A.S., Munno I think you have heard of our lovely Ipek.” 

Jacques introduced the two with a smile while Munno scrutinized her. She nodded in his direction.  

“Sagol, for joining us Mr. Erskine.” Ipek said with a slight nod, then she addressed Jacques again.  

 

“I assume you have a sniper listening in?” he nodded.  

“MacCay is all ears and eyes. So what is this all about?”  

 

Ipek had all of them come a little closer and projected a small map on the snow with her comlog. It 

showed a valley about 20 kilometres north of the base. Situated at the valleys north-eastern end was a 

slowly pulsating blue point, another green one was visible about eight kilometres south of the first one.  

 

Magnifying the first point and thus displaying a more accurate map of the area, Ipek brought the 

outlines of an encampment into view.  

“According to intelligence reports that is the location of a secret Yu Jing base. As all of you are aware 

we had three encounters with alleged Yu Jing forces over the past two months. Up till now we never 

were able to secure tangible evidence of their involvement.”  

 

She took a look into the circle everyone was either nodding in agreement or hardly suppressing their 

disdain for their elusive enemy.  

 “Their presence here would be in violation of Ariadna sovereignty and O-12 regulations. Therefore if 

we can acquire evidence they will be forced to withdraw. According to the nature of this operation and 

situation this was ordered to be a joint effort” 

 

“Then why all this secrecy?” Aulay finally voiced the question that most of them were asking 

themselves. Ipek looked up again.  
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“We are relatively sure that the base is compromised. Intelligence thinks there are at least two active 

spies in the compound, probably more. Therefore I only asked trustworthy people out here, in addition 

we will keep radio silence during this mission. Everyone clear on that?” 

 

She gave them a moment to consider. While she was holding a superior rank in regard to her comrades 

from Bourak, she had no direct jurisdiction or command over any Ariadnan forces. Also she hadn´t 

informed anyone from Ariadnan command on the base, but then neither had she informed her own 

command. They could not risk exposing this operation too soon.  

 

Ipek noticed how Jacques, Aulay, Connlyn and Munno exchanged glances, no one asked MacCay for 

his opinion. This would help his clan so he would do it, simple as that.  

Some moments passed than Jacques addressed her again.   

 

“We are in. Now tell me what stands the second marking for?”  

She couldn´t prevent a small smile creeping upon her lips. 

“Firepower.” 

 

 

The pace was slow, much slower than Ipek liked, but they were moving through mostly uninhabited 

territory at night. The border to the antipode lands wasn´t too far either, caution was definitely called 

for.  

Ipek led the small group as she had the most time to study the geographic conditions beforehand. 

Jacques, Aulay, Ghassan and Connlyn all moved within three metres from her in a loose formation 

around her.  

 

About five dozen metres ahead of them their reconnaissance team secured their route. Erskine and 

MacCay had the best knowledge of this area and were the logical choice to take point. Spider moved 

among them, for someone who grew up in a desert he manoeuvred with an eerie silence through this 

terrain.  

Besides that was a hacker in the vanguard always a good idea.  

 

Yashira and Fatih on the other hand secured their backs. Both had long range weapons to assist more 

frontal assaults, besides the enhanced visual capacities of the Djanbazan really could come in handy 

from the backseat.  

 

They had covered about half their way to their rendezvous point when Erskine appeared over the top 

of a small hill, marking a halt. Ipek relayed the signal and crouched down into a more defensible 

position as the man made his way down the hill. Jacques joined her shortly before the S.A.S. had 

reached her position. He spoke directly to the point.  

 

“Trouble ahead. Half a kilometre from here rests a small pack of Antipodes. They took shelter in an 

expanded trough. Most of them are asleep but if we come closer than 200 metres they will get the 

wind on us.”  

A small pause ensued. 

 

“What do you suggest?” Jacques did the asking as Ipek went over the map in her head again.  

“The shortest detour would cost us at least a kilometre and roughly 90 minutes in this terrain. Still we 

could sneak past closer as long as we stay downwind of them.” 
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“What are the odds for that?” Ipek went straight for the point with her question. This seemed to irritate 

Erskine a little bit, though it was difficult to tell through his balaclava.  

 

“Not good, most of us are not used to navigate around wild antipodes. The wind seems stable enough, 

but… How much time would that save us Munno?” Clearly more comfortable by being spoken to 

from Jacques Erskine answered promptly.  

 

“An hour and a little. We have enough firepower to scare of the pack if necessary, though that is risky 

and not to mention loud. Antipodes rarely leave without a fight.” 

 

“The detour it is then. The closest secure path should be along the riverbed about 400 metres east to 

the trough. We should divert from our original course from here on. That should keep us out of their 

awareness.” Both men looked at her, they seemed a little bit stunned.  

 

“Well trained memory, I had plenty of time to study the maps as I was waiting for you.” She could see 

the smile forming beneath Erskines´ balaclava.  

 

“Aye, ma´am.” And of he went to inform the vanguard. Jacques gave her smile and jogged over to 

Aulay to spread the word. Ipek turned around and signalled Fatih and Yashira, she also wore a smile. 

They moved out soon after and the ground became more unsteady soon after. The coming slopes 

would present them with some challenge. 

 

 

Ipek reached out and grabbed Ghassan before he tumbled to the ground. The slope was steep and it 

wasn´t the first time one of them had slipped. Climbing in pairs of two alleviated the problem but 

didn´t solve it.  

Ghassan gave her a short nod to signal that he had regained his footing and Ipek let go of his arm.  

 

Ghassan was their weakest link on this march through the night. He had completed the basic military 

training, yet in his heart he wasn´t a soldier. He was one of the best field medics she had ever seen 

though.  

Up till now nothing had happened to warrant the presence of a medic, still there was no telling if that 

might become necessary at nights´ end.  Ipek bit her lower lip and focused on climbing.  

 

At the top they made a short rest to cover the ascent of Yashira and Fatih. The all kept silent even 

though no one should be out here. Ipek took a look around the group. All seemed fit enough after these 

first ten kilometres. Everyone was drinking some water or chewing on their rations. Most of them 

probably hardly felt hungry. They all knew that they needed the nutrition.  

 

The detour meant that they were well behind their schedule, therefore Ipek cut the rest short after ten 

minutes.  

With military routine their vanguard took off, everyone else followed two minutes later. Reassuming 

their old formation Ipek took centre position, flanked by Jacques on the right and Ghassan on her left.  

 

They made good pace for a change and the last kilometre took them only twenty minutes. When 

Spider returned to the main group she knew that they had reached the landing site. She ordered a halt 

gave Jacques a short nod and went off, the Loup-Garou at her side.  
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Passing the S.A.S. near the ridge of crater both of them crouched to the edge. Ipek intentionally 

tripped on some loose rock, creating a small cascade of sound. An audible buzz from inside the crater 

and a hushed “Garden.” , were the only reactions to that.  

“Rocket State.”  

 

A moment after she said that Ipek rose from her crouching position. Two inhuman forms had trained 

their three eyed visors on her, beneath these there was the unmistakable gleam of polished chrome 

pointing in her direction.  

Between these two a human form emerged from his hiding place.  

 

“About time. Bring in your team.” 

Ipek gestured the others to descend. 

“Allahs blessing to you as well.”  She said as she reached the disgruntled engineer. His name was 

Murat and he didn´t appeared to be happy about being in a frozen wasteland.  

 

“What took you so long? You are almost two hours overdue.” 

“Trouble with native inhabitants along the way. Everything made the drop in one piece?”  

“So far, yes.” 

As they were talking Ipek transferred the IDs of her companions to the remotes, thus adding them to 

the list of targets not to be engaged.   

MacCay placed himself next to Ipek dwarfing her and the Najjarun.  

 

“That´s what you call firepower, Lady?”  

The dismay was clearly written on the Caledonians face. 

A whirring sound made him raise his rifle at the far end of the crater where something stirred. Ipek 

laid her hand on his rifle and lowered it as six densely armoured legs, each of them as broad as the 

Cateran, carried the almost insectoid main chassis into the moonlight.  

In a mock gesture of threat the massive barrel of its´ main weapon was pointed at the Caledonian. 

Ipek turned back to MacCay.  

“Better?” 

 

MacCay nodded and went off to the far end of the crater. The Maghariba ignored him and turned his 

weapons outward again. Jacques joined the two and introduced himself and the rest to the Najjarun. 

Then he tilted his head at the T.A.G..  

“And what´s his name?”  

The engineer turned his head to look at the arachnid form. 

  

“Hers´, she prefers it to be addressed as Five during this mission.”  

“Five? Why´s that?” 

“It is my lucky number. Reason enough for you?” 

The metallic voice which was projected at a low volume had a trenchant quality to it.  

 

“Certainement, mon mademoiselle.”  

Jacques made a slight bow into the direction of the machine diffusing the rising tension. No further 

remark emerged.  

 

Ipek scanned her memory for information on this pilot, according to the deploy plan there should be a 

different person piloting the T.A.G.. Obviously there had been last minute changes. At least she 
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couldn´t think of nothing but successes in Fives´ duty history. Yet Ipek didn´t knew her, which made 

her a factor of uncertainty. Ipek didn´t liked such factors.  

 

By now everyone had entered the crater and deployed around the edges. Ipek had Murat open one of 

the supply boxes and some food and water distributed. No reason to burden themselves with too much 

baggage. Murat had provided her with the inventory of the drop. The greatest part was taken up by the 

Maghariba and its´ ammunition. Besides that they had two Shihab remotes for area denial, one Rafiq 

remote to bolster their vanguard and one Kameel which was programmed for mine removal.  

She addressed Murat once more.  

 

“Any new intelligence from orbit about our destination?” 

He shook his head in denial.  

“Too many clouds and too much interference. Our drop came in from the south wide away from their 

supposed sensor grid.”  

 

“Alright, we stick to the original plan then. We move in from two sides, Jacques you take MacCay, 

Spider and the Rafiq as vanguard Aulay, Murat and one of the Shihab will accompany you.  

I will take Ghassan, Connlyn, Fatih and the other Shihab with me. Yashira, Erskine and the Kameel 

will cover my front. Five deploys in the centre to assist either of us who runs into trouble. You move 

in from the east, I will come in from the west. According to the maps both approaches should provide 

enough cover for our advance. I will move my group in first yours will be five minutes behind. 

We should avoid confrontation when possible, all we need to kick them out are some pictures and 

witnesses to their presence. Any comments?” 

 

Jacques tilted his head in appreciation. He was no military man and thus had no tactical advice to offer.  

“You sure you want to take Connlyn with you? You don´t have any viral agents for the worst case.” 

“I can handle him, he won´t rage easily in my presence.” 

“Hmm, probably not considering what happened tonight. D’accord, lets´ do this.” 

“We still have five hours of night left and eight kilometres to cover. We rest for twenty minutes and 

move out together, two kilos from target we separate.”  

 

Murat nodded and went off to inform the others. Jacques took a long look at her before he left to tell 

his men the news.  

Ipek really appreciated having him along, she just hoped she wouldn´t get him killed.  
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Gamma 1.03. Earth 

She opened her eyes.  

The room was enveloped in a soothing bluish light, illuminating it just enough to see well, but not 

putting any strain on the eyes. The ceiling was dressed in a smooth white for now and it was 

unfamiliar to her.  

´Of course, you never have been here before.´ 

 

She sat up. The silken sheet slipped from her, leaving a fleeting afterimage of a tender touch on her 

skin. With the exception of the pain in her right shoulder and a little headache she felt rested and 

comfortable. While massaging her shoulder she reached for her comlog.  

The first thing that was displayed was her infirmary report.  

 

“Takekaze Miyū – The patient was brought in with a shattered right collarbone, several internal 

haemorrhages and a mild shock to the Cube caused by the electrical discharge emitted from the 

wreckage. Surgery took three hours, but was successful in restoring the original bodily condition of 

the patient. Reconstruction of the Cube was achieved to 98 percent. The patient will experience some 

residual impression of pain in the collarbone region for the next few days. Due to the damage to the 

Cube there might be a slight memory loss and a feeling of detachment from her body. These should 

remedy themselves within the next two weeks.   

 

A long, convoluted report about the precise nature of the damage, the operation, the applied medicines 

and so forth followed after that. She didn´t care to read it, as most of it was expressed in medical terms. 

Besides that she had read it three times already in the last two days, since she first awoke after the 

surgery.  

She still couldn´t remember anything from the accident, besides the pain in her shoulder.  

 

It took her only a few steps to reach the bathroom. An only half-thought of command given through 

her comlog and the bathtub started filling up with warm water at exactly the temperature she enjoyed 

most. It also would lessen the pain in her shoulder.  

She quickly selected the scented oils she wanted in the water, before she put down the comlog. She 

was curious about the latest news but she wanted to concentrate on the tasks at hand.  

 

As she released her hold on the comlog she hesitated. Somehow it felt wrong putting it away.  

`What´s wrong with you, Miyū?`  

 

She raised her head to look into her own eyes. She saw the same half-Chinese, half-Japanese face she 

had seen her whole life. The little girl who had been picked from the slums she had been born in. 

Picked up in order to serve the Empire, instead of ending her life in the filth she had grown in. 

She never had considered the price to be too high.  

 

But today the eyes she saw in the mirror seemed to disapprove, Miyū almost jumped at her own 

expression. She closed her eyes and shook her head, when she opened them again the feeling was gone.  

She had experienced similar things the last two days. She couldn´t wait for these sensations to pass, it 

crept the hell out of her.  

 

By now the bath was filled with seductively smelling water, with a sound of relief Miyū immersed 

herself in it. She could feel how the ointments smoothed her skin she always had liked this sensation.  
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The envoy from Tunguska would be here soon and she intended to be all she could be when receiving 

him.  

 

 

It was a wonderful day. The sun hung high in the sky, barely concealed by some clouds drifting in the 

cool summer breeze. It was almost as if the heavens were smiling and the mood seemed to be 

contagious, everyone Miyū met this day was smiling.  

She too was smiling while wandering the streets of old Kyōto, with its´ mixture of new buildings, old 

shrines and temples, some of them even whispered to be ancient, it was quite an entertaining sight.  

 

The Maya overlay only augmented this impression with images of people who had lived in these 

buildings or pictures of older states of their existence, all of that occasionally broken up by the random 

advertisement. She really enjoyed being caught up in the Maya stream, even though only few of her 

friends were online at the moment.  

 

Somehow being connected to everything around her made her feel more alive, more real in a sense. 

She relished this feeling because that was exactly what she needed right now. Two weeks had passed 

since her recovery from the accident and yet she still experienced these strange moments when her 

eyes didn´t seem to be her own. Actually Miyū had started to avoid looking into mirrors, a situation 

which had to be addressed in the future.  

 

`Not now, enjoy the day.`  

Asserting herself of the truth of that sentiment she stopped at a Kimonoya, which had a lustrous but 

somehow still humble kimono coloured in black and purple on display. It made her think about her 

guest of two weeks past. The envoy from Tunguska had proven to be a remarkable man and she really 

was looking forward to being called upon again to receive him. He liked purple as Miyū reminded 

herself.  

 

She linked into the virtual dressing chamber of the store and requested the model of the kimono. 

Feeding her bodily measures into the node her comlog was able to visualize a picture of her wearing 

the kimono. In addition it was projected as a holographic image above her present clothing, allowing 

her to feel how it would treat her skin, as sensory information about the fabric was transmitted as well.  

She really liked how it looked on her, therefore Miyū conjured up the stores´ database of obi to search 

one that would fit the colours and of course the season.  

 

A short time later she continued her stroll among the radiant crowd. Then the image of a man struck 

her.  

He was tall, handsome and well-built. Qualities that on themselves would make him someone to notice, 

but it was the barely suppressed sadness in his face that made him stand out. He was clad in a simple 

white Yukata, which was embellished with a family Mon. From his bearing she inferred that he must 

be the head of the family, or at least an heir.  

Even that was not the thing that intrigued her, then she noticed it. He wasn´t wearing a comlog. 

 

He not just had turned it off, like everyone did once in a while, but he truly was moving in public 

without one. That was a vulgar Atek thing to do.  

As he passed her Miyū caught a glimpse of his eyes. So much sadness and so much familiarity lied in 

them.  
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Miyū stopped. She didn´t knew this man, she never had met him before, she was sure of that. Yet there 

was something about his eyes.  

`Hurry, go after him Miyū` 

Scanning the crowd for his form she turned around, but he was gone.    

 

Miyū was not one to give up so fast. Only three venues were close enough to permit his rapid 

disappearance. In a hardly graceful manner she hurried to the nearest crossroad. The street to her left 

was only sparsely populated therefore she would have easily spotted him.  

The street on her right was just as crowded as the main road, all the projected comlog overlays made it 

hard to see the actual form of anyone.  

 

She looked for signs of white clothing, but so many glimpses of every imaginable colour were racing 

through the ether that it was hard to distinguish anything. She started to panic.  

`Calm down Miyū. Calm down.`  

    

Letting out a deep breath she opened her eyes again. The whirl of Maya already seemed less turbulent 

and she was able to differentiate between people once more. Still finding one lone man without a 

Maya avatar was a desperate task. She disconnected.  

 

Her world grew darker, less vibrant and a lot quieter, even somehow less real. Suddenly the street was 

populated by a crowd of humans alone and among humans Miyū was able to spot one wearing a white 

Yukata.  

She caught a glance of him as he entered a garden at the far end of the street.  

 

Relieved she sighed heavily and proceeded towards the garden in her accustomed elegant way. Not 

being in a hurry anymore she reconnected to better navigate the throng of people.  

She had no idea what she would do when she caught up with him, she didn´t even know what she 

wanted to do. The only thing she knew that she couldn´t let him get away.  

 

Miyū was not the bit wiser about her possible course of action when she reached the entrance to the 

garden. It was built in the style of a traditional stone garden, she couldn´t tell if it was a recent 

construction or an actual old structure.  

It was a place of contemplation and deceleration comlogs were not allowed inside.  

 

Miyū inhaled deeply to assure herself and stripped it from her arm. Once more the feeling of 

wrongness emerged as she put it into the safe locker outside of the garden. She shook it off and 

entered.  

With the noise from the streets being blocked out the inside appeared very quiet to her. Several 

wooden one-story buildings surrounded a large bed of small white gravel, which was only broken up 

by some small trees that were arranged to depict a small wood.  

 

As of now Miyū was alone, no one was in direct sight and the only sound that reached her ears was a 

wind chime that swayed in the gentle breeze. The serenity of this place made it feel unreal, strange a 

notion as this was.  

 

Having no clue of his whereabouts she walked down the path to her right. She had the urge to hurry 

but something about this place restrained her from disturbing the peaceful atmosphere with hasty steps.  
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As she reached the first building Miyū glanced inside. There he was, sitting on the floor looking 

outside through the opened sliding doors. She braced herself.  

 

“Shitsurei shimasu.” He turned at her whisper and looked at her with these familiar eyes.  

“May I enter?” He hesitated for a moment then nodded his agreement.  

With a thankful smile she accepted his invitation, slid of her shoes and stepped onto the Tatami mats.  

 

“Takekaze Miyū.” she introduced herself, after gracefully sitting down next to him. 

“Kaneshiro Mitoshi.” He said with a firm voice. 

 

 

Taking care to avoid any sound at all while he was slowly moving into a better position to keep an eye 

on his charge, he again wondered about this assignment. For what reason would anyone sent one of his 

skill and accomplishment to watch over a half-breed Lotusgirl?  

Kotaro knew that it wasn´t his place to question the orders of his superiors, yet this mission seemed 

quite superfluous to him. Not to mention rather boring.  

He reminded himself to stay focused.  Losing attention was the greatest danger of routine.  

At least her rush into this stone garden had provided him with challenge for a change.  

 

Her get-together with a famous Japanese army officer also was quite intriguing. Kotaro decided to 

listen in closer.  

 

 

 “I hope you forgive my intrusion.” Miyū said with a deep bow.  

“Assuredly I do.” His voice had a very soothing quality. A short pause emerged.  

 

“What brings you here Takekaze-san?” 

At loss for a direct answer she turned her head outwards to take a look at the calm scenery.  

He shared this notion and waited for an answer, displaying more patience with her, than could be 

expected for an intruder like her.  

 

“To be honest Kaneshiro-sama, I don´t know. You seemed so sad when I saw you on the street.” 

He appeared to be taken aback. Her breech of protocol surely called for such a reaction, yet he seemed 

more curious than offended.  

 

“You are very blunt Takekaze-san.” Miyū blushed at this commentary.  

“I, I am so very sorry. I will leave you to your devices Kaneshiro-sama.”  

 

“Matte.” Miyū froze under these words, uttered in a voice that was used to being obeyed.  

 

“Why would you intrude on me, just because I seemed sad?” 

“Well, easing pain and listening is what I do. I somewhat hoped I could lessen your pain.” 

Another pause ensued. A wind chime jingled.  

 

“That is very kind of you, but there is nothing you can do.” 

“May I be so unruly to inquire what has transpired?” 

This time he didn´t answer or even acknowledged her question, he seemed detracted.  
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After a while Miyū decided that she had overstayed her welcome and once more started to rise.  

“I have not yet excused you, Takekaze-san.” 

Wordless she sat back again.  

 

“I ventured here to honour my little sister.” 

“What is she called?” 

“Her name was Kagemi.” Just as with his eyes something stirred within Miyū upon hearing that name. 

Did she know her?  

 

“What happened to her?” His white clothing precluded the possibility of it being something positive. 

He drew in a deep breath.  

 

“She was killed in an accident over two weeks ago. I came here to find her murderer.”  
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Alpha 1.04. Paradiso  

 

Maria opened her eyes and shut them again immediately. The liquid burnt in her eyes, but as she 

attempted to scrub it out she realised her arm was moving through liquid as well. At least the arm that 

she could move at all was.  

Next she realised that she couldn´t feel the greater part of her body and that she hadn´t breathed for 

some time. But then she had no urge to breathe either. That she was alive was about as much she could 

tell right now. She opened her eyes again.  

 

Bracing against the new pain she managed to keep them open this time. Her vision was blurry and it 

was rather bright outside. Keeping her eyes open they adapted after a second and Maria could tell 

apart people from machines outside her tank.  

As she recovered more of her bearings Maria identified her location as a regenerative tank, explaining 

her lack of breathing. The liquid supported her regenerative functions and provided oxygen to her cells 

at the same time. Maria always had been proud of the existence of these devices for the care of 

PanOceanian soldiers. This was the first time she had ended up in one though.  

 

She couldn´t move her right arm or any part of her right side for that matter. Curious as she was Maria 

didn´t muster the courage to look at her probably quite mangled body. A quiet beeping in her thoughts 

made her aware of the fact that she was linked to the tanks node. She brought up the display on her left 

eye and took a look at the interface.  

The menu gave her access to her vital signs, medical history, current injuries and currently applied 

treatments together with projections of her supposed recuperation. She didn´t want to read any of these.  

 

Maria switched to the next level and gained access to the clinics data node. Before she could venture 

any further the voice of a Dr. Melchior asked her to refrain from straining mental activities at the 

moment. A short discussion later Maria again was sedated to accelerate her healing process.  

 

 

The next time she awoke it was to the sound of her own breathing. Slowly opening her eyes she was 

met by an unaggressive blue lighting. The general ache in her body made her refrain from sitting up 

and she concentrated on her slow and deep breathing for some time.  

Something felt odd about that activity but she wasn´t able to put her finger on it.  

 

The sound of footsteps made her slightly turn her head. A man in a white coat had entered the room 

and now stood beside her bed. It didn´t take her long to remember the greyish hair and boyish smile of 

Dr. Melchiors´ image.  

 

“Doctor.” 

“How are you feeling senhorita Gevallo?” His voice had a very soothing quality to it, probably 

augmented for just this purpose.  

“More or less whole I guess. But is everything supposed to hurt?” 

“Not supposed but expected to. How is your breathing?” 

“Odd. I mean it feels kinda weird.” The doctor nodded slightly to this.  

“Well, they are freshly grown, in a few days you won´t know the difference to your old lungs.” 

“Hmm, guess I won´t. Thanks doc.”  

“All your readings are fine so far. In a day or two you will be back on your feet.”  

With that the doctor excused himself.  
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Maria turned her head back to the ceiling, drawing deep breath with her new lungs.  

She started to wonder why the doc came to her in person to check on her, when a com transmission 

would have done the trick. But the next breath brought another thought.  

 

“New lungs. I hope Lars stepped on that damned alien.” 

 

 

Maria woke to the sound of birds. She sat up straight immediately and jumped from the bed, 

something she regretted almost immediately. Her cold muscles protested sharply against such 

manoeuvres and jolting pain was the consequence.  

The birds still sang from the speakers in her room in what could only be a prank by one of her 

comrades. Knowing where she was the song of birds had alarmed her a great deal, triggering her 

overreaction.  

 

Getting back to her feet she sat down on her bed and linked with her comlog. The first thing she saw 

was a tree line in a beautiful morning sun. She deleted it.  

Next thing to pop up was smiling face with blonde hair and blue eyes.  

 

“Morning Gevallo.” 

“Morning Sarge.” 

“How is the food up there?” 

“Don´t know, haven´t eaten anything yet.” 

“One week without food? No wonder you are so jumpy.” 

“That long? Damned alien.”  “Did you get him?” 

“Your little stunt flushed him out and he ran like hell. Made it over the fence, Suerte and Iephtae hot 

on his tail. Took them three days to get that beast only to have a bunch of apes dragging its´ corpse 

behind their lines.” 

“Raios! Any casualties?” 

“Relax. Thanks to you and Suerte the damage was minor and we only had some wounded. It tried to 

sabotage our satellite network. Would have crippled at least half a dozen surveillance satellites, at least 

we now know where they don´t want us to stick our heads.” 

“Alright, when do I return to duty?” 

“Not for some time. You have three more days of sick leave ahead of you before the lab coats would 

let you leave. And after that you go on vacation.” 

“What? No! I want back to lines ASAP.” 

“Nope, you don´t. You have been down here for over three years now, not counting the five stops at 

your present location. You need some time off.” 

 

A somewhat desperate look crept into Marias´ face.  

“Don´t do that to me Sarge. Please!” 

“That is not disputable Gevallo. I know you take your duty very serious, but you need a break.” 

“I have three days of break ahead of me, that´s enough.” 

Sarge sighed deeply.  

 

“Maria you know that I generally support you and respect your wishes, but listen to me on this one.  

You are too involved right now. You need distance. We all take a leave at the end of next week, so 

you don´t need to worry about us winning the war on ourselves before you come back.” 

 

Maria started to protest but was stopped dead by his facial expression. She sighed.  
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“Fine, maybe you are right. Just take care of the others while I´m gone.” 

“No worries, we have been relegated to backline duties due to the huge equipment loss we suffered 

lately. Probably we won´t see an alien all week.” 

She nodded.  

“One last thing. I managed to slug out five days of leave for Rashan. He should arrive on the station 

this evening. See you and relax. That´s an order.” 

His face vanished. Damn he knew.  

 

After the link had been terminated Maria lay back on the bed. She felt tired, ironic as she had slept the 

greater part of a week. She also was very hungry. She tapped into the stations network. The first thing 

to pop up was the O-12 logo which then relegated itself to a humming background existence, 

permeating everything reminding everyone of the joint effort this whole operation was.  

 

Maria didn´t minded that reminder even as it was wasted on her, she liked being in O-12 installations.  

This particular one she had seen five times before, each time she arrived with fatal wounds and left 

whole but more disgruntled. The station was small but cramped with medical facilities. That also was 

the reason for her room containing in effect nothing more than a bed and a retractable chair and table.  

In addition it meant that the food was not much different from the rations on the planet. Well she was 

used to them anyway.  

 

Prevailing over her protesting muscles she sat herself upright, this time leaving the bed in less haste 

and in conclusion with more grace. She stretched herself firing up her system with some basic 

exercises. The pain quickly subsided, but refused to be dislodged entirely. Having achieved that Maria 

ordered the bed to open the enclosed storage chamber.  

 

In there a clean uniform was waiting for her, at least they didn´t force her to wear civilian clothes.  

As fast as her aching muscles permitted she dressed herself. The uniform came with her trusty knife 

and her favourite pistol.  

First she inspected the knife the blade was well cleaned and gave no reflection of light whatsoever, 

just as it was meant to be. She put it into its´ sheath in her right boot.  

 

The comlog read out the status of the pistol. It was a Switech Mk3 Spotter large calibre, large 

magazine, no recoil. Just the way she liked it. It felt good in her hand and she let it spin two times 

before she put it into the standard issue calf holster. The read out showed flawless functionality and 

Maria was in no mood to check by hand.   

Inside the weapon box laid another small container. Curious Maria opened it to find her silver cross. A 

smile crept onto her face.  

“Thank you, Sarge.” She murmured to herself before she kissed it and put it around her neck.  

   

For a moment it felt odd to wear it again. It quickly passed and her hunger reasserted itself. She closed 

the chamber and left the room.  

 

The corridors were small just broad enough to permit the passage of patient lying on a suspensor bed. 

Additionally to the saving of room this width served as a boarding countermeasure. The aliens weren´t 

far and no one knew when they might decide to make a run for this place.  

 

Right now she was alone according to the network most people were either resting or operating.  

Not in the mood for small talk anyway Maria was quite comfortable with the silence.  
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The mess hall was not far away from her room and completely deserted. Five tables each of them 

attended by four chairs respectively made up the entire furniture of the circular chamber. Maria went 

to one of the dispensers integrated in the wall. As she reached it the hatch opened, a tray with three 

brownish bars and a cup with a yellow steaming liquid emerged, just what she had ordered on her way 

here.  

 

Having the entire room to herself she sat down at the closest table and heartily bit into the first bar. It 

tasted as bad as always, yet did wonders against her hunger. After the first bar had gone the way of all 

earthly things Maria opened an uplink to the news station. Retrieving the latest information package 

reminded her of the one week old one she had downloaded shortly before she got shot.  

“Let´s see what happened at home the last few days.”  

 

It took Maria some moments to re-acquaint herself with a comlog display filled with a plethora of 

different items. She activated the categorical filters and everything was sorted into only eight stacks. 

In the field the filters generally weren´t needed as one only received vital information.  

After some seconds browsing through the huge amount of files a feeling of familiarity returned and 

she enjoyed partaking in at least a fractal part of Maya again.  

Along that feeling came some headache as it always did when she had been abstinent of data flow for 

a while.  

 

Despite her not being in any haste she quickly read through the latest sport news. Not much of interest 

had happened there.  

 

Up next was the political arena. Not much of interest here either a large bunch of the typical shallow 

promises and assurances between companies, planets, governments and nations. If she were inclined to 

believe what the news told the whole Human Sphere was a big happy family, which only suffered 

from regular misunderstandings. A part of her wanted to believe that, another one sincerely hoped that 

it would come true, but as of now she knew better.  

Despite all that she read this bunch of files carefully for the innuendo in the official statements. What 

she could gather was the obviously deteriorating relationship between Ariadna and Yu Jing, the other 

innuendo was beyond her political knowledge.  

 

Next up were the celebrity news. Some scandals, some deaths, some breakups and a lot of fundraising 

were going on. Nothing out of the ordinary, but one or two good news about people she liked did put a 

little smile on Marias face.  

 

Financial statistics were next in line. She sighed, time for the unwanted duties. She shifted through the 

stack of her belongings and the projections for her investments without much vigour. Everything 

looked good so far, not that she had much of an overview about market developments. Vicente was 

taking care of that stuff for her anyway and she liked not having to deal with it in detail.  

 

To cheer her up Maria raised the files in latest weapon development. It was always a good idea to stay 

up to date on ballistics and explosives. FGA had presented their newest variant of the Feuerbach just 

three weeks ago. Maria wrote herself a note to submit a suggestion to HQ that they really could need 

some of these against the Sogarat in their area. She studied the small arms section in great detail, her 

Mk3 Spotter was a fine weapon but she wouldn´t let get nostalgia in the way of survival probability.  

 

After that she finally felt well enough to tackle the letters from home.  
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The first one was from Vicente. It had been included in last weeks´ package, therefore he didn´t yet 

know of her wounding at the time of writing. It was a nice letter for his standards, he told her about the 

family business, how well his wife and kids were faring, including a picture of her newest niece that 

had been born some weeks ago and how his newest hobby project was coming along nicely. He didn´t 

write a word about his company and Maria was thankful for that, she wouldn´t have read it anyway.  

He ended with an invitation to Neoterra and that he would be unreachable for the next two weeks due 

to a confident business session.  

 

Before she had time to read the second one someone entered the mess hall.  
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Beta 1.04. Dawn 

 

The snowfall stopped about halfway to their destination. Ever since breaking camp they moved in 

complete silence. Up till now they hadn´t encountered any obstacles or any hint of an unwanted 

presence, but there was no reason to push their luck. They made good time and reached their waypoint 

in roughly two hours.  

They convened there one last time before splitting up. The night was cold and sapping everyone´s 

strength, a short brake and some water mitigated that.  

 

Ipek lowered her head taking her gaze from the stars and watching once more the men and women she 

had assembled. She wasn´t used to fill the role of commander, she had done it before but it never sat 

well with her being responsible for more than one persons´ safety at once. She filed away the picture 

of this assembly. They were in a good mood despite the circumstances.  

Hell, the Caledonians seemed to be merry because of the circumstances and so was Fatih. Ipek failed 

to appraise Spider or Yashira, as they conveniently wore masks, but their behaviour seemed calm. She 

looked up again.  

It was time to move.  

 

She stood up, which immediately got her everyone´s attention. She gestured both ways and took her 

rifle from her shoulder. They silently broke camp and the assigned vanguards moved out only two 

minutes later.  

The respective groups assembled together and waited to give their scouts enough time to cover some 

ground.  

Ipek saw Jacques looking at her and turned around to face him. His face was hard as ever, yet she saw 

something else in his eyes as she met them. She smiled, his lip notched up a fraction then he left.  

 

To her left Ghassan seemed a little bit agitated she gave him a reassuring look, it helped a little bit. 

Fatih took up his position in the rearguard, the Shihab close by. Connlyn seemed calm enough at the 

moment. She reminded herself to watch him closely, she might have dismissed Jacques worries, still 

keeping a Dog-Face in check was never a sure thing. He smiled half-heartily at her, maybe he still was 

troubled with what happened earlier.  

When six minutes had passed Ipek moved out first, followed by Ghassan and Connlyn who stayed 

close behind her.  

 

The terrain was quite forgiving in this region and they covered the first one and a half kilometre pretty 

fast. It took them roughly half an hour. That left them with almost two hours of night and one hour to 

get into position. From now on they moved even more cautious, when the base really existed they 

were bound to run into guards very soon.  

 

They covered the next 300 metres without difficulty then Munno returned. He signalled that they had 

discovered mines. Ipek ordered Ghassan and Connlyn to wait and went with the S.A.S.  

They crawled up a sparsely vegetated hill some 50 metres ahead, when they reached the peak Munno 

pointed to a bush no more than 20 metres away. It was single mine and it was active.  

She inquired about hostile movements but he only shook his head slightly. She made her choice.  

 

With a short burst of command codes she ordered the Kameel to retrieve the mine. With barely a noise 

the remote nimbly moved to the mine, overloading its target sensors with controlled bursts of data. For 

a moment nothing happened and Ipek already wanted to duck to avoid the explosion, then the remote 

moved again and picked up the mine.  
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Quickly it ascended the other side of the hill and offered Ipek the mine. She took the disk which was 

as big as her head. It was clearly an older design and not very well cared for from the looks of it.  

She turned it around. Next to a serial number there was a faint symbol still visible, denominating the 

constructor of the device.  

It was a sphere of blue and white – PanOceania.  

 

With the mine in her hands she quickly descended the hill the S.A.S. in close pursuit. They kneeled 

down and inspected it closer. Ipek compared the serial number to the catalogue of PanOceanian 

construction lines that the she knew. The closest thing she found was a ten-year old series.  

Munno taped on his earpiece and Ipek activated the larynx-microphone of her comlog and set it to 

short range emission only. No one further than two meters away would be able to overhear their 

conversation.  

 

“You said we are dealing with the yellows on this one? What are the computer huggers doing here?” 

“All intelligence pointed to Yu Jing so far, could be a ploy to assign blame where none is due.” 

“From whom?” 

“Both.” 

 

The S.A.S. fell silent after that and seemed to be in thought, probably toiling the implications in his 

head. Ipek flipped the mine once more in her hand, the casing was seriously maltreated she wondered, 

if it even could explode at all. Most likely it could, these things were built to last.   

“This thing is old enough to be a remnant of the commercial conflicts maybe they are not aware that it 

is out here.” Munno twisted his mouth askew on that comment, still he nodded.  

“Maybe.” 

“It also is possible that they bought these on the open market. PanOceania is infamous for reselling 

their outdated gear.”  

He nodded again.  

“Alright, let´s get going again.”  

Ipek concurred and made her way back to the others, Munno moved up to Yashira again.  

 

Ghassan was clearly uncomfortable having been left behind with a loose Dog-Face, therefore he 

relaxed visibly when she returned to them. She stopped between the two and showed them the mine.  

“We are possibly dealing with PanO instead of Yu Jing. Doesn´t change a thing they don´t belong here. 

Ghassan tell Fatih, we are moving out in two.” 

After the Ghulam took off she looked at Connlyn.  

“Did he give you any trouble?”  

It took Connlyn a moment to get the pun, then he smiled and shook his head. When Ghassan returned 

both of them moved more easily again.  

 

They faced no further obstacles on the next 200 metres, but as they had to be more vigilant now the 

pace slowed down considerably. Ipek still was thinking about a possible PanOceanian partition in this. 

It would of course benefit them, they wanted the Teseum as badly as everyone else.  

Her thoughts were disrupted by Yashira jumping down the closest hill to her left.  

 

The movement was so sudden it startled Ghassan, who almost fired a shot at her. Connlyn also got 

aroused and a deep growl formed in his throat as he raised his Chain rifle. Quickly Ipek quickly laid a 

hand on Connlyns´ arm to restrain him. It worked, this time at least.  

Activating the short range microphone again she faced Yashira.  
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“What is so urgent that you almost ate two bullets for it?” 

Yashira voice showed no indication of acknowledging the biting comment. 

“We found them. Eleven o´clock, 300 metres.” 

“Why do you report back instead of him as he should?” 

“He didn´t want to take his eyes of the enemy.” 

“Why is that?” 

“They´re Caledonians.” 

 

These unsuspected news made Ipek slightly tilt her head.  

“Caledonians? That is unexpected.” 

She was in thought for a moment. Caledonians would not be liable to be charged with O-12 

restrictions on this matter. Ariadnan law was a different matter altogether, as was Caledonian. Then 

again they were not empowered to deal with such a kind of conflicting interests. Depending on the 

clan which was operating here they could stumble in the middle of a blood feud, especially MacCay 

would not hold back if they were rivals of his clan. There also was the possibility that the Caledonians 

had an off-world ally, in which case they should proceed as planned.  

There were a lot of ifs in there but she couldn´t afford to call off the mission, not yet at least.  

She levelled her head and looked at Yashira.  

“Bring us in.” 

 

They moved out in single file after Yashira, following in her trail to use the optimal approach vector. 

They found the S.A.S. sitting in a crater staring over the edge in northern direction. The Kameel 

remote was obediently waiting directly behind him. Ipek gestured a halt and turned around. Pointing in 

turn to Yashira, Ghassan and to the left she ordered them into position. They nodded and moved out. 

She ordered Fatih, the Kameel and the Shihab to the right. Connlyn stayed with her and the two joined 

Munno at the edge of the crater.  

 

Behind the edge the terrain descended into a shallow valley. The greater part of it was enclosed by a 

framework of wooden posts the upper part of that framework was covered with some kind of synthetic 

sheet. It most probably had mimetic qualities and shielded this camp from satellite surveillance. 

Whoever they were they obviously didn´t want anyone to know they were here. At first glance Ipek 

could see seven containers. These served as a modular system for field camps, Ipek knew field 

garrisons like these. This specific line was constructed on Bourak no less. They appeared just as old as 

the mine they had found.  

 

“Might fill us in?” She asked the grim looking Munno.  

“Clan McMuldough.” If not for his mask he would have spit out.  

Ipek checked her memory. It was a smaller clan situated quite a far away from here to the southwest. 

They never had been able to lay claim to any Teseum deposit and only processed it in some factories. 

No wonder they risked running this secret mine. They also were blood enemies of the MacCay. They 

had to move fast.  

 

Just as she thought of this, Ipek spotted a modified Traktor Mul remote appearing from behind one of 

the containers. It had a large shovel grafted to the left of its control module, on the right there still was 

a multiple rocket launcher which bore witness to its´ former military function.  

The Mul carried an open container on its´ back which was filled with ore. It stopped at the container at 

the far end of the camp and unloaded its´ cargo into a chute.  

Ipek couldn´t see anyone down there that was not an Ariadnan native. That complicated things.  
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A barely voiced growl to her left reminded her of the delicacy of her options. Laying a hand on 

Connlyns shoulder she addressed Munno again.  

“How many?” 

“I spotted eight so far. Four on guard at the corners. Two in the second container from the right, 

probably a barrack. One with the Mul and one in the closest container. My guess is the food hall.”  

“How long till MacCay is in position.” 

He seemed to think about it.  

 

“Roughly ten minutes. Assuming no unforeseen obstacles and the same amount of mines along their 

way as we had.” 

“And how long until he starts shooting.” 

“Roughly ten minutes.” 

“We can´t pull a fight with them, that is not why we are here.”  

“Well it is now.”  

Ipek didn´t like Munnos´ answer at all.  

“Listen. We need evidence of who is supporting them from off-world. Then we can bring down your 

army, our army and a goddamn O-12 army on their heads. We do not know how many are down there. 

We might be outnumbered.” 

“Until we can crush them with this O-12 army of yours they keep stealing our ore.”  

The S.A.S. turned his head to Ipek. Anger was flaring in his eyes.  

“That´s not the way we deal with things here in Caledonia, lady.” 

Ipek sighed.  

 

“Okay. There is hardly a way to keep MacCay from attacking anyway, at least let us do it sensibly.”  

“That´s not your fight lady.” 

“Well it is now.” 

Ipek hold the stare with the S.A.S. None of them blinked. He nodded.  

“Fair enough.”  

“Good. You move in under our fire when the shooting starts. Connlyn and I will follow close by, 

hopefully distracting them from you. Try to get into the containers see if you can find anything we can 

use.” 

They both nodded with a growl, it was disturbingly similar.  

“I´ll have Yashira take out the Mul and Fatih will cover you from behind. Just one thing, try not to kill 

too many people. I know, I know. But this will reach the eyes of O-12 sooner or later and the less 

mayhem we produced the better.” 

Both growled again but seemed to agree. This mission turned into a nightmare.  

 

“I instruct the others, wait for my return unless MacCay starts shooting sooner.” 

Ipek rushed off to the left heading straight for Yashiras´ position, hoping that these two would follow 

orders.  

That was exactly the kind of situation she disliked most when in command.  

Never taking her sights from the encampment, Yashira hardly acknowledged Ipeks´ arrival. Ghassan 

seemed to be glad to see her.  

“Yashira keep that Mul in your sights, when the trouble starts take it down. Then focus on keeping our 

line unbroken.” 

“Anladim.”  

“Ghassan, you stay here for the time being. When someone goes down Yashira will cover your 

approach.” 

He nodded, shaking slightly.  
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“No reason to worry, you will do fine.” 

This reassured him at least a little bit.  

“MacCay will come down on their heads in roughly seven minutes. Keep sharp.” 

 

With that Ipek left them and rushed to the other end of their line.  

“What´s the plan.” Fatih cut to the chase as she reached his position.  

“For the absence of options we are going in. Erskine will go in first, Connlyn and I will follow. 

Concentrate on keeping enemies out of Erskines´ way, he is the one who goes for the evidence. I will 

be fine on my own. Point the Shihab at the containers to the right we think these are their barracks. 

Yashira takes care of the Mul. We have about five minutes before MacCay starts shooting. 

Questions?”  

He shook his head. She turned to leave.  

“Allah be with you.” 

“And you my friend.”  

 

She went back into the night.  
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Gamma 1.04. Earth 

 

Not much later Mitoshi sent Miyū on her way. He could feel her reluctance at having to leave but this 

time she managed not to protest. He rarely had met someone with such a lax view on protocol. In a 

way she reminded him of Kagemi. She always had rebelled against status protocols. On the other 

almost everything reminded him of her lately.  

Probably that was quite normal a reaction after losing someone.   

 

He drew in a deep breath and eased his thoughts. That girl might have been sent to spy on him, yet a 

spy most likely would have been more subtle. He decided to ignore her for now. He had more pressing 

things to do. Whoever was responsible for Kagemis´ death would try to cover his tracks, more time 

wasted meant less traces to follow.  

He couldn´t count on any help from Naomi, she was on some off-world mission. Besides even if he 

could reach her it was possible she would deny him assistance in investigating against a public 

statement. He rose and left the garden.  

 

As always his visit had helped him order his thoughts. Back on the street his bodyguards were waiting 

for him. Discreetly mingling with the crowd they were quite invisible to a passing spectator. Mitoshi 

still found it disturbing that his superiors found it necessary to have him guarded in public. They just 

were not willing to take the risk that the Tatenokai might try an assassination. After all a high-born 

Japanese who has climbed through the ranks in the StateArmy could be a tempting target. Mitoshi 

thought them fools for that.  

 

He went straight to his transport, which waited three streets away. He wanted to see her supposed 

place of death for himself. More of his bodyguards awaited him there. Acknowledging their vigil with 

a short gesture Mitoshi sat down in the rear compartment. He reached for his comlog and activated it.  

Instructing the driver with a short message he first checked his transmissions. Nothing of direct 

relevance caught his eye therefore he called up the file of Terazawa Tomomoto.  

 

Terazawa has been a never-do-good all his life. A youth littered with criminal activities saw him 

emerge as an illegal racer. Being quite good at it the choice to join the army or go to jail must have 

seemed rather obvious. His service record was cramped with disciplinary actions as his youth had been 

with arrests. Only his outstanding performance in battle had shielded him from greater repercussions. 

Not for the first time Mitoshi asked himself what Kagemi saw in men like him.  

She always did have a bad taste in men regardless of his or Naomis´ efforts to talk sense into her and 

now it got her killed. 

 

As much as Mitoshi despised this Terazawa character everything in his file clearly painted him as a 

very able driver. Even more reason why Mitoshi didn´t believe that Kagemis´ death had been an 

accident. The biggest problem was that he couldn´t think of anyone that would qualify to be an enemy 

to Kagemi. She had her share of bad habits but she had known how to make friends and amends.  

 

This left him with the conclusion that it must be one of his or Naomis´ enemies that was responsible 

and that was a long list indeed.  

 

A short look on the map told him that it would take them the greater part of two hours to reach the 

place of the accident. That left him with plenty of time to devise a plan of action. Due to his only 

recent return from the frontline her murderer had a two weeks head start to escape. He already had 
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managed her case being reopened for investigation, yet given the workload of the local police it was 

unlikely that they would turn their attention to it any time soon.  

 

He had to do this on his own. He checked the name of the doctors on duty during the time of the 

accident. Mitoshi would pay them a visit after he returned from the murder site.  

The more he brooded over the data the less sense it made. All the reports were detailed and to the point, 

just as was to be expected from the bureaucracy of the StateEmpire. Everything was in order, well 

documented and filed. Maybe it was the inhuman precision of it all that set Mitoshi off, an aspect that 

he always had found irritating.  

 

He understood the drive for perfection all too well, but couldn´t help to consider it misplaced for such 

venues. He sat back and deactivated the holographic display. They were close to their destination and 

he had spent the last two hours reading everything that was filed about the accident, again.  

He yet had to find something amiss. All the reports complemented each other perfectly, leaving no 

gaps or unknowns in the timeline of the accidents or the aftermath.  

The visual data recovered from the wreckage also supported the reconstructed chain of events. There 

was nothing to imply any tempering of the records.  

 

He didn´t believe it nonetheless.  

 

The driver informed him of their arrival with a short transmission. He gave his bodyguards a minute to 

assess the surroundings before he stepped outside. It was a nice spot of nature.  

Next to a spot of green grass and trees the street bend into a long curve. The sound of engineered 

animals filled the air. Despite its´ artificial nature the place had a peaceful aura to it. Mitoshi took 

some steps onto the grass and took a look around.  

 

He could see how Kagemi would have liked this place, he even could accept that she rode out with this 

fellow on a nightly trip, but seeing the unobstructed view of the street around here he could not fathom 

how a driver of Terazawas´ skill could have crashed here.  

 

The report stated that he drove with disengaged night vision, still he would have seen any other 

vehicle coming. Mitoshi knew how people were prone to stupid mistakes, especially young men who 

wanted to impress women. Mankind did not grow out of that kind of behaviour yet, nevertheless it 

seemed wrong that Terazawa should have failed so completely.  

He sat down.  

 

Clearing his mind he focused on the sounds of this place and let his mind wander. No answers 

presented themselves to him so he stopped after a while. Opening his eyes Mitoshi saw the frame of a 

tree in front of him.  

He stood up and walked over to it. Standing there he could see the greater part of the road and the 

grass. The perfect vantage point, if anyone else had been involved he would have acted from here.  

 

Mitoshi went back to the car and ordered a return to the city. Kagemi had never reached the Ryokan at 

which she had intended to stay, therefore it was no use to search for evidence there. Her belongings 

had been transferred to the police and from there to his closest family estate. Mitoshi had them brought 

to his lodging in the city, but so far lacked the time to inspect them, something he wanted to redress 

now.  
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He had four hours before Dr. Akayama would be available for questioning. Four hours he intended to 

put to good use.  

With an angry flick of his right eye Mitoshi tapped into Maya. Assuming one of his enemies was 

behind all this he had to update his knowledge about their recent whereabouts and activities. Two 

hours might prove a little bit short to do that.  

 

 

Kotaro had a good view of the apartment from his high vantage point. He laid two storeys higher up 

on the roof of a bureau tower, which was abandoned at this late hour. Two of the apartments´ windows 

were directly in his sights. Micro cameras placed on the opposing wall provided him with a more 

complete view of the interior. Everything was set, now it was time to wait.  

After escorting his charge back to her quarters he had been ordered to the housing of Kaneshiro 

Mitoshi, the officer she had met earlier that day.  

 

His vitae which documented his rise through the ranks of the StateArmy, was very impressive. Being 

of noble descent he started out well in the ranks but his rate of ascension was stellar and he enjoyed a 

good standing in the eyes of his superiors, for a Japanese at least. 

No wonder that there were worries that the Tatenokai might single him out as a target, even though 

Kotaro doubted that this was the reason for his presence.  

He relaxed a little bit. It would be a long wait and he couldn´t afford to be too tense.  

 

 

Without waiting for his bodyguards to check the lobby Mitoshi rushed from the vehicle. He was 

exhausted and in no mood for patience. This building was exclusively for the use of high minister and 

high ranking officers. If it wasn´t safe here the local guards had far bigger problems than his health.  

As he already had ordered on the road, his meal awaited him in the built-in restaurant. He sat down 

and started eating immediately. He had spent the last six hours poring over his enemies´ activities, 

through the inventory of Kagemis´ belongings and interviewing Dr. Akayama.  

He was sure that the doctor was hiding something but hadn´t been able to put his finger on it or corner 

the man well enough to extract a confession. His head hurt.  

 

Mitoshi always had been more at home on the field of battle than that of intrigue, but if he wanted to 

uncover who was responsible he had to learn. He had to learn fast.  

His meal was soon finished and he left the table at once for the elevators. Two of his bodyguards 

accompanied him to his floor. He still thought them overly paranoid.  

 

In front of his door another pair of muscles was waiting and there also would be some in the building 

next door watching his window front. He nodded to the two guarding his door but didn´t get a reaction.  

Mitoshi was faster than his guards and threw himself to the ground dragging one of his bodyguards 

with him.  

The other one was hit in the shoulder by a salvo of projectiles, which tore open his augmented frame 

with horrifying ease. A second salvo followed and an explosion destroyed the elevator at the end of 

the hall.  

His guard returned fire, filling the hallway with bullets from his automatic pistol. Something was hit.  

Mitoshi moved.  

 

Using the body of one of the still standing corpses as cover he went for his apartment door. The 

sniffers would have picked up any explosives, therefore he deemed it safe. As he slammed into the 
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door and landed in his living room in one piece he was proven right. He jumped to his feet and went 

for his weapon locker. His comlog was being jammed still he could hear his remaining guard shouting 

in the hallway.  

With a quick motion he opened the DNA-lock and grabbed his pistol. It disengaged the safety as it 

read his adrenaline levels via comlog link. With the other hand he drew his Wakizashi, in here there 

was hardly room for a longer blade.  

 

He never took his eyes from the door during all this. His would be assassins couldn´t get access to his 

room before hand, therefore they played their hand on the hallway. Time was on Mitoshis´ side, as by 

now reinforcements were moving in.  

If they wanted him they had to act fast and he had his eyes on the only door.   

 

It didn´t took them long to make up their mind. According to the weapons fire in the hallway his last 

guard was still putting up a fight, but the sound of his gun became quieter therefore he probably had to 

retreat.  

A movement in the door made Mitoshi raise his pistol. It was one of the guards or better what was left 

of him. A second later the window behind him was smashed and multiple projectiles seared through 

the body as his protectors in the next building opened fire. They had seen through this manoeuvre just 

as he had.  

 

Mitoshi went into a short roll and rushed shoulder first behind the meat shield. As expected he hit 

someone. The impact took his momentum away and he jumped backwards. Something blurry moved 

quickly to intercept him.  

The collapsing camouflage made it even more difficult to assess his attack or speed. Mitoshi raised his 

blade in defence of his most vulnerable spot and was rewarded with the feeling of impact.  

Trying to strike home his blade despite the parade his enemy moved in very close. He was strong and 

Mitoshi lost ground until he crashed into the wall.  

 

Answering with a loud Kiai he pushed both their blades sideward thus deflecting it from his body. His 

attempt to bring the pistol to bear was undermined by his foe grabbing his left arm. With the 

camouflage down his opponent presented himself as a more or less black figure with a smooth helmet.  

 

With a deft sidestep Mitoshi averted being thrown to the ground. They switched places and Mitoshi 

slammed him into the wall. A suppressed gruff was his reward for that. Both were equally matched for 

strength, arresting them in a deadlock. A small hiss was the only warning, nonetheless it proved 

sufficient for Mitoshi to snap his head out of the way of the small dart.  

 

His foe used the distraction and managed to smash his knee into Mitoshis´ abdomen. He cried out and 

turned the pain into rage, which not only prevented him from collapsing but also fuelled his muscles 

with fire. With a short, brutal movement Mitoshi jerked his head into the helmet.  

More pain flared up in his forehead, ignoring it he smashed down again and the helmet cracked. 

Letting go of his weapons Mitoshi changed the grabbing game. His enemy was dazzled enough to fall 

for it and Mitoshi propelled himself backwards.  

 

Ignoring the pain he turned his fall into a backward roll overdid the movement and smashed face down 

onto the floor. His opponent was only a second behind. One second to slow.  

 

Standing free for the first time since the battle started the snipers next door had a free field of fire.  
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The man´s body was jerked sideways by three consecutive impacts, his right body half exploded 

outwards as the bullets fragmented inside his frame. Mitoshi wasted no time and pushed himself 

backwards, gliding over the floor. The pain in his abdomen surfaced and he almost lost consciousness.  

 

As he reached the wall he skidded left into a crouch and ripped his rifle from its´ mount. Reading his 

adrenaline level the weapon engaged itself and, after a short look into the open bathroom door, 

Mitoshi took up position to cover the room.  

 

No gunfire or steps were audible but shortly after his comlog returned to life. He ignored the general 

jabber and singled out the frequencies of his guards.  

“We are entering through the window, hold your fire, Sir.”  

 

A moment later two of his bodyguards descended through the remains of the window and moved 

towards the door. Only a second later the all clear signal came from the man in the hallway. A short 

look on the news reel showed Mitoshi that this little stunt already had made the news. He got live 

streams of six different channels showing the hotel.  

Just what he needed now, his headache got worse. 

 

 

Kotaro still was sitting in his place and surveying the scene. By now over a dozen people were in the 

apartment, securing, collecting, apologizing, blaming and a single medic treating the wounded.   

It won´t take them much longer until a sweep of his position would be thorough enough to reveal him.  

He had to get out of here and report, he was sure none of his superiors had imagined this turn of events.  

Or maybe they had expected it and sent him here to witness the outcome. 

While reminding himself not to ask uncalled for questions Kotaro slowly made his way down from the 

roof.  

 

 

The painkillers showed effect and Mitoshis´ vision cleared up a little bit. The hit he took into the 

abdomen had been serious but for now field treatment had to suffice. He rose.  

The medic started to protest but was silenced by his cold expression.  

 

“Kaneshiro-sama. Let me once more express my deepest regrets over this tragic incident. In all my 

years that I had the privilege to manage this hotel, nothing like that has ever happened. Thankfully you 

emerged victorious over you foul assailant.”  

The manager augmented his statement with a deep bow that almost saw him topple over on the 

remaining rubble.  

Mitoshi accepted his apology with a short remark and addressed the head of his security detail.  

 

“How did they get in?” 

The huge man turned to address him correctly. Mitoshi could see the hardness in his face, this man 

was a professional and this failing of his didn´t sit well with him. 

“As of now we suspect that they snuck in yesterday and waited for a good opportunity. Most likely 

they entered through the kitchen, posing as personal. We´re rounding them up as we speak.” 

 

“Their weapons?” 

That question drew a short whistle from the man.  

“They took the ones from the door guards. They killed them with poisoned needles.” 
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Mitoshi followed the motion of the man as he leaned down and ripped something from the carcass. It 

was an array of five small tubes seemingly made of a dark plastic. 

“Each needle was anchored with a spring for propulsion, comlog controlled. The one you dodged must 

have been their last one. The sniffers in the hallway prevented them from bringing any explosives.”  

 

Mitoshi accepted his words and kneeled down over the corpse. A drop of blood ran down his forehead 

as the motion reopened the wound. He ignored it.  

 

His assassin was clad into a tight fitting body glove with an unreflective black surface, which was 

riddled with streaks of dark blue. Certainly not the best camouflage system on the market, but good 

enough to be invisible to standard sensors and as such strictly restricted equipment. Around the edges 

were the exploding bullets had ripped open body and armour Mitoshi even detected a layer of muscle 

enhancers.  

Whoever had sent these men had invested some serious money. Obviously they had been oblivious to 

his augmented muscle structure otherwise they would have sent someone stronger. Maybe their 

information base was outdated.  

 

“Any idea yet who sent these men?”  

The addressed man turned back to him.  

“Some suspects but no proof to implicate someone specific.” 

“Keep me informed.” 

“Yes, Sir. But we really should get you to the hospital now.” 

 

Mitoshi rose, whipping away the blood from his forehead in the process.  

“Agreed. As your troupe is somewhat diminished I will call in some of my men for escort.” 

With that he left the room. Leaving them to their shame.  

 

Now escorted by four guards Mitoshi descended back into the lobby. It still lay more or less deserted 

despite the crowd that had gathered outside. The hotels own security system permitted access only to a 

limited number of people. All the reporters and onlookers still were reduced to watch from outside.  

 

Shortly after he reached the end of the stairs the crowd outside began to part. He could see five 

armoured shapes clearing a path to his vehicle. One of them entered. The powered armour painted in 

white and red had a vague resemblance of the armours of old. Holding his automated shotgun with an 

unaggressive posture in his left hand, he went for the swords on his hips with his right.  

 

Mitoshi stopped him from saluting with a short gesture. There was a fraction of hesitation in the 

reaction of the Domaru, before he complied. He settled on a short bow instead. 

“Bushō. We have secured your transport and the way is cleared.” 

Mitoshi accepted the report with a nod and gestured him to lead on.  

 

The armoured figure turned on his heels and went for the door. Under the eyes of the curious crowd 

Mitoshi entered his car, clearly visible to everyone who wanted to see. Later today he would have to 

give a public statement about the incident, however he had to wait for the confirmation about the 

official line. He had a good idea what it would be. Until then his enemies would see that he was still 

alive.  

 

Leaving his four guards behind Mitoshi ordered only the Domaru into the vehicle before they drove 

off. The first trip was short as they changed cars in a tunnel.  
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The new transport was smaller, less conspicuous. It also was considerably smaller and he and the 

Domaru filled almost the entire rear compartment.  

 

After a gesture from Mitoshi the armoured figure removed his helmet. The face of a man in his late 

thirties appeared his short black hair seemed to grow unkempt. It was too long for a military short cut, 

yet not long enough to be fashioned into any sensible hairstyle. 

 

“How many men do we have in town?” 

“Twelve, Bushō. Five are waiting near the hospital, the rest accompanies us.” 

“Any sign of complications so far?” 

“No, Bushō.”  

As no further question followed the man dared to ask one himself.  

“If I may be so rude Bushō. How well are you?” 

 

Mitoshi turned his head towards the man, who quickly averted his gaze.  

“Stop doing that Heichirō. No one is around to stand on protocol.” 

Unsure he raised his head again.  

“I have been in far worse shape, yet nothing that should go unchecked. Be thanked for your concern.” 

Heichirō acknowledged that thankfully.  

“Do you know why I put you in charge of the novice Domaru, Heichirō?” 

“No, Bushō. They hold no respect for me.” 

“But they will learn it. You are one of my most trusted and able lieutenants. You have earned your 

rank as a Bushi, never forget that.” 

“I won´t, Bushō.” 

“Good. They will watch you closely and search for signs of weakness so stay true.”  

Mitoshi paused for a while pain crossed his face.  

“Well now let us try to figure out who wants me dead.” 

“Do you have a particular suspect, Bushō?” 

“Not yet. Whoever sponsored that today invested serious effort and money. That precludes a lot of my 

minor enemies.”  

A pause emerged. 

 

Heichirō listened silently as Mitoshi resumed his musings. 

“Zhao hasn´t left Dawn in over a year and his reach does not extend beyond a single system, highly 

improbable. None of my political enemies would risk attacking me in such a public way, it stirs up too 

much dust.” 

“They also knew that you were coming, Bushō.” 

“You´re right. Probably they planned it from the day of Kagemis´ death, maybe they even caused it to 

lure me here.”  

 

He was interrupted by the car door being opened. Heichirō rushed out first and secured the 

surroundings. Mitoshi emerged and followed his friend into the hospital. They entered through the 

emergency entrance no one would know that they are here, just as planned.  

 

“Contact Kim Seong Eun, tell him what happened. Have him assemble an intervention squad when the 

local banner protests let them protest, I will take care of that. Also have him send out Akiyoshi to 

graze through Maya.”  
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By now they had been escorted into an examination room. A second Domaru already had taken up 

position to act as bodyguard both men acknowledged him as they entered. 

Mitoshi ordered an eager assistant who wanted to put him into a medical scanner out of the room, then 

he continued.  

“He shall send Ayabe as a liaison to the police. I want to know everything they know.” 

 

The door opened again and a hounded looking doctor entered.  

“I´m sorry, but we really have to examine you now sir.”  

Mitoshi nodded and sat down at the scanner.  

“Heichirō I want you to get back on Kagemis´ trail as long as I have to stay here.” 

Heichirō bowed and left.  

 

Mitoshi endured all necessary examinations with a stoic calm and an open mind, it never hurt to know 

the extensiveness of one´s own injuries. In the end his wounds weren´t that serious, he would remain 

in the hospital for two days and some minor surgery was advised. He thanked the doctor who injected 

him with a painkiller as a preliminary for surgery.  

 

As the doctor left to prepare the operation he had some time think. By now he had received the first 

draft for his public statement. As expected the blame would be shifted to the Tatenokai who allegedly 

wanted to visit revenge upon a Nipponese who had turned his back on his people. It was the typical 

propaganda speech. He didn´t read it completely the final speech would be different anyway.  

He personally didn´t think that the Tatenokai was responsible, on the other hand he had no prove that 

they were innocent either.  

At the moment he was at a loss for a culprit. He didn´t liked that situation, ignorance could be deadly. 
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Alpha 1.05. Paradiso 

 

It was young man, Maria estimated his age at about 19 years maximum, precluding possible cosmetic 

modification of course. He also wore the uniform of a Regular but from a different unit than hers, 

Ganesh Chaudris´ unit if she wasn´t mistaken. He was tall, dark skinned and well trained. His hair was 

cropped short and with the eager gleam in his blue eyes he was the prototype of an Acontecimento 

freshman.  

Only the supporting exoskeleton on his right leg wouldn´t fit into this image. He scanned the room and 

his face lightened up as he saw her. As quickly as his leg permitted he hobbled over to her table.  

 

Maria watched him with curiosity, her hand on her Spotter as she didn´t recognize his face at all.  

“May I sit with you?” He asked with a voice as eager as his eyes. Maria just hoped that he wasn´t here 

to hit on her. She nodded slowly.  

“Agradeço.” He slit down on one of the chairs clearly happy to get off his feet. 

Maria raised an eyebrow.  

 

“New leg?” she asked with a mixture of curiosity and sarcasm.  

He looked up and nodded.  

“Yes, they just grafted it this morning.” He seemed oblivious to her sarcasm. She finally took the time 

to decode his comlog signature.  

“Hungry young soldier Silva?” Maria asked him, still trying to figure out what he wanted.  

“Err. Yes, but I would never ask you to get something for me senhorita Gevallo.”    

That raised her other eyebrow, she stood up and went over to the dispenser.  

“What it´ll be Silva?” As he seemed having difficulty with the answer, Maria got him the same bars 

she had eaten along with a cup of fiercely spiced black tea.  

Maria put the tray down in front of him as she sat down again.  

 

“So. Why wouldn´t you ask me to do that?” 

“I´m sorry that was… I mean… You know…” 

She stared at him with a growing sense of confusion.  

“What?” 

That startled him enough to stop his rambling.  

“Cool down and drink something.”  

He nodded and took a sip he squirmed immediately and made a poor attempt to conceal it.  

“Thought you might like it.” Maria said with a smile.  

“I´m sorry.” 

“Yeah, you said that already.”  

 

She took another long look at him. He seemed intimidated by her that made all this even more 

confusing for Maria.  

“How long have you been down there before they ate your leg?” 

He appeared more comfortable with that line of conversation.  

“One week. It was my first frontline encounter. We were attacked by a Morat spearhead. One of the 

apes fired some rocket. It evaporated the tree next to me and my leg with it. What happened then I 

don´t know.” There had been a distinct pause between the last two sentences.  

 

Maria nodded. “At least you got out alive.” 

“Hmm, but not by my own forte.”  

“That´s what comrades are for Silva. They cover your ass when you can´t do it yourself.” 
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“Easy words for the famous Maria Gevallo.” 

That comment truly caught her wrong footed.  

“What?” 

 

“What?”  

Maria repeated the question as if were a charm to extract an answer from Silva.  

Nothing happened.  

“What are you talking about? Why am I famous? Where? For what?”  

By now Maria got agitated and had raised her voice. Halfway risen from her chair she loomed over the 

by now almost cowering young man. 

 

“Well, back home.” He was clearly intimidated by her and only managed a whisper.  

Maria sat back relieving the pressure on him a little bit.  

“Back home? On Acontecimento? Me famous? That´s ridiculous.” 

The young man still seemed unsettled.  

“Relax Silva. I´m not going to eat you. I´m sorry for getting at you. Not your fault.” 

That finally took some of the tension out of him.  

 

“Please, call me Ernesto. As long as you say Silva I feel like I´m back at the training grounds, getting 

shouted at by my instructor.”  

The comment came with a little smile and Maria felt one creep unto her lips as well. They both 

laughed for a minute or two.  

 

“Okay Ernesto it is then. Let me get us some better drinks.” 

He started to protest but she cut him short with a look that clearly said: Don´t go there again.  

Instead he bit into one of the bars.  

 

Maria returned with the closest thing to beer that this dispenser had to offer. She put the two cups on 

the table as she sat down.  

“So, Ernesto.” She raised her cup in a toast.  

“To your new leg and my new lungs.”  

He almost spilled his drink over this.  

“What?” This time it was his turn to use this phrase.  

 

“Long story, it can wait. First the story of my fame please. I want to know all the ridiculous stuff 

people are telling about me.” 

“Well it´s not like everyone back home knows your name.” 

“What a shock.” 

“There are the stories on the street, in the neighbourhood where I grew up. Not far from your parents´ 

company by the way. People talk about you.” 

Maria drew in a deep breath, Ernesto stopped. Finally she asked.  

 

“Why?” 

“Why? You really have no idea?” 

She just shook her head.  

“It´s because of what you’ve done. Ending your career, quitting your studies, giving up the company, 

joining the military to fight in the emerald hell of Paradiso.”  

His voice became agitated and conjured almost an image of a glorious soldier marching into the sunset.  

“People talk about that. The sacrifices you made to just to get here.”  
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He sat down again his eyes were gleaming with admiration.  

“Hadn´t it been for you I never would have joined the Regulars.”  

 

Marias´ face had gone hard during his hymn of praise. Her left hand was firmly gripping her necklace 

and her right was a clenched fist.  

“Leave.”  

 

The short utterance ripped Ernesto out of his meditative state of admiration. Slowly the indications of 

her mood dawned on him.  

“Have I said something wrong? I´m sorry, I didn´t wanted to…” 

“Leave this place.” 

“The station?” He was seriously taken aback.  

“Leave this system. Leave this war. Leave the military.”  

Her voice was cold and threatening. The boy clearly was at a loss.  

 

“But, I joined to…” 

“To what? Share in the glory? Fight some aliens? Become famous yourself?” 

He looked hurt.  

“No. To share in your sacrifice.” 

She leaned in very closely.  

“You have no idea of my sacrifices, boy.” 

Her tone left no room for dissent and the last word was dripping with disdain. 

Nonetheless he started to protest.  

“Listen.” 

 

Maria leaned back and crossed her arms.  

“I don´t doubt your intentions. You may even sincerely believe what you say. Your behaviour tells me 

another story.”  

She made a nod in the direction of his leg.  

“It tells me that this was the first thing you ever lost that really meant something to you. Actually you 

only realised how important it was to you after you woke up without it. You have no idea what you are 

talking about. So I say it once more. Leave, before you learn it.” 

  

Once more he was struck silent by her words. Obviously that was not what he had expected from 

meeting his heroine.  

“I don´t know what kind of stories they are telling about me back home, but they are obviously 

incomplete.”  

She sighed. All strength seemed to fade from her frame. A rather long uncomfortable silence followed.  

 

“Look Ernesto. I´m sorry. I didn´t wanted to be so harsh on you. I lost my temper there for a moment. 

You seem to be a nice guy and I only want to make sure you don’t waste your life chasing a fantasy. 

And your life is in serious danger down there, regardless of what the recruiting agents have told you. 

Your cube doesn´t make you invincible, not even immortal as they always promise. Go and get some 

rest. We talk again tomorrow, okay?” 

 

He finally dared to raise his head again. There were tears gleaming in his eyes.  

“You are not mad at me?” 

Maria shook her head.  

“I´m a little tense right now and honestly rather shocked by your statement.” 
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He nodded and rose.  

“Alright, as long as you don´t hate me or something.”  

“No worries. Get some rest.” 

Without further comment he hobbled out of the mess hall. 

 

“Now was that really necessary, Maria?” 

She posed the question to the now once more deserted mess hall. Maybe she had been too hard on him. 

Especially as it wasn´t entirely untrue what he had said. Her conduct back then had drawn some 

publicity. Not that she could blame anyone but herself for that.  

Long buried thoughts and feelings threatened to overcome her. Feelings she had managed to supress 

these last years, just as she systematically had blocked out everything in the Maya stream that might 

be related to her.  

 

She sat up straight and activated a new tier of filters. Searching through the data of the last four 

months, that still remained in the memory of her comlog, she found nine news articles that mentioned 

her by name. Four were features about Vicente mentioning her in her capacity as his sister, one was a 

general report from Paradiso which simply listed the names of everyone fighting out here and one was 

about the movie she had starred in.  

That left three which specifically were about Maria, they even featured her name in the title.  

She wasn´t in the mood to see them and she switched back to the letters from home.  

 

One was from Moana, he wrote about how his new art installation was coming together and he asked 

if he could include one of her older works in it. Otherwise everything seemed to fare quite well on 

Varuna, beside his recent breakup with his girlfriend of ten years.  

Taking her mind of the mess with Ernesto, Maria started to compose an answer immediately.  

She liked writing letters and receiving them, but with many people it was like they vanished from your 

life once you vanish from the net. She was sure as soon as she reconnected to Maya proper most of 

them would be up in her inbox in no time, yet out here no one of them seemed to think of her.  

That was alright she thought of them regularly.  

 

After writing the letters to her brother and Moana she browsed through the remaining news without 

much vigour. She rose and relegated her comlog to minimal activity.  

Maria carried the trays back to the dispenser for recycling and left the mess hall.  

 

An elevator took her down two levels to the gym. It was cramped like everything else on the station 

but fully equipped with the latest innovations in machines for exercise. She started to get moving.  

 

Two hours later her new lungs protested sharply against this high level of strain forcing Maria to take 

a break. She felt exhausted and her muscles burned after a week of rest. She felt good.  

Downing half a litre of water from the reservoir that was placed in the centre of the gym, she sat down 

on the bench next to it.  

“And now for a shower I guess.” She said to herself with a smile, as she reminded herself of the last 

shower she took over a week ago. Despite her own statement Maria didn´t went to the shower next.  

 

One level up Maria entered a small firing range. This was the only medical station she knew that 

sported such an installation. As soldiers from the frontline were the only patients that were treated here 

its´ existence probably was warranted.  
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Calling up a simple shooting exercise Maria drew her pistol. It had been awhile since she last fired it 

relying generally on her rifle in the field. It was a good opportunity to reacquaint herself with the 

weapon and of course to test her breathing.  

One hour later Maria ceased her training. Now she went for a shower.  

 

Like most parts of the station she had visited since she left her room she Maria had the shower to 

herself. Stripping of her soaked uniform she threw it in the fast laundry chute next to the entrance. In 

about three minutes it would return in the panel next to the chute, cleaned, dried and ready to be worn 

again. She deposited her weapons in a small safe locker which used her DNA-print in addition to her 

comlog signature as safety protocol. Her amulet was the only thing next to her comlog that she didn´t 

put away. 

  

The shower was warm and efficiently relaxed her tense muscles. Her lungs still pulsated with a dull 

pain she tried to combat it with the breathing technique the doc had wrote into her status report. Just 

that it didn´t seem to work at all. Simply accepting the pain as it was she enjoyed the shower.  

 

Returning to the dressing room she noticed that her lungs didn´t hurt anymore.  

“Judging the good doctor to fast, aren´t we?”   

She dressed in a trance like state and went back to her room.  

 

Returning to her room had a strange quality to it. The bare walls presenting a smooth white surface 

everywhere around made her feel vulnerable. Not that room was large but she still felt exposed 

without some jungle to cradle behind or her comrades around to watch over her.  

 

She sat down on the chair, which unfolded itself beneath her just in time. She opened a new file and 

started reworking the letter to Vicente removing the bile and bite, she always wrote into messages to 

him. There was no need to be so harsh with him, it wasn´t easy for him either.  

 

After half an hour Maria closed the letter again, she would finish the rephrasing tomorrow. Instead she 

accessed the latest tactical reports from the frontline, matching them against the coverage in the 

general Maya net she almost laughed out loud. No one back home would want to hear how it really 

was out here.  

 

Being tired Maria lied down to sleep some more.  

 

 

She awoke to the sound of the opening door. She was on her feet in an instant, this time without falling 

over, even though some pain reasserted itself. She relaxed almost immediately.  

 

“Still sleeping in uniform I see.”  

Rashan filled the door with his muscular frame, his dark skin stood in an almost painful contrast to the 

white walls and his grey eyes wore a smile.  

With her having jumped in the direction of the door and given the small dimensions of the room there 

remained only a hand width of air separating them. She lifted her arms from her weapons and laid 

them on his chest.  

“Only for you. I know how much you love it to rip it from my body.”  

With that she leaned up and kissed him passionately. He kissed back and forced her onto the bed, 

already starting to undress her.  

Up here no one cared, this wasn´t the frontline anymore.  
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Beta 1.05. Dawn 

 

Looking at the time about two minutes remained before MacCays´ estimated rampage. She 

programmed her comlog to establish a full combat net with all their comrades also incorporating the 

radio sets of her Ariadnan allies.  

 Moving back into position between Munno and Connlyn Ipek was relieved to see that they were still 

there.  

“Alright all set. Now we wait for MacCay to start the show.” 

Both nodded.  

 

The seconds started to grow longer as they waited. Everyone tensed their muscles in expectation of the 

moment of action. Adrenaline was seeping into their systems in small doses, ready to be unleashed in 

full. Fear filled the mind with dreadful images, only to be pushed aside by training and focus. Ipek 

never liked the moment before the fight too many doubts, too many unknowns. It was like waiting for 

ones´ own funeral.  

 

Then gunfire erupted at the other end of the camp. The two guards at the far end from their position 

started shooting into the dark and cried alarm. Something went wrong.  

“Go.”  

 

She shouted the command over the establishing com net as she rose and aimed at the closest guard.  

A short burst from her rifle ripped through his left leg forcing him to the ground. A cracking sound in 

the camp told from Yashiras´ success in destroying the guidance system of the Traktor Mul.  

More cries and gunfire emerged all around her.  

To her right the S.A.S. jumped over the edge and slid down the slope on his belly. Unable to restrain 

himself any longer Connlyn followed.  

“Wait.” 

 

Ipek shouted after him as she saw the outermost guard to her right tumble to the ground. Fatih marked 

his takedown in the now operational com net.  

Jumping into the shadow of the advancing Dog-Face she tried to make sense of the numerous 

markings and reports in her sight. With a rocking sound the Shihab sprang into life and riddled the 

container with holes, from which two Caledonians had emerged. The first was hit squarely in the chest 

and the other had enough sense left to jump backwards into the barrack. A moment later thick smoke 

obscured that part of the camp.  

 

“Jacques, Status.” She asked slamming into the wall of the nearest container, a barely restrained 

Connlyn right beside her.  

“MacCay and Murat are hit. We are holding our ground but they are closing.” 

“Understood. We try to take up more of their attention.”  

Part of the wall next to her suddenly disintegrated. She heard the characteristic sound of a shotgun 

being loaded and threw herself down.  

The next part of the wall vanished to her left she saw blood emerging from Connlyns´ body, at the 

same time a large salvo from inside the smoking container ripped through the Shihab. The explosion 

almost drowned out the frenzied roar of the Dog-Face.  

 

Rolling to the side Ipek turned on her back and fired a salvo through the breach in the container wall. 

Shortly after that a huge claw ripped away a good metre of the resilient metal. Some bullets emerged 
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but barely scratched Connlyns´ fur. He fired a cloud of shrapnel into the container screams of pain 

were his reward.  

Fatih and Yashira fired a stream of bullets into the slowly dissipating smoke. So far it seemed that 

their surprise assault would yield them an easy victory.  

Then fire descended.   

 

With a deafening explosion the camps central container vanished from existence. Its´ remnants turned 

into fearsome projectiles, smashing through walls and people where they hit them. Ipek saw a fist 

sized chunk of metal crash through the container wall right of Connlyn. Munno was close to the wall 

and was hit somewhere along his torso. The impact threw him several metres backwards where he lied 

still.  

“Ghassan. Yashira cover him.” 

“Anladim.”   

Their response came synchronous over the comms. 

  

Another explosion tore the next container from the Ipeks´ holographic map. Connlyn jumped into the 

container with a howl and engaged the Caledonians within.  

Ipek jumped back to her feet and fired into the smoke in front of the barrack from where enemy fire 

still was emerging.  

 

“Five. Don’t fire at container one, three and four. Confirm.”  

Ipek received no answer. The other Shihab vanished from her display.  

“Five support the left flank. Confirm.” 

Again she didn´t receive an answer. Before she could vent her anger Ipek was hit in the right leg. The 

force made her stumble and as she toppled over the Maghariba continued its´ rampage.  

 

A salvo of high density explosives, pressed into high velocity casings to ensure maximum acceleration, 

tore through the walls of the smoking container. For one very unreal moment nothing happened then a 

fiery blast of black and red obliterated the construct.  

 

Ipeks´ cry of pain, which turned into a cry of warning along the way, was completely drowned by the 

noise of the explosion. Thankfully her microphone transmitted directly into Ghassans´ ear.  

He stopped and fell to the ground just in time to avert the fragment of the container. Ipek rolled 

sideways as another one hit the ground at her old position. Carried by the force of the blast it bounced 

off the ground and carried forth in Yashiras´ direction.  

Before it hit the ground again the Kameel remote ran into its´ path. The machine was thoroughly 

crushed but the fragment was stopped.  

 

“Ghassan continue, Fatih support the left flank.” Ipek rolled on her back as issued the new commands. 

The icon of the Rafiq vanished from her display.  

“Jacques fall back.”  

A moment passed. 

“Comprise.” 

 

A human form flew out of the container to her right followed by a large humanoid one. Through the 

gaps in the walls she could see how the Maghariba was hit by a hail of bullets. They tore through the 

front legs with ease and punched holes into armour of the main body – Teseum bullets.   

Five gave up some ground and fired a grenade into the camp.  

Another explosion ensued.  
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Another hail of bullets hit the T.A.G.  

Caledonians never knew when to give up.  

 

Ipek jumped to her feet, leaning against the container wall until she found her balance on her wounded 

leg. Some ligaments were torn and she hardly could bend the leg.  

She would mostly be hopping from now on.  

“Fatih. Status.” 

“Multiple hostiles on eleven barricaded in the mine entrance.” 

Ipek noticed something in her vision.  

“Everyone. Aim at the struts.” 

 

Following her own order Ipek raised her weapon and fired the shotgun at the nearest strut. The wood 

was resilient and took three hits before it splintered sufficiently. An audible crack emanated from the 

strut then it collapsed on itself, yet the construct on the whole stayed stable.  

More explosions from the centre of the camp augmented Ipeks´ feeling of hurry.  

“Five pull back from their field of fire and aim at the entrance.” 

“Affirmative.”  

 

Following her orders for the first time since the battle started the Maghariba walked backwards. Its´ 

main weapon kept pumping bullets near the enemy position. Several explosions registered on the 

tactical display. Something broke.  

 

As fast as she could Ipek hopped to the kneeling Ghassan who just had put his injector pistol back into 

its´ holster. He looked up as she arrived.  

“Come on we got to get him out of here.”  

Not protesting the forceful command of the Ghulam Ipek grabbed one arm of the lying Munno. 

Together they dragged him a few meters up the slope.  

Behind them the fire fight slowed down a notch as everyone retreated from the Caledonians vision.  

Everyone but Connlyn, that was.  

 

“Connlyn come back. Now! Five bring down this canvas.” 

The Dog-Warrior hesitated for a moment, he even took cover from a salvo inside the wrecked 

container but he didn´t return to her. More explosive ammunition detonated inside the perimeter. Fires 

blazed up and illuminated the canvas from below as it started its´ descend with a bloodcurdling 

snapping sound.  

“Connlyn! Stop!” 

Ipek shouted into the microphone even though a whisper would have been enough to be transmitted 

loud enough to be heard. Despite that the Dog-Warrior prepared to launch himself over his cover into 

the throng of enemies. 

 

“Got him.” 

Jacques voice had an icy calm to it as he fired a viral projectile into Connlyns body. Ipek saw him get 

hit and recoil from the wound before the canvas came down on him.  

Folding into itself like an enormous airborne whirlpool it crashed down onto the remains of the camp, 

stirring up a huge cloud of snow and gravel in the process.  

For a second silence descended.  

 

“Spider. Patch me through to command then give Jacques the Caledonians´ frequency ASAP. Jacques 

get them to surrender. Five aim at their location. Aulay get Connlyn out of there.” 
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Everyone started moving as she reported in their coordinates, requested a satellite survey and 

immediate backup. It took her about a minute to relay the most vital information and to persuade 

command to send backup.  

Not that much persuasion was necessary after they saw the satellite footage.  

“Ipek come in.”  

“Listening.” 

“They show some sense. I move in with Spider and Five to disarm them.” 

“Understood. Yashira, Fatih cover them. Connlyn can wait.”  

Ipek hated to ask the next question. 

“Casualties?” 

“Tavish and Murat are dead.”  

 

Ipek always dreaded this word when in command. It meant that she had failed. She told herself that it 

wasn´t her fault, she couldn´t have prevented MacCay from attacking his clans´ enemies. Yet still she 

felt miserable about his death, a death he more or less had brought upon himself and on Murat. She 

murmured a short prayer.  

Jacques was too busy disarming a bunch of unhappy Caledonians to request an answer to his report, 

she was thankful for that.  

 

She knelt down beside the unconscious Munno and addressed Ghassan who appeared somewhat 

exhausted from his first real fire fight.  

“How is he? I could use some good news.” 

“He has a couple of broken rips, some torn ligaments and probably a serious concussion, but he will 

pull through.”  

Ipek focused the bullet hole riddled form of the Maghariba behind her as she took in the information.  

 

“Good.” She looked Ghassan in the eyes.  

“You did well back there.” 

“Thanks. May I see your leg now?” 

“Can´t wait to get your hands on me I see?” She said it with a dim smile.  

Ipek sat down rather uncomfortably and used her knife to cut away the trousers and her insulating 

underwear around the wound. Instantly she felt the icy chill of Caledonians weather on her naked skin, 

she almost frowned. Ghassan probed the flesh around the wound, then went for his injection pistol. 

“The bullet is lodged inside the bone, we will need surgery to remove it safely. This will suppress the 

pain and support your muscular function until we get you back to base.”  

 

As she didn´t protest he set the pistol near the wound and injected her, immediately the pain subsided 

and she regained control over her leg.  

“Alright. Now give me that.”  

He looked at his diagnostic sensor and probe storage device. 

“What for?” Then understanding dawned on him.  

“I will retrieve Murats´ cube. I was in command.” 

“But it is a complex medical procedure, I, I should be the one to perform it.” 

He said with a weak voice, clearly he wasn´t too fond of this duty but felt compelled to attend to it 

nonetheless.  

“No need for that. I´ve done it before. Now hand it over.” 

He hesitated for a moment then complied. She stood up and stowed the device in her coat. She hadn´t 

lied she had done it before, far too often for her liking actually.  
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Around Connlyns´ position Aulay was cutting his way through the canvas to reach the Dog-Warrior.  

“Stay here and keep vigilant. We don´t know if there are more of them lurking out there.” 

Without waiting for his reply she walked over to Aulay, who just had succeeded in cutting free 

Connlyn. The massive humanoid-canine hybrid form looked almost peaceful and harmless in its´ sleep.  

His chest rose and fell in a slow but constant rhythm.  

Aulay answered before she could ask the question.  

“He will live. The viruses locked him in his dog shape.” 

“How long before he wakes?” 

Aulay spit on the ground. “Two or three hours and he´d better be outside when it happens.” 

“MacCay and Murat?” 

“The boy got spotted as he ran out to prevent Tavish to start shooting. Went straight through his neck, 

nuffin I could do for him. Tavish jumped at two of the guys who ran up our slope. He ran the first one 

straight through with his blade, the other one more or less cut off his head. Tavish never knew when to 

run.” 

“Okay. Get him over to Munno, Ghassan will help you.” 

He nodded and started to remove the rubble from Connlyn.  

“Spider. Meet me at Murats´ body, we have work to do.” 

 

After they had finished the gruesome task of extracting Murats´ cube Ipek stowed it away safely. 

Trying to not further think about what she just did and her part in it happening in the first place she 

addressed Spider. 

“Thanks for the help. On another matter good work with the Kameel back there.” 

“Sending in the remote was faster than warning Yashira, I´m glad it worked.” 

“Me too. Okay our ticket out of here will arrive in approximately one hour let´s try to secure some 

evidence until then. Start at the closest container. I will begin on the other end after I checked with 

Jacques.”  

He nodded and walked away, right now Ipek was thankful that he was wearing a mask as she wasn´t 

sure she would want to see his expression. Spider always has been critical about the alliance with the 

Ariadnans in the first place.  

 

Taking the rifle from her shoulder she walked over to the ad-hoc prison camp they had erected. 

Effectively all captured Caledonians were rounded up in the mine entrance. The way beneath the earth 

was blocked by the wreckage of the destroyed Traktor Mul, probably hauled there by the Maghariba. 

Five was standing guard which meant she had trained her machine gun at the centre of the group. With 

her widened field of vision she easily would spot anyone who tried to get away. Fatih sat right in the 

captives sight, inside the remains of one of the containers with his sniper rifle casually leaned over the 

wall.  

 

Ipek reminded herself to reprimand Five for her insubordination but that had to wait till their return. 

On her way to Jacques she checked in with her. 

“Five. Status?” 

“Some structural damage to the body and front legs, slight decrease in operational speed, weapons 

fully operational, ammunition at 85%” 

“Understood. Keep watch until we are relieved.” 

“Affirmative.” 

At least now she seemed to comply again.  

 

Yashira walked away from a conversation with Jacques just as Ipek reached the two. The Al Hawwa´ 

nodded in her direction as she left.  
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“She is going to patrol the perimeter with Aulay, there might be more of them lurking around.”  

Ipek nodded her consent. 

“How many do we have here?” 

“Twelve in total. Most of them more miners than soldiers, but then they are Caledonians. We stowed 

their weapons in the ruin and Fatih is sitting atop of them.” 

“Anyone talked yet?” 

“Seriously? Of course not, all they do is insulting us and boasting with the revenge their clan will take 

on us. It will take same time to get anything from these men.” 

“I imagined thus. Well, that is not our problem we did our job for tonight. More or less, that is.” 

 

He took her by the shoulders and looked her straight in the eyes. 

“There was nothing you could have done. MacCay went straight for them and the boy tried to stop him. 

Both were acting quite the fool. It is not your fault.” 

She looked away like a shy schoolgirl.  

“I know. Still feels awful.”  

“Maybe it should.” 

She faced him again. 

“Maybe.”    “On another matter, you did well keeping your group together. Not bad for a policeman.”  

“Well, merci, but not well enough.” 

“There was nothing you could have done. That goes for you as it goes for me.” 

“You are probably right.”  

He stemmed his hands on his hips and snuffled.  

“Now where are those forsaken transports? I could use a good beer right now.” 

 

 

The transports came with the first light of dawn. Three troop carriers unloaded a horde of unhappy 

Caledonians, mixed with some other Ariadnans, and only slightly less unhappy soldiers of Bourak.  

They quickly surrounded the compound and started digging up what was left after the fight. The 

prisoners were carried off to headquarters almost immediately for interrogation.  

 

Ipek and Jacques gave a first report on the occurrences of the night, writing a more detailed one was 

reserved for later back in the base. The memory cores of the teams´ comlog were downloaded into the 

transports´ data node anyway so the written reports seemed a little bit superfluous, but still they had to 

be written. Bureaucracy was a must when dealing with O-12.  

 

Ipek also was very relieved to release command and possession of the cube to the present Hafza, 

specifically trained for command he handled the situation more effectively anyway. The misconduct of 

Five during the engagement was something she privately voiced to him off the record. It would be up 

to him if it would be included in the official reports in the end.  

Ipek clearly communicated her dissent with the pilots´ actions, she may have secured victory but she 

wilfully endangered the life of her team while doing it. Probably Fives´ good record of successful 

mission would save her from drastic repercussions. Ipek was just glad not to have to deal with her 

anymore. She only would file everything about her in the case they had to work together again 

someday. 

 

The first sweep of the camp had produced no conclusive evidence of outside intervention so far. The 

McMuldoughs´ had PanOceanian Mines, containers from Bourak, communications equipment from 

Bakunin and medical supplies from Yu Jing. All items that easily were acquired on the open and black 

markets.  
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Connlyn almost made a mess when he was awoken prematurely but Ipek and Jacques managed to 

calm him down before anything happened.  

Shortly after they were loaded into the next transport who returned to base, besides them the cargo 

hold was filled with whatever might contain tangible evidence. The flight was short especially 

compared to the long walk they had taken through the night to get here. From above the extent of the 

barren steppe in which the base and the McMuldough camp were situated was visible.  

All around it the dense forests of Ariadna stretched as far as eye could see. It almost was ironic that 

they had hardly encountered any vegetation on their journey.  

 

With the exception of Munno who complained about just everything that happened, no one talked 

during the transit. At the base all wounded were brought into the infirmary, the others went off to write 

their reports before they went for a good days sleep.  

 

Despite it having the same crude appearance as the other buildings on the base the infirmary was by 

far the most sophisticated structure they had out here. Filled with almost state of the art equipment 

there was no battlefield injury that couldn´t be treated here. Bourak took care of its´ own and with the 

Antipodes nearby it was occupied more often than not.  

  

Ipeks leg was operated on and the bullet safely removed, refusing most of the anaesthetics she watched 

the whole procedure. It hurt not as much as expected and Ipek never came even near to fainting. 

Afterwards she requested the remains of the bullets.  

 

Being in the infirmary she was able to catch up with Halil, whose new leg was coming along nicely. 

She wrote her report while talking to him about the mission, as he was an Asawira Ipek didn´t have to 

worry about clearance. He had a higher one than her and as he also happened to be her direct superior 

officer in the camp, so he was bound to hear it very soon anyway.   

Having finished her report and a small but tasty meal she finally allowed herself to sleep.  
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Gamma 1.05. Earth 

 

As she left her shower that evening Miyū avoided looking in the mirror altogether. She just set the 

shower to drying mode to evaporate most of the moisture remaining on her skin and then quickly 

brushed her hair without looking up. The day had been strange enough she didn´t wanted to risk 

upsetting herself with strange sensations in the mirror.  

 

`You really have to talk to someone about that, Miyū.` 

This explicit formulating of important thoughts was also a habit she had developed since her accident, 

she would have to mention that during counselling as well. Slipping into a night robe she fastened her 

comlog to her arm. Diving into Maya the first thing she did was requesting an appointment with Dr. 

Masaaki.  

The answer that her request was confirmed came in a second later and an appointment set for 

tomorrow at nine in the morning. Her comlog then automatically proceeded with feeding this 

information into the buildings central data node, where it was used to adjust her timetable for 

tomorrow. That induced some rotations on the appointments on some of the other girls, who in turn 

were informed about the changes.  

 

But Miyū didn´t noticed any of this especially as her attention was focused on the last sentences of 

Mitoshis´ public statement. He finished 27 seconds after she had linked to Maya. Immediately Miyū 

summoned a replay of the speech, while she was watching it she instructed a search for every piece of 

information that was related to this attack.  

 

She watched the speech three times, he appeared to be unhurt but then it had been two hours since the 

attack. She was rather shocked by this episode. She had heard of the Tatenokai the party managed the 

information flow about this society quite well, but there were rumours. Then of course she was 

someone who came into contact with people from outside of Yu Jing on a regular basis. More diverse 

information about the Human Sphere was one of the good sides of her occupation.  

 

Miyū watched the few footages of the hotel after the attack that she could track down in Maya. Two of 

these were deleted while she tried to access them. Alarmed by that she wiped every trace of the ones 

she already had seen from her comlog memory. Using a trick she once picked up she managed to 

prevent the secondary backup memory of retaining any information about her recent access history. 

That way not even Aleph would be able to recover the data unless an aspect of it had been present 

during the access, of course there was no way of telling if that had been the case.  

 

For the first time since she left the shower Miyū sat down still startled by this short episode.  

`Calm down. Breathe. Drink something.` 

 

Following her own advice she got up again and picked some water from the refrigerator at her bedside. 

She emptied the whole bottle in one gulp and sat down again. She felt better already.  

For a minute or two she just sat there.  

 

Springing into action once more she constructed a handful of Maya shadows of herself to cover her 

tracks and started searching for information about Kaneshiro Mitoshi. She still had no idea why he 

seemed so familiar, yet she felt that he was somehow important. Besides that there had to be going on 

something around him, two weeks after his sister died someone tries to kill him as he investigates the 

circumstances.  
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Before she even could second guess herself properly she already had accumulated a large amount of 

files about him. All of them easily accessible files on general Maya nodes.  

As she ran into a low-level code barrier protecting his family file, Miyū hesitated.  

`Are you sure you want to do this?`  

 

She stared at the file for the better part of two minutes before she really thought about it. She got 

herself into trouble once already for illegal accessing. She got away with a bruise on her record back in 

the day and with a warning to not do this again. She had learned a lot since then and her security 

measures were in place.  

Still it was risky.  

`Otherwise he´ll slip away from you, Miyū.´  

 

With a twitch on her cheek she started decompiling the barrier. It was easier than she had expected, 

forcing herself not to get carried away by her triumph she stayed calm and executed her safety 

procedures with precision. Then she quickly exited Maya after sending out some data shadows of 

herself.  

She downloaded everything she found about him on her second comlog, the one generally hidden 

beneath her bed.  

 

In order to get the excitement out of her system she stood up and got another bottle of water. It had 

been a while since she last did something more or less stupid and dangerous. Also this was the first 

time she did something like this since her accident. It felt good, it felt like her. Mirrors be damned.  

 

After a short visit to the bathroom and a look in the mirror that went without incident, she lied down 

on the bed. Firing up her Maya connection she searched for some mind dulling documentaries. While 

“The seasoned citrus fruits of Acontecimento.” unfolded on her projected holo-display, she tapped into 

her second comlog and tunnelled the link to her file folder underneath the data stream of the 

documentary, projecting the files onto her retina.  

Now if someone was listening in he would only see her watching and not reading.  

 

First she summoned the family file, after all that was the forbidden one. It instantly became clear to 

her why it was restricted his mother was a Japanese woman of noble birth and a member of the party. 

His father was a soldier a Domaru, a noble just as his mother. They had two children Mitoshi and 

Naomi, both who joined the army in the ranks of the Domaru. 

His father died in a not disclosed operation 30 years ago. After that his mother had an amorous 

relationship with a lowly soldier resulting in the birth of her third child Kagemi, who was born in the 

same year as Miyū as she noticed.  

 

Despite the outside pressure his mother did not expulge her youngest daughter from the family. She 

died two years later in a shuttle accident. Kagemi also joined the military in a rank of a Tokusetsu as 

she was an able mechanic. After quitting her service she went back to university, her graduation 

ceremony would have taken place next week.  

 

For a while she stared at the pictures of all family members. Only the picture of Mitoshi stirred this 

strange feeling of familiarity that she had felt on the street. His sisters or his parents seemed like 

complete strangers to her.  

 

She went back to his military file. 
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He proved to be an able soldier who followed into his fathers´ footsteps. There were several 

propaganda files mentioning his extraordinary service to the StateEmpire. The same was true for his 

sister Naomi, she also made a stellar career in the armed services, but not as stellar as his as she also 

was a practising artist.  

Mitoshi on the other hand even got promoted to command forces that were not entirely composed of 

Japanese troops, a rather seldom occurrence in the StateArmy. She found a beautiful picture which 

showed him in his new armour of the Shang Ji design, which was given to him to emphasize his new 

position. He was photographed against a blazing sunset. 

With that image Miyū finally went to sleep.    

 

 

Miyū was ripped out of her dreams by her comlog. She almost fell out of bed as the wake-up call 

reached her ears. Startled she looked at the pre-call notification. In five minutes Dr. Masaaki would 

call her.  

For a moment she was confused then she remembered that she had made an appointment with him. 

Quickly she rushed out of bed flushed some water over her face, combed her hair with two strokes and 

drank a glass of water. Then she sat down on the bed again and sent the signal that she was ready to 

receive the call.  

 

A second later the face of Dr. Masaaki appeared on her retina he was well dressed as always and he 

wore a warm smile.  

 “Good morning Takekaze-san. How are today?” 

“Good morning Masaaki-sensei. A little bit tired I just overslept.” 

“Is that why you wanted to see me?” 

“Well, actually no.” 

 

 

One hour later the doctor excused himself as his other patients were waiting for him. At least talking 

about it had somewhat mitigated her dread. Miyū never had told any of her friends about her mirror 

problem, she didn´t want to unsettle them. The doctor wasn´t much concerned about her condition.  

It was a common problem with people whose cubes had been damaged. Given her symptoms took 

longer to subside as with the average case, but that was no overly reason for concern. She was to call 

him next week to discuss her progress.  

Until then she should not avoid her image in the mirror. On the contrary she was to seek it out.  

`What are you waiting for?` 

 

She jumped off the bed. Her rash action almost made her trip as she stepped on her nightgown. 

Regaining her balance Miyū smirked at her clumsiness and went to the bathroom.  

Slowly she moved up to the mirror. Taking a deep breath she raised her head.  

 

The only thing she saw was her. She tilted her head and tried to focus on the eyes in the mirror. Yet no 

matter how much she focused these eyes were her own. There was nothing else only her own eyes. 

Miyū leaned back.  

 

Letting out a snort she was relieved and disappointed at the same time. She wasn´t sure what she had 

expected but at least something. Reminding herself that she should be thankful that everything was 

alright, she leaned forward again. 
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Still unwilling to avert her gaze from her image Miyū searched her face for signs of… She had no idea 

of what. She appeared to be perfectly normal.  

“But is it?” She asked herself out aloud.  

 

She leaned in even closer, by now her breath liquefied on the sheen surface.  

“What are you? What do you want?”  

Of course no one answered.    

 

Realizing what she was doing Miyū shied back from the mirror. A moment later she started to giggle 

then she laughed at herself for being so silly.  

After she caught her breath again she once more looked into the mirror.  

All was well.  

`See you later, I guess.` 

With a firm stride she went back into her bedroom to get dressed.  

She definitely was in need of a huge breakfast after this episode.  

  

 

Kotaro watched as she heartily ate her breakfast, she surely had quite an appetite for such a small 

person. He almost had felt something like disappointment when told to suspend the observation of the 

Japanese officer after that assassination attempt yesterday.  

But seeing her talking to herself like that some minutes ago and his specific reason to come here today 

made up for it. Not that his feelings were of essence here.  

Silently he waited the time wasn´t right yet.  

 

 

While she ate Miyū checked her rearranged schedule, she only had one guest today. A manager from a 

Chinese weapons company. Miyū knew the man she had entertained him on two previous visits and 

learned to dislike him. Not brooding over things she couldn’t change she quickly drew up a list of 

possible dresses, games, food and conversational topics which he would enjoy.  

She didn´t like him but she knew how to handle him already therefore it took her not long to finish 

these preparations. The list vanished into her memory core at the same time that the last of her 

breakfast vanished into her mouth.  

 

She still had several hours before his arrival that gave her more time to dive into her research about 

Mitoshi. 

`Already on a first name basis, are we?`  

 

Miyū tried to shake the thought away but wasn´t successful. She couldn´t deny how much she was 

taken in by this man. The more she read about him the more she got enamoured with him.  

Reminding herself that this was a dangerous path, Miyū established her double layered display again. 

Only because most of the files were public access there was no reason to let everyone know what she 

was doing.  

 

It didn´t take long and her barriers against her growing feelings for him started to buckle again. By 

now she totally felt flattered that he had allowed her intrusion in the garden at all.  

Suddenly someone stood next to the bed.  
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With a shriek she rolled off the other side of the bed and in her panic only barely managed to stay on 

her feet. A red sign in her field of vision told Miyū that her comlogs´ access to the building was down. 

No one would hear her call for help. For a moment she froze in the face of the black clad figure in 

front of her. He used it to speak and bow. 

 

“There is no reason to be afraid. I am not here to hurt you.”  

He sounded honest enough, as honest as someone could sound that just appeared out of thin air in your 

bedroom.  

“How did you get in here? Who are you? What do you want with me?”  

The questions blurted out of her like poorly aimed bullets. 

“Calm down.”  

 

To her own surprise she did as told.  

“You should know that they are aware of your little ruse.” 

It took her a moment to realise what he meant then she quickly deactivated her comlog.  

“Be not alarmed we took care of it, your traces are well hidden.” 

“Why? Why do you help me?” 

“For a future favour, naturally. Why else?” 

“What favour?” 

“That remains to be seen.”  

He tossed her a chip, reflexively she snatched it from the air.  

“This will help you to attain more of the information you crave. Good luck, and this will happen only 

once.”  

“Thank you.”  

She bowed as a courtesy. 

“What now you are going to vanish into thin air again?” 

He bowed again. She could feel the smile under his blank mask.  

“I was going to use your front door.” 
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Alpha 1.06. Paradiso 

 

Maria ducked just in time beneath the onrushing fist and rammed home her uppercut into Rashans´ 

chest. He retreated one step and blocked her left-hand strike. Jabbing at him, she pranced around to his 

right, searching for an opening.  

He made a quick step with his left and came on with a strong right strike, dodging out of the way 

Maria realised his ruse.  

His fist connected with her torso as his left hook undercut her block.  

 

She gasped for air stumbled backwards and fell into a sitting position. Her body ached, she was 

sweating and her lung rasped for air. She felt wonderful.  

For a moment she looked at him, still a little bit speechless for the lack of air.  

“You,… you are pulling your punches.” 

He let out a long breath.  

“As are you.” 

Maria smiled weakly. 

 

“True enough. Tell me, did the doctors instruct you to go easy on me?” 

“Something like that. I guess they don´t want to have to put you back into that tank so soon already.” 

“No worries. I´m far from finished.” 

“That´s not how it sounds. We should take a break.” 

She nodded weakly.  

 

Rashan went over to the small bank, which was the only piece of furniture in the sparring cell and 

picked up two bottles. Sitting down he threw one of them into her direction. She caught it without 

problems. He drank a gulp before speaking up again.  

“What´s on your mind.”  

“What do you mean?” 

“Something is bothering you and it´s not being ordered on vacation.” 

 

Maria emptied half the bottle in one gulp, she looked sideways as she answered.  

“How often do you think of home Rashan?” 

“Every single day. It´s the reason why I´m here.” 

“I try not to think about it at all. About what I left, about what I will find on my return. It scares me.” 

She put her right hand to her mouth in a thoughtful notion.  

 

“There was this guy. Ernesto Silva, a freshman who got his leg busted on his first combat mission.  

He told me I´m a damned celebrity back home. He said I inspired him to join the Regulars. I, I was so 

angry.” 

“So you hurt him.” 

 

The pause hovered in the room for a while.  

“Yes, yes I did. He probably didn´t deserve it, not that harsh at least.” 

Marias´ head sunk into her hand.  

“I never wanted to be famous.” 

“Really what about that movie career of yours?” 

“Okay, yeah I wanted that, but, but not this kind of fame. Giving young hotheads the wrong ideas 

about life on the frontline and getting them killed. And…” 

She sighed deeply as her strength faded.  
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“I don´t want to know what awaits me at home. I burned so many bridges when I left. I don´t know 

who still will accept me.” 

“Then don´t go home.”  

“Yeah, that will solve my problems.” 

He smirked. 

  

“Of course not. Unless you plan to die out here permanently, that is. But there is no need to go home 

immediately.”  

As she thought about his words Maria stroked her hair, untying it in the process and letting her long 

hair flow down onto her shoulders. 

“Hmm, you have a point there. That gives me more time to see what´s going on out there before 

jumping between the sharks.” 

She drank the rest of the water.  

 

“Probably Sarge is right anyway and I need a break.” 

“He probably is, yes.”  

“It´s just that…” She stopped mid-sentence and sighed.  

“You know the rant and I know your opinion. Thanks for the advice Rashan.” 

“Anytime, my dear. I once heard that´s what friends are for.”  

“Friends?” 

He shrugged.  

“Guess we are a little more, or maybe just good friends.”  

He smiled and Maria had to chuckle.  

“Remind me not to have too many good friends then.”  

“If you wish. One more round?” 

 

Maria thought about that for a moment.  

“No. It felt good but I need some rest, I haven´t completely recuperated yet.” 

He nodded.  

“Okay. I will spar with the dummies for a while. See you in the mess hall later? In about two hours?” 

“Sounds good. I´m off to the shower.”  

 

She stood up and went for the door, behind her Rashan commanded the computer to pull a dummy 

from the storage to serve as a reactive punching bag.  

Stepping through the door Maria entered the adjacent gym. To her surprise it wasn´t deserted. Ernesto 

was there working on his upper body strength, he still wore an exoskeleton on his leg precluding him 

from training his lower body.  

He raised his head as she entered and quickly looked away.  

 

“Raios.” She muttered under her breath.  

A thought crossed her mind. She went over to him.  

Sitting down in front of him she gave him almost no choice but to look at her.  

“Building up your strength again?” It was silly line but she had to start a conversation somehow.  

“What else? I still have one day before I can start training my legs again.” 

“Ernesto, look. I´m still sorry I got mad at you yesterday. You didn´t deserve that.”  

Silently Maria added a `I think at least that you didn´t.´ to the sentence.  

He appeared relieved.  

“Apology accepted oh, famous one.” He said with a smile.  

Maria raised her finger in a mock warning and slit her eyes.  
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“Best way to get me angry again, so don´t. And don´t expect another apology for what happened. Two 

is one more than people usually get from me.”  

“Understood.”  

“Okay. Rashan and I meet in the mess hall in two hours. Why don´t you join us? I even promise not to 

bite. We will give you some tips about surviving down there.”  

He nodded quickly.  

“I will be there, oh fa…” 

“I said don´t.”  

She left with a raised finger and smile.  

 

 

That evening Ernesto came into the mess hall to meet Maria. He joined her and Rashan and they 

quickly grew on each other. The next four days went by amicable and rather fast.  

The three of them trained together in the gym and on the shooting range.    

Maria taught the young Silva some tricks for pistol shooting, Rashan showed him a few tricks for 

close quarter combat and together they briefed him thoroughly on living in the emerald hell.  

 

In the evenings Rashan and Maria rarely left their quarters which conveniently were located adjacent 

to each other. Ernesto had enough decorum to leave them in peace at these hours.  

Despite her bad start Maria started to like Ernesto and even believed him to be honest about his 

motives, still she wouldn´t tolerate talk about her as an inspiring figure.  

 

Maria managed to extend her stay until Rashan had to return to the surface, as more wounded from the 

frontline came in two days after the mess hall incident, she only received permission because she 

offered to share the room with Rashan. It was a little bit cramped but she didn´t mind and neither did 

he.  

They met some comrades from other units, they brought with them news of the latest situation on the 

front. Reports often failed to confer the sense of urgency that a situation instilled on the frontline 

soldier. From all they heard the situation wasn´t that bad at the moment. No larger offensive or counter 

offensive and only small skirmishes along the tightest borders. Almost like the calm before the storm.  

 

It took Rashan the better part of a day to convince Maria not to disobey orders and return to the planet. 

In the end she conceded but wasted the remaining part of the day with analysing the area of his next 

assignment to increase his chances. It was wasted because the next day his assignment was changed. It 

also was the day both had to leave, Rashan for the planets´ surface and for her to anywhere but there. 

Maria already had said her goodbyes to Ernesto that left her and Rashan to take leave of each other.  

 

He was there as she entered the room, his small bag with personal things lied on the table, pistol on top.  

“When do you leave?” She asked with a mixture of sadness and anxiety in her voice.  

“My shuttle leaves in one hour. And you?” 

“Two hours.” She sat down on the bed. There was nothing she had to pack, her weapons were 

scattered along her body and the cross hung around her neck.  

“Have you finally decided where to go now?” 

Maria nodded.  

“Earth.” 

 

“Earth?” 

“I booked passage on a ship that runs on Circular 3 to Humans´ Edge. From there I will take to a 

pilgrim ship that is headed for Earth.” 
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“Going on a pilgrimage?” 

“I just as well might. I do have plenty of time on my hands now and as you suggested not going home 

now is quite a good idea.” 

He stood up, stepped over to the bed and sat down next to her.  

“Take your time. We will be here when you return.” 

Sliding her arms around his torso Maria rested her head on his chest. 

“Is that a promise?” 

“Yes, it is.”  

“Thank you.” 

She closed her eyes and relished in the feeling of his presence. Both knew all too well that this 

promise might prove to be a lie. She retained hold of him as long as she could. 

 

 

One last check up was the only thing left to do for Maria before leaving the station. The doctors 

attested her full recovery and she was sent on her way with the best wishes. Maria boarded a shuttle 

that stopped at the station during its´ way from the surface to pick her up. Filled with for the most part 

very exhausted looking troopers it was even more cramped than the station.  

She made her way to the only free seat available and sat down between two sleeping fusiliers. Maria 

was successful in not waking them. 

  

Her comlog filled her vision with the identities of everyone onboard by projecting their names and a 

short version of her history of personal contact with them, if any, above their heads. There weren´t 

many people here that she knew.  

Engaging in small talk with these few, she quickly changed the subject to the latest news from the 

planet. Only after learning everything she could Maria relented and let them take their minds of the 

hell they just had left.  

No one wanted to talk to her after that for a while, that gave her time to digest the new information.  

 

The shuttle docked at a larger transport vessel the name of which Maria didn´t bother to commit to 

memory. Everyone left the in a hurry only to be replaced by the same number of more or less battle 

eager troops that were to take their place on the front.  

The ship was a PanOceanian personal and cargo-carrier build with the task of transporting large 

quantities of manpower and equipment to warzones. Despite it being larger than the medical station 

the hallways just were as small and her cabin for the ride only slightly bigger.  

Out here in space, space was a rare commodity.  

 

Maria logged into the node of her cabin and set the environmental parameters to her liking.  

In the meantime her comlog synchronized with the ships´ memory and downloaded the latest 

information packages from Maya, filtered by her personal preferences.  

“Soon there will be no need for this.” 

She murmured to herself as she thought about this habit of accessing new data streams of Maya at 

every opportunity. Soon she would be able to stay connected 24/7 again. It was a strange feeling that 

came with this thought.  

 

Maria went for some food after adjusting her cabin. The food court of this ship was much bigger than 

the one on the station or the one on the base on Paradiso were she had spent the last months for that 

matter. This was a troop transport and troops marched on their stomach, this credo held true as ever.  
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The food was much better as well. Sitting down at an empty table Maria chose a meal without really 

paying attention to the menu. Shortly after a tray with a steaming stew accompanied by a glass of 

water with nutritional complements appeared.  

 

Maria started eating without much vigour. She was hungry and therefore eating was in order, yet the 

really good taste surprised her. The ship was still waiting for two shuttles to arrive before it departed 

to dock onto the Circular that would take them through the wormhole to the Humans´ Edge. Maria did 

have a lot of time on her hands. 

 

Without raising her head she took a look around. There was no one in the room she knew, that 

frightened her. She had spent the last three years in the company of people she trusted with her life.  

These were strangers to her.  

 

Suddenly Maria felt very alone. 
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Beta 1.06. Dawn 

 

Ipek awoke in the infirmary next day. Waking up in such a place always stirred mixed feelings in her. 

She knew that she was in capable hands that would ensure her well-being, from this perspective it was 

place of security. On the other hand she hated the feeling of being powerless, powerless to affect the 

outcome of healing in any but a minimalistic way.  

She knew that ultimately her fate lay in Allahs hands. Still no reason not to try to make the best of it.  

 

She sat up und looked at her leg. It was as good as new, not even a discernible scar was left of her 

injury. Only the slowly pulsating pain of healing reminded of its´ late existence. One more healing 

wound hardly made a difference and so she started ignoring it. The latest report from her doctor was 

saved on her comlog. Reading it she absorbed the relevant information and then left the infirmary after 

seeing the clearance of leave. The only thing she snatched off the table at her bed was the small box 

with the bullet.  

 

Halil was sleeping as she left and she didn´t wanted to disturb him. Ipek decided to check on him later 

as she stepped out into the dusk. Her exhaustion induced sleep had lasted almost all day and the sky 

shone in a deep red behind the numerous clouds.  

Compared to the last time she had stepped into the base at nightfall it was rather busy. All landing 

pads were occupied and a stream of soldiers emerged from the cargo holds. Obviously the discovery 

of last night ushered a larger operation. There was enough time for that later.  

 

Ipek marched off into the direction of the walls. On the way she checked the com net for common 

available information about what was going on. The unrestricted information was quite limited, only 

that a punishing strike was prepared which would be coupled with the establishment of another mining 

facility. So they intended to make use of the McMuldoughs´ mine. It made sense, after all it already 

was there. Ipek decided not to access the information on her security level yet, if anything urgent was 

happening someone would contact her directly.  

 

Identifying herself by password and comlog signature she ascended the stairs to step onto the walls of 

the compound. Ironically the view from up here was similar to the one she had seen from air this 

morning. The barren and crater riddled steppe until the forest began, both covered with snow.  

She stopped beside one of the remote missile turrets and stared into the distance for a while.  

 

“Looking for answers?” 

Together with her voice Basma emerged from behind the turret catching Ipek somewhat unaware. Ipek 

silently congratulated her on this feat. Silent and effective, executed like a true Hassassin.  

“You could say that.” 

“The search for knowledge never ends.”  

“Spoken like a true Hassassin.” 

Basma tilted her head slightly at this comment, her visor made it impossible to ascertain her mood. 

Ipek drew the box with the bullet from her pocket. She showed it to Basma. 

“This bullet wounded me last night.”  

With these words she threw it from the wall with all her might. The little box was gone from view 

soon after, swallowed by the white.  

“It won´t do it again. Tell me how have you fared?” 

“Allah provided victory. Everything is secure at the outpost.” 

Ipek censured herself for expecting something of a personal answer from Basma. As she wanted to 

answer a summoning call reached her comlog, she was to report to command immediately.  
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Ipek took her leave from Basma and descended the closest stairs. She used her clearance code to view 

the restricted files about the latest events. The infiltration of the McMuldoughs has been submitted to 

Ariadnan courts and brought to the attention of the O-12. As an internal matter O-12 had no 

jurisdiction in this case but as it involves a transnational enterprise they needed to be informed.  

Whatever the Ariadnan courts decided it was clear that the mine would fall to the rightful inhabitants 

of this region, of course no one asked the local Antipodes for their opinion.  

 

In any case the incident sparked some worries in the trade commission and thus the local defences 

were to be bolstered, the teseum was too precious to jeopardize. It still was under negotiation how 

many more Haqqislamite troops would be allowed to be stationed here. There also was a note that 

recognized her efforts of last night resulting in a commendation in her military record.  

 

By now she had reached the upper entrance of the command post. Identifying herself by comlog, 

password and a DNA-scan Ipek entered without delay. This part of the building was little more than a 

bunker. Staffed by ten men at all times who did little else but to watch out for dangers and escort 

people like her to the elevator.  

It was of ancient design operating purely mechanical, this way it would stay operational in case of a 

power outage. Besides that it simplified maintenance in this environment.  

 

She stepped into it and descended two levels into the main command centre. Down here it was quite 

warm especially when compared to the icy climate of northern Caledonia. The sudden heat change 

made her fresh wounds itch somewhat.  

Two guards one Caledonian, one Haqqislamite scrutinized her before she entered, but they weren´t 

very observant Ipek filed that information together with their faces.  

 

The centre itself was quite busy. The room was filled with maps, some of them holographic but most 

of them drawn on paper, leather or other materials Ipek did not want to think about. The usual 

command staff had been augmented by half a dozen people from the nearest settlement. Obviously 

someone took the situation here quite seriously. Everyone was running around marking or reading 

maps, talking or shouting at each other or retrieving information from databases.  

 

As Ipek entered only one person in the room seemed to notice. With her comlog sending a note of her 

vicinity to him he was bound to. He shot a look in her direction, quickly marked two points on a map 

and excused himself from the two men he had been talking to.  

He pointed at one of the side doors of the room and went straight for it. Ipek followed him in.  

He sat down in the small chamber which contained only a desk and two chairs.  

 

“Ipek Mehtap reporting as ordered.” 

“At ease, Ipek.”  

He gave her this look with these grey eyes of his. Ipek had to admit to herself that she had missed him.  

“How are you Ridwan?” She asked as she sat down across him.  

“More or less alright. Good job out there last night, I knew you could pull it off.” 

“And I suspected that it was you who send me there in the first place, or am I mistaken?” 

“No you are not. We hoped to catch Yu Jing red handed but they are elusive as ever.” 

“So it they are behind this?” 

“We are quite sure but we still have no proof. Anyway that is not your problem anymore.” 

“And why is that?” 

“I need you somewhere else. Tomorrow you leave for Earth.” 
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“Earth? It has been a while.” 

“I know.” 

“What do you need me to do? I have been waiting to get off this rock for quite some time now.” 

“I know, but we needed your discretion here. With the new situation we can afford to withdraw you. 

You could say you earned your own ticket.” 

 

He pulled a chip from one of his breast pockets and laid it down on the table in front of her. Ipek 

reached for it and put it into her comlog. It was a complete mission description including personal files, 

timetables and a threat assessment.  

“Give me the short version, I read up the specifics later.” 

“Basically it is a bodyguard job, so it should suit your preferences. You are to accompany Parviz Khan 

to the embassy of the Haqqislam on Earth.”  

She pulled up the file of the man. He was an accomplished negotiator and had a long service record in 

the diplomatic services of Bourak. He was quite handsome and appeared at least fifteen years younger 

than his age of almost sixty would indicate.  

“Who wants him dead?” 

“We have some suspects. Especially we are worried that the PanOceanian Strategic Security Division 

still wants his head for the role he played at the end of the Neo Colonial Wars. So be sharp.” 

 

Ipek never relished the prospect of going up against secret agents, but at least she knew they were 

coming.  

“What support do I have?” 

“Yashira already left and disguised herself on board the freighter that will carry you to Humans´ Edge. 

It is called `Meriva` and is run by a merchant named Boros. He has a letter of marque from Bourak 

and has been trustworthy in the past. Besides that Basma bint Basma will come with you. The 

Hassassin insisted on sending an observer on this one. The problem is we don´t know why they want 

her along so be ready for anything.” 

“Is that why you give this to me? Too many variables?” 

“You are the best we have for the job. If someone less qualified would do I´d sent him immediately 

and keep you here.” 

“I see.” 

For a moment the two of them just stared at each other.  

 

“I want a medic on this one. Just in case I prove not to be qualified enough.” 

“Alright, seems fair. Anyone in mind?” 

“I´d say Halil but he is still down for some time. I want Ghassan Canavar.” 

“Canavar? The same Canavar that came out of basic training with the lowest score in a decade and 

almost was rejected for service as a Ghulam?” 

“Exactly, that one. The Canavar who just yesterday had his real trial of fire. He is no soldier Ridwan. 

We should get him away from the frontlines.” 

“And throw him into the jaws of politics?” 

“Besides that he will profit from a more civil environment, I want him because he is a good medic, 

and I mean good.” 

Ridwan leaned back into his chair for a moment and seemed in thought. 

 

“Okay, you get him. I´ll have him informed immediately.” In the few seconds that it took him to issue 

the order through his comlog Ipek took a look at the supposed flight plan. When he had finished she 

addressed him in a somewhat bitter tone. 

“We are to board a PanOceanian pilgrim ship in Humans´ Edge. Are you serious?” 
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The question hung in the air for a moment.  

 

“Yes, we are serious about that.” 

“Seems like an unnecessary risk to me.” 

“Think about it. No one will expect him to be on board such a ship in the first place.” 

“True but it still is a PanOceanian vessel. Homeground for their spies.” 

“Not directly. The ship is under the command of the Knights of Santiago. They are sworn and duty 

bound to protect pilgrims on their way to Earth.” 

“Christian pilgrims, for the most part.” 

“True. But as a religious order they tend to stay out of secular matters. Besides they share some of the 

respect of other religions of the book like we do.” 

“I see your point. The Security Division will have their hands full explaining away any incidents on 

board involving one of their members. It still is a risky gamble.” 

“You can handle it.” 

“Flattery isn´t going to make it easier, but thanks for the flowers.”  

Ipek kept silent for a moment.  

 

“I want a decoy.” 

“Already on his way. He left this morning and will arrive at Earth the same day as you, given no 

delays of course.” 

“Okay. I guess I go packing, if anything is left unclear after I went through the files I come back to 

you.” 

He nodded and rose.  

“Very well.  Good luck.” 

“Allah will provide. Until later then.” 

With that she stood up and left the room.  

 

Leaving the command post was easier than gaining entrance and Ipek was standing in front of the door 

soon after. She made a quick march for her habitat. After the warmth of the command centre 

underground her insulated cabin almost felt chilly. Nonetheless she removed her coat and lied down 

on the bed, after a quick sweep of the interior of course. The alarms all had been in place when she 

entered but that doesn´t meant they had not been tampered with. Paranoia came with the work 

description.  

 

Ipek read through all available files for her assignment without pause. Prioritizing and filing 

information as needed. Then she deactivated her comlog. Lying on her back she just listened to the 

rhythm of her pulsating pain where her flesh was mending. After some minutes she opened her eyes 

again and started to plan. Devising distractions, security measures and contingency plans for her 

journey ahead.  

Despite her concerns Ridwan had planned the journey quite well. Of course he hadn´t been able to 

eliminate all possible dangers, but he clearly had made an effort to deal with as many as he could.  

For a second she felt flattered but not for long. He wanted this mission to succeed her well-being was 

entirely secondary.  

It knocked on her door.  

 

Jumping from her bed and drawing a pistol from beneath her bed, Ipek reprimanded herself for not 

reactivating the alarms after her entry. Firing up her comlog she got the picture of Jacques standing in 

front of her door with a food basket in his hand. 

“Somebody home?”  
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His voice carried through the door. It sounded like his alright. Putting the pistol out of sight Ipek 

walked over to the door and opened it.  

“Evening sleeping beauty. I was told you have been released and wondered if you might care for some 

dinner?”  

With these words he raised the blanket on the basket and revealed still steaming roast and bred, 

together with a bottle of wine. Ipek suddenly realised that she hadn´t eaten in hours. 

“Sure come in.” 

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

After Jacques left Ipek fell into a deep sleep, she never had liked goodbyes. Her sleeping routine was 

still out of rhythm and it was almost midday when she awoke. She quickly dressed herself and went 

out for something to eat.  

The activity on the base had calmed down a little bit. By now most of the new arrivals had been 

assigned to their barracks and a lot of the soldiers stationed here before had left back for civilization, 

or what passed as that on this planet. 

 

Ipek ran into Fatih on her way to the ‘Edge’ he was outbound on a scouting mission. They exchanged 

a short goodbye as she would be gone at his return. He seemed troubled by her departure, but there 

was nothing to be done about that.  

The main room of the ‘Harrows´ Edge’ was rather quite when she entered. About three quarters of the 

tables were occupied. With the larger contingent of troops this was bound to become more common an 

occurrence, not that Ipek would need to deal with that anymore. 

 

Ignoring the looks and whistles she sat down at one of the empty tables close to the door. Ipek simply 

ordered the days´ special as the waitress appeared, her mind being occupied by the journey ahead and 

Jacques visit last night.  

While she waited for her meal to appear Ipek noticed two shapes closing in from behind. New troops 

always meant new harassment. Some part of the male half of humanity never seemed to change.  

 

A shadow fell upon her from the front of the table and a guttural growl later the two soldiers behind 

her vanished from sight.  

Connlyn sat down opposite of her. He looked well even though a little bit confused.  

 

“Hello. I hope you don´t mind me chasing them off?” 

“No, I don´t. Thank you, I´d rather be alone anyway.” 

“Oh.” He almost instinctively stood up but stopped mid-motion, clearly trying to decide what to do.  

“It´s okay, you can stay.”  

The Dog-Face showed obvious relief as he sat back.  

“Thank you.” 

“What troubles you my feral friend?” 

“I heard you are leaving and I wanted to say goodbye. And to thank you.” 

“Thank me? For what? And yes, I am indeed leaving this evening.” 

“You always were nice to me and you trusted me even after…that thing the other day.” 

 

Ipek reached over the table and rested her palm against his cheek, smiling.  

“I am nice to you because you are a nice guy Connlyn. Really, don´t be so shy all the time, there is no 

need for that. About the other day, well you gave me quite the scare for a moment but nothing 

happened.” 
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He took her arm in his large hand. It appeared fragile even compared to his human hands.  

“But I almost killed you for no good reason.” 

“Yet you didn´t.” She took his hands in both of hers.  

“You regained enough control just in time. You have to trust yourself more.” 

He nodded but didn´t seemed really convinced. 

 

“I will talk to Halil before I leave. He knows meditative techniques that can help you improve your 

self-control. Would you work with him?” 

“Would he work with me?”  

“I ask him nicely.” She said with a smile. He hesitated a moment then nodded. She leaned over and 

gave him a kiss on the cheek.  

“Good. Now, I am really hungry, I promise I will not leave without saying goodbye.” 

When he had left her meal arrived and she ate heartily. Taking leave of this place started to look like 

more work than anticipated.  

 

Her next stop was the infirmary, Halil still couldn´t stand up but his leg was coming out well already.  

She brought him up to date to the newest developments and then asked him to tutor Connlyn in her 

absence. He had some reservations but she was able to convince him. They took leave of one another 

like the old comrades they were.  

 

After that Ipek marched to her habitat and started packing. Due to her general orderliness it didn´t took 

her long to gather all her important things into one shoulder bag. A backpack swallowed up her 

weapons that only left the greater part of her clothes. She had travelled light back then when she was 

stationed here, therefore she managed to squeeze most of it into one bag. She would send the rest 

ahead to Bourak. Ipek thought about it for a second, then put some of the warmer clothes from the full 

bag into the emptier one. Then some of the remaining clothes as well.  

She was returning to civilization, it would be wise to have some space for new purchases in her 

luggage.  

 

When she finished packing Ipek sat down on the bed and accessed her comlog memory. Reviewing 

the news of the last 15 hours she tried to get a grasp of the present situation and even more important 

she learned which one of her sisters would be in proximity during any point of her journey. Sending 

encoded messages to all of them Ipek felt a little bit better about this whole operation.  

 

She left her habitat for the final round of goodbyes. First she tried to find Erskine but the S.A.S. was 

nowhere to be found, she visited Connlyn instead and hugged him for a farewell expressing hope that 

they will meet again if she returned. The Dog-Face clearly was sad to see her leave but there was 

nothing she could do about it.  

 

Next thing was picking up Ghassan. She marched up to his barrack and entered. The Ghulam on guard 

duty called the room to attention at her arrival but she immediately sent them back to their devices. 

Ghassan was in the final stages of packing as she reached him. The young man with his short 

brownish hair clearly had an unsettled look in his bluish eyes.  

“Everything alright?”  

She asked him. He nodded eagerly before answering.  

“Yes, I am just a little nervous. Why do you want me on this mission, anyway?” 

“Because I need a good medic and last night you proved to be just that.”  

He nodded again.  

“Let us go. The transport is waiting.” 
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He quickly crammed the rest of his things into the bag and followed her outside. The envy of some of 

his comrades was clearly written on their faces, as he left with the Odalisque.  

Outside the barrack Ipek received a goodbye message from Spider, she answered accordingly. Spider 

avoided face to face contact whenever possible.  

 

The transport was waiting at the landing pad. It was filled with soldiers that had been relieved from 

here due to the changes in the general defence of the base. It would take them to the nearest city from 

there it was a shuttle ride to a waiting transport ship and this ship finally would deliver them on board 

of the ´Meriva`.  

As they entered the transport, Ipeks luggage already had been brought in beforehand, she noticed that 

a young lithe woman with short black hair scrutinized her intensively. It took Ipek a moment to realise 

that these deep brown eyes belonged to Basma, she never had seen the Hassassin out of her armour 

before.  

She returned the look since these eyes would watch her conduct over the course of the mission closely.  
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Gamma 1.06. Earth 

 

The next morning began peaceful for Mitoshi. It was the second day after his surgery today he finally 

could leave this place. Ayabe fed him the latest police findings every four hours since she arrived in 

town. So far nothing conclusive had surfaced. One of the attackers was a locally known thug who 

would have worked for everyone who paid him. The others still were unidentified, most probably they 

were outsiders brought in for the job. On the other hand their files might have been erased 

intentionally the question then would be by whom.  

 

He rose from his bed and began a simple exercise. His normal training was suspended until the end of 

the week. He didn´t like that but he had learnt that ignoring a doctors´ advice too often only would get 

you so far.  

 

Two hours later he was allowed to leave. He left the hospital the same way he had entered it – 

incognito. He had to withdraw most of his men from the city again yesterday and was once more 

escorted by his local bodyguards. They swapped vehicles two times on the way to his new lodging.  

The incident in the hotel obviously put them on the paranoid side of safe. 

 

His new apartment was smaller than the last one and located closer to the police station. Mitoshi liked 

it. It was more open and more defensible. The guards left him to his devices.  

 

After securing the room himself once more, he sat down cross-legged on the floor and reread his new 

orders. About five minutes later one of his guards announced a visitor. It was Heichirō, Mitoshi called 

him in immediately.  

The man looked like he hadn´t slept for a while, his growing hair was still unkempt and dark shadows 

sat beneath his eyes. He bowed deeply as he entered.  

“Bushō.” 

“Heichirō. Sit down and have a drink.” 

He knelt down in front of Mitoshi.  

“I am not thirsty, thank you Bushō. I have news to report.” 

“Disturbing ones?” 

“Indeed. First, I have been approached by a man from the Tatenokai. He assured me that they were not 

involved in this attempt on your life.” 

“As I expected. How do you know a man like this Heichirō?” 

“I met him on the field of battle many years ago. He saved my life this day and I owed him for that.” 

“Is that why you didn´t arrest him?” 

“Yes, Bushō. I accept the punishment for that with open eyes.” 

“Don´t worry. You acted well, there will be no repercussions.”  

Heichirō bowed.  

 

“The second matter is far more disturbingly. I was able to contact some friends of old together with 

Akiyoshi we uncovered some Maya traffic that concerns your sister.” 

“Go on. This room is secure.” 

“We discovered a large amount of financial transactions during the week prior to her death. Not all of 

them to or from entirely legal entities.”  

“What kind of entities?” 

“Hard to tell, most of these are well versed in covering their tracks, but one thing is certain she 

invested a lot of money into companies outside of Yu Jing.” 

“That´s impossible, she had no clearance for that. And besides she never would do that.”  
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The disbelief was clearly written over Mitoshis´ face. 

“Where was this money transferred?” 

Heichirō braced himself.  

“Tunguska.” 

 

Mitoshi send Heichirō on his way soon after to confirm his findings. Why should Kagemi invest 

money in the single most infamous black bank of the Human Sphere and one of the three Nomad 

mother ships no less? He did not liked the implications at all. It also meant that he had to stay on the 

trail, if he wanted to know what was going on. No one would talk about dealings with Tunguska 

openly. 

 

 

Three weeks passed since the attack in the hotel and Mitoshi still wasn´t closer to any answers. He still 

resided in Kyōto, already far longer than he had planned. On the day of his release from the hospital he 

received orders to stay on Earth to oversee the training of a new Japanese battalion.  

It was made clear to him that he should expect to be contacted by subversive elements. Contacts that 

he should record and report as soon as possible, in other words he was bait.  

 

Whoever had arranged the attack on him was well versed in covering his tracks and concrete evidence 

still eluded the police, as well as other less clearly named institutions. Up till now no one yet had took 

the bait. No organization, criminal or otherwise, had tried to contact him or taken credit for the 

incident.  

This silence precluded the more aggressive social reform groups. There was no sense in an unclaimed 

assassination for them, they wanted to be heard and that meant to take credit for ones´ own actions.  

But he could wait and so could his superiors, eventually they would get their hands on someone who 

was involved.  

 

By reassigning him his superiors achieved another goal, at least Mitoshi was sure that they had done it 

intentionally. His unit was shipped out two weeks ago cutting Mitoshi off from his staff and thus 

bereaving him of persons he could trust with delicate research. He only had been able to retain the 

service of Ayabe. Of course he had to withdraw her from working as a liaison to the police and 

implement her as the liaison to his new battalion. Besides that her every step was monitored rendering 

her almost unusable.  

 

The training for the new recruits was time and work intensive preventing him from leaving the casern 

very often. Officially that was very convenient, as it reduced the possibility for another attempt on his 

life.  

Mitoshi enjoyed training the recruits. He considered the teaching of others to be a noble calling, a 

calling he rarely had the chance to indulge himself in.  

He invested a lot of energy into his new duties, however the urge to uncover the identity of his 

attackers and Kagemis´ murderers, they after all might even be identical, ceased not for a moment. 

  

His status and momentarily presence in the media made it impossible for him to act in any visible way. 

He was reduced to use inconspicuous middle men and Maya sources of dubious creditability, all the 

while searching for trustworthy people among his new subordinates. That was a difficult task for time 

alone, but with the possibility of spies among his men it became almost impossible.  

 

Therefore his progress had come to a halt over the last weeks. He needed to move very carefully and 

find other means of acquiring information. Officially the records that Heichirō and Akiyoshi had 
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unearthed didn´t exist, in other words he couldn´t count on any help from his superiors to follow 

Kagemis´ trail.  

 

He needed more pretext to leave the training grounds to get into contact with more people. More 

people equalled more possible sources of information.  

One evening Mitoshi sat in his office at the end of a long and arduous training day. He usually went 

through the training together with his recruits to set an example, because of that he was a little bit tired. 

Maybe it was his slight exhaustion that made him switch aimlessly through Maya channels. Suddenly 

an advertisement caught his eye. He opened a line to Ayabe immediately. 

 

“Ayabe, clear the training schedule for the weekend.” 

“As you wish. What should I mark as new activity?” 

“Outward exercise. We are attending the Gekken Kōgyō.” 

A pause.  

 

“But Bushō, it would be highly inappropriate for you to attend.” 

“Exactly.” 

Another pause.  

 

“I understand, I will immediately make arrangements. How many of your recruits to you want to take 

along?” 

Now it was Mitoshis´ turn to pause, he hadn´t considered that option.  

“Four. I will select them myself among the most promising ones. Also get into contact with the last 

years´ winner if he is on Earth at the moment. Meanwhile I will persuade our betters not to obstruct us 

in this matter.” 

“Very well, Bushō.” 

He cut the line and opened one to his direct superior he did not relish the thought of debating him but 

his present impetus would carry him through it. 

 

It took Mitoshi the better part of three hours to convince his superiors to get clearance for his idea. In 

the end it was the possibility for outsiders to get into touch with him without being noticed directly 

that won them over.  

At any time there would be at least 15 guards present in the arena watching out for possible assassins. 

Besides that another agent masked as his attaché would support Ayabe in her duties. He actually didn´t 

expect another attack but he hoped to stir up more interest. Maybe even enough for someone to 

approach him.  

After assuring that his plan was approved he summoned the recruit rooster. Sorting beforehand from 

memory he quickly was down to seven candidates to accompany him. He marked these seven for 

increased scrutiny for the next two days. The weekend was only three days away and he had to get 

ready.  

 

 

Under a clear evening sky Mitoshi stepped out of his transport directly facing the enormous arena 

complex that housed the Gekken Kōgyō this year. It generally was translated as ´Sword Show` in the 

Maya channels outside of Yu Jing, an unfitting name for a display of martial prowess by highly skilled 

warriors. Of course not all combatants were highly skilled. Still a fair share of able fighters attended 

each year. Also most of the participants were loud, unruly and boastful characters, just as one might 

expect from someone from the lower echelons of society. Warriors of noble lineage as Mitoshi only 

rarely paid the Kōgyō any attention.  
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Not so Maya, several channels were dedicated to transmit the fights which often were quite brutal. The 

event itself was spread out over all planets that sported a worthwhile Yu Jing population. It was the 

single most coveted show that Maya channels outside Yu Jing would love to broadcast, but only the 

citizens of the StateEmpire were eligible to receive it.  

His presence would be duly noted and spread ripples in the sea that was Maya. Just what Mitoshi 

wanted he only had to make sure it would be the right kind of ripples.    

 

Ayabe and his new attaché Kotaro already stood beside him. Both were scanning the surroundings in 

an inconspicuous way, always on the lookout for trouble.  

Behind them the three men Takeuchi, Morinaga and Suemon together with Takamie, the only woman 

who made the cut to accompany him, were busy unloading the crate they had brought with them.  

They put it on the ground next to the transport and relaxed for a minute. As Mitoshi turned to them 

they all quickly jumped into posture with the eagerness of the freshmen they were. 

“At ease, this is not the casern.” 

 

They all relaxed, visibly relieved by their superiors´ lax attitude. 

“Follow Kumaumi-san with the crate. She knows where to store it for the time being, then seek me out 

in the arena. We have good seats to watch the more interesting fights. That´ll be all.” 

He already was turning away as Suemon dared to ask a question. 

“Please forgive Sensei. But if I may ask why are you carrying so much equipment around?” 

To Suemons´ great relief Mitoshi didn´t mind the question at all.  

“Because I have come to participate.” 

Ignoring the stupefied expressions of his recruits he walked towards the entrance. 

 

They had to pass three different security check points before finally reaching the inner arena, where 

the more spectacular fights took place. The ranks were crowded with people who cheered for their 

favourite fighter or booed at their opponents. About a hundred cameras were scattered in the large hall 

which housed five separate rings all of which were occupied by fighters.  

The volume was deafening prompting everyone but the most enthusiastic or masochistic attendants to 

turn on the sound filters of their comlog.  

Mitoshi suspended the filters for the time being to relish in the raw energy of the atmosphere. He 

never would have admitted it but a cheering audience always invigorated him.  

 

Taking the lead Mitoshi made way for their seats, despite the cramped conditions the crowd parted 

easily before him and they reached their destination without incident.  

Sitting down Mitoshi focused his attention on the fight in the ring before him, while his comlog 

presented him with miniature pictures of the other arenas, ready to zoom in at any time. It also showed 

him the position of every guard that was assigned to him on this day. They were spread out well.  

 

In the ring two Haramaki in full armour minus helmets stared at each other. Both were locked in a 

fighting stance, hands at the hilts of their katana, neither was moving. It was an Iaijutsu duel.  

It was more a battle of spirits than of bodies as both tried to ascertain a weakness in the opponents 

defence. The fight itself would be resolved in a single blow. But who would lose his temper first and 

who would have read his enemy better?  

 

In a flash of movement both drew their weapons almost simultaneously. A second later both fighters 

froze again in their stance, swords outstretched. Then they straightened up and in an untypical 

behaviour for a Haramaki the loser bowed deeply before the winner.  
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The winner was officially announced around the same time and the replay was accessed immediately 

by about everyone who watched the fight.  

 

The next fighters entered the ring in a way more to be expected of Haramaki. They jumped over the 

ropes or slid in beneath them tumbling through the ring before moving to the four corners of the ring. 

It was a four fighters, last man standing match. They received their weapons and helmets and then ran 

at each other with loud battle cries. The ensuing match was as fast as it was bloody. All four needed 

medical attention afterwards but the winner didn´t care a bit, shouting out his victory with blood 

pouring from his neck.  

 

By then Ayabe and the four Keisotsu recruits rejoined him and Kotaro on the tribune. As Ayabe sat 

down beside him she slipped him a data chip without anyone noticing. On their secure channel she 

wrote him that this chip was given to her by a man who insisted that it was vital information that 

Mitoshi had to see. She confirmed his question if she put someone on his tail. Then he accessed the 

data.  

 

It was a personal file about Terazawa Tomomoto. It contained not much he didn´t already knew with 

the exception that it clearly listed him as an affiliate with the Tatenokai. Mitoshi mused about this.  

In the official records there was no mentioning of that possible fact, but then they probably would 

withhold such information from a Japanese who inquired anyway. This made it possible but not 

necessarily true.  

Kagemi never had any aspirations with the Tatenokai, at least none he had known of. Then again she 

wouldn´t have told him if there had been any. Of course the chip was completely unmarked and the 

file totally featureless, he had to leave this to the experts to draw more conclusions from the file itself.  

 

After they had watched two hours of fighting Mitoshi rose again and pointed at Suemon and Takamie.  

“Come with me, it is time to get ready for battle.” 

 

Kotaro accompanied the three down into the preparation hall. The hall was filled with fighters, both 

coming from and going into battle, reporters, medical staff, aides, technicians, some fans and security 

personal. Mitoshi made a quick turn at the entrance and entered a small chamber which had been set 

aside for him.  

As he entered he opened the crate with an encoded transmission from his comlog. An audible hiss 

spoke of the vacuum seal that protected his war gear. The crate unfolded itself in three directions with 

the middle part erecting itself into a vertical position, presenting his armour.  

 

Mitoshi undressed down to his underwear and Suemon handed him the padded undergarment for his 

suit. It was very thin and packed with sensor nodes, which would transmit his muscle movements to 

the armours´ system and in return induced him with the sensation of impact or shear on the armour 

plates.  

After putting it on he turned around and stepped backwards into the erected crate. He leaned against 

the back plate and triggered the closing process. As he laid his arms into the plates in the peripheral 

compartments they snapped shut around their supposed position. The boots closed themselves firmly 

around his feet and the chest armour slid into position from the sides.  

 

He stepped out of the crate fully armoured, the image of his proud warrior ancestors. He made some 

basic movements to give the servos an opportunity to fire up, which they duly did with some whirring 

sounds. He felt as empowered as he should, not only due to the strength enhancement of the armour 

but by the simple fact of being dressed for battle.  
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Takamie handed him his gloves and he put them on diligently closing his fist a dozen times before he 

was accustomed to them again. Only then he reverently pulled his Daishō from the crate. Taking great 

care he bound the two swords to his hip with a traditional knot. Suemon handed him his helmet but he 

didn´t put it on yet and stowed it in the crook of his left arm. He then addressed Kotaro.  

“Is everything prepared?” 

“Yes. Your opponent just has entered the ring and is being hailed by the crowd.” 

“Well then. Time to fight.” 

With these words Mitoshi strode past Kotaro, ignoring the sour look on the face of his attaché. 

Takamie und Suemon hurried to follow him as his assigned aides for the fight.  

 

Mitoshi went straight through the preparation hall no one dared to stand in his way, most people were 

too busy staring unbelievingly anyway. A Domaru that wanted to fight in the Gekken Kōgyō was 

almost unheard of and generally seen as quite unbefitting someone of Mitoshis´ status. He didn´t care.  

 

As he entered the arena again and made his way to the ring an obvious murmur made his way through 

the audience ahead of him. The reaction was far stronger than in the preparation hall. This part of the 

arena almost fell silent. That was entirely expected as his appearance as a participant had not been 

made public beforehand. Only his opponent and some high functionaries knew of it, this way the 

impact in the media would be even greater.  

 

Mitoshi marched to the ring with the stoic calm of the seasoned warrior he was. By the time he 

reached the ring the crowd started cheering again, as they realised that he really was here to fight their 

champion.  

Kawasaki Miyahira – the last years´ champion was standing in the ring and awaiting him impatiently. 

The man who just barely fell short of the two metre mark also was bareheaded and watched Mitoshi 

closely as he entered the ring.  

Takamie and Suemon opened the ropes for Mitoshi to step through unhindered. He stopped two steps 

in front of Kawasaki. The blue eyes of the Haramaki were steeled but curious. Mitoshi didn´t blink, 

then he bowed slightly.  

“My name is Kaneshiro Mitoshi. I greet you Kawasaki Miyahira. May you fight well.” 

 

Even though prepared for Mitoshis´ appearance Kawasaki seemed a little bit perplexed at this polite 

greeting. He hesitated for a moment then returned the greeting with the same formality.  

“I look forward to our clash. Do you agree to no tactical support?” 

“Very well, so it may be.” 

 

Mitoshi was pleasantly surprised by Kawasakis´ proposition. By deactivating their comlogs they both 

forfeited the holographic display which calculated the enemies most probable actions and devised 

possible counters. The system was far from perfect and more useful on a battlefield than in a one on 

one encounter, but it still had its uses. This way both had to rely on their skills alone.  

 

“Shall we begin?” 

Instead of an answer Kawasaki put on his helmet, Mitoshi followed suit.  

Immediately Kawasaki came at him with a powerful jump, while drawing his blade in a wide arc. 

Mitoshi sidestepped the attack at the last moment drawing his Wakizashi during the move. The blades 

connected sideways and were deflected from both their bodies.  
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Turning on his heel the Haramaki came in with a downwards strike with the long blade in his right 

hand. His left drew his short sword and came around at waist height. Mitoshi feinted a parry with his 

Wakizashi and drew his Katana with his left hand. While he smashed the backside of his Katana 

against Kawasakis´ long sword he flipped his right wrist and pointed the tip of his Wakizashi at 

Kawasakis´ hip.  

The Haramaki hoicked up his short blade to push Mitoshis´ attack sideways and stepped in closer.  

 

The long blades of both combatants emerged wide on the right side of the Haramaki, while both their 

short blades came up high, only to immediately start a downwards slash again. Kawasaki tackled 

Mitoshi in the shoulder blocking their arms in their descent but the long sword of the Haramaki was 

closer to their bodies giving him the edge in the reverse movement to cut into Mitoshis´ hip.  

Mitoshi didn´t block the tackle one bit but instead let the force roll him sideways to the right. He 

wheeled on his right foot and turned around himself taking their raised arms with him.  

With a wheeling motion their arms broke free and both took two steps to regain their footing.  

The crowd was raging.  

 

With a disdaining motion Kawasaki threw his short sword to the ground and took his remaining blade 

into a double-handed attack stance parallel to the ground, keeping the blades´ edge on eye level.  

Mitoshi reversed his grip on the Katana thus pointing the blade up and put away his Wakizashi safely 

into its´ sheath. He also adopted a double-handed stance with the blade far to his right, pointing 

backwards.  

A moment passed.  

 

This time Mitoshi attacked first bringing his blade up from the right but turning the slash into a left 

upwards slash with an underhand twist. Kawasaki came in with a quick round turn of his grip 

descending from above. The ensuing `clank` was well heard because the audience had fallen silent 

before the attack. Mitoshis´ blade was embedded in Kawasakis´ lower chest armour while the sword of 

the Haramaki had chipped the shoulder of the Domaru.  

A second later the judges declared Mitoshi the winner of this exchange as his blow was more deadly 

and would have prevented Kawasaki from finishing his.  

 

The Haramaki jumped back a step and tore his helmet off. 

“You wouldn´t have dared that strike without your armour. I refuse defeat.” 

A Pause ensued. Even for a Haramaki it was brazen to question the judges. Mitoshi stood straight and 

gestured Suemon and Takamie in the ring. Handing her the scabbards he pushed hard on the first 

release button of his suit.  

“Very well. Another bout without armour it is then.” 

 

Mitoshi already had stripped off half of his armour before Kawasaki started to follow suit. The crowd 

was cheering wildly. Whoever was watching the viewer numbers on the Maya channels noticed a 

sudden increase in subscriptions to the Gekken Kōgyō.  

Kotaro stepped up to Mitoshi, posting himself between him and Kawasaki.  

 

“This is not a good idea Sensei. Our superiors won´t like it.” 

“I can ´t turn back now. He will get his lesson.” 

“This well could be a trap to lure you into a vulnerable position.” 

“I highly doubt that and besides for that reason the hall is swarming with guards.” 

“Who will be too far away to intervene if something should happen.” 
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“Don´t worry I can take him and if someone staged this we will find evidence of their involvement. 

Maybe this will bring some light into recent events.” 

“But…” 

“Enough. Unless you want to order the guards to shoot me leave the ring and watch my back.” 

Kotaro held the stare for a moment then conceded.  

“I will be watchful.” 

“That is all I ask.” 

 

Kotaro left the ring as Takamie and Suemon carried the pieces of his armour away. The only clothing 

Mitoshi had left was the sensor ridden undergarment. Kawasaki had stripped down to the same level. 

Both had now no protection whatsoever against their blades.  

Mitoshi used the straps which had held his swords to his armour to bind his hair away from his eyes in 

a makeshift Hachimaki. He then handed his Daishō to Kotaro and drew both swords in a fluid motion.  

 

Kawasaki threw the scabbards of his blades out of the ring with a violent movement. Both men carried 

their long blade in the right hand and the short one gripped on the reverse in a defensive posture.  

They moved to the centre of the ring and faced each other.  

Mitoshi was calm while Kawasaki clearly had problems in containing his excitement.  

 

“How do you want this to end? By blood or by blow?” 

“Blood.” 

Some seconds passed before the judges made their approval public by announcement through the 

halls´ speakers.  

“The match will be fought till first blood. Any strike that connects is to be stopped. Any strike after 

blood has been drawn will disqualify the striker. Commence.” 

 

This time Mitoshi acted first and hopped forward with a quick sideward slash to Kawasakis´ face. The 

Haramaki bend backwards and shoved Mitoshis´ Katana upwards with his own long sword. Mitoshi 

didn´t follow up his attack and withdrew two steps. This caught Kawasaki on the surprise and his left 

hand attack only grazed the air.  

Again both stood two steps apart.  

 

Kawasaki slowly pushed his arms away from each other at chest level, with the tips of his blades 

pointing towards Mitoshi keeping them parallel to the ground. He advanced one step.  

Mitoshi stepped sideways to his right and reversed the grip on his Wakizashi raising it to point at the 

stomach of the Haramaki. The blade of his Katana edge upwards hovered next to his face and over his 

shorter sword.  

The Haramaki turned leftwards on the spot to squarely face Mitoshi, while doing that he lowered his 

right arm and brought the sword into a diagonal angle. He also reversed the grip on his short sword.  

  

With brooding excitement underneath the audience had fallen silent. It felt like everyone in the room 

was holding his breath.  

Then they attacked.  

 

They jumped at each other at the same instant. Mitoshis´ blades came in around the centre of his body 

and Kawasakis´ a little bit more outwards. The raised tip of the Haramakis´ long sword almost pierced 

Mitoshis´ stomach but was deflected sideways at the last moment. In a similar happening Kawasaki 

managed to defect Mitoshis´ Katana upwards shortly before it pierced his shoulder.  
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With all four blades being pushed outwards there were no weapons left between the two. The 

Haramaki acted first.  

Throwing up his foot while balancing on one leg he hit Mitoshi squarely in the chest. The Domaru 

staggered for the fraction of a second then he turned his torso into the opposite direction of the blow 

and tackled into Kawasaki.  

 

Caught on only one foot the Haramaki lost ground and fell. Turning his fall into a roll Kawasaki 

quickly came to his feet again but he had to sacrifice the hold on his long sword to do so. Mitoshi 

didn´t pursue.  

 

Now they were five steps apart with the blade of the Haramaki lying to Mitoshis´ feet. Kawasaki put 

his remaining sword in his right hand and watched every movement of his opponent very closely. 

Mitoshi made one step forward both blades pointed at Kawasaki who retreated two steps. Mitoshi 

shoot a short look at the lying sword then reversed the grip on his Katana and rammed it into the 

ground next to it.  

By now no one in the hall dared to speak.  

 

Also taking his remaining blade into his right hand Mitoshi stepped forward one more step. This time 

Kawasaki didn´t retreat. Another step. No reaction. And another one. 

Mitoshi stopped two steps away from his opponent.  

 

He searched the eyes of the Haramaki. He still was determined but he had the look of a caged animal, 

as fierce as he was desperate. Still he was too proud to admit defeat. Besides Mitoshi reminded 

himself there still was the possibility of him losing.  

He made a choice.  

 

Mitoshi came in suddenly with a low slash to the left of Kawasakis´ torso. The Haramaki lunged 

forward to strike against the Wakizashi and then ram his own blade home. Instead of keeping his 

stance and brace the attack Mitoshi dived into a low roll to his left. While he started this motion he 

also threw his sword to his left hand.  

Kawasakis´ strike only found empty air as Mitoshi caught his blade during the downward motion. 

Rolling over his left shoulder he hurled his blade even before he was halfway back on his feet.  

 

The Haramaki wheeled on his left forwarded foot to get out of reach of a slash from Mitoshis´ low 

position. Coming around with raised blade to start a follow up attack his leg was grazed by the 

Wakizashi. The edge came out red.  

 

Kawasaki froze in his motion the strain to do so clearly visible to all who watched. Mitoshi stood 

upright across of him, looking into his eyes. Some seconds passed.  

 

Suddenly the Haramaki went down to one knee and offered his blade to Mitoshi in acceptance of 

defeat.  

 

The crowd went maenadic. 
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Alpha 1.07. Paradiso – Humans´Edge 

 

She couldn´t help but notice that most of the groups in the room stayed together. Only rarely someone 

approached strangers to sit or talk with them. People who knew each other stuck together, Maria didn´t 

blame them she would have done the same in their place.  

As soon as they are home most of these people would return to be open minded citizens, eager for new 

experiences. Out here everyone took comfort in familiar faces and eschewed the new. It was an 

inherent reaction to life on the frontline. The new always could kill you.  

“And the known keeps you safe.”  

 

Her musing was interrupted as a shadow fell upon her. Her comlog identified the owner of this one as 

Sergeant Simon Matteo Widmer of the Swiss Guard. She looked up in his dark brown eyes which sat 

underneath a short brow and even shorter hair.  

“Sudore quam Sanguine.”  

“Acriter et Fideliter.”    

“May I join you Private?”  

“Sure Sergeant.” 

 

As the broad shouldered man sat down, Maria estimated him in his mid-twenties, she wondered about 

the greeting. Citing the others regimental motto was a rather unemployed way these days.  

“May I help you Sergeant?” 

“Actually yes Private. You see I noticed that you were sitting alone from that I concluded that we have 

something in common.” 

“What that be?” 

“We don´t know anyone on this ship.” 

Maria chuckled over this answer and put away her spoon. 

“I guess you are right Sergeant. Funny way to find common ground but true nonetheless. So you are 

looking for company.”  

“You could say that it is a long journey and even a short way is nicer in company.” 

“Good point and I have to say I was hardly in a mood to search for new friends today, I guess I have 

been too long down there under the green. One thing if this shall continue, no ranks call me Maria.” 

“A wise condition Maria, Simon it is then.”  

With these words he extended his right hand over the table in an antiquated gesture of greeting. Maria 

hesitated for a moment but then went along with it and shook his hand. He had a firm grip just as she.  

 

“You surely are a traditional type Simon. Greeting with regimental mottos, shaking hands, what comes 

next writing letters by hand?” He laughed at this remark.  

“Comes with the job. Tradition is what we defend.” 

“I for one am glad that you guys also attack something from time to time.” 

“That I believe. How long have you been on duty on Paradiso Maria?” 

“Almost three years now. Sarge effectively threw me out the door the other day, now I am on my way 

to Earth. And you Simon, how long had the emerald hell swallowed you up?” 

“That was a long service on the front Maria, I defer to your courage.”  

With that he made a small bow to her as a gesture of respect, before he spoke up again. 

 

“I myself spent a year on Paradiso. The service in the Swiss Guard requires a frontline assignment of 

at least a year. Only now I can re-join and truly become a guardian of the Holy Sea.” 

“Aren´t you bound for the wrong Circular then?” 

“I first return to my family on Earth before re-joining the Guard, just like yourself.” 
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“My family is on Acontecimento and I don´t think they would be too happy to see me. Let´s talk about 

something else. What do you say, shall we go down to the shooting range and train a little bit? 

Somehow I am not ready for civil life yet.” 

He nodded his consent. 

 

The ship contained only a small shooting range designed for small unit training during transit. It was 

quite filled when the two arrived obviously they were not the only ones who had problems to 

disengage their minds from the frontlines. 

They spent some hours shooting with different weapons. Maria mostly stuck to her pistol but did some 

rounds with a Spitfire. Simon only trained with his rifle and even showed Maria some tricks about 

shooting that were new to her.  

 

After they left the range both went to their cabins to rest and shower. Some hours later they convened 

on the observation deck to watch the docking procedure. The huge window that allowed passengers to 

actually look outside into the void was in effect a pure luxury. Augmented by the network overlays the 

gigantic form of the Circular was visible.  

 

Holographic displays named any visible vessel and showed absolute as well as relative speed and the 

respective angles of approach to the cargo holds.  

It was like watching a ballet in slow motion as the ships metre by metre slid into position adjacent to 

the docking clamps. At this final stage of the procedure it was pure inertia that propelled the 

spacecrafts into their final anchoring place.  

As if to show off its´ immense capacity the part of Aleph that was present in the circular brought in all 

ships simultaneously. Fifteen carrier vessels drifted inside side by side and, where necessary, behind 

one another, separated by mere metres. It never failed to impress Maria.  

 

“Makes one feel insignificant, doesn´t it?” 

Simon took one moment to lean back before he answered.  

“Indeed. Yet it makes one proud all the same.” 

“Proud?” 

“To be part of the species that is able to cross the void in such a manner.” 

Maria thought about that comment for a moment.  

 

“I guess you are right. On the other hand it sometimes seems to be a wonder that we can cross space at 

all. Or that we actually managed to do it.” 

“True. Mankind is divided when it shouldn´t be and of course without the wormholes we would have 

gone nowhere in the first place. It always makes me thank God for the existence of the wormholes.” 

“Why is that?” 

“Think about it Maria. If we hadn´t reached the stars the vanguard of the E.I. would have fallen upon 

us on Earth itself. Where would we keep our loved ones to be securely away from the war?” 

 

Maria reached for the cross around her neck and gripped it tightly. Simon noticed the gesture but kept 

his commentary.  

“Never thought about it that way. Maybe I should speak a prayer of thanks to him, has been a while 

since I´ve done that.”   

“You speak as if you weren´t used to wear this cross around your neck.” 

Maria breathed in heavily.  

 

“No, I am not. It doesn´t belong to me in the first place.” 
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She grabbed so hard that her knuckles began to turn white before she released the necklace again. 

Simon waited patiently for Maria to say something. She stroke her right temple in a gesture of 

exhaustion.  

“Look Simon I…” 

“I understand. No need to talk about it. I don´t want to intrude.” 

She sighed relieved.  

“Thank you.” 

With that both turned their face back to the window and watched the silent ballet without further 

words.  

 

As soon as the docking procedure was finished and the doors of the cargo holds closed, the Circular 

started on its´ way to the jump gate. The sophisticated dampening fields of the ship ensured that the 

passengers only felt a slight sensation of motion, despite the massive amount of thrust that was needed 

to move the enormous space train.  

Maria and Simon remained on the observation deck a while longer then she excused herself to return 

to her cabin. 

 

The door seemed to take all her self-control with it as it shut behind her. Maria instantly folded to the 

floor with barely restrained tears gleaming in her eyes. Holding on to the necklace she sat there and 

sobbed for some time, struggling with long suppressed memories.  

 

When she had regained some posture Maria decided to take her mind of the matter and conjured the 

data files she downloaded earlier. Sorting them to her standard parameters she started to read.  

She also used the opportunity to take part in an active net community again. With the almost 

unrestricted data flow on the ship it almost was like being back in Maya proper. As it goes it was far 

easier for her to find new acquaintances in the ether than in the flesh. After an initial period of shyness 

Maria threw herself into the chatting community with abandon.  

 

Some hours later she disconnected again, her head hurt from too much exposure after the long 

abstinence. Maria went to sleep she preferred not being awake during the transit through the wormhole 

anyway. It made her stomach turn every time. She fell into a deep slumber.  

 

 

She awoke to the presence inquiry of Simon who stood in front of her door. Drowsy Maria sat up in 

her bed and called him in. He was wearing the unarmoured full dress of the Swiss Guard, it was quite 

the dashing site. Not that Maria really could appreciate it in her state. She came down from the bed 

still wearing the same uniform she went to sleep with. She was tired.  

 

“What is it Simon?” 

“In one hour there will be an address to the returning troops in the mess hall, including 

commendations and promotions for the services on Paradiso. I wanted to check if you´re prepared.” 

“Prepared for what?” 

She asked clearly not following. 

“Your attendance, of course.” 

“Why should I attend? I´m not into parades and stuff.” 

“Well the general personally requested your presence and asked me to ensure it.” 

“General? There is no general on the ship, or the Circular for that matter.” 

“General Bachchan came aboard in Humans´ Edge, it appears you have been asleep for quite some 

time.” 
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“We already made the jump? Damn I must have been more tired than I thought.” 

With that thought she realised how thirsty she was. Ordering a bottle of water from the computer she 

withdrew a small bottle from the panel beside her bed. She used some of it to wash her face to clear 

her mind a little bit.  

 

“Okay, and why would the general ask for my presence? I never meet the man. Damn I never even 

heard his name.” 

“Well, to present you with your medals, of course?” 

Maria stared at him unbelievingly for a while then she noticed the bundle in his arm.  

“You are not kidding me, aren´t you?” 

“Of course not. Here I was asked to bring this to you.” 

He handed her the bundle, it was a parade uniform of the Regulars with her name on it. She sighed.  

 

“I guess I can hardly come up with an excuse not to partake, can I?” 

Noticing her mood Simon sat down on the singular chair that her cabin sported.  

“You really don´t like parades, don’t you?” 

She shook her head weakly. 

“No. That´s not what I joined up for, and up till now I always managed to steer clear of them.” 

She leaned back to the wall of her cabin.  

“But I guess I have nowhere to run this time, have I?” 

“It would seem so. Come on it won´t be that bad.” 

“I don´t have to hold a speech or something, don´t I?” 

“No.” He said in a gentle voice. 

“You only have to be there and receive your medals no one obliges you to more.” 

Maria breathed in heavily.  

 

“Alright then. Leave this here I will be there on time.” 

He stood up, but didn´t leave yet.  

“I promise I´ll come, don´t worry.” 

That was enough confirmation for him and he left with a nod. Maria leaned back again and took the 

uniform in her hands. She scrutinized it for a while and she noticed that her name hasn´t been printed 

or stuck on the uniform by glue, it was stitched.  

“Wow, what a waste.” 

 

She threw it down on the bed, stood up and undressed. Her cabin here was smaller than the one on the 

station but it could be transformed into a shower. The bed retracted into the wall as did the chair and 

table. She turned on the water and enjoyed the cold for some moments before switching to warmer 

water.  

 

When she was done with cleaning herself Maria changed the environmental conditions in her cabin to 

produce enough heat to evaporate the water from her skin. The bed returned to the room and she 

picked up the uniform. The material was really smooth and she felt very comfortable wearing it. Of 

course it was a perfect fit. One of the advantages of a military database that includes everything there 

is to know about your physiology. Her comlog synchronized with the uniform to give Maria the ability 

to control it. Besides being more ostentatious than everything she had worn over the last three years, it 

also had environmental filters and even a layer of reactive gel for protection.  

 

Maria kissed her necklace before putting it beneath her uniform grabbing her cap and pistol she was 

ready to go.  
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“Well, let´s get this over with, Maria.” 

 

She slowly walked into the mess hall. It had been redecorated for the occasion, almost all tables were 

gone and now there was a lot of empty space in the middle of the hall. At the end there was a small 

dais which was elevated just enough to give the speaker a good view of the audience. Not that it was 

necessary in the age of comlogs but some traditions died hard.  

The address wouldn´t begin for 15 more minutes and Maria asked herself why she came so early.  

The room already was half filled with soldiers from other units. It didn´t take her long to spot Simon in 

the crowd, clearly enjoying himself in a chat with some members of the machinists corps.  

She decided to get a drink maybe that would make the whole thing less unpleasant.  

 

The drink didn´t really help. It was not meeting new people that bothered Maria it was meeting new 

people right now and here. She hadn´t separated her reality from the frontline just yet, to her everyone 

she meet right now was a security risk, as she didn´t know how much she could trust them. Not that 

she believed any of them to be traitors or something, but she had no idea how these people would react 

in a pinch and that made them unreliable.  

For some reason Simon did cut through her paranoia the other day Maria wasn´t sure how yet she was 

glad about it, it meant that she was on the right way to a normal reception of reality.  

At least she hoped that it meant that.  

 

She managed not to insult anyone till the address began, by then everyone gathered in the centre of the 

hall in a tight formation. Despite no one knowing their supposed place a little comlog magic easily put 

everyone in the right position.  

General Bachchan entered through a side entry. The stout man wore the dress uniform of the Bagh-

Mari unit. The same regiment Rashan was a member of no less. Just like him the general had a dark 

skin and bright eyes. He was a native of Acontecimento just as Maria. Actually he had been born just 

twelve kilometres from her city of birth.  

 

His skin had lost the vigour of youth some time ago but it served as a reminder of his age, just as his 

white hair did. His refusal to accept aging treatment until the situation on Paradiso was under control 

was something of a political issue in certain circles, as some people feared that it interfered with his 

command abilities. One look into these lively eyes convinced Maria otherwise.  

The general walked to the dais and called everyone to attention before beginning his address.  

 

“Children of PanOceania I salute you. Without your courage and determination all we hold dear would 

have fallen by now. Mankind is in your debt.” 

He made a small pause to let his words sink in.  

 

“There is a saying: For every medal presented a thousand heroes die unbeknownst and forgotten. 

Thanks to modern technology we know exactly who has died on the field of honour. Who has died in 

the name of the safety of mankind. And we also know the names of the ones who will not return to 

us.” 

This time the pause was longer, it lay heavy on everyones´ shoulders.  

 

“It is them that we must remember most and it is on their behalf especially, that we must honour the 

ones among us who made a difference and are still alive to give even more for all of us.” 

 

Afterwards Maria didn´t remember the rest of the speech from this point onwards. She obediently 

went forwards to receive her medal when she was called up. She smiled, she saluted, she got 
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acclaimed and all the time she felt hollow about it, even though the general talked of the right reasons 

for fighting on Paradiso.  

As soon as it was proper Maria left the hall.  

 

Returning to her quarters she wanted to pack her things but there was hardly anything there as she 

recalled after the door closed behind her. She leaned on the door for a while.  

She undressed and changed into her standard uniform putting the medal away in the box that came 

along with it. When she had changed she folded her new dress uniform and put it into a small bag that 

she withdrew from the locker within the wall. The box went in with it. Still keeping her weapons to 

her body Maria made her way to the docking bay.  

 

As this was Humans´ Edge she had to leave the ship before it continued its´ journey. The pilgrim ship 

that would take her to Earth was due in two days until then she had booked a stay on a caravansary in 

the system. It was time to go there.  

 

Simon caught up with her as she was to enter a shuttle.  

“Maria, wait!” 

She stopped and turned to him. He still was wearing his dress uniform and he obviously had been 

running down here.  

“About to leave without saying goodbye?” 

“Simon, it´s nothing personal I just want to get underway.” 

“And away from here obviously.” 

“Look I told you I´m not into ceremonies and stuff. I need to get away from the military for a while.” 

“Despite your reluctance to leave Paradiso in the first place?” 

“Especially because of my reluctance.” 

“I understand. Is there someone on Earth I shall deliver a message from you until you arrive yourself?” 

“No. No need for you to rush around the planet on my behalf. Give your family my best.” 

“I will and don´t forget to stop by when you are on the same planet.” 

 

She nodded with a smile to that and entered the shuttle. The door closed behind her as she made her 

way to the passenger seats. Shortly after the shuttle departed and left the ship behind. Sadly it did not 

have an observation deck and Maria wasn´t allowed in the cockpit, therefore she had to rely on her 

comlog to take a look outside. She watched the shuttle leave the large form that was the transport ship 

only to emerge from the enormous silhouette of the Circular after that.  

She instantly saw a dozen ships that either travelled from or to the Circular, traffic was always busy 

when one arrived in the system, as it was the only way to travel to other planets.  

 

Maria turned her interest to the other end of the shuttle and with that towards its´ destination. The 

caravansary which was run by the Haqqislam state was situated on a large asteroid. The greater part of 

it was covered in a thick layer of ice which functioned as a shield against diverse outside effects. 

Through the white sheen of its´ surface protruded a confusing array of antennas with two docking 

ports thrown into the mix. The ports in effect were long tunnels with a sophisticated air lock. The 

shuttle headed for the smaller port.  

The procedure went without a hitch and Maria left the shuttle soon after.  

 

Maria entered the airlock and waited for the security scan. As she didn´t carry much baggage the 

procedure was fast and simple. Her weapons were registered to her comlog signature in the database of 

the caravansary and her booking confirmed. With the opening of the interior door the price of her 

housing for the next two days was deducted from her account.  
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Maria entered a small elevator which brought her down into the station proper at high speed. It 

bypassed the cargo holds and stopped at the habitat level. The first thing she saw was a small chamber 

with two security guards, as no problems had arisen during her security check they just welcomed her 

and opened the door into the main compound.  

 

Compared to the stillness on board the transport ship the sound of human activity was deafening as 

Maria entered. The Winter Hall was the heart of the station, it was the single space that had been cut 

into the asteroid and it was filled with booths as well as small buildings. All of them either dedicated 

to trade or food. In a way it was a space of pure commerce there was no room for nationalities or 

grudges here, only for trade.  

Maria descended into the throng of people nearly overwhelmed by the presence and smell of so many 

human beings in one place.  

She was glad for her decision to come here. 
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Beta 1.07. Dawn-Humans´Edge 

 

The transit went without incident and as Ipek finally set foot on the ´Meriva´ she started to grow tense 

immediately. It was an old habit of hers that made her days rather uncomfortable, but had kept her 

alive for two decades in this business. Ghassan accompanied her as they left the docking bay to 

venture into the belly of the ´Meriva´. Basma was leaving the transport some time after them to better 

conceal their acquaintance with one another. 

Ipek still struggled with the Hassassins´ presence, Basma had hardly talked to her on the way here and 

while she was glad to have someone so lethal along, she still had no idea why this mission was so 

important to the Old Man of the Mountain. On the other hand Ipek was sure that the official version of 

the mission of Parviz Khan was a lie as well. According to it her charge was to partake in new trade 

negotiations with Yu Jing about medical supplies for Paradiso.  

It wasn´t an implausible cover story, such a deal would not warrant a large official escort and might be 

cut out on Earth even though Concilium would be more likely. Maybe it was true and sending her as 

bodyguard was just a decoy for another transit that was meant to go uncovered.  

Ipeks´ musings were cut short by Ghassan.  

 

“Shouldn´t we check in with our charge?” 

Ipek stopped she already was halfway to the bridge.  

“Not bad for a first timer. I generally check with the captain first but as there are two of us you can 

introduce our presence to Mr. Khan.” 

He seemed uneasy at the thought but then nodded.  

“Okay, I will meet him. Shall I take that with me?” 

He was pointing at the bag Ipek carried in her hand. She handed it him. 

“That would be considerate of you. Give my regards to Mr. Khan I will join the two of you for 

dinner.” 

With that she turned around and continued on her way to the bridge.  

 

Captain Boros was a tall man of almost 190 cm height aged about 30, without hair and greedy brown-

grey eyes. Informed about her presence and privilege beforehand he wasn´t surprised to see her on the 

bridge. She held a private chat with him of fifteen minutes about ships´ security and possibly 

dangerous passengers. Ipek then refused his invitation for dinner with a remark about her 

responsibilities, but eased his disappointment with the prospect of another bump in his payment if 

everything went smooth on the ride.  

 

After that she made a tour of the ship to familiarize herself with the layout. They wouldn´t be on this 

ship for very long, still it was better to be prepared. She met up with Yashira in an empty passenger 

cabin that was used as a makeshift cargo hold. She had nothing of interest to report, therefore the two 

moved along soon after.  

 

When Ipek finally reached her quarters which lay adjacent to the one of Parviz Khan, the first thing 

she did was searching for surveillance devices. Neither her personal nor the electronic sweep came up 

with anything and Ipek allowed herself a moment of relaxation.  

The set-up was to her liking. Ghassans´ quarters were directly opposite of Khans´ and Basma would 

travel in the adjacent one on the other side. She didn´t knew where Yashira was housed but that wasn´t 

necessary, the Al Hawwa´ would contact her if anything of interest came up.  

Ipek took a sip of water from a bottle from her bag before she started to assemble her weapons.  

Time for dinner was approaching fast. 
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“No Mr. Khan I don´t think easing the restrictions on Silk exports would do much good for the 

finances of Bourak. Surely the amount of Silk that is sold on the open market would rise and fill the 

coffers of the Sultanate. However the average price for Silk would decrease in the process leading in 

turn to fewer profits.” 

“I think your view on these matters appears a little bit one sided Ms. Mehtap.” 

“On the contrary I haven´t even mentioned the incurred costs of a medical system that has to support a 

greater number of resurrections, given Bourak would suffer the least from this problem, even though 

new business opportunities might arise by this as well.” 

“Yet I hear reservations.” 

“Forsooth you do. There is no telling if the already strained companies of Bourak would be able to 

produce the then necessary output of medical supplies. A shortage of these items is destined to stir up 

the political situation, maybe resulting in more violence than already is exerted. And this argument 

hasn´t even reached the problem of the black market yet.” 

“Very good Ms. Mehtap. I was told that you´d make a good partner for a debate and I must say that 

you do your reputation justice.” 

“Sagol, Mr. Khan. But I just stay informed.” 

“Quite well as it seems. I am really looking forward to our journey together. What about you Mr. 

Canavar? How well do you hold yourself in a debate?” 

 

The young man raised his head in surprise, ever since they all had convened in Khans´ quarters for a 

shared dinner he hadn´t taken part in the conversation at all. He clearly was on unfamiliar territory.  

“Not very well I fear, Mr. Khan. I´m not used to this kind of conversation.” 

“Don´t worry my young friend we will change that then.”  

Khan padded him on the shoulder and Ghassan smiled weakly. Ipek used the break to change the 

subject.  

“If no one minds we switch to business. I don’t expect any difficulties as long as we are on board the 

´Meriva´, the captain is as trustworthy as his payment and we paid him well. Despite that Ghassan and 

I will take turns keeping you company. We rigged two micro cameras at the door to all our comlogs so 

that we can see who tries to enter your quarters at all time.” 

 

She looked at them and both nodded their understanding. Ghassan still was digesting his change of 

environment and Khan had travelled under the threat of assassination too many times to trifle with his 

bodyguard.  

“We have more personal on board but right now you don´t need to know who that is. If you have been 

compromised that keeps the edge on our side of the coin.” 

Khan nodded his agreement.  

 

“Good. The ´Meriva´ will carry us to a caravansary in the Humans´ Edge system, there we stay for a 

night before we board the ´Cervantes` a pilgrim ship on its´ way to Earth. Of course we can´t travel on 

that one as ourselves. Therefore we will pose as something close enough to be unsuspicious.” 

Ipek handed each of them a chip for their comlog. 

 

“Mr. Khan will travel as Gjergj Bargis a fabric merchant who is on his way to the holy places of the 

origin of our faith. I will be your wife Meryem Eda Bargis who accompanies you on your holy journey, 

as she is a reporter she uses this trip as basis for a Maya reportage on pilgrimages. 

Ghassan you will be Yaghmur Teke the personal physician of Gjergj Bargis, as he suffers from a 

neurological condition. All three characters are predesigned Maya shadows with a correspondent 

history they should withstand all but an in-depth inspection.” 
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“No questions? Good than lets´ hope we don´t have to lie too much to blow our cover.” 

Both men nodded their agreement to that, one with uneasiness the other one with a jaded 

determination. 

 

 

The journey on the ´Meriva´ went uneventful. It took some time longer than a direct flight would have 

as captain Boros made some stops in between at space stations or rendezvoused with other ships on 

their way. In the end they were just on time to claim their allotted place in the Circular.  

 

During the voyage Ipek had some conversations with Basma about security issues but besides that the 

woman kept her aloof and detached posture. Ipek couldn´t help but feel threatened by her presence, 

only because she couldn´t think of any reason why the Hassassin suspected her of anything didn´t 

mean that they didn´t. Therefore she decided to step up her precautions against problems from Basma 

a little notch.  

Basma wasn´t aware of Yashiras´ presence on board, at least not officially, and Ipek decided to keep it 

that way. Besides that the three of them mostly kept their company to themselves in order not to leave 

too much of a trail in other peoples´ memories. Throughout the whole transit Ipek didn´t even once 

talk to Yashira at all.  

 

Ghassan warmed up to the discussion about current sphere politics on the way and after he had 

digested the initial shock about his change of situation he threw himself into the challenges before him 

with abandon. He quickly adapted to a life undercover and showed great talent in posing as someone 

else. At least he did in the rehearsal sessions Ipek staged in Khans quarters, they couldn´t afford to test 

all their covers on the spot when boarding the ´Cervantes`.  

 

Parviz Khan on the other hand turned out to be a natural actor. Hardly surprising given his occupation 

as negotiator, he even obviously enjoyed travelling undercover. He looked upon it as means to hone 

his skills. Ipek herself already had memorised everything about her cover character while still on 

Dawn, therefore recalling the relevant information came naturally to her. In a way she wasn´t much 

different from Khan, she just honed her skills again, skills that had been dormant for a while now.  

 

Ipek also used all smuggling tricks that she knew to assure that they wouldn´t be without weapons. 

The greater part of their equipment would stay on the caravansary in Humans´ Edge to be used by 

other agents of the Haqqislamite state. However two pistols and three knives were the things she 

wanted to get on board of the ´Cervantes`, and she was confident that it would work. 

  

Her subdermal implant weaponry was another matter. Ghassan proved to be very proficient in 

modifying her nanopulser implant to even further subdue its´ signature. If the knights would catch her 

with this one, they had a world of other problems than keeping Khans´ identity secret. As the 

possession of it alone was in violation of O-12 regulations.  

 

After they left the Circular in Humans´ Edge Ipek coordinated the necessary changes in their 

passenger IDs with captain Boros. Gjergj Bargis and his wife and physician had been passengers on 

the ´Meriva` all along. Ipek once more upped the captains´ pay, by now she would be outright insulted 

if he sold them out.  

The ´Meriva` rendezvoused with another freighter before it proceeded to the caravansary.  
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It docked at the larger port of the asteroid and the three of them were the first ones to leave the ship. 

Travelling light they carried their own luggage meaning that Ghassan had to carry most of it actually. 

As they walked through the security scan of the airlock their presence was registered but not their 

weapons beside a knife that Ipek carried with her.  

The security guards asked no questions and they entered the Winter Hall with its´ crowded bazaar 

without delay.  

 

The sight of the bustling market stirred something like nostalgia in Ipek as she looked at the secular 

heart of Haqqislamite culture. It felt a little bit like home.  

Like most caravansaries this one never slept, the market was busy without pause and merchants from 

all over the sphere sported their booths. The comlog traffic was much higher than any of them was 

used to after the days on Dawn and they reduced the input quota for the time being. 

As much as Ipek wanted to throw herself into the crowd they first had to secure their quarters. Taking 

a route around the outer edges of the hall they reached their lodging without incident.  

 

The two rooms, one for Ghassan one for the Bargis couple, lay adjacent to another just as demanded. 

The larger one consisted of three rooms and was about 40 square metres, the smaller one only had two 

rooms and 23 square metres. Ipek conducted a quick sweep of the rooms as Ghassan and Khan waited 

outside. After checking every corner and searching for surveillance devices she waved them in. 

  

They stowed their baggage and got ready for a lunch on the market. Since they left the ´ Meriva` they 

acted in cover and would so until they reached Earth. Someone like Gjergj Bargis would only arouse 

suspicion when he avoided the bazaar. They only had one nights´ stay at the caravansary, therefore the 

intention was to appear as normal as possible. Besides Ipek speculated in the neutrality of the Winter 

Hall to deter anyone from trying something, not that she trusted in that, hence she left armed.  

 

They ate a hearty meal at a restaurant that specialised in food from Acontecimento. After living on a 

military base on Dawn for so long Ipek hardly cared for the food as long as it was not Ariadnan. It was 

Ghassans´ first taste of PanOceanian flavour and he took quite the liking to it. While they were eating 

at the restaurant, chatting away about the place Ipek saw a set of deep brown eyes watching them.  

Basma stayed close by, naturally Ipek didn´t acknowledge her presence.  

 

Ipek and Ghassan needed some time to adjust as they fired up the input quota of their comlogs again, 

not so Khan who was perfectly at home in the augmented environment at once. The usual stream of 

useless and useful information crashed down on them, forcing immediate reactions from all three.  

Ipek used the opportunity to contact one of her sisters that was on board acquiring new information 

about the local situation in the process. Ipek regretted that there wouldn´t be an opportunity to meet up 

with her, it would endanger their cover.  

 

The visit to the market didn´t last very long as they all felt the exhaustion from the travel on the 

´Meriva`. Therefore a quick tour of the bazaar was called for, with the only longer stop being at the 

booth of a storyteller from home, who was highly skilled in using his comlog to project holographic 

images of the characters and incidents in his stories.  

 

The next day began late and they started preparing their leave immediately. While Ghassan took care 

that the main bulk of their weaponry reached the proper hands Ipek took a look at the passenger list of 

the ´Cervantes`. Among some people of low interest there were some people who caught her attention. 

First there was a group of pilgrims, fifteen in number, all male who were on their way to Jerusalem, 

travelling together in joined atonement for some unnamed sin. The Second was a Maya technician 
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from Neoterra with the name of George Braun, who was on an extensive pilgrimage. Third a soldier 

from the Acontecimento Regulars named Maria Estella Gevallo, who was on her way to Earth on 

leave from frontline duty on Paradiso. Fourth was a shuttle pilot from Bourak, who went by the name 

of Mirhaz Jero on his way to his family.  

These were the people Ipek mostly suspected to be agents of the Security Division. She made sure that 

Yashira got the list.  

 

The boarding procedure went off without greater problems, only a short discussion about her carrying 

a knife that was settled on her duties to protect her husband delayed their entrance for some minutes.  

Shortly after the ship left for the Circular.  

 

Not long after that the first alarm sounded. 
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Gamma 1.07. Earth  

 

Nelvin Baccals left his hotel room accompanied by his bodyguard and two `attachés` which were a 

customary escort of his host for a guest of his status. He didn´t mind he would not try anything under 

their noses that they were capable of noticing anyway.  

As the envoy of Tunguska he had the pleasure of negotiating the new trade agreement between the 

Nomads trade mission near Earth and the Daiwa Corporation. The negotiations had lasted over five 

weeks in total.  

 

Today was his last visit here. He kinda would miss this body even though he only got it for this 

mission in the first place. It had been a necessity for the local intelligence suspected him to be a spy in 

any case therefore they gave them no indication that this was the case. Not that they hadn´t their 

informants at work in the city but keeping their eyes looking in the other direction was the best 

defence they had against exposure. So far his visit had been a success even though they lost two agents 

to the Yu Jing secret services. 

 

Entering an elevator they started ascending towards the 23rd floor. One of the niceties of bargaining 

with such a big, state sponsored, company, was the hosting which included the company of beautiful 

girls or boys. Of course he had to be careful what to say in her presence, as she without doubt reported 

everything noteworthy to her superiors. That also was the reason he was feeding her with false 

information like she in turn would him as well. In a way he really liked the intricacies of 

counterintelligence that came with the complex interconnections of the different nations of the Human 

Sphere.  

 

While in the elevator he separated part of his memory system from his active memory. Securing the 

partition with a time lock he lost access to this knowledge and thus was no longer able to share it even 

under torture. Nelvin also checked his implants, especially the miniaturized hacking device that lay 

beneath a muscle implant in his arm.  

In order to work with it under these circumstances all his secret implants had been hid inside other 

more visible implants. Together with the general security measures in place in the rooms of this hotel, 

the men and women who kept the guests of the state company worked for the State, but no one would 

spend any time with them inside their rooms, as the rooms stood under surveillance anyway, he should 

be able to pull off a little hack tonight.   

 

The elevator opened and they entered the 23rd floor. Nelvin was looking forward to this night. So far 

she had been the most sophisticated company he ever enjoyed on a mission like this. Of course she 

was young and beautiful, they all were, but he really took a liking to her decency and learning. The 

conversations with her were quite interesting and she even knew some things about swimming in the 

sea of the ether.  

He was aware that his hosts knew of his tastes and probably chose her as good company accordingly.  

That was one more reason to be suspicious of her. Despite all that he liked her and of course there was 

the mystery of her cube. The other day he found an odd synchronization error in the frequencies of her 

cube as he checked her in a standard security measure.  

Something was odd about that and tonight he was bound to find out what it was.  

 

They reached the door and all three of his companions moved to their positions outside of it. The door 

opened with a little hiss as he stepped towards it. The room was dimly illuminated and she was 

awaiting him at the small bar two filled glasses in front of her. She was dressed in a semi-transparent 

gown of purple which hardly obscured anything of her alluring body.  
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“Welcome back Nelvin. I hoped you would visit me a last time before your departure.” She said with a 

slight bow. 

“I couldn´t leave without seeing you again Miyū.” 

 

 

Nelvin Baccals Tunguskan envoy of the Nomads trade mission entered her room with a smile. She had 

seen him quite often over the course of the last weeks, even though he rarely let slip anything of 

interest for her betters. 

 

As she handed Nelvin the glass with his favourite brand of wine Miyū found to her surprise that she 

really regretted seeing him leave. The small man with the almost feminine features and the blond hair 

with a streak of red had been one of, if not the nicest man she ever had to entertain. He wasn´t very 

arrogant like most people in his position and always was very considerate of her feelings, something 

that was not expected from people in his position at all.  

Besides she liked his sense of humour and he liked to talk about life in Maya and Arachne. On top of 

that he was a gentle lover.  

 

He kissed her before raising the glass and sniffing at it.  

“My favourite one, how considerate of you, my dear. To good times.”  

He raised the glass in a toast, Miyū clinked her glass against his.  

“To good times.”  

Both took a sip and enjoyed the flavour, it was a good wine. Then he examined her outfit with a long 

look.  

“I guess you planed no outside dinner tonight as you dressed so lovely.” 

“Well I thought as this is our last evening together we should keep it to ourselves alone.”  

With that she took the glass out of his hand, put her own one down and kissed him. He returned her 

kiss, there was enough time for talk later.  

 

 

Miyū awoke to Nelvin softly stroking her back. She felt a little bit tired yet really well. It was rare for 

her to fall asleep during a visit but she felt so comfortable around him that it happened on a regular 

basis. She smiled at him. Some moments passed.  

“Care for something to eat?” 

He nodded. Miyū reached for her comlog and sent the prearranged food order, then she sat up. 

Leaving the bed she took a Yukata from her cabinet. She hardly could retrieve the meal undressed. As 

it had been prepared beforehand, the notification of the arrival of their meal occurred only seconds 

after she was dressed. Miyū went over to the door and received the small cart which was filled with 

three plates.  

 

She returned to the bed placing the cart right next to it. Nelvin sat up against the wall and scrutinized 

the food for a moment before deciding on some berries for a start. He used the rooms´ controls to 

project a large holographic screen in front of the bed. Tapping into Maya he filled it with smaller 

images of different channels each of which switched through twenty channels with a speed that would 

dazzle anyone not accustomed to so much simultaneous input.  

 

“Wanting to indulge yourself while you still can?” 

Miyū nestled against his shoulder as she asked. 

“It always is interesting what news go around the ether here. Arachne is awesome but diversity is life.” 
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“I´ve never seen much of Arachne.” 

“How could you from here? Your government restricts access to it quite strictly.” 

“That doesn´t mean I never saw it I…” 

She turned her head towards the screen and enlarged one of the channels. A picture of Mitoshi was 

visible as he made his way onto the tribune in the Gekken Kōgyō. 

 

“What is it? Do you know him?” 

“I´ve met him once. And he shouldn´t be there.” 

Starring at the display Miyū couldn´t see the intrigued expression of her guest. 

Nelvin stared at the handsome Japanese man whose name was wildly projected around the news 

displays.  

“What about him being there?” 

He asked Miyū. She turned to him.  

“He is a Bushi of noble birth and generally they keep away from these events.” 

“What events?” 

“This is the Gekken Kōgyō, an annual tournament which mostly is attended by young and upstart 

Haramaki. Almost none of them has a trace of noble blood and therefore they are avoided by those 

who have.” 

“Noble blood?” 

Nelvin tossed the word around in his mouth like a strange tasting piece of confectionary.  

“Wait. These are the ´Sword Shows´?” 

“Yes. Oh, right. I forgot they are not receivable outside of Yu Jing territory.” 

“I saw some copied pieces in Arachne from time to time but never the real thing.” 

She looked at him a little bit surprised. 

 

“You like this kind of thing?” 

“From time to time watching a little bit Aristeia! can be quite liberating. And this looks pretty 

interesting. Besides I get the feeling that you´d want to see what this Kaneshiro character is doing 

there anyway.” 

Miyū laid her hand on his chest, leaned over to kiss him on the cheek and whisper into his ear.  

“Am I so transparent to you?” 

“In this case yes, my dear.” 

He pushed her back a little bit to kiss her. Then she nuzzled against his side to watch the show.  

 

“So what is it with you and this Kaneshiro Mitoshi? Why do you care about him so much?” 

“I meet him once in a garden, he seemed so sad and I followed him. He was very kind to me especially 

when one considers his standing. Besides that I don´t know. I guess I just like him because he is such a 

popular Japanese.” 

“I see. Do I need to be jealous?” 

Miyū hit him slightly on the chest for that commentary.  

“Don´t be stupid. You know how much I like you.” 

 

After that they watched for a while and Miyū lectured Nelvin a little bit on the hierarchy of Japanese 

society within the StateEmpire. When the time for Mitoshi came to enter the ring she didn´t believe 

her eyes at first but soon started to be afraid for his safety. Accordingly she was quite relieved when he 

remained unhurt and victorious. Miyū was quite happy afterwards and Nelvin got to enjoy the 

consequences of that.  
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Later that night Miyū had a very strange dream about Mitoshi and his sisters. They all were chasing 

her through some kind of electronic maze. It didn´t make any sense to her but she was scared like hell.  

She awoke to the sound of an exploding window.  

 

Miyū screamed as she was hit by shrapnel of glass grazing her tender skin. In a panic induced reaction 

she rolled sideways down from the bed.  

“You there, don´t move!” 

She hit the ground hard and her condition swapped from sleepy to dizzy in a heartbeat. Were they 

talking to her?  

A loud barking sound emerged from behind her and was answered by similar ones. It took her a 

moment to realise that it was gunfire. Bullets trailed over her head and Miyū started to crawl under her 

bed. She heard the door open.  

 

A loud blast overwhelmed her senses as something at the door exploded. The shockwave rippled 

through the room, tearing apart most of her furniture and smashing everything smaller. Miyū coughed 

from the dust, she could barely breathe and her head was spinning. Something came into her view it 

was a pair of boots. Shots were fired, words were spoken but it all came to her in a dampened way. 

Everything moved in slow motion.  

 

Suddenly something crashed down on her back, she cried out in anguish. The weight lifted itself soon 

after. Miyū turned on her back, there was a deep dent in her bed extending almost to the ground now 

somewhat eased by the withdrawal of burden. She noticed that the boots were gone.  

Another dent appeared in the bed, this time even deeper and shortly after a fist broke through. It hit the 

ground a metre away from her position. She could hear a shot, the fist went limb.  

 

Slowly her hearing returned, even though she wished that it wouldn´t. Another explosion occurred 

somewhere down the hall, weapons were fired, wounded were moaning. She was terrified, for a 

moment.  

`Do something, Miyū´ 

 

With a courage that she didn´t knew she possessed Miyū crawled forwards again. She lay on her side 

of the bed so her comlog should be near. Another window crashed, by now the whole building was 

resounding with alarms. Miyū reached upwards and searched for her comlog. She found it almost 

immediately. Drawing it beneath the bed it almost slipped on her arm on its´ own.  

Coughing against the rising dust she ignored the new flare of gunfire and fired up her connection.  

 

The local Maya net was heavily disturbed on the spot she could make out four different interference 

signals that struggled more with each other than everything else. She bypassed a security barrier and 

accessed the buildings comlog homing system. According to that data there were seven people in her 

room right now, six outside the window and another fifteen moving up in the corridor.  

 

Something ripped through the bed next to her leg despite herself she screamed, all the new found calm 

gone again in an instant. Half a second later something pierced her left thigh. Pain exploded in her leg 

spreading to the rest of her system like a raging wildfire. She gasped for she lacked the breath for 

screaming. Her world went dark for a second.  

 

Miyū barely had time to start wailing as someone landed next to the bed. He crouched low on the 

window side of the room and looked beneath the bed. In her panic she didn´t recognised Nelvins´ eyes 
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in that face. He grabbed her right ankle and started pulling. She screamed more from pain than in 

protest but to no avail.  

Under a spray of bullets he pulled her into his arms. Only then Miyū recognised Nelvins´ face beneath 

the transparent visor.  

“I will get you out of here.” 

“What are y…” 

Miyūs´ sentence was cut short as he threw her to the ground again. He landed hard on her and she 

gasped for air. Several trails of smoke passed above them, something crashed. Her world was still 

spinning as the pain in her leg reasserted itself.  

Nelvin got up into a crouch and the weapon in his hand barked. She turned away trying to crawl back 

under the bed. Once more his hand clasped around her ankle. She felt a rush of wind as she left the 

ground. A moment later she crashed hard against something and slumped to the floor with shriek more 

born out of surprise than pain.  

 

A body landed beside her. Something exploded.  

“What is g…” 

“I´m sorry my dear. No time to explain, we must get you out of here.” 

“But why? Who are you?” 

“I´m the one who gets you out of here. The more interesting question is who are you?” 

Before she could protest he jumped to his feet dragging her with him.  

 

Miyū coughed in the dark clouds that surrounded her, she could see nothing of her room only black 

swirls. Something emerged from them. It was humanoid with some kind of wing on its´ back. It only 

had one eye. She screamed. The man reached for her and got hold of her arm.  

In a moment of clarity Miyū realised it was a helmet not a head, she also recognized the armour design.  

“Let go of me scum!” 

She punched at the arm that was holding her but to no avail. He stepped in and grappled her with both 

arms. She wanted to kick but the pain in her leg prevented it. In her panic she threw her head back. 

Smashing against the helmet it bounced back hard and she lost consciousness for a moment.  

 

As she came to herself Nelvin was holding her. Wind was tugging at her night gown. She could see 

the lights of the city as dark smoke trailed from the smashed window behind her engulfing the three 

figures that hung on the walls and fired into the smoke.  

Nelvin had lost his weapon and fastened himself to a rope that descended from above. She tried to 

break his hold. With a quick turn of her hip she succeeded. Stepping on the floor of her apartment 

brought back the pain in her thigh. Miyū collapsed into a crouch with a loud cry. Bullets stroke over 

her head, she ducked.  

“Wait. Come with me, Miyū.” 

“Why should I? You honourless scum.” 

She spat out the words like curses. She could see his eyes behind the visor, the same soft eyes that she 

had learned to like. She saw the pain her words brought forth.  

“I can take you away from their lies.” 

“What lies?” 

“More than you can imagine.” 

 One of the other figures was hit by something and lost his footing on the wall. Without a sound the 

body fell down disappearing between the lights of the city below.  

She raised her head from the sight to look into his eyes again. What she saw surprised her.  
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Before she could say anything else pain grazed her skin. When a red bloom appeared on his shoulder 

she realised it had been bullets passing her. Nelvin cried out and lost his hold. He fell down into the 

abyss, his comrades hot on his tail.  

 

Miyū just stood there and watched them disappear. Then a hand grabbed her arm. She was swooped 

from her feet by strong, armoured arms. Still shocked by the occurrences Miyū neither screamed nor 

protested, even the pain in her thigh was just a dull throbbing in the back of her head. Carried away 

she soon lost sight of the window as they marched back through the swirling smoke. 

 

“Calm down you are safe now citizen. Are you hurt?” 

Being addressed made her snap up her head. Immediately she regretted it. The fast movement blurred 

her vision, it also instigated a terrible headache. Instinctively she laid a hand on her temple and 

moaned.  

“My leg.”  

Was all she managed to stutter through the pain. Her vision cleared a little bit and she was able to 

recognize the shape of the elongated helmet in front of her. As he tenderly laid her down on the 

remnants of her bed Miyū could see the deep green coat that engulfed the upper part of his torso. It 

took her a moment longer to remember who wore these uniforms. She knew them from Maya they 

were the most trusted guardians of the Emperor.  

The Hsien took a look at her wound before he left again for the window.  

 

A man wearing the uniform of the banner troops came to her side.  

“Lie still, I will take care of your wound.” 

All Miyū managed was a weakly nod, lacking the will and power to protest. He injected her with some 

sort of painkiller and her leg stopped hurting almost instantly. Her head rolled to the right bringing 

part of her former room into view.  

She realized that she lay on the last remnants of her bed. The rest of it was torn apart. Several holes 

gapped in the mattress and the dresser which formed the head was riddled with holes. It was then that 

she noticed the missing door.  

Where the door used to be a jagged hole led into the corridor outside several people were sitting near it. 

Intrigued by this behaviour Miyū tried to sit up. The dizziness returned.  

 

“Don´t move, you are in shock.” 

Softly the medic pushed her back down on the bed but she had seen enough. These people weren´t 

sitting, she had seen the wounds in their chests. They were dead.  

From her new position she could see the bathroom, it also was devastated. While she was watching 

another corpse was carried away.  

“What, what happened?” 

She barely managed the sentence with lips that resisted working. The medic looked up he had a 

beautiful face with shining grey eyes. While she wondered why of all things she noticed that right now, 

she almost missed the answer.  

“They tried to abduct you and resisted arrest. Rest now questions are for later.” 

“Hmm.”  

Her lips wouldn´t even form an articulated response as she drifted towards unconsciousness. Soon 

after more people came. They brought a stretcher with them. As she gently was transferred to it and 

carried from her home, she barely was awake anymore.  

Taking in the wide destruction she asked herself what was going on. Just before she slipped into sweet 

oblivion she realised that whatever was going on didn´t end today.  
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Alpha 1.08. Humans´Edge 

 

Enveloped by the crowd Maria opened her ears to random conversations, bits and pieces of the lives of 

other humans floating in the air all around her. To her surprise she handled the typical comlog traffic 

of such an area with considerable ease, finally subduing her worries about having been away too long.  

The reviewing and answering of the dozens of contact requests, questions, advertisements and simple 

informative news items, all while slowly walking around the bazaar without bumping into other 

people, came as naturally to her as breathing again. She had to admit to herself that she indeed had 

missed it.  

 

Still Maria decided to take it slow and stopped for something to eat quite soon. Sitting down in a small 

falafel restaurant she observed the crowd for a while taking pains not to partake in any meaningful 

way yet. Her meal was served only a minute after she had entered and Maria enjoyed the first meal 

that not came out of a military canteen in three years. It didn´t taste very good Maria had to admit to 

herself, it was grossly overspiced, she still liked it nonetheless.  

The owner of the bar was a member of the Nomad nation who just recently had opened this restaurant. 

Obviously his cooking still needed some refinement, something that wasn´t very surprising when one 

considered that he had been a chemical lab technician before that, or at least it wasn´t surprising 

because he tried to use authentic ingredients instead of chemical flavour additives. 

 

Maria took the time to write him an extensive review with useful hints for improvements, she even 

included an old recipe from her family as something to add to his menu. He answered with a note of 

thanks. She left for the market again.  

 

The first person she had a longer conversation with was George, a Maya technician from Neoterra who 

was on an extended pilgrimage. He addressed her because they would travel towards Earth on the 

same ship. He was a nice fellow and brought her up to the latest news about Maya itself that she had 

missed up to this point, thankfully he didn´t ask much about Paradiso.  

He accompanied her across the market for the next two hours and proved to be quite a man of taste as 

he played consultant on some dresses that Maria bought from a Haqqislamite merchant. One of them 

was really quite daring in its´ cut and George hardly could approve of it as a modest Christian, but 

besides of this one Maria mostly followed his advice.  

 

He left her to haggle with the merchant over the price with the promise to meet her for lunch tomorrow. 

It had been some time since Maria had to bargain over the price for anything, hell even that she had 

paid for anything, so that it took her some time to get used to it again. When she left the booth she was 

satisfied with the price she had paid, but couldn´t completely suppress the feeling that she could have 

done better. Maybe next time she thought to herself.  

 

Her purchases were being delivered to her quarters, therefore she had her hands free for more 

shopping. Maria practically threw herself at the opportunity to spend money, she totally had forgotten 

how intoxicating an activity it could be.  

She bought a new knife from a small booth at the far corner of the market. It was run by a partnership 

of an Ariadnan metalworker and a merchant from Yutang. It was small, slightly curved and fitted in 

her hand perfectly.  

The last booth Maria visited before she retired for the evening was that of a storyteller who used his 

comlog and the ones´ from the audience to project the images that he was telling about into the air. He 

was an achieved storyteller and the entrance fee well spent.  
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Closing the door behind her Maria switched her comlog off for a while. Her head hurt. She still would 

need some time to adjust to free data flow again. For now she relished in the silence of her quarters. 

The silence that was filled with the afterimages of a day spent among people.  

  

After two nights Maria still wasn´t used to the sheer vastness of her quarters. At least they conferred a 

sense of vastness to her after living in military barracks for several years. Objectively they weren´t that 

large, her room in her parents´ house back home actually was bigger. Still having 40 square metres at 

her own disposal seemed like a total waste of space out here in the void.  

She deliberately had booked one of the bigger available quarters when planning her trip. What good 

does a vacation do when it doesn´t form a contrast to your normal life?  

 

It was her last day on the caravansary, in nine hours the ´Cervantes` would dock here to take on 

passengers bound for earth and Maria was one of them. She wasn´t exactly a pilgrim, but pure pilgrim 

ships were a rare thing, the realities of space travel necessitated some degree of flexibility from every 

captain. Cargo holds needed to be filled and costs covered, even when the church helped with the later 

part.  

On the other hand she just might visit some of the holy places when on Earth, opportunities should be 

exploited.  

 

Right now Maria was sorting through her new belongings in the attempt to create some kind of 

packing order. She had spent a lot of money the last two days and bags of clothing, collectibles, 

weapon parts and souvenirs took up a good part of the 40 square metres by now. Not exactly a 

pilgrims´ baggage.  

 

After she had established some sort of system she went for breakfast. The bazaar was filled with 

people as it was always. Truly this was one of those places that never slept, it couldn´t afford to, as it 

lived from the stream of wayfarers that passed through. There only were times when it was less 

crowded, right now was not one of those times.  

Making her way to the falafel restaurant with the still inexperienced cook, Maria curiously watched 

the group of pilgrims that already camped in front of the elevator that would take them to the docking 

port. The food in the restaurant showed distinctive improvement compared to two days earlier. Maria 

wrote an according review before she left for a last tour of the market.  

 

This time she bought nothing on her tour of the bazaar, but she once more stopped at the booth of the 

storyteller where she had spent the last of her first day on board. Maria liked the story he told about a 

desert nomad who searched for a fallen star even better than the last one.  

Eating a hearty meal at a restaurant that mostly sported food from Acontecimento was Marias´ last 

deed before returning to her quarters.  

 

Once there she dressed in a set of comfortable hiking clothes. She didn´t wanted to travel in uniform 

and as much as she liked dresses they tended to be quite unhandy on a starship, especially if something 

should happen to the gravity. Besides that the vest and trousers of the hiking clothes sported a lot of 

pouches, a trait she valued very much. By habit she kept her weapons at her body.  

 

When the ´Cervantes` arrived she arranged for transport of her luggage to the ship and made her way 

to the airlock. On the way she studied the passenger list and was delighted to see that there were 

several passengers from outside PanOceania on it.  
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She had a run in with a knight named Adolar about her carrying weapons on board, but after a short 

discussion about her recent withdrawal from the frontlines Maria was allowed to retain them, her 

outstanding military record helped her argument a little bit.  

When she entered her lodging on board, which was as small as in a military barrack she couldn´t but 

smile at the irony.  

 

Maria just had sat down to get some rest as shockwave went through the ship. An alarm sounded and 

called out for everyone to stay calm. Immediately she fired up her comlog to see what was going on.  

There was a lot of interference in the ether. Maria drew her trusty Spotter, she recognized a military 

grade jamming signature when she saw one.  

Turning down the lights in her cabin she switched to the secure military channel of the ´Cervantes`. 

Her regiments´ clearance gave her access to the frequency. Maria could hear commands being issued 

to the knights who were guarding the vessel. She decided to offer her help.  

 

“This is Private Gevallo to the commanding brother. I am armed and ready to assist you. Please 

respond.” 

She waited a moment during which she reconfigured her eyesight to match the low-light conditions.  

As she didn’t receive an answer Maria tried once more. Again no answer came.  

“Great a jammer must be close by, figures Maria.”  

She swore under her breath and went for the door. At least she could listen to the knights´ commands. 

From what she gathered they had at least three hull breaches, whoever was responsible apparently 

came in force.  

 

Taking out an emergency oxygen supply mask from the wall in her cabin Maria unlocked the door. 

She set the device on automatic activation at low air pressure. Her pistol loaded itself.  

Her comlog couldn´t provide her with a readout of the hallway, therefore she just opened the door. 

Covering both sides with a quick motion she saw no one. Maria kept low as she left the room. 

Emergency lights coloured the walls in a shallow yellow. She heard gunfire.  

 

Suddenly a shape entered the hallway to her right. It was tall and bulky in the torso, maybe some kind 

of jetpack. She pointed the pistol at him instantly.  

“Stop! Don´t move! Identify yourself!” 

Her call was answered with a jump to the side, she fired. Maria saw her bullet strike true but 

something flew in her direction. Her muscles reacted faster than her mind.  

 

Flying back through her cabin door Maria landed hard behind her bed. A bright explosion of blue 

lightning washed through the room. Behind the bed she was mostly shielded, but some bolts still hit 

her. Her sight became blurry for a moment and she felt pressure on her lungs. It took her a moment to 

realise that the mask had started to pump oxygen into them, the blast having destroyed the automatic 

of the device. EMP weaponry, these guys came well prepared. Her comlog was fried, so much for 

overhearing battle chatter. She made a quick check of the Spotter but her pistol had made it through.  

 

Rising into a crouch Maria aimed at the door. Nothing was to be heard therefore she moved closer. No 

one was in the hallway. She had hit her enemy, he was either dead or wounded but in both cases 

probably not around any longer. Cautiously she moved down to the junction where he had appeared. 

As she drew closer she could see dark splatters on the wall.  

Turning the corner she only found a scared George looking out from behind his half-opened cabins´ 

door.  
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Maria waved him back in and closed the door from the outside. She tried to remember the layout of 

the ship and censured herself for not memorising it. Slowly she walked down the corridor to her right.  

Just in the moment she turned the next corner she heard a movement behind it. Maria came round 

weapon raised and looked down the barrel of another pistol. Behind the barrel were eyes of the same 

colour as hers.  
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Beta 1.08. Humans´ Edge - Earth 

 

Down her sights Ipek looked into the green eyes of a dark haired woman, which almost seemed like a 

mirror of her own. Both had their weapon pointed at each others face, no time to dodge if either one 

should fire. Behind her Ghassan was frozen in his movement out of the cabin door, not daring to raise 

his weapon. Khan thankfully was still out of sight.  

For a very long second nothing happened.  

 

“Who are you? Drop your weapon!” 

The woman spoke firm and without fear.  

“Only if you lower yours.” 

Ipeks´ answer was firm as well.  

“Why should I trust you? You could be behind all this.” 

Gunfire sounded in the distance, something exploded. Ipek realised she had seen this face before.  

“Private Gevallo I…” 

“How do you know my name? My comlog is down and we never met.”  

Her eyes slit dangerously. Effectively Ipek had more to lose. This was a ship of PanOceania and the 

cube of the woman would be recovered if she died here.  

 

Ipek eased her arms a little bit, she didn´t take away the weapon but it was clearly obvious that she 

relaxed a bit, toning down the threat in her posture. The other woman didn´t follow suit.  

“I am Meryem Bargis, the man behind me is my husbands´ physician. We are simply concerned 

passengers.” 

Under these circumstances the lie was thin. The gunfire drew closer. The woman didn´t flinch.  

“Liar! Meryem Bargis is a reporter and wife of a fabric merchant. She never was a concubine and you 

never would have gotten permission to bring a firearm on board unless you were. One more try?” 

Ipek had to restrain herself not to tighten her grip on the pistol again. On the contrary she even eased it 

away a little bit, now the other woman was clearly in the advantage. Yet now her Nanopulser was 

perfectly aligned for a shot. 

 

“I´m waiting, and tell your friend to stay back or you are dead.” 

Ipek had hoped that she wouldn´t have noticed Yashiras´ approach. She waved at the Al Hawwa´ with 

her empty hand.  

“Alright the truth. My name is Ipek Mehtap. I am in charge of protecting an envoy from my 

government on his way to Earth. These two are here to assist me. I suspect that this is an assassination 

attempt and you Private Maria Gevallo are actually on my list of suspects.” 

The woman eased a little bit. Gunfire emerged from the nearest juncture, bullets ricocheted from the 

wall.  

“That sounds more convincing and now back into the cabin with all of you. The knights are capable of 

doing their job on their own.” 

“I will go nowhere with your gun in my face.” 

 

A sudden crash down the hallway broke the stalemate and both aimed down along it. Two entangled 

human forms smashed into the wall, a burst of bullets escaped from the one man´s weapon. Ipek 

grabbed the woman at the shoulder and hauled her in the direction of the door. As they both hit the 

ground the bullets flew past them. A cry sounded behind them. Ipek saw Yashira holding her side and 

collapsing onto the floor. The two men struggled with each other and fell to the floor one of them was 

wearing a black tabard.  
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“Get her I cover you.” 

Ipek wasted no time and rushed to Yashira, dragging the Al Hawwa´ with her she returned to the door 

the instant the sound of a grenade being armed echoed through the hallway. This time it was Maria 

that slammed into Ipek and both of them crashed to the floor just as the fire came.  

 

The blaze only lasted for a second. Most of the fire was sucked upwards by the automated fire 

prevention systems. Maria was on her feet in no time and back at the door aiming down to the left. 

Ipek followed suit securing the right. Both women had rested their argument, for now. 

 

Yashira lay on the floor no three metres from the door, she was breathing but not more than that. On 

the other end of the hallway were the remains of the combatants it was impossible to tell anything 

from here.  

 

“Ghassan, give me a hand.”  

The Ghulam reacted only with a slight delay and stepped into the gangway. Under Ipeks cover he 

made haste reach the fallen woman. A quick check later he waved Ipek over.  

“Hurry up.”  

Maria seemed impatient to get underway as well. Ipek and Ghassan took Yashira from the ground and 

carried her into the cabin. Ghassan wanted to go to work immediately but Ipek stopped him.  

“Will she live for the next minutes?” 

He nodded.  

“Good then cover us, treat her later.” 

Both returned to the door, this time Ipek stepped out first and Ghassan covered the right side. Maria 

followed Ipek instantly and together they advanced down the corridor towards the two bodies.  

 

More gunfire was audible in the distance. The first man they found was terribly mangled, the 

explosion had ripped open his torso and charred his face beyond recognition. He wore a tight flight 

suit and on his back rested a flight knapsack. Clearly he must be one of the attackers. The other one 

was still alive, his helmet was gone and his heavy armour was riddled with holes. Ipek recognised his 

face from the boarding procedure. She secured the hallway down the juncture in the direction he had 

come from while Maria kneeled down next to the knight.  

 

“Brother Adolar can you hear me.” 

He slowly opened one of his eyes to look at her.  

“Private. You should be inside.” 

“Can you walk?” 

“My servos are crushed, I can´t move.”  

He clearly had trouble breathing. Maria motioned Ipek to help her. Together they dragged him up and 

hobbled back to the cabin. There they sat him down next to the unconscious Yashira. Adolar had lost 

conscience again Maria checked his comlog but it was destroyed, she then took his shotgun. She went 

back to the door.  

“Ghassan take care of him.”  

 

Without waiting for his confirmation Ipek went to the door once more covering Marias´ blind side.  

“Now that we are not trying to shot each other anymore, we should talk.” 

“Damn right you are. Smuggling firearms on board a PanOceanian ship is quite the offense, no matter 

the intentions.” 

“Do you want to arrest me now?” 
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“Don´t be ridiculous. We have armed intruders and no idea what´s going on. Maybe you´re right and 

they are after your man. Actually I don´t care why you are here, you didn´t shoot me yet. That means 

we are no direct enemies Ipek Mehtap.” 

“Glad you see it that way as well.” 

“Good as we are friends now you will help me kick these assholes from the ship. In return I make sure 

that you don´t get charged for your little stunt.” 

The Pause was deafening. 

 

“Agreed.” 

“Good. My comlog was fried what about yours?” 

“We were hit by an EMP shockwave as I was checking the hallway. Took out our coms and froze the 

cabin door.” 

“Raios. Before I lost mine I listened into the combat channel. The intruders breached the hull in at 

least three places. Regarding the strength of the interference when my com still worked there must be 

a jammer nearby. We should take it out and coordinate with the knights.” 

“Good plan. Do you know where it is?” 

“I am trying to pinpoint its´ location right now but these hallways are built to disperse sensor readings. 

I have to get closer. So far the only thing I can say is that we have to go sternwards.” 

“Very well, you lead I cover you.” 

“Agreed. One last thing. Do you have more people on board?” 

 

Ipek took a second too long to answer. She cursed about that inwardly. 

“Alright, where are they?” 

“I don´t know and it´s only one more, but she can take care of herself.” 

“Meaning?” 

“She probably is out there killing somebody.” 

 

“Let´s move.” 

Maria stood up and hushed down the corridor to the right at the corner she waited for Ipek to move up.  

Ipek gave Ghassan quick orders to remain there and close the door behind them, then she followed.  

They turned left at the corner now they were headed sternwards. Maria waved at an open cabin door 

and they moved there cautiously. The cabin was empty, the belongings of the inhabitant were scattered 

among the floor.  

“Raios! I´ve told him to stay inside.” 

“Whom?” 

“George. These are his quarters I saw him on my way to you. He is no soldier.” 

“George Braun, the Maya technician from Neoterra.”  

Maria shot Ipek a look.  

 

“I see I am not the only one who has read the passenger list.” 

“Of course not. Is that why you knew about my cover?” 

“Why else? Not everyone is a spy you know, there are…” 

Maria stopped in mid sentence and walked into the cabin to kneel down to retrieve something from 

one of the open bags on the floor.  

“What is it, Gevallo?” 

 

Ipek moved into the cabin to better secure the hallway. She could hear Maria muttering something 

under her breath. Then she rose again. Holding up a small cylindrical object she turned back towards 

the door. Ipek recognised it immediately it was a jamming device.  
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“Seems like our pilgrim is not what he claims to be.” 

“You are one to talk, Mehtap.” 

“One more we´ll have to keep an eye out for.” 

“So it seems, just one thing is strange. This jammer hasn´t been activated.” 

 

“Then maybe he isn´t the one we are looking for.” 

“Maybe or he just had two of them. Anyway let´s move out.” 

 

Covering each other they left the cabin and continued on their way sternwards. Maria stayed on point. 

Two doors later she stopped again. 

“I read life signs behind that door.” 

She looked at Ipek who nodded and took up position on the other side of the door. On a count of three 

Maria accessed the panel. The door slid into the wall and both moved in with raised weapons.  

 

“Don´t shoot! We are unarmed.” 

The voice came from a group of men huddled together at the far end of the room. They all were 

wearing plain clothing. Maria lowered the shotgun.  

“No worries, we are no boarders. I am Maria Gevallo from the Acontecimento Regulars.” 

One of the men stepped forward as he spoke up he revealed himself as the one who had shouted at 

them before.  

“God be thanked. We all fear for our lives since the alarms started and the firing began.” 

As if on cue gunfire was heard down the hallway. Everyone in the room cringed, Ipek went for the 

door covering the hallway.  

“We don´t know what´s going on but we are on our way to support the knights in the fighting. You all 

should stay here for now, it´ll be safer than outside.” 

The man nodded before he spoke up again. 

“Could you search for Alfredo when you are out there?” 

“Alfredo?” 

“He is one of us. When all this started he went outside to see what is going on. He didn´t return yet.” 

“Okay, we´ll look for him did he take anything with him?” 

“His backpack, why?” 

“Not so important. Do you have a comlog? Mine, ours were destroyed.” 

“Yes, we have two of them for our whole group.” 

He pushed back his right sleeve and unfitted the comlog that sat around his wrist. Maria took it with a 

nod of thanks, before she put it on. 

“May God bless you. Stay in here and lock the door, don´t open it to anyone unless you have spoken 

with him beforehand. Understood?” 

He nodded once more.  

“Good. We will be back for you. Stay safe.” 

 

As she returned to the hallway with Ipek Maria tried to access the ships computer, soon after a 

holographic display popped up in the air next to her.  

“Finally some deck plans.” 

 Ipek moved in closer to take a look at them.  

“We should move to the cargo hold straight ahead, it has three exits and probably a standing 

connection to the bridge.” 

“My thoughts exactly. I still can´t get a clear connection with any communications channel with this 

civilian comlog. We are still on our own I guess.” 

Ipek nodded and they started moving again, after three steps Maria spoke up again.  
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“Say it.” 

Ipek shot her a look. 

“What?” 

“That you think that Alfredo is one of the bad guys and probably used these pilgrims as a cover.” 

“Wasn´t to say anything about that, but good to know we think alike.” 

 

They kept their silence after that. 

As they were closing the distance to the cargo hold Ipek asked herself where Basma was right now. 

She hoped that she was somewhere near Ghassan and the others, but probably she was stalking the 

ship looking for something to kill. Working with the Hassassin always was tricky. Having at least one 

probably two infiltrators among the passengers also didn’t exactly eased her mind.  

She would rather be with her charge right now than wandering a ship under siege. On the other hand 

sitting around wouldn´t do much good if the entire ship were to be destroyed. Putting away these 

thoughts she took up position at the door and gestured Maria to proceed.  

 

The door slid back into the walls faster than expected and Ipek needed a second to adjust. The sound 

of gunfire emerged from the hold. Something exploded and blue lightning danced along one of the 

walls on the far end. The room was filled with containers, which were bolted in place by a framework 

of long pillars. Quickly they entered the room and closed the door behind them.  

Taking cover behind the nearest container, Maria gestured to her that there were at least six moving 

objects in the room. Ipek acknowledged and took point.  

 

Glancing around another container Ipek saw movement. Spiderlike constructs were climbing over 

some destroyed crates while firing at something to her left that was obscured by even more containers.  

“Remotes, unknown configuration.” 

After she said that Ipek jumped over behind the next container crossing the open lane towards the 

remotes in the process. Only a second later bullets parted the air behind her. She looked at Maria who 

had taken up Ipeks´ old position and counted down from two.  

 

Simultaneously they came around their respective corners and fired. The construct returned fire 

immediately. Bullets grazed Ipeks arm as she pumped projectiles through the remotes´ main camera. 

Almost at the same moment its´ left front leg disappeared and a large part of the midsection followed 

suit. It crashed down, throwing sparks.  

Ipek kept covering the lane as Maria made the roll between the two crates. As she came to her feet, the 

expelled shells from the shotgun fell to the ground.  

“Nice shot.” 

“Thank you.” 

 

Maria took point again. Keeping low behind a heap of fallen containers she finally stopped almost ten 

metres from Ipeks position. Gunfire came from behind the corner where she was kneeling. Maria 

glanced around the corner then gestured Ipek to follow up.  

“Knight under siege. I go in first.” 

Ipek nodded her consent and the Regular rounded the corner firing away. Checking her pistol she 

waited three seconds before rising to follow her.  

  

Before she was fully on her knees something emerged on the containers behind her. Without thinking 

Ipek fell down in a backwards roll. Her cover vanished. The remote jumped.  
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Lying on her back she fired two rounds into the descending spider before it crashed down upon her. 

Ipek managed to get all her extremities out of the way as its´ legs pierced the floor. With a loud cry 

she smashed her pistol against the barrel of its´ weapon. The floor next to her head was eaten away by 

the blast. The noise deafened her. Rolling to her left Ipek drew her knife from its´ sheath and rammed 

it into the large lense in front of her. Her movement was stopped by one of its´ legs which was firmly 

planted into the floor.  

As the remote calculated her position she raised her pistol only to notice that it was jammed.  

 

Cursing her bad luck Ipek smashed her pistol against her enemies´ weapon, once more the impact 

ensured that the discharge of bullets missed her by mere centimetres. With a flick of her wrist she 

activated her Nanopulser. Hit by a wave of aggressive nanobots the remote shuddered and tripped 

backwards as its routines tried to compensate. It slashed around wildly with its legs. Ipek tried to 

dodge but her left arm was pierced by the sharp point of one of the front legs.  

A short cry of pain escaped her that was cut short by a blast. The remote rocked backwards. Another 

blast tore off most of its´ frontal section. The leg snapped and Ipek rolled sideways out of the way. A 

crate stopped her movement. Crashing against it with her back she saw the last gesture of defiance 

from the remote. It managed to rise onto its´ hind legs one more time, the barrel clearly trailing to find 

a target.  

This time the construction was hit by two simultaneous blasts. It lost its´ footing and the main body 

was cut into two from the next hit. Only some sparks remained of its´ resilient defence. 

 

Maria stepped into her field of vision. Behind her a man in heavy armour adorned with a black tabard 

secured the remains of the remote.  

“Sorry I´m late, but that was the last of them.” 

Ipek raised her head and forced a smile.  

 

“Well at least something, give me a hand.” 

Maria took her outstretched hand and pulled her to her feet. The Regular grimaced at the wound in 

Ipeks´ arm.  

“I had worse and I shoot with my right anyway. Care to introduce us?” 

“Come on then. Ipek Mehtap this is Darius of the Order of Santiago.” 

 

The man turned around to face them. His helmet prevented her from seeing his face but his armour 

was bent, burnt and broken in many places and his tabard hardly more than rags.  

“Well met. You hold yourself well.” 

“Thank you. I´d enjoy a nice chat anytime but right now I am in need of a new weapon.” 

She held up her broken pistol. The knight nodded and moved towards his old position.  

“I should send the two of you back to your quarters. I cannot allow harm to befall you as long as you 

are on our ship.” 

 

Maria cut off Ipeks´ protest before she could voice it with a short gesture. Darius walked to a panel at 

the wall of the cargo hold. Using his comlog he opened it. Beneath it a locker with two shotguns, 

several magazines, a medkit and three comlogs came into view.  

Tacking out two of the comlogs first he handed them over to both of them.  

“I activated these, you can use them to contact me. The ship is under heavy attack and I have to try and 

reach the bridge.”  

He took one of the shotguns next and handed it to Ipek, followed by three magazines for both of them.  

“As Maria here trusts you I arm you with these weapons of our order for now. The attacker make 

heavily use of remotes and EMP-weaponry so be warned.” 
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Ipek thankfully accepted the weapon and tested its weight on her wounded arm. It hurt but not so 

much to really hinder her.  

 

“I gracefully accept this gift holy warrior. It will be returned to your order in due time.” 

He nodded at that. 

“Good. I informed my brethren of your presence in the passenger section. You will return there now 

and see to their safety. We are scattered around the ship fighting the intruders, I will send you 

reinforcements as soon as I can.” 

He handed Maria the medkit and left without waiting for an answer. Maria shrugged as Ipek looked at 

her.  

 

“Believe me he is a much nicer guy since he joined the order.” 

Ipek took one more look after the departed knight, before she faced Maria again.  

“So you know him?” 

“Yup. That is one of the reasons why I embarked on this ship to Earth. It´s a long story, I´ll tell it 

another time.”  

With these words she put a new magazine into her shotgun and made her way back to door through 

which they had entered. Ipek stopped at the wreckage of the remote which had tried to impale her. As 

she drew her knife from the destroyed camera she took a closer look at the construction.  

The legs were jointed individually, giving the construct a very high mobility with its´ six legs. The 

legs itself ended in sharp spikes as if they were meant to destroy whatever terrain they traversed.  

 

“What is it?” 

Maria came back and kneeled beside her.  

“I never saw such remotes, must be a new series. Look at the legs. It seems that these were designed 

for close combat.” 

“Why would anyone do that, not even Yu Jing digs into close combat remotes. It just doesn´t pay off 

to get them shot to pieces before they reach the enemy.” 

“True. But this one preferred to jump at me instead of shooting. Whoever sent these either has lost 

control or fancies very strange tactics.” 

“And now we are prepared for them. Let´s go.” 

Ipek nodded and followed the Regular back into the hallways of the passenger compartment. Her arm 

still hurt but she ignored it.  

 

The hallways behind the door greeted them with an eerie silence. No gunfire was present anymore and 

nothing moved. The lights were stable but a little bit faint. Their new comlogs were tied into the ships´ 

computer and therefore they received the sensor data from the compartment. The life signs of the 

pilgrims registered as they should.  

Still one less than they should be, which meant Alfredo was still on the loose. Ghassan and the others 

registered as well, the system indicated their door as closed.  

So far, so good. The remaining passengers also registered in their respective cabins. Maria took some 

minutes to ease the storm of wild comlog inquiries about what was going on.  

She urged everyone to stay inside and wait for the situation to be resolved. It took some persuasion but 

in the end all complied. That only left George and Alfredo unaccounted for.  

 

They stopped at the quarter of the pilgrims´ and returned their comlog to them, once more urging them 

to stay inside. When Maria left again and closed the door behind her, something clicked down the 

corridor. It was quickly followed by another sound then silence once more descended.  
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They checked their displays but nothing registered on the sensors, as several EMP grenades had 

exploded in these hallways there was no telling if they still worked, besides the intruders could mask 

their signatures.  

“Remotes?” 

Maria asked using the larynx-microphone. 

“Probably. I take point.” 

  

Ipek followed up on her words and started down the corridor turning left and to the right after that, 

ending up in another empty hallway. Another click appeared behind them, but nothing was there.  

Then the calm was broken by gunfire. Both women ducked instinctively but nothing was in their 

vicinity. Ipeks display lit up.  

“Back. They try to force their way in.” 

Maria ran off not even bothering with an acknowledgement. Ipek was hot on her tail, with the words 

door opening in progress blinking in the air beside her.  

 

As they ran around the first corner something cracked above them. Reflexively they jumped aside as 

something crashed down on the floor in front of them. The lights around them vanished only to be 

lightened up by the flash of firing guns. Ipeks´ movement was stopped by the wall on her right as she 

pulled the trigger. More lightning appeared and she heard a mechanical buzz from her target. Maria 

was lightened up by her muzzle flash as well and for a fraction she could see the construct before them.  

Another blast from her shotgun disintegrated its weapons array. It slumped to the ground.  

 

Both needed a second to catch her breath. By now their eyes had adjusted to the darker surroundings 

and the remnants of the remote, which still was entangled in the cables from the lighting through 

which it had crashed, was revealed to their sight. They looked at each other and started to run again.  

 

Ipek was the first one to reach the gangway leading to their destination. Another one of the six-legged 

remotes was guarding their angle of approach. She went into a dive after rounding the corner. She felt 

the bullets fly over her head as she slid down the corridor pumping shells into the construct. Slamming 

her left hand hard into the ground, Ipek felt something break inside her arm but the force propelled her 

sideways into the parallel hallway of their destination. Shells struck the wall behind her. She heard 

Maria firing her weapon from near her old position. This time the remote exploded.  

 

The blast barely reached her position but Ipek once more was amazed at the massive amount of 

equipment mounted on these remotes. She put away that information for later use. Maria slid over the 

ground in a low crouch coming to a halt right next to her, aiming down the corridor where the remote 

had been. She wore a grin. 

“Frictionless boots. I knew that feature would come in handy someday.” 

She fired around the corner something buzzed.  

“Go around the other way I keep them occupied.” 

Ignoring the pain in her arm Ipek rose and scurried to the other end of the small corridor. Hefting the 

shotgun in her right hand only she drew her knife with her left. Thankfully these PanOceanian 

weapons were rather recoilless otherwise she would be in trouble.  

 

Glancing around the corner she saw nothing there. Quickly she proceeded. A shadow fell around the 

next corner illuminated by something that could be a cutting beam. Also she heard small arms gunfire 

ricocheting from armour. Once more she was thankful that Allah had provided her with an armour 

piercing weapon. Not wanting to waste any more time she rounded the corner with her weapons raised. 

Two more of the remotes stood in front of her cabins´ door. One was leaning over the door and cutting 
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into it with a welding beam. Its´ two hind legs supported the posture while the other four legs were 

deeply embedded into the wall around the door. The other remote blocked the little opening which was 

left open when the door finally had jammed.  

She fired at this one first.  

 

A stream of bullets exited the shotgun in Ipeks arms and tore deeply into the midsection of the 

construct. Whole parts of its´ joints simply crumbled under the assault and it fell to the ground. As it 

wheeled around its´ weapon it too was destroyed from another blast.  

Ipek turned back around the corner as the cutting remote descended from its´ position. While she did 

that Ipek took in the picture of Maria rounding the corner at the other end of the corridor, her weapon 

raised at the remote which was turning on Ipek.  

She also took in the picture of the man stepping out of the air behind the Regular.  

 

Before she could utter a warning Ipek heard the bellow of a rifle followed by a scream. Marias icon 

vanished from her display. 

“Ghassan, shoot the remote.” 

More shots resounded throughout the gangway and she rounded the corner again. The remote was 

pierced in its less armoured side by some bullets from inside the cabin. Ipek shot at it twice rocking it 

backwards and sending parts of it flying. Behind the construct someone moved up the corridor firing 

at her. Wheeling back the bullets tore through the wall next to her.  

“Thermo-optics inbound.”  

Ipek shouted at the top of her lungs as she retreated some steps from the corner.  

“Anladim”  

Came Ghassans´ answer to her warning. Someone stepped around the corner behind her. Without 

really looking Ipek slashed out with the knife in her left. The woman veered her torso backwards and 

avoided the blow before grabbing Ipeks´ arm. Only then she recognised Basma. The Hassassin looked 

positively deranged covered with grime, blood and oil. In her other hand she held a pistol with which 

she aimed past Ipek and fired.  

 

Basma didn´t hit anything. She released Ipeks´ arm and inquired the number of the enemies. Ipek 

gestured one to two enemies and made the sign for thermo-optic camouflaged troops. Gunfire erupted 

around the corner and both women jumped at the corner. Basma came in behind Ipek and crashed into 

the far wall of the corner leaving her effectively out in the open, while Ipek came down right behind 

the corner. Without scanning the area first they fired. Someone moved in the hallway his form barely 

visible. He turned from the door towards them and fired as well.  

 

Ipeks´ first shot was blocked by the wreckage of a remote behind which the man had taken cover. 

Basma managed to hit him in the shoulder, but took a bullet to the abdomen in return. The Hassassin 

doubled over without a sound. 

Ipek corrected her aim. Before she could fire once more the lighting vanished as something fell out of 

the ceiling. Ipek cursed and slipped back behind her cover. Beneath the noise of the falling debris she 

could hear the sound of more gunfire.  

 

While she was readying her Nanopulser for another shot, there was enough left of the nanobots for one 

more salvo, the fire fight continued around the corner. Soon after she heard someone cry out in pain 

then silence befell the scene. For a moment the only audible sounds were the distant alarm sirens of 

the ship. Then the mourning of the wounded and quiet buzzes from destroyed remotes started to fill 

the void of sound.  
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“Ghassan?” 

Her voice seemed incredibly loud to herself despite her still being somewhat deafened from the earlier 

fights.  

“We are alright, mostly. What happened?” 

“Stay put. Just give me some light.” 

Turning on the flashlight of the comlog she turned the corner one last time for this day. A cone of light 

emerged from the door illuminating the corridor in a sickly half-light. Her own light cone wandered 

the debris until she found the body of a man riddled with several bullets holes. His body still defied 

being seen clearly as his camouflage suit was still active. Half of his head was missing and there was 

an audible hiss emanating from his body. The body started to dissolve itself as Ipek watched.  

Tearing her gaze from the corpse the next body she found was that of Maria, Ipek felt a sense of relief 

when she saw some breathing.  

This left the third body as the unknown intruder and as Ipek trailed the light upwards on it she stared 

down the barrel of pistol.  

 

Behind the barrel she could see a half -broken helmet from beneath it a brown eye stared at her.  

“Glad to see you Ms. Mehtap.” 

“Likewise I presume. Who are you?” 

He raised his left hand to activate his comlog while he still kept his pistol aimed at her with his right. 

Likewise Ipek kept the shotgun levelled at him. His comlog send out his identification matrix, actually 

it sent two of them. One was for George Braun, the Maya technician on the loose and another one for 

Georgi Berask member of the O-12 Psi-Division.  

 “You´re O-12?” 

“I know this isn´t the perfect situation for introductions, but yes I was sent here to ensure that you 

safely reach earth. Now if we both stop aiming at each other Mr. Canavar can come out here and 

secure the survival of Ms. Gevallo and your friend over there.” 

 

Ipek slowly lowered the shotgun he did likewise with his pistol.  

“Ghassan. Take care of Gevallo first. No arguing she has been down longer and Basma took a hit in 

the midriff, she either will survive rather long or is already dead. Now move.” 

With Ghassan scurrying out into the hallway Ipek took a closer look at Georgi. His armour was tight 

fitted and also possessed some kind of camouflage system, even though it wasn´t nearly as 

sophisticated as the other mans´ one. He clearly had taken some beating during his tour through the 

ship. His head was covered in his own blood and she saw at least one chest wound. Not that she 

looked much different with the open wound in her arm and covered in abrasions. She offered the 

sitting man a hand. He waived her away. 

 

“Thanks but I will sit here for a while until Mr. Canavar has some spare time.” 

“Why is O-12 involved in this and who was he?” 

She kicked at the remnants of their assailant. They crumbled beneath her feet as his body had been 

dissolved into dust already. 

“We are not exactly sure who he was. Alfredo definitely was not his real name that´s for sure. We 

learned of the planned attack on Mr. Khan and I was sent to intervene.” 

“How did you learn about us?” 

“Quite simply actually, it seems that you were sold out.” 

Ipek digested that information for a minute.  

“By whom?” 

“I wasn´t told, not relevant for the mission.” 
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They were interrupted by a comlog transmission from Darius.  

“Come in. Where are you two?” 

“Mehtap here. We are in the passenger hold. We got one dead intruder.” 

“Where is Maria?” 

Ipek turned her head into Ghassans´ direction, he gave her a thumbs up.  

“Wounded but on her way to recovery.” 

“Understood. I will join you shortly.” 

 

“Looks like they finally managed to repel all attackers. The comm channels are working again.” 

Ipek found herself in agreement with this analysis. She kicked against one of the destroyed remotes.  

“And what is their story? I never saw remotes of this kind?” 

“They are quite some bastards actually. The Offspring of a joint venture of PanOceania and Yu Jing.” 

“Truly?” 

“Truly, but forgive me if I relate their stories to you after we cleaned out this mess?” 

“The knights will be here soon anyway. Agreed, and thanks for your help.” 

“Happily given Ms. Mehtap. Happily given.” 

Ipek stood watch as he slipped into unconsciousness as well.  

 

 

As soon as the knights arrived Ipek surrendered her weapons, as did Ghassan and the others. The 

wounded were brought into the ships infirmary. Ghassan and Khan accompanied them if only because 

Ipek didn´t wanted them out of her sight, besides Ghassan made himself quite useful in helping to 

patch up all the wounded.  

 

The attackers had come in force explaining the initial problems of the knights in repelling the boarders. 

All in all six mercenaries of dubious origin and 35 of the remotes were counted when the debris finally 

was cleared up, plus the dissolved perpetrator. The dissolving agent itself worked perfectly nothing 

that would enable any identification was left of his tissue.  

After some heated discussion between Georgi, Ipek and captain Bertram it was decided that the 

`Cervantes´ would continue on its course as if nothing had happened. It was highly doubtable that 

whoever was behind this had the resources to pull off another attack on their way to Earth.  

 

Ipek and her entourage where separated from the rest of the passengers for the duration of the flight, 

just in case there was another infiltrator on board. Ipek managed to conceal Basmas´ true identity 

otherwise she most likely would have been executed on the spot for being a member of the Hassassin. 

Georgi on the other hand ensured that they weren´t punished for smuggling weapons on board. This 

would stir up some aftershock between O-12 and the order of Santiago and in extension PanOceania. 

Georgi didn´t care especially as PanOceania was on the list of suspects for the attack in the first place.  

 

By now Ipek was certain that Khans´ assignment was a false front but he wasn´t forthcoming about it 

and she didn´t press the matter. The check on the mercenaries revealed not much information. All of 

them were known to several law enforcement institutions in Humans´ Edge and in other systems. They 

were a bunch of rundown characters which regularly changed their employer. Interesting was that 

none of these was known to have worked together before today. The dissolved man clearly had a 

knack for covering his tracks.  

 

The same was true for the remotes. They were part of a prototype series that was discontinued last year 

due to differences of the three companies involved. It was quite likely that each of the three had 

continued on their own. The ones on board had been stolen from a storage facility in the Human Edge 
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system one week ago. Why such prototypes were kept in such numbers and obviously only scarcely 

guarded opened up a whole bunch of new questions.  

 

At least Yashira, Basma and Maria would recover from their wounds without long term effects, as 

would Georgi and herself. Considering the beating they had taken through the assault this was quite a 

statement to the prowess of modern day medicine. Still Ipek was tired of feeling her flesh heal.  

 

She spent some time during the journey with Maria and Darius. It was a habit of hers to get to know 

the people she fought alongside. Not that she had much time to do that between recuperating and 

sorting out the situation with the knights and Georgi. Therefore she learned not nearly as much about 

the two than she wanted to know.  

 

In the few conversations they actually enjoyed Ipek developed a huge respect for Marias´ long time 

service on Paradiso, especially given the fact that it effectively had been her first assignment. She 

wanted to tell the Regular about her time in the emerald hell but her missions there were highly 

classified. As were most of her other assignments, that left mostly her old life as a concubine as the 

subject for discussions about her private life. To Ipeks´ astonishment Maria even knew of her from 

that time. It turned out that Maria took an interest in people like Ipek shortly before she gave up that 

lifestyle. Maria remembered her because she quit so early after she had taken an interest.  

 

All in all the rest of the trip went by fast and soon they had reached Earth.  

During the approach of orbit Ipek found Maria on the observation deck. From here the blue and white 

sphere that was the human home world was floating above them as they approached one of the 

orbiting space stations. Maria was leaning backwards against a railing with her head tilted upwards to 

look through the huge window that constituted most of the ceiling.  

Ipek always found these decks a curiosity as they represented a huge tactical deficiency of any vessel. 

Although she had to admit the sight was impressive.   

 

“What do you see out there, Ipek?” 

Maria addressed her without taking her sight from the slowly spinning facility that gradually grew 

larger. Ipek joined her at the railing and looked up as well.  

“A dance of will and molecules.” 

“A dance of will and molecules.” 

Maria repeated the words as if tasting them.  

“That is a wonderful description.” 

“What do you see out there?” 

“Humility.”  “And hubris, I guess.” 

Both stood there for a while.  

 

“I guess it´s time to say goodbye? Or why did you seek me out?” 

“Forsooth you are right. We will depart the ship immediately after docking. There still is much to do 

for me before this mission is over.” 

“I understand. Good luck. Even though I think you won´t run into any more problems, now that we are 

here.” 

“I trust in Allah to provide, as he did on my way here. What about you? Where are you headed first?” 

Maria smirked at that question.  

 

“Well, probably first to a debriefing. I´m sure they want to know what happened here.” 

“That is to be assumed. Do you expect any trouble for helping me?” 
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“Not more than I already got. I just had been patched up before I left Paradiso, another gunshot wound 

was not exactly the souvenir I wanted to acquire on my journey.” 

“Understandable. And where are you headed after that?” 

“First a short trip to Rome and then to Shanghai and Kyōto. After that, well I don´t know yet.” 

“Straight into the heartland of Yu Jing. Interesting choice for a girl from Acontecimento.” 

“Maybe. But from time to time I like to go where I haven´t been yet. Going somewhere where I don´t 

know anyone.” 

“An old habit of yours?” 

“More of a new one. I started it shortly before I left for Paradiso.” 

“I see. May I ask why?” 

Ipek gave Maria some time to answer that. Both kept looking out of the window, Ipek could see how 

the other woman touched something on her neck. It was a jaded silver cross.  

 

“To remind me, why we fight.”   

The conviction and finality of this statement told Ipek not to expect any further explanation. 

She didn´t ask for one.  

 

After a while, by now the orbital station filled most of the window, Maria turned her head to Ipek.  

“One more thing I wanted to ask of you?” 

Intrigued Ipek turned her head as well. 

“Back then when you were a concubine or better shortly before you disappeared from the public, did 

you ever happen to meet a girl named Savilka Kádár?” 

She withdrew the name from her memory and remembered a young, enthusiastic girl with shining dark 

eyes. She nodded shortly.  

“Yes, I have. Why do you ask?” 

Maria seemed very pleased with that answer and a genuine smile slowly grew on her face as she 

turned back to the void.  

“Good. That´s very good.” 

“You know her?” 

“Yes. We went to school together for a while. She had this dream of becoming a concubine like you. 

Actually you were her great idol. She wanted to be like you, to be as successful as you. I always told 

her that she should board a flight and try to meet you. One day I received a farewell letter from her 

that she was on her way to Bourak.” 

Maria turned back to Ipek for a short moment before returning her gaze to the window.  

 

“I never heard from her again. Soon after you vanished from the scene and I lost interest as well, so I 

never knew what happened to her. It is nice to know that she was successful.” 

“Forsooth she was. I can tell you what happened back then, if you like?” 

Maria closed her eyes.  

“No. Maybe another time. If you happen to talk to her then give her my regards.” 

“I will.” 

“Thank you:” 

Maria looked at her comlog display for a moment then she stood straight and turned to Ipek.  

“If I am not mistaken, it´s about time you make your way to your cabin if you want to depart on 

schedule.” 

She offered Ipek her hand. She took it in a military handshake.  

“God speed Ipek Mehtap. I just hope next time we don´t wind up on opposite sides.” 

“Likewise Maria Gevallo and may Allah watch over you journey.” 

With these words Ipek left the observation deck and returned to her quarters.  
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On her way there she ran into Basma who watched her with these never approving brown eyes. They 

greeted each other shortly then Ipek was on her way. She was relieved that Basma pulled through but 

she would be more relieved when she got rid of her eyes, which constantly were searching for signs of 

betrayal. In the cabin Ghassan, Khan and Yashira were all packed up and ready to leave. Ipek took her 

own bags denying Ghassans´ request of carrying them for her.  

Outside their quarters there were met by Adolar, Darius and two other knights. Basma already stood 

between them, her little bag strapped to her back.  

The Knights took no chances anymore and escorted their small group to the airlock and beyond, only 

relenting in their vigilance after they handed over Ipek and the others to a security escort of Janissaries. 

Not long after that they stepped on Haqqislamite soil in the embassy of Bourak.  

The departures of Khan, Yashira and Basma were short and courteous, leaving Ghassan and Ipek to 

the doubtful pleasure of their debriefing.  
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Gamma 1.08. Earth 

 

It took the security guards some time to free Mitoshi from his newly acquired fans that stormed into 

the ring after the match, but finally they managed to bring him back into the small chamber where he 

had dressed earlier. 

Kotaro was with him as was Ayabe, the four recruits got lost on the way. Mitoshi was confident that 

they were busy collecting his armour.  

 “Are you satisfied with the disturbance you have provoked Kaneshiro-sama?” 

Kotaro really didn´t seem amused about the latest events.  

“I guess I am. Thanks for asking.” 

Kotaro stopped, his disbelieve visible for a second before he recovered his bearings. Mitoshi could see 

the smile on Ayabes´ lips.  

 

“Well now that this is settled, let us talk business. Did we get the man who delivered the chip?” 

Ayabe answered first.  

“No. He escaped through the basement. He obviously had access to the buildings schematics.” 

“We already have three suspects in custody who might have helped him retrieve the plans, but I don´t 

think they know anything he probably just paid them.”  

Kotaro sat down for the first time since Mitoshi had entered the ring, then he continued.  

“Besides that we identified three agents of PanOceania, two from Bourak, three O-12 observers, one 

Nomad agent and one known member of the Tatenokai in the audience. All are under increased 

surveillance.” 

“Was anyone of these involved in any incidents lately?”  

Ayabes´ question triggered a simple gesture of denial from Kotaro.  

 

“Did anyone come up with something about the chip already?”  

Ayabe faced Mitoshi again to answer his question.  

“So far the only thing they came up with is the rather old design. It is at least five years old and 

contains traces of so many rewrites that it is impossible to tell when it was altered the last time. Right 

now they are running a comparison with known writing styles of agencies and agents.” 

Mitoshi nodded and wanted to address Kotaro again as someone tried to open the door.  

 

All three of them were on their feet within a second weapons at the ready. Ayabe was the first to relax 

as Morinaga and Suemon squeezed themselves through the door. The crowd of people outside was 

visible for a moment before Ayabe closed it shut behind the two. Both were carrying parts of 

Mitoshis´ armour. After catching their breath for a moment they formally greeted Mitoshi. He 

accepted it formally.  

“Where are your comrades?” 

“Still outside Sensei. Carrying back the remaining parts of your armour.” 

“Very well. Stowe these away then assist your comrades. There will be time for talk later.” 

Both recruits bowed and hurried to carry out his orders. After they left the conversation resumed.  

 

“What about the content? Do we have any evidence that Terazawa really was affiliated with the 

Tatenokai?” 

It took Kotaro a moment before he answered.  

“No we don´t have any indication of that.” 

“Or they just won´t tell us.” 

Ayabes´ words hung in the air for a moment as the three present Japanese contemplated the meaning 

of this implication. Kotaro was the first one to speak up again. 
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“There might be a way to be sure.” 

“How?”  

Ayabes´ curiosity was clearly expressed on her face. Once more Kotaro needed a moment before he 

answered.  

“I know someone who shadowed Terazawa on his day of death.” 

 

The silence that followed this comment was only broken by the muffled noise from the crowd outside. 

After some seconds Mitoshi addressed Ayabe.  

“Clear us a way out of here and find the recruits.” 

She bowed slightly and left. Mitoshi trained his gaze on Kotaro once more.  

“Before you continue I have to ask you one question. Why are you telling me this?” 

Kotaro raised his head to look at Mitoshi, the indecision clearly written over his face at least for 

someone who could read Japanese facial expressions.  

“What do you mean Sensei?” 

Mitoshi decided to ease his predicament by speaking to the point.  

“You hardly know me, personally. Our superiors sent you to watch over me and keep an eye on me at 

the same time. That is how things work. I know and accept that. Yet here you are offering assistance in 

acquiring information that possible is held back from us. So I ask again why?” 

The sentence hovered in the room for a second or two before he replied.  

 

“Actually, … I don´t know Sensei. I first became acquainted with you some weeks ago. Of course I 

had heard of you before, you are famous. Many Nipponese citizens look up to you as a role model of 

an upstanding commander and loyal subject to the StateEmpire.” 

In an atypical manner for someone of his profession he stood up and started to pace around as he 

continued.  

“I was sent to look after your well-being ever since the incident in the hotel, to which I was witness. I 

even shouldn´t tell you that. Someone is trying to kill you and if anyone has a clue who it is, he 

doesn´t tell anyone. I find this highly frustrating and if at the same time someone is withholding 

information about it I like it even less. Of course you shouldn´t concern yourself with tracking down 

the assailant personally, but if a third party is trying to feed you false information we should try to 

disprove that information, otherwise it could grow dissent where none should be. I, I really have said 

enough.” 

Kotaro sat down with a sigh.  

 

Mitoshi thought a moment about what had been said, while doing so he stood up and started to put the 

pieces of his armour into their proper places in the crate. He would have to attend to it later this day 

when he returned, as he never gave this task to anyone else. He kept his back turned to the sitting man 

as he resumed speaking. 

“I understand your predicament Kotaro. Your orders to keep me save contradict with your orders 

about operational secrecy. Can it be that this is your first political assignment?” 

As no answer came he continued.  

 

“I can´t tell you what to do. I ask for your help in this matter, as I am still trying to figure out who 

killed my sister and why. Right now I don´t have many allies on this venture, but I will not give up 

easily. In a situation like this you have to decide for yourself which of your priorities takes precedence.  

If you help me I will be grateful to you, very grateful. If you don´t I will not hold a grudge against you. 

Decide for yourself but either way, be careful. This is tricky ground you are treading on right now.” 
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Mitoshi kept on sorting his armour while waiting for Kotaros´ answer, it would take him some time to 

make this decision. Before he received an answer Ayabe returned with the four recruits, they hurried 

to stow away his armour and seal the crate to once more carry it back. Ayabe had worked wonders and 

their path throughout the arena was cleared of people, or at least of people standing in their way. 

Outside of the arena even more people had amassed after what had happened in the Gekken Kōgyō.  

A perfect place for another assassination Mitoshi thought to himself, preparing himself just for that.  

 

By now dusk was upon them and with all the different holo projections from the peoples comlogs the 

crowd outside glittered throughout the whole colour spectrum. The tournament officials had cleared a 

path towards his waiting vehicle. Pushing people back behind the lines Ayabe and Kotaro led the way, 

Mitoshi followed close behind taking in the sight. He didn´t thought his appearance here would have 

such an impact.  

The four recruits kept to his shadow Suemon and Morinaga came first with the crate in hands, 

Takamie and Takeuchi made up the rear. All of them looked a little bit scared by the crowd.  

 

Mitoshi walked slowly down the lane taking his time to answer some of the questions people spiralled 

towards him in Maya. Of course he was discreet and polite in doing it. After some minutes Ayabe 

came to him.  

“What are you doing Bushō? We should be on our way.” 

“This only enlarges our media presence, we don´t want to appear rude do we?” 

“I appreciate your sentiment Bushō, but right now this is a dangerous place.” 

“You´re right, as always. Let´s move out.” 

 

As they continued on their path a little bit quicker something stirred in the crowd. A man wearing a 

kimono and, in a strange way of dressing, a large hat in addition to it, started to push people aside in 

an attempt to reach the lane. A security guard who tried to grab him got shocked by something and fell 

to the ground. The man raised his arm.  

“The crate, throw it!” 

Mitoshi yelled at the recruits who needed a moment to fathom his order but then obeyed. From 

somewhere above a shot hit the man throwing him backwards and the hat from his head. With a 

gesture Mitoshi ordered Kotaro to his side and Ayabe towards the car. The man rose again only that it 

wasn´t a man at all.  

The white lacquered face of a Karakuri remote came into view, its´ eye like lenses glowing in a bright 

blue as it raised his arm again. Mitoshi grabbed the crate and heaved it in front of him, Kotaro right 

beside him.  

 

The projectile impacted on the crate no second later. It exploded with violent force. All around 

screams erupted as people tried to get away from the shooting or threw themselves to the ground. 

Mitoshi rolled away the greater force of the explosion with a dive to the side. His arms were numb and 

he felt something crack. The smouldering crate crashed down to the ground a wide gaping hole in it. 

Another shoot hit the remote in the torso it stumbled backwards but then resumed its´ relentless march.  

 

“Ayabe! Car!. Kotaro, Shoot!” 

Were the words Mitoshi uttered as he jumped to his feet, only to immediately dive into a roll to the 

right. Another projectile hit the remote without effect. It raised its´ other arm and showered the street 

with molten shrapnel. It missed Mitoshi only by a fraction.  

 

Coming to his feet again he jumped against the Karakuri with all his might, shouting at the top of his 

lung. The impact shattered something in his shoulder. The remote stumbled side ways.  
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It was about to regain its´ balance when it hit the kneeling Ayabe. The woman used her low angle and 

hoisted the construct through the open door of the car.  

Kotaro jumped at the door sealing it shut shortly after an explosion from inside jinked it open again. 

Smashing into Kotaro he was thrown violently to the ground.     

Mitoshi rose and looked into the smouldering ruin of his car as medical personnel streamed onto the 

scene.  

 

Mitoshi and the others were coaxed back into the arena by the security. Before that happened he was 

able to confirm that his driver had exited the car before the blast and that no civilian had come to harm.  

Kotaro was bleeding from a deep gash on his forehead where the door had hit him, besides that he 

suffered from a serious concussion. At least that were the information Mitoshi got from his inquiries 

as the medics had carried off the man right from the sidewalk into an ambulance. The entrance hall 

now was swarming with guards and agents all around. No one seemed to be in the mood to allow 

another attempt slip past their guard.  

 

Ayabe was attending to the recruits as they hadn’t expected to witness an assassination on their teacher. 

Considering the circumstances they held themselves well enough. Mitoshi would not forget that. He 

himself was attended to by a medic right now, while he was giving a first account of the events. The 

pain in his arms was tolerable at the moment it would worsen over time when the adrenalin finally 

would fade from his system, but for now he refused the administration of painkillers to keep a clear 

head. When he finished with his he addressed the medic.  

“How many bones are broken in my arms?” 

The man looked up a little bit surprised by spoken to in this manner. 

“Well, as far as I can tell, about all of them and so is your right collarbone. We have to get you to 

surgery and I urgently advise some medication.” 

“Very well but only a mild one, I have matters to settle before the operation.” 

Seeing his expression the medic stopped in his attempt to protest and injected Mitoshi with a dose of 

painkillers then he left to talk to one of the security guards. 

 

Ayabe sat down next to him, her hair was a little bit out of place but otherwise there was no exterior 

indication of her involvement in the action.  

“Good work out there, Ayabe. How are our young seeds holding up?” 

“Rather good, you choose well Bushō, if I may be so brazen to say that.”   

“You may, always you know that.” 

“Thank you Bushō, that means a lot to me.” 

Mitoshi acknowledged this statement with an imperceptible nod. The moment of silence passed.  

 

“How are your arms, Bushō.” 

“Shattered to the last bone. At least now no one will ever question my decision again to armour the 

transportation crate. Still the explosion was rather strong. Thanks to you it only cost me some more 

bones to get the Karakuri out of the way before it exploded.” 

“I am glad I was there in time. On another matter, using a Karakuri was a good choice for the attack, 

yet I can´t help but think of the whole attack ill advised.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“The attack was rather obvious and the snipers well may have succeeded in putting it down before it 

reached you. Of course in that case civilians would have to be mourned now. Whoever staged this 

knowingly risked civilian casualties, I find that hard to believe for any of your enemies.” 

He thought about it for a moment then nodded. 
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“True. A lot of them want me dead but the backlash of uninvolved casualties would destroy them as 

well. Besides the remote moved rather awkwardly probably the hacker had problems with the security 

system of the Karakuri.” 

“I would concur with that Kaneshiro-san.” 

Both looked up to the man who so proficiently had snuk up on them. He was tall and wore an 

armoured suit beneath his wide cloak. His eyes were as dark as his hair which trailed behind his head 

in an elongated braid.  

Mitoshi gave himself unimpressed. 

“I don´t think we have been introduced and my comlog doesn´t even register your presence. So 

forgive me for asking who you are.” 

 “My name is Shui Wei Fan. Imperial Agent of the Crane rank” 

 

Suddenly the man´s comlog signature appeared in the ether. Mitoshi read it out. It came with the seal 

of the dragon class license issued by the Emperor himself. To his knowledge no one ever had managed 

to forge this seal, therefore he accepted the man to be what he claimed. 

 

“Then I thank you for respecting my peoples´ customs.” 

“I was not sent here to discuss cultural prerogatives with you. I was sent because there must be set an 

end to these attacks on your life.” 

“Understood, we need all the help we can get.” 

“I know. Up till now hardly anyone had taken the threats against you seriously, but this scale of 

endangerment of citizens is absolutely intolerable. I have a secure vehicle standing by I suggest we 

bring you to the hospital.” 

“Agreed.” 

 

Mitoshi rose, told the recruits to return to the casern on their own when given permission to leave and 

accompanied the agent, Ayabe at his side. They left the arena through a side entrance and entered the 

unremarkable van parking outside. The interior of the vehicle was a mixture of command centre and 

ambulance. A woman was waiting inside with the insignia of a local banner troop. Her comlog 

identified her as Bai Hala Lin, a military doctor. Mitoshi and Ayabe greeted her with a short nod 

which she returned.  

 

As soon as they had entered, the car started moving. They all sat down. Mitoshi on the moveable 

stretcher to let her take a look at his wounds, Ayabe on a seat at the end of the compartment and Fan in 

front of a series of monitors which showed different parts of the city.  

 

“I want to be blunt with you Mitoshi. I prefer to stay on a first name basis in cases like this it makes 

the work much more pleasurable, so please call me Wei, at least when no one can overhear us. I 

suppose you have no problem with that?” 

“Not at all.” 

“Good. I think the attack today was an ad-hoc measure. It was neither well planned nor executed. My 

guess is you rattled somebody´s boat by leaving the casern and attending the Kōgyō. In that regard it 

actually worked, assuming that your plan was to provoke your enemies into action.” 

“That indeed was one of the ideas. To be blunt as well, the investigation into the first attack went too 

slow for my liking. I want answers.” 

“Understandable. Even though I have to remind you that criminal investigation is neither your area of 

expertise nor your responsibility.” 

“I am aware of that. Yet I have to know who wants me dead and also if the one responsible killed my 

sister as well.” 
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“Your sister? You speak of Kaneshiro Kagemi, I presume, your half-sister which died in an accident 

some weeks ago?” 

“Exactly, but I believe she was murdered.” 

“You do? Well in that case I will review the evidence of the case myself. If there is a connection to the 

attacks on your life, I will find it.” 

 

In the short pause that emerged when the two men tried to gauge how much they could trust in their 

sincerity, Fan received a transmission which was displayed on one of the monitors behind him.  

Without turning he used his comlog to project the message into the air before him.  

“News about the mysterious chip you received during your attendance today. We identified the writing 

style. It belongs to a known agent of the Black Hand.” 

 “The Black Hand? Why would they want to feed me possibly false information?” 

“That is another good question, presuming that not someone deliberately used this writing style to lay 

out a false trail.” 

“Who would be able to that? He would need access to these files on writing styles. Highly classified 

files I would imagine.” 

Fan set his eyes on Ayabe for her comment.  

 

“True. This clearly reduces the number of possible suspects, if it indeed is a false trail. Luckily the 

attack today already limited the number of suspects to quite a degree.” 

“How so?” 

Mitoshi was honestly intrigued. Ayabe was the one to answer. 

“By using the Karakuri. Their defence systems are very sophisticated, it either takes a very good 

hacker or security protocols of a really high level to circumvent these enough to actually use the 

remote instead of shutting it down.” 

“Exactly. I see you are well informed.” 

Ayabe took the compliment with a slight nod before Fan continued. 

 

“We already have taken everyone who could pull of that feat near the arena into custody. Alas I think 

we deal with someone who got himself the access protocols.” 

“The number of persons with such protocols is rather limited I presume.” 

Trailing his gaze back to Mitoshi again he answered.  

“Theoretically, yes. However just yesterday there was a security breach and some protocols are 

missing since then.” 

“So we can´t ignore the possibility of outside interference.” 

“Sadly not. Tell me where you ever personally involved in affairs with members of the Nomad 

nation?”  

“Aside from military engagements, I occasionally bought something from one of their traders, but 

mostly food or souvenirs. There is however the matter with my sister.” 

“What matter is that?” 

“I discovered that shortly before her death a lot of money of Kagemis´ accounts was transferred into 

foreign companies. Most of the money went to Tunguska. The most important thing is that Kagemi 

had no clearance for such transactions.” 

Fan leaned back to think about that. Mitoshi tried to read his face, but couldn´t discern if this were 

news to the agent or not.  

  

“This implies that someone else broke into her accounts and authorized the transactions. Hmm, 

interesting I definitely will look into this. For now you stay in the hospital, tomorrow I will 
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accompany you back to your casern. Bai Hala will stay with you to ensure that the doctors don´t do 

anything stupid. Rest a bit you suffered some serious injuries.” 

The vehicle stopped and Mitoshi once more entered a hospital through a side entrance, a habit that he 

wanted to get rid of again as soon as possible. Fan stayed inside and drove off, leaving the three to 

their devices.  

The personnel had been informed beforehand and led them directly to the operations room to get the 

surgery under way. As they walked through the corridors Mitoshi caught a glance of a young woman, 

who just entered an examination room. It took him some moments to recall her face. Then he looked at 

Ayabe. Her slight nod told him that she had seen her too and that she would inquire after her presence 

while he was in incapacitated.  
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Alpha 1.09. Earth 

 

Maria stayed on the observation deck and watched Ipek leave, before she returned her gaze to the 

window. The docking process didn´t yield a spectacular sight but she still enjoyed it. She mused about 

the incidents on her journey. She certainly got more action than she wanted on her way here.  

Also it certainly hadn´t helped her retaining the civilian mood she started to grow on the caravansary 

in Humans´ Edge.  

“One more try I guess.” 

 

Directly after she said that Maria remembered the coming debriefing. She sighed and got on her way. 

Most of her things were still packed as she hadn´t used much of it on the way here. She didn´t bother 

with arranging the transportation of her baggage. That already was taken care of by the stations 

PanOceanian security office. The safety and belongings of every citizen of PanOceania was watched 

over closely at all times, at least on orbital way stations like these. She didn´t mind letting others do 

the work for a while, even though she never would have admitted that to Sarge just some days ago. 

She sought out Darius before leaving the ship.  

 

He was rather busy, as always, but she managed to scrape some time of his schedule for a farewell 

drink in the stations main restaurant. He was tight lipped as always but Maria could tell that he was 

glad for her company. Sooner than she liked he had to return to duty. She hugged him for goodbye, he 

took it quite well.  

 

When he left it crept into Marias mind that she didn´t noticed when Georgi had left the ship. He never 

said any goodbyes. Probably he already was off to his next assignment. Not that she had talked with 

him much. After all she only got involved by chance in this affair. Taking a look at her comlog, which 

she was running at minimal level right now, full Maya exposure was postponed until after her 

debriefing, she saw the request of her presence in the office of the Security Division. To be more 

precise she saw it again as she had been ignoring it for some time now. Leaving the restaurant she 

made her way there.  

 

She was greeted by a smiling almost human face as she entered the office. The artificial blandness of 

the face of the Aleph functionary reminded her of Suerte, even though this was coloured more 

humanly. Maria registered her presence and was escorted into a small chamber with a couch which 

winded itself around a small table. The walls showed the scenery of a summer park, she accessed the 

display and replaced it with desert canyons at full moon. Now that she felt more comfortable Maria sat 

down, taking a sip from her drink that she got at the reception.  

 

Not a second passed before two women entered, both wore a stylish uniformesque suit. Their dark hair 

was cut short or bred that way even the blue colour of their eyes matched. Yet only one of them was 

human. The woman and her Aleph twin introduced themselves and sat down opposite of Maria. She 

didn´t bother to commit their names to memory they were aliases anyway.  

The human one started the conversation. 

 

“Thank you for joining us Private Gevallo.” 

“Anytime. Not that I had much choice, didn´t I?” 

“According to paragraph 27/alpha of your contract with the PanOceanian high command, you indeed 

had no choice but to follow our request of your presence.”  

“Yeah, exactly what she said.” 

Maria took another sip from her drink, while she pointed at the twin for her statement. 
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“So what do you want to ask me about? It´s all in the report I am sure you already received from the 

`Cervantes´.” 

“That is only partly the reason, we asked you to join us.” 

A moment of silence expanded between the three of them. 

 

“What do you mean with partly?” 

“That is not of any urgency. Please, let us first talk about the incident on the `Cervantes´” 

“Alright. Shoot.” 

 

The following conversation took the same form as any other debriefing Maria ever had to endure. 

They asked questions she already had answered in her report, inquired after her motivation for her 

decisions, questioned the sensibility of her actions and generally made a nuisance of themselves. The 

human one mostly asked the initial question and took notes of Marias´ answers while the twin asked 

specifics about any given topic.  

After three hours Maria really had enough and wanted to leave. It took the two almost half an hour to 

persuade Maria to return to their bureau after a break of one hour. Maria than endured another thirty 

minutes of questioning until only the other matter was not discussed yet. Maria left them for 

something to eat.  

 

Wanting to take her mind of the creepy twins Maria stepped up her comlog into normal operation 

mode. Being back in a populated system with an extensive Maya coverage the stream of information 

crashed down on her. She intuitively fell back into old organizing habits, sorting and selecting the 

information to according to several criteria for immediate or later consumption. She activated some of 

her favourite filters to ease the work, falling back into old habits was nice, but still she was totally out 

of practice.  

 

She read and wrote messages to and from 39 different people she knew on her way to the restaurant. 

Compared to some hours ago the restaurant was quite deserted, no ship had docked in the last two 

hours and the next one was due in thirty minutes. She picked a table near to the window screen where 

the picture from the outside cameras showed the blue sphere below them. While she ate a rather 

expensive meal, Maria kept on reading and listening to the latest news. Almost none of them were 

related to the war. It gave her a mixed feeling. Her musings were interrupted by a calling notification. 

It was from Simon. She accepted the call and his face appeared on her retina display.  

“Sudore quam Sanguine.”  

He said with a smile.   

“Acriter et fideliter. Still greeting like this I see”  

“A few days are hardly enough to change ones´ habits. How was your transit?” 

“A little more adventurous than I had bargained for, but I tell you that another time.” 

“Sounds serious. Listen I am bound for Neoterra in three days. Why don´t you come and visit us when 

you finally come down here? My wife and children are eager to meet you.” 

“The Alps? Well I never have been there. I guess I can scrape a day from Rome and Shanghai. How 

does the day after tomorrow sounds?” 

“Great. I will meet you at the shuttle point. Until then.” 

“Until then.” 

 

On the way back to the bureau Maria incorporated the detour in her travel plan, cancelling a 

reservation in Rome and Shanghai each and booking flights to and from the shuttle point near Simons´ 

home, which he had transmitted during their conversation.  
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As she entered the bureau again she was welcomed by the same inhuman face as before and it didn´t 

take the twins long to show up. This time Maria changed the screen display to a majestic waterfall, 

albeit she toned down the sound effects. The twins welcomed her back as they sat down. Maria 

powered down her comlog again.  

“So, what´s this all about?” 

“As you prefer to cut to the chase Private Gevallo, I will accommodate you. We want you to meet a 

Yu Jing general.” 

   

The human twin delivered the sentence with a robotic precision that better suited her Aleph twin. 

Maria almost choked on her drink. She coughed twice before she got her voice back.  

 

“What? Would you please repeat that? Because I heard something of a general. And Yu Jing.” 

It was the Aleph twin who answered her.  

“You heard correctly. We want you to meet a general of the StateArmy of Yu Jing.” 

“Who exactly is we?” 

“The idea originated in the PR department but high command quickly appreciated and supported it.” 

Maria found the habit if these two of alternating in responding highly irritating at the moment.  

“Why? What do I have to do with a general from the other side? I stay away from politics for a good 

reason you know.” 

“That is exactly one of the reasons why the idea is so appealing.” 

Maria really wished they´d stop alternating, but her wishes were not to be granted. 

“Both of you are decorated soldiers who fought in the same theatres of war.” 

“Besides your well known aversion to official state business just emphasizes the symbolic meaning of 

the statement.” 

“What statement would that be, may I ask?” 

The two looked at each other for a moment, as if they hadn´t expected such a question from her.  

“One of cooperation and unity against the alien threat, of course.” 

“We thought that you of all people might understand that notion.” 

They still did it, Maria hated it. She emptied her glass.  

 

“Don´t you assume to understand me.”  

Maria knew how hollow that statement must sound in their ears, with all the exabytes of information 

they had about Maria in their database. She sighed before she continued.  

“Let me get this straight. First you basically kick me off Paradiso, then when I finally get here and 

want to go on vacation you swoop in and want to put me on the frontline again?” 

“In a manner of speaking, yes.” 

“Be assured that no one will fire upon you on this assignment.” 

They still alternated, she started to grow a headache.  

“Bullets are not the thing I worry about. You people are seriously out of your mind.” 

Maria started to pace behind the couch.  

 

“Did it ever occur to you that I am not the amiable, news flash type. I don´t do well on public stage.” 

“You once did rather well on that stage Ms. Gevallo.” 

“Before you joined the war on Paradiso you had started a promising acting career, not to mention your 

public representation of the family business which you also managed quite distinctively.” 

“Now you damn me with my past is that it?” 

Maria didn´t expect an answer to that and she didn´t get one. She slumped down on the couch again.  

“I can hardly say no, can´t I.” 

“To decline is absolutely within your rights and privileges Ms. Gevallo.” 
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“However we strongly implore you to act in the best interest of your fellow citizens.” 

They still kept at it, how she hated them for it.  

 

 Maria got herself another drink before she resumed the talk, this time one of strong alcohol. Downing 

it in one gulp she didn´t really feel better afterwards. Still it conferred a weird sense of achievement 

and comfort.  

“Who is this guy you want me to play friends with?” 

The human one was clearly relieved by her inquiry, from that point on she would remain the only on 

talking. What the other one was doing eluded Maria.  

“We are very glad that you acquiescence to our request Ms. Gevallo. I…” 

“I haven´t agreed on anything yet. I want to know more first.” 

“Understandable. The individual we want you to meet is Kaneshiro Mitoshi. He is a career soldier 

from a family of career soldiers, that…” 

“So he is nothing like me at all, what?” 

“In a way he isn´t, yes you could say that. He is a prominent figure here on Earth because he comes 

from a Japanese family and despite that has aspired to a high position in the command structure of the 

StateArmy. By addressing him in this manner we additionally make a statement against the 

segregation inside the Yu Jing state, but…” 

“But in a positive manner, I see. Sorry for interrupting you all the time. I am still not convinced that 

this is a good idea. What if I make a total fool of myself or bring up improper topics?” 

“You will be given enough time to prepare, besides you will be assigned a companion for the actual 

meeting.” 

“A companion? What the heck is that supposed to mean?” 

“An agent will accompany you, to ensure you don´t commit any blatant blunders.” 

“So now it is a double date or what? You don´t make it sound very appealing.” 

“It is not meant to sound appealing, it is meant to sound purposeful.” 

Maria breathed in heavily.  

 

“When? When shall this show hit the road?” 

“There is no accurate timetable yet, up to this point there only have been preliminary inquiries about 

the possibility of such a meeting. So far they have been well received. Especially the fact that you 

planned to travel to Shanghai and Kyōto anyway made a good point in our argument.” 

“So do I have to change my plans to accommodate yours?” 

“Not at all. We estimate that it will take us five to seven days to set up a meeting between the two of 

you. During that time you should be in Shanghai, unless your plans have changed.” 

“Not in that regard, no. Alright then send me what I need to know about this guy.” 

“Thank you very much for your participation. You are doing a great service to the citizens of 

PanOceania.” 

 Now Maria hated her for knowing exactly what that meant to her.  

 

 

Maria left the bureau soon after. She would receive a daily update on the preparations and would meet 

with her companion shortly before leaving for Shanghai. Diving back into Maya helped her think of 

other things on the way to her quarters for the night. She yet had not been there since her arrival and it 

was lodging for this night only anyway. Right now she wanted some sleep.  

When she saw a familiar figure waiting outside her quarters she knew that this day still wasn´t over yet. 

For about a second or so Maria managed to ignore the man who casually leaned against the wall next 

to her door.  

“Good evening Ms. Gevallo.” 
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“There wasn´t much good about this day so far, but greetings to you as well, Mr. Berask, if that 

happens to be your true name at all.” 

“Indeed it is not but it suffices for now.” 

“Whatever.” 

She opened the door and stopped on the doorstep turning towards him.  

 

“So is there a point to your visit, or will you leave me in peace now?” 

He tilted his head slightly as if in thought.  

“Yes, there is a point and no I won´t leave you in peace just yet for today.” 

“Great. I hope you brought a good drink with you.” 

He opened his arms revealing the absence of bags on his frame. 

“I am sorry, I haven´t brought anything like that.” 

“Figures. Well come in anyway.” 

 

Maria was surprised by the size of her quarters on the station she remembered to have booked 

something smaller. Her luggage was well sorted against one wall of the main room. Two doors lead 

into the bathroom and bedroom respectively, leaving her and Georgi standing in a room with a table 

and a dozen Maya display screens. She walked over to the mini-bar and withdrew a bottle of 

something, she didn´t care what it actually was. Taking two glasses with her she sat down at the table 

and filled them up.  

Maria then picked the first one and toasted in his direction. 

“Compliments of O-12 I guess?” 

She downed the glass before he could answer.  

“Your help on the ´Cervantes` was greatly appreciated, so yes.” 

He walked over to her and took the other glass, also downing it in one gulp. Maria filled up again as 

he sat down.  

“So what do you want?” 

“Asking some questions?” 

Maria smirked as she heaved the glass to her lips. 

“Fire away. Not that I already had about hundreds of these today.” 

“Don´t worry, I am not here to ask you about the `Cervantes´.” 

Maria shrugged, urged him to drink his glass which he did, then she refilled again.  

 

“Did you ever considered working for the O-12.” 

She shrugged her head. 

“Not really.” 

“No? I find this odd to believe if not only for your service record.” 

“What about it?” 

“Spending your entire military career voluntarily on the Paradiso frontline. We both know why you do 

that.” 

“Really, you think you know that? Actually I am just an upstanding citizen of PanOceania who does 

her part of defending our way of life.” 

“Is that so? What if I´d tell you that the man responsible for the ´Cervantes´ incident was working for 

PanOceanian high command?” 

This earned him a long unforgiving look.  

 

“Ruling out that you lie. I´d say he should have thought twice before attempting something so 

unethical and that he got rightfully shot for it.” 
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He rose to that and walked out with the notice that she knew how to reach him if she ever should 

change her mind. Maria emptied the bottle and went to sleep. She left for the planet first thing in the 

morning.  
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Beta 1.09. Earth 

 

The debriefing went the usual way, many questions with just as many answers. In turn her questions 

weren´t answered at all. Obviously no one had an idea who sold them out. Also they didn´t tell her 

anything about Khans´ true assignment. Not that she absolutely had to know. Ipek just wanted to know 

what she risked her life for. All in all it was one of those days she toyed with the thought of quitting 

the job.  

 

After Ipek was finished she waited for Ghassan in the embassy. Although he had less to report about, 

Ipek was far more experienced in debriefings to cut short the procedure immensely. Sitting there she 

used the time to return to Maya. After being on Dawn with only sporadic access and Humans´ Edge 

with its widely dispersed population the Earth net appeared quite crowded at first. For a moment Ipek 

was glad that she wasn´t on Concilium or Neoterra. Despite that it took her only seconds to adjust and 

join the flow again. Writing and receiving messages at a quota of about 15 per minute Ipek was busy 

for half an hour before things settled down.  

She worked herself through the latest news. As hard as she tried Ipek couldn´t take her mind of the last 

mission, therefore she scanned the political arena for any hints that might betray to her what was going 

on.  

Besides that she used the opportunity to get into contact with her sisters on Earth. It was good to know 

how they fared since their last meeting, besides if anyone could assist her in digging up the truth it 

would be them.  

When Ghassan finally was released from the debriefing he looked exhausted.  

 

“How are you feeling? They tore you apart quite well, I assume?” 

He looked surprised at her address, obviously he hadn´t noticed her before.  

“Well, you could say that.” 

“Come on let us get something to eat.” 

He was too fatigued to argue and followed her.  

 

They sat down in the first restaurant they came across, right now the station was busy and the 

restaurant filled. In a way it gave them some privacy amidst the crowd of strangers. Ipek turned her 

comlog down to avoid the inevitable stream of contact requests, she would deal with that later.  

Ghassan wore a weary look in his blue eyes, he clearly hadn´t been prepared for this kind of aftermath.  

“Are you alright?” 

He looked up. 

“Yes, I think so. It just was a little more thorough than I expected.” 

“I understand. Sorry to put you through all this.” 

“It is not your fault, but thanks for the concern.” 

He paused as their food was delivered.  

“I fear you are mistaken. I was the one who requested you for this mission.” 

He appeared surprised.  

“Right. I remember. I read it in the briefing.” 

He laughed.  

“I totally forgot about it.” 

“Why do you think I requested you?” 

He seemed to think about that. 

“Because I am a good field doctor, I guess?” 

“That was one of the reasons, yes. You did well back on Dawn, but I think you are no soldier.” 
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“What do you mean by that?” 

“Exactly what I just said. You barely managed through basic training and are not well under fire.” 

Cutting him off with a sharp gesture she gave him no time to reply to that. 

“You did well both times under the given circumstances, but I have seen too many young people like 

you being shot on the frontline. That is why I removed you from Dawn.” 

He wore a new face of disbelief. 

“You wanted me away from the front?” 

“Yes, and to be honest I did not expect so many problems on our journey here.” 

“I am thankful for your concern, but I want to be a soldier.” 

“I know you want to do your duty to Bourak and prove yourself in the eyes of Allah. There are other 

ways to do that.” 

He wanted to protest but stopped himself. Ipek continued.  

“You are a doctor and quite a good one that is. Healing is a sacred calling, you know that.” 

He looked sideways but signalled his consent. She leaned forward a little bit in an almost conspiring 

manner. 

“I know someone who works in a clinic here on Earth. She agreed to introduce you to her boss if 

you´d like. Don´t worry, I made no promises on your behalf. I just asked, as I am asking you. Think 

about it.” 

“What with my military career, wouldn´t there be problems if I just quit?” 

“Nothing I can´t handle, believe me. Take your time. I will leave for the planet tomorrow. Right now 

your duty plan will keep you here on the station for another week. Just send me a message as long as I 

am in the system.” 

The rest of the meal went by rather silent. He seemed to be in deep thought about what had happened. 

So was Ipek, yet for entirely different reasons.  

 

Soon after Ghassan excused himself to go to his room to rest. Ipek didn´t stop him he had endured 

enough over the past days. She remained sitting in the restaurant for a while before she sought out the 

observation deck of the station. Sometimes she still questioned the need for such decks, yet looking 

down on a sphere of colour amidst a void of deep black had something inspiring to it.  

The planet called Earth presented itself to her in shades of blue, white and grey. Ipek had a strange 

relationship to this world. She wasn´t born here but her mother had been, so was her species before it 

left for the stars. With her beliefs it was similar, the movement of Haqqislam started and spread on 

Earth, but they left in search for a home that no one was willing to give them. There were embassies of 

the Haqqislamite nation on the planet but it was no home to them, at least not a present one.  

Maybe that was the reason why she only came here on rare occasions, because it was a place of origin 

but not a haven.  

 

Either way answers to what happened the last days were down there and she was going to find them. 

Her request for leave had been granted, freeing her up for private inquiries. The first one she wanted to 

ask entered the observation deck shortly after her.  

He walked over to her but turned his back to the window, keeping an eye on the rest on the room while 

they talked. 

“How nice of you to spare some time for me Mr. Berask.” 

“If you think it a good idea to be seen in public with me, who am I to argue?” 

“Good for your image among your friends from O-12?” 

“Maybe. What can I do for you?” 

“I want to know who sold me out.” 

“I told you, I don´t know.” 

“It happens to be that I don´t believe you.” 
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He took some time before answering that as if to contemplate the answer. 

“Believe what you want. I can´t tell you what I don´t know.” 

“Somehow I doubt that you would if you did as well.” 

“Maybe.” 

“Well then, will you give me a hint who wanted to see us dead?” 

“You are aware that these are classified information?” 

“Absolutely.” 

A pause ensured.  

 

“Why should I help you, then?” 

“Why did you help me on board of the ´Cervantes`?” 

“It was my job to ensure your arrival on Earth.” 

“I see and you only follow orders, is that it?” 

“Don´t know. Do you?” 

“Mostly.” 

“Likewise.” 

They fell silent as some strangers passed them.  

 

“Still why should I help you?” 

“I am sure you will be in need of someone like me in the future.” 

“Perhaps, even likely. What do you offer?” 

“Service for one assignment.” 

“Anymore conditions?” 

“Yes, it must not be harmful to my people.” 

“Sounds fair enough.” 

“So, who sold me out?” 

“I still don´t know that, but I can give you a list of people you might be interested in asking about 

that.” 

With these words he summoned a holographic display and instructed a data transfer. Ipeks´ comlog 

acknowledged the reception of the message.  

 

“What also might interest you is that Mr. Khan came here to conduct negotiation about the services of 

a group of specialised bio-engineers from Bourak.”  

“Also with Yu Jing?” 

“We believe so, yes. As far as we know the engineers in question are working in the tissue 

regeneration department.” 

“I see. Well thank you, I guess I will be hearing from you soon.” 

“That remains to be seen whenever we will require your services Ms. Mehtap.” 

These were his words of farewell and he marched off the observation deck.  

 

Ipek pondered a while longer in front of the window. She never heard of any of the names on the lists, 

therefore she conducted a quick inconspicuous Maya search. There was an arms dealer on the list and 

an information broker, a journalist and a shuttle pilot. Quite a heterogenic assembly of characters she 

needed to figure out the right questions for each of these to receive her answers.  

She went to her room this promised to be a long evening.  

 

Ipek stayed up all night to make some head or tails of the names on the list. She contacted some 

people to help her with the deeper Maya search, carefully distributing the names among different 

people in order not to create too many traces. She also rearranged her schedule she already had 
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prepared for her time on Earth. Much to her regret she had to postpone the meetings with her sisters on 

the planet, but she needed to move fast if she wanted to catch at least someone red-handed.  

So when she left on a shuttle for the planet the next day, she had amassed quite a bit of information 

about her four targets and she had a plan.  

 

 

First on her list was Gabi Lajos an arms dealer seated in central Asia on the fringe between Yu Jing 

and PanOceanian territory. He had quite the history of dealing with representatives of both sides and 

with everyone else for that matter. He was a typical turncoat always swimming the way the wind was 

blowing. No one had killed him yet, which meant he was good or was cutting very low prices, this also 

meant he knew a lot of people. This was why he was first and last on her list.  

 

Up second was Anakoni Ekewaka a freelance shuttle pilot. Until last week he had a lucrative contract 

with a PanOceanian media corporation named Maya Unlimited. Obviously carrying around Maya 

starlets and their pets got boring as he conducted illicit business on the sidelines. He was caught and 

consequently discharged from services, the courts were easy on him and he only was fined a mild sum 

for his law infractions, maybe he had a good legal backer. Besides this hadn´t been the first time he 

had to quit a contract unwillingly. His life history was full of clashes with local authorities no matter 

what system he was residing at the time. He definitely was a man to move something below radar if 

necessary. Therefore he was the second stop. Ipek made herself a note to pack enough money when 

confronting him.  

 

Third was a woman named Maarja Loviise, she was in the information business. Trading information 

only for new information or large sums of money could be a very lucrative business these days. With 

the abundance of more or less pointless data flowing through the ether every second filtering the 

important bits was a crucial task, not to mention withholding specifics from the public. Her career was 

littered with names of large corporations, many of them PanOceanian but also some from Bourak or 

smaller nations. Some years ago she went freelance since then she was thriving, it seemed that she 

knew well when to talk to whom. Ipek could only hope that she had enough information herself when 

confronting her, otherwise it would prove quite useless.  

 

Last on her list was Omid Rostami a journalist from Bourak. He settled on Earth twenty years ago and 

proceeded immediately to make some enemies in the corporate world. He uncovered some minor 

scandals in his beginnings and has kept a constant Maya presence ever since. A lot of people seemed 

to like his sloppy style and casual way of relating disastrous news. However what sparked Ipeks 

interest in him was his presence at a symposium on cross cultural integration held in Shanghai last 

week which was well attended by young people from all around the planet. Especially as a certain 

Chin Yuen had been present, a man Ipek had reason to believe to be the negotiator Khan was here to 

meet with.  

 

As she sat in the shuttle on her way through the atmosphere she pondered the dangers of confronting 

all these people.  

She needed backup. As she wanted to keep her sisters and the Haqqislamite state as a whole out of this 

as long as possible, reliable mercenaries were the item of choice. Her long service term for the 

Sultanate had come with an even longer list of affiliated mercenaries, so Ipek knew exactly where she 

had to look.  

A quick check in Maya later she knew who from her list of people she could utilize without much risk 

of backfire was on the planet. She booked a new flight.  
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Soon after the shuttle had set her down on Earths´ soil she boarded another one to proceed to acquire 

her backup. The new transport was small and she was the only passenger. The driver didn´t ask many 

questions and she paid him well enough to keep things that way.  

 

The city once had a name, but last century when everyone who once lived here left it to live off-world 

had been the last time someone used it. Today it was a convenient place for people who wanted or had 

to keep a low profile for a while. It also meant that it was full of desperate people, therefore Ipek went 

in armed. 

 

The shuttle landed on the ceiling of a seventeen storey building, which was surprisingly intact. The 

ever changing population kept it well maintained as it functioned as some sort of nexus for the city. 

Ipek descended some storeys under the watchful eye of the assigned guards. Only because officially 

this town was uninhabited it doesn´t meant that no one was keeping an eye on it. Some of the security 

was self-organized, some of it was PanOceanian in origin and some even were sent in by O-12. 

Everyone figured that less shooting was preferable.  

 

On the tenth floor Ipek entered a kind of bar. It was only half lit and a strange mash-up of music was 

trumpeting from some speakers, hardly anyone was listening to it as most people used their comlog for 

such purposes.  

Her display lit up and presented the greeting message of her contact. It was highly insulting. Ipek 

smiled and followed the way her comlog lined out to one of the tables in the back. The table was set 

next to a stage which looked like it hasn´t been used for decades. Despite that its lighting was still 

functional and illuminated the surrounding tables. In the thusly generated twilight Ipek saw the outline 

of a woman, her feet were planted on the table and her arms crossed. The light reflected dimly from 

her green hair and blue eyes.  

 

“Well, if it isn´t is Ipek Mehtap.” 

The voice of the woman had a smoky quality which resonated well with the dark surroundings. 

“Yasmin Jawaren, I see you are well.” 

As a response she made a bubble with her chewing gum and let it burst. In the meantime Ipek sat 

down, Yasmin wasn´t inspired to move her feet from the table by this. For a moment the two women 

looked at each other and it seemed that they wanted to shoot one another.  

 

“So what brings you back to dis dirtball Ipek?” 

“Business, you could say.” 

“Good for you, I am for one are glad to see dat no one shot you yet.” 

Despite her bearings the statement had some ring of truce to it.  

“Well, I have been shot many times since our last meeting, actually even on my way here from 

Humans´ Edge. Nonetheless I am glad to see you alive as well, just tell me is the change in your bio-

signature what I assume?” 

“Yepp, it is. Finally got de cash together to sink in one of dose beasts. I call it my retirement plan.” 

“Enough liquidity permitted.” 

“Naturally.” 

“In this case, I assure you, you will be pleased to hear why I sought you out.” 

“Well, I guess you want me to eat some bullets for you again?” 

“Hopefully we can avoid just that from happening, but aside from that this venture will be more to 

your liking than the last one.” 
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“And why is dat so?” 

“This time you get paid.” 
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 Gamma 1.09. Earth 
 

Miyū was led to a bed in the examination room and then left alone for some moments. By now she 

was awake again. Her leg only thumped mildly as she was full of medication. She didn´t know this 

room, she didn´t even knew where she was.  

´What happened? Try to focus your memories.` 

 

Formulating the thought helped her concentrate. She remembered passing out on a stretcher. There had 

been shooting. The image of her devastated room sprung to her mind. What happened? She 

remembered the explosion. Nelvin. Nelvin wanted to abduct her. He wanted to spirit her away to his 

space faring home.  

But why? She remembered being shot. A look at her leg confirmed it to be the victim of the shooting. 

Obviously she already had been operated on.  

 

The door opened and a nurse entered, she was accompanied by a man she never had seen before. He 

asked for her condition and introduced himself as an investigator. She nodded weakly and answered 

his questions about what happened as truthfully as she could. The problem was she hadn´t any clue 

about what really was going on. Besides she knew well enough that a long conversation with her 

betters was going to follow when she returned home, compared to that the questions of the investigator 

seemed trivial.  

He left after half an hour and as he left the room, Miyū saw a woman standing on the other side of the 

door. She remembered her face. She had been with Mitoshi in the arena. What was she doing here? 

 

Miyū tried to stand up but thought better of it immediately. More collapsing than sitting back onto the 

bed she realized how drugged she really was. The door opened and the woman entered the room. Her 

whole attire was a little deranged but otherwise she moved very gracefully. Her black hair was cut 

short in a practical manner and her eyes of a light brown focused her like a hawk might focus a mouse.  

She closed the door behind her blocking it with her body.  

 

“Takekaze Miyū, I presume.” 

Still a little dizzy and more than a little bit surprised Miyūs´ answer came out as a whisper. 

“Yes, I am. And who are you if I may inquire?” 

“Kumaumi Ayabe. What happened to you? Why are you here?” 

“What? Why are you asking me this? I just spoke to the investigator.” 

“Relax I am not in league with your enemies.” 

“I wasn´t aware that I have any enemies.” 

“Well, someone shot you tonight. Such occurrences are mostly the doing of enemies.” 

“Why are you here? I saw you on Maya. You were at the Gekken Kōgyō with Kaneshiro-sama. Do 

you work for him? Did something happen to him?” 

Miyū got quite agitated over the course of her questioning. When she reached the end of it the 

possibility of her own question frightened her so much that she shrunk back on the bed, once more 

almost collapsing.  

The woman wore something like an amused smile. 

  

“Quite brazen for someone who can barely walk.  Yes, Kaneshiro-sama is my Bushō and he sent me to 

inquire upon your presence in this facility.” 

“So he is here, isn´t he?” 

“This is none of your concern, but if it soothes you he is well.” 
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Miyū clearly relaxed after this statement. The woman spoke up again. 

“Are you going to tell me what happened or do I have to extract this knowledge from you?” 

Miyū shrunk back from this threat.  

“You would hurt me?” 

“If I wanted that you´d be dead already. I just want information. Someone like you shouldn´t end up 

here with a bullet wound in her leg. So what happened?” 

“I´m not entirely sure actually, besides I don´t know if I should be talking to you at all.” 

The look in the womans´ eyes made her shrink back even further. 

“Maybe not, but do you dare defy me or do you want him to know what happened?” 

 

With a mixture of fear and relief Miyū told her everything that transpired. She wasn´t sure if it was a 

good idea to tell her all this but she did nonetheless. After she was finished she left leaving a 

wondering Miyū behind.  

 

Miyū still couldn´t stand but she had access to the hospitals´ Maya node. Still sluggish from the drugs 

she decided not to try anything difficult and therefore she limited herself to the publicly available 

information.  

There wasn´t much to find. All she learned that something in front of the arena had transpired that 

involved Mitoshi somehow. The few pictures that she could find were vague and mostly from before 

the incident. Even though there were some which showed a smouldering car. It took her a while to 

piece together the available facts that these were the remnants of another assassination attempt on his 

life.  

During her search an official statement appeared on the net. It spoke of a terrorist attack of a yet 

unknown perpetrator. There were no casualties because of the heroic intervention of Kaneshiro 

Mitoshi who happened to be there at the time of the incident. Nowhere in this version was a hint that 

this attempt had been directed at him.   

 

She was interrupted by a nurse that came to tell her that she was well enough to return home. As she 

still barely could stand Miyū was given a wheelchair which she controlled through her comlog. She 

also received an escort of two guards. She didn´t knew the men but their helmets clearly identified 

them as members of the Celestial Guard. Not for the first time she wondered what was going on to 

warrant such an attention to her case. 

  

She was escorted back to her home. Of course her room was destroyed therefore a new one already 

had been arranged for. Miyū didn´t wanted to be alone and insisted on sleeping at a friend tonight. Her 

request was accepted.  

She was served a meal on her return to the hotel, but she wasn´t really hungry. After that the next 

round of questioning followed. Her superiors were much more thorough in interrogating her on every 

detail of the occurrence than the investigator or the strange woman from the hospital. She told them 

everything as truthfully as she remembered. It didn´t seem to satisfy them. The whole thing lasted for 

three hours then she was granted some rest. Tomorrow they would continue.  

She still was accompanied by a pair of guards when she reached Yi Lis´ rooms.  

 

Ning Yi Li was one of her best friends. Ever since they met during their training so many years ago, 

they always had managed to get assigned to the same city. Lately they hadn´t seen much of each other 

but that didn´t matter right now.  

She shooed away the guards and more or less directly stuffed Miyū into bed. After drinking a cup of 

her favourite tea Miyū slipped into a dreamless sleep.  
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Miyū awoke rested after a long sleep. She felt very secure and comfortable in Yi Lis´ presence a 

feeling that she had lost over the past few days. It was almost noon when she rose from bed and she 

wondered why they hadn´t called upon her for the next round of questioning yet. It was strange but she 

was very thankful for the respite.  

Her comlog presented her with a note from Yi Li that she will be back shortly. Somehow Miyū felt 

very lonely for a moment. As she made her way to the bathroom the main table of the room opened 

one compartment and brought to light a still steaming breakfast. Intrigued by that she changed paths.  

 

The food came with another prearranged comlog message from Yi Li. She had ordered Miyūs´ 

favourite breakfast and linked the storage compartment to her comlog position. Therefore the table had 

released it when she moved out of bed. Miyū smiled at the sentiment as she took in the smell. Her 

feeling of loneliness subsided. Still she wanted to rinse her mouth with water before she ate the 

delicious looking food.  

 

Returning to her old path of travel she entered the bathroom. The cold water felt good. It freshened up 

her mood immediately and enlivened her spirit. She looked up to comb her hair. She shrieked. The 

comb clattered to the floor 

Miyūs´ feet gave way and she fell hard on her back, instantly she crawled away. Anywhere just away 

from the mirror. She hadn´t even reached the entrance of the bathroom when the door opened. Two 

guards rushed into the room, sweeping the surroundings with weapons drawn. She recognised them 

from yesterday.  

 

A moment later one of them ran over to her, kneeling down beside her he addressed her.  

“Are you alright? What happened?” 

Startled as she was from the experience she needed a moment to answer. 

“It´s, it´s okay. I just got scared.” 

“By what? Your scream was quite intense. Scan for hidden objects.” 

The last sentence was addressed at his comrade, who used his comlog to access the rooms´ sensors. 

“It was just a shadow in the mirror. Probably it was the curtain swaying in the wind.” 

He rose and went over to the mirror. Then he turned towards the window, then back to the mirror. He 

nodded shortly before he came back and helped her up. 

 

“Thank you. I am sorry I startled you. I fear I scare quite easily at the moment, after what happened 

yesterday.” 

“Don´t worry about it. That is understandable. We will break down that door as often as it takes until 

you are not scared anymore. We are here to protect you.” 

Miyū was pleasantly surprised at this attempt of a soothing from the guard he really brought it out 

nicely. In a way their presence didn´t seem as menacing as before. She smiled more or less genuinely. 

“Okay. So I just scream when I need anything.” 

“For most things a call by comlog will do just fine, but yes do that. We will be outside then.” 

“Thank you, I won´t forget it.” 

He nodded and turned for the door, gesturing his comrade to go ahead.  

 

Miyū braced herself and slowly turned her gaze towards the mirror. Suppressing all her urgings not to 

do it she raised her eyes to look into just these. It was hard not to scream again or avert her sight 

instantly, but she forced herself to keep looking. She hadn´t lied when she spoke of a shadow in the 

mirror that scared her. It was there just as before. 
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A shadow of eyes. A shadow of eyes which lay inside her own.  

 

Her focus of the strange eyes was broken when the door opened again before it even fully closed. The 

door was halfway out of the wall when it receded willingly again. Miyū looked over to the entrance 

expecting one of the guards to return. Instead a tall stranger with dark eyes and hair entered. He wore a 

long coat and the armour beneath it was clearly visible through its´ bulk. She didn´t know him but the 

length of his braid spoke volumes about his high rank.  

She checked her comlog but no identification appeared. Quickly she grabbed a bath robe from the wall. 

Two people are more than enough to see her in a night gown for one day.  

 

He strode right into the room passing the entrance to the bath without sparing her a look. Stopping at 

the table he smelled at the steaming meal.  

“Take your time to dress, I will be waiting right here Takekaze-san.” 

A little bit perplexed Miyū thanked him for the consideration. Then she slipped into some underwear 

and a yukata. A short brush of her hair without looking in the mirror and a fast rinse of the mouth 

completed her ad-hoc preparation.  

 

Just as he promised he sat at the table looking out of the window, while keeping the door in his 

peripheral sight. Considering that he most likely was rigged into the rooms´ security as well that 

seemed rather paranoid. Miyū offered him a drink as she sat down with all the grace she could muster 

right now. He was handsome but his eyes betrayed his hardness, he also appeared somewhat tired.  

 

“This must be your breakfast, considering you only just left your bed. So go on eat, I don´t mind.” 

“That would be most inconsiderate of me in the presence of someone of your status, my good sir.” 

“And what status do you think I have?” 

“One high enough to walk in without a comlog ID, one high enough to enter without being slowed 

down by the guards and, most likely, one to be rigged into the security of the whole building without a 

sign of trouble, in other words very much above me.” 

“You did not check on the security system? What if I have killed the guards and I am just an 

imposter?” 

“Then you killed them without making a sound and if that would be the case, I wouldn´t have anything 

at my disposal to stop you from doing whatever you want. Therefore courtesy is just as advisable.” 

“Well answered. Even if not entirely truthfully but considering the circumstances that is 

understandable.” 

“You confuse me good sir. What are you implying?” 

“Mostly that you would have checked the security system and probably would be devising an attack 

strategy into my armours´ systems. If only you had this on you.” 

 

With his left hand he held up her main comlog. Miyū hadn´t noticed him taking it out of the drawer by 

the bed and she cursed herself for wearing her other one. The one without the hacking modifications.  

She eyed the comlog and his face intensively waiting for him to arrest her or worse. After some very 

long seconds he put it down on the table between them and addressed her again.  

 

“No reason to be alarmed, I did not come to call upon you because of your more or less legal Maya 

activities. Actually I want you to expand them into certain areas Takekaze-san.” 

“I want to thank you for your considerate form of address and for your obvious leniency.”  

She said that with a deep bow.  

“Yet, I am still not privy to any form to address you.” 
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“True enough. You held yourself well so far Miyū. I prefer to work on a first name basis if you do not 

mind. I am Shui Wei Fan, Imperial agent of the Crane rank. Therefore call me Wei, if you are so 

inclined.” 

As he spoke his ID with the imperial seal for his dragon class license was transmitted to her comlog. 

Miyū needed only the fraction of a second to calculate the implications. Her posture increased in grace, 

even if just by the slightest and her voice became a notch softer.  

“What is it then that you came to call upon with me Wei?” 

“I want to talk about Kaneshiro Mitoshi.” 

 

Miyū managed not to blush at the mentioning of his name. She reached for the bowl of rice on the 

table, hoping that she could cover any notion that might give her away.  

“Finally developing an appetite I see. What is the nature of your relationship with Kaneshiro 

Mitoshi?” 

Miyū ate some rice before she answered.  

“I don´t have any kind of relationship with this man, I only met him once.” 

“Yet you snoop around in data files about his life and family. You watched his complete appearance in 

the Gekken Kōgyō and consulted with one of his closest advisors shortly after an assassination attempt.  

From afar it hardly seems that you are not engaged in some kind of relationship with him.” 

“Who would be that advisor you speak of?” 

“Kumaumi Ayabe. She visited you in the hospital after your own incident. Which reminds me during 

your stay there you once more dug up all you could find about the recent occurrences surrounding 

Kaneshiro. Coincidence?” 

“Oh that woman. She threatened me and asked me about what brought me to the hospital. I 

remembered seeing her with Kaneshiro-sama on Maya. That is why I assumed something happened to 

him.” 

“That would be the moment you checked Maya about news?” 

She nodded as her mouth was filled with rice. He waited until she was able to speak again. 

  

“Yes, I was worried about him. Ever since I met him I became intrigued by him, not to mention 

fascinated. He is a rather distinct figure.” 

“Forsooth he is. Just as the rest of his family, but you know that already.” 

Miyū didn´t dare to object. She was sure he knew of her inquiries about the Kaneshiro family, the 

legal as well as the illegal. She reminded herself that despite him being quite amiable right now he 

could crush her easily. That wouldn´t be very difficult for a man in his position.  

 

“I haven´t met any of his siblings yet, but I understand that his sister Naomi is an accomplished 

warrior and that his younger sister died in an accident some weeks ago.” 

“How did the two of you meet?” 

Miyū needed a moment to sort out how to put this, a piece of fried salmon served as the perfect excuse. 

“It was a random occurrence on the streets of Kyōto. I saw him on the street” 

“And you followed him into a stone garden. A man you never have seen or met before? Forgive me 

but this does sound a little bit strange to me.” 

“I suppose it does. To be honest it was not less strange to me back then.” 

“Why did you do it then?” 

 

“I, I don´t know. His eyes were so sad and I wanted to know why. I am sorry that is all I can tell you.” 

“You followed him because the sadness in his eyes?” 

“Yes, and there was something about his eyes that felt familiar. I can´t explain it.” 

“I see, and he didn´t mind being intruded upon by a complete stranger?” 
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“I think he was intrigued by my strange behaviour. Later when I discovered who he was, I was all the 

more surprised that he even had talked to me at all.” 

 

He stood up and walked over to the window. There he stopped arms folded on his back and looking 

outside. He seemed to think. Miyū used the time to eat something more. This conversation was 

draining on her strength.  

“Why did you venture on the streets that day Miyū?” 

“I was free on that day and I wanted to get out again after some time.” 

“You mean after the accident?” 

She closed her eyes in a reminiscence of pain and confusion. She took some time before she answered.  

“Yes, after the accident.” 

“Just as I suspected. I think your meeting with him was no random occurrence at all.” 

The statement went uncommented for some seconds.  

 

“What do you mean by that?” 

He turned around facing her again. His expression was serious as he returned to the table.  

“I think your meeting was engineered. You were ought to meet.” 

She looked at him with disbelief.  

“Who would…Who could set something like this up? Why would someone do such a thing?” 

He sat down again his hands folded in what Miyū assumed to be a gesture of concentration.  

“That is one of the questions I have not yet answered, but there are unseen forces at work here. And I 

am sure that they wanted you to meet him on this day.” 

Miyū was a little bit shocked by this theory, people setting up seemingly random occurrences was no 

new idea for her. Her work included a certain degree of espionage itself, yet that was hard to believe. 

Fearing the answer she already knew she formulated the next question.  

 

“How would they know that I would go after him. That I try to get into contact with him? It seems like 

a dump idea to leave that to chance.” 

He looked up. His face was a mixture of hardness and understanding.  

“You had major surgery after the accident, including cube reconstruction. They might have implanted 

false memory signatures or a post-hypnotic suggestion. There are several possibilities.” 

She closed her eyes and tried to focus her breathing. Of course she had read stories about stuff like that 

but mostly they were urban legends and fiction or propaganda of anti-social formations. Despite her 

engagement in intelligence traffic from time to time all this stories seemed to be far away from her life.  

`Calm down, Miyū. Breathe, concentrate`  

 

The thought helped her ease down until she remembered that this was a habit she only had sported 

since the accident. He was right! They had tampered with her brain. They must have, probably these 

weren´t even her thoughts. She wanted to scream. Instead she paled and slumped over, when her body 

lost all muscle tension.  

He jumped up and caught her. Lifting her from the ground he laid her down on the bed and sat down 

next to her.  

“What happened?” 

“I, I…Oh, by all the graces you are right. They, they tampered with my brain.” 

“How do you know that?” 

“There have been…things happening. Strange feelings in the mirror, thoughts popping up that don´t 

seem to be my own, or at least in ways that I didn´t think beforehand. Dr. Masaaki said that things like 

these happen after serious accidents sometimes. But, But…” 

“But now you think they did this to you on purpose. I understand.” 
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He took her in his arms to soothe the terrified Miyū somewhat. She couldn´t help it but think of the 

strangeness of the situation. A legal enforcer of the most brutal kind soothing her whose job was to 

comfort people. After a while he gently laid her back onto the bed.  

“Calm down I will find out what is going on. It seems that even more is going on around you than I 

have thought. I will send a doctor of my own to speak to you about these things. Yet for now I need 

you to concentrate, as there are other matters that I need you to answer.” 

She nodded weakly, mustering her strength, because somehow she knew the next topic wouldn´t be 

much less painful for her.  

“Good. Now let us talk about Nelvin Baccals.” 

 

Once more since he entered Miyū blushed at his words.  

“What, what about him?” 

“You tell me. What do you know about him?” 

Miyū sat herself up bracing her back against the upper wall of the bed she faced him.  

“Well, he was the latest envoy of the Nomads trade mission and came from Tunguska. To be honest he 

was one of the nicest men I ever had to entertain.” 

“Why was he here?” 

Miyū wanted to deny any knowledge about Nelvins´ activities but his look prevented her from that. 

After all he knew about her illegal hacking so he definitely knew about her espionage assignments. 

Anyone in his position would.  

“Officially he negotiated a new trade agreement, but I know that he was involved in other negotiations 

as well. I never learnt what these were about, he was good at keeping secrets.” 

“Maybe even better than you thought?” 

“Much better actually. Besides that he enjoyed surfing the Yu Jing indigenous Maya channels and…” 

Her voice trailed off.  

 

“And turned out to be a secret operative who tried to abduct you?” 

His voice was completely without irony when he said that. She nodded. He got up and started to pace 

around the bed, Miyū followed him with her gaze.  

“What if I tell you that Nelvin Baccals died several weeks ago?” 

“I don´t understand?” 

“Yesterday the police stormed a stronghold of alleged terrorists and Nomad sympathizers. It was 

mostly deserted obviously they had been warned and took off in a hurry. What they found was a 

frozen body which was identified as Nelvin Baccals. He had been on ice for some time, therefore we 

are not yet sure how long he has been dead. Actually we want to enlist a foreign specialist to assist in 

that task and here you enter the picture.” 

“Me? How?” 

“I am sure you remember Parviz Khan, he fancies you quite a lot according to the records.” 

Miyū remembered him clearly. An envoy from Bourak he was a charming man but she never had liked 

him very much, if only for some of his tastes. Yet she knew that he always took a liking in her.  

 

“He just happens to arrive here in the near future and you already have been assigned to tender to 

him.” 

“I haven´t been informed of that.” 

“Yet. Anyway this clearly would give the Nomads an incentive to get you out of the way.” 

Miyū couldn´t follow that line of reasoning but didn´t dared to ask.  

“Still this would not warrant such an extraction, which the Nomads are denying anyway to have been 

involved at all. They claim to have not been into contact with Mr. Baccals for two weeks and this was 
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the work of another party. They already sent another negotiator to finish what the false Baccals had 

finished as well. Of course now we will get the better deal out of it.” 

Miyū still struggled with the thought of Nelvin not being what he seemed to be. She knew what she 

saw in these eyes.  

 

“Why are you telling me all this?” 

He stopped in his pacing and sat down on the bed again. 

“Because you are a vital piece in this puzzle with which I am tasked to solve. If you help me it will be 

a lot easier for both of us and less dangerous for you.” 

`What if I don´t want to help you?`  

Miyū kept the thought to herself speaking it aloud would be almost suicidal, instead she inclined her 

head in consent.  

“What must I do?” 

“What you wanted to do anyway. Keep on digging about the Kaneshiro family. You report anything 

directly to me and to me only” 
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Alpha 1.10. Earth 

 

Moving with such a large amount of luggage, which she had acquired back in Humans´ Edge was not 

really any more inconvenient, than it had been to travel with no luggage whatsoever. Everywhere she 

went people or remotes were already waiting to transfer her stuff from the hotel to the transport or vice 

versa. It was more of habit than necessity that Maria actually wore a backpack most of the time during 

her travels. After three years on the frontline she liked to have some spare cloths and weapons at her 

immediate disposal.  

There was no reason at all for her to carry a weapon around, not in the places she visited at least. 

Having her trusty Spotter not at the ready was the hardest habit to break as she travelled around the 

planet. However everyday she forced herself to leave it in her room when she went outside. 

 

Her first stop after descending from the orbital tether was Rome. The ancient city which had been 

home to the centre of the Christian faith for so many centuries left her with mixed impressions. Maria 

never had been much of a student of history therefore most of her knowledge about the city came from 

the incalculable number of Maya guides.  

She watched and read about a dozen of these before setting foot in the city. Ultimately they left her 

very confused. Every single guide promised more insight into specific parts of the city as any other 

one on the market and in a way that was true. Each one of them sported some curious historical or 

trivial information about a different building.  

 

This way Maria ended up with twelve different descriptions of every historic building she came across. 

Sometimes the building wasn´t even there anymore, in such a case her comlog would provide her with 

a holographic representation of the original building. Yet it didn´t stop there, in general there would be 

at least four different variation of the building showing its´ interior from different time periods.  

In the few cases when the original site was not filled with a new construction there were holographic 

projectors in place which generated a hologram outside the comlog sphere.  

After the third building Maria deactivated the Maya guides and called upon some acquaintances who 

lived in Rome to act as her city guide.  

 

With people who knew their way around the tour became much more ambient and in the end more 

informative. Besides it was a good way to reacquaint herself with some old friends. As long as she had 

been on Paradiso Maria had strictly regulated her Maya traffic and most people seemed to have 

forgotten about her completely as soon as she gave up her regular Maya presence.  

 

She didn´t stay in Rome for very long and after the first day she wasn´t really sad for scraping up a 

day from her stay in order to fly into the Alps. On the one hand the historic sites of the city left her 

with a sense of continuity and sometimes even pride that things that have been build centuries before 

still were more or less intact. It spoke of the effort and consideration that was invested in preserving 

the history of mankind. In the same venue it saddened her greatly that there were so few visitors from 

other nations in the city. In a way humanity was as divided as always.  

Some of the buildings spoke of exactly these divisions when she read about the different sects of 

Christianity in former times and how they fought bloody wars against each other, Maria wondered 

how humanity ever survived into this century.  

 

Another thing that bothered her was the low number of people who actually lived here. Whole blocks 

were uninhabited and the buildings left to rot. At least in the areas where no one cared for the outward 

appearance nothing was done to preserve or maintain the infrastructure, creating a two-faced town. 

Besides that seeing so few people around made her feel misplaced.  
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When Maria boarded the shuttle for transit into the Alps she wasn´t sure if she ever would want to 

return.  

 

 

The day was dawning when the shuttle landed on the small landing port amidst the mountains. The 

light reflected from the white mountains with great intensity, if not for the filters in her eyes Maria 

would have been blinded by it. She always had wondered about the stories of snow blindness now she 

had an idea how it could come to pass.  

 

She left the transport with a backpack and another small bag, she had sent the rest of her luggage 

ahead to Shanghai, where she would have more use for it. The air was quite fresh out here, a product 

of the environmental reconstruction which also was responsible for the large amount of snow around 

here.  

Simon was waiting for her at the landing pad. This was the first time they saw each other without 

uniform and Maria found it suited him, he looked very handsome. She walked over and stopped two 

steps in front of him. Unsure how to proceed she kept silent for a moment. He smiled. 

 

“It is good to see you.” 

“It is good to see you too, Maria.” 

She breathed a laugh. 

“Damn, without these uniforms I don´t even know how to greet you. That is kinda stupid isn´t it.” 

She laughed and he joined in.  

“Quite so I assume, yes. Come here.” 

She followed orders and he gave him a firm hug. It felt good, it felt honest. 

“How´s that for a greeting?” 

“Surely besides protocol, but I like it. I thought you are all about protocol and stuff.” 

“Mostly when I am on duty, besides a well meant hug has a long tradition.” 

“It probably has. Speaking of duty, I never imagined how you´d look out of uniform. I have to say you 

make quite the dashing figure my friend.” 

“Well, thanks. I guess my wife would agree. Come on she is eager to meet you.” 

 

As an old school gentleman he took her bag and showed her the way to his car. Not that it was needed, 

her comlog had linked up with his three hours ago and Maria already had talked to his wife, who 

shared her first name, on the way here. Still it was a nice gesture.  

The way to his home winded itself through long, serpentine valleys and would take them about one 

more hour.  

 

“So this is where you grew up?” 

“Not quite. I was born 32 miles from here in a small village high up in the mountains.” 

He smirked when he said that, Maria gave him a curious look. 

“It almost sounds like in one of these fairy tales when I say that, it makes me smirk every time.” 

“In a way it does, yes.” 

She shared his smile.  

 

“So you had trouble on your way here?” 

“You could say that, yes?” 

“What happened? You seemed very reluctant to talk about it on the ether.” 

“I was because I was told not to.” 

“Why is that?” 
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“That´s complicated, but besides getting shot the trip to Humans´ Edge was nice.” 

He looked at her as if searching for bullet wounds. 

“I´m alright, thanks for your concern. But can we talk about this later?” 

“Sure. Sorry about that.” 

“It´s okay. Tell me more about your home.” 

 

 

The rest of the way Maria listened to him describing the layout and history of his home region. He 

knew stories about every hill, mountain or lake in the vicinity. His detailed knowledge about these 

things amazed her, he really liked his home and Maria liked that.  

His house was impressive as well. He lived in a three storey building which was built against the flank 

of a mountain. Nearby a river descended from a precipice it glittered in shades of blue and white. It 

was a lovely place.  

 

Simons´ wife greeted them at the door step and Maria liked her instantly. She had an honest smile and 

an exuberant conviviality which was very contagious. As she also was named Maria, Maria switched 

to her second name for her stay, even though generally she took longer before she allowed someone to 

call her Estella. She also met their six-year old daughter Amalia who sported the same dark brown 

eyes as her father combined with the blond hair of her mother. Amalia was a little shy and mostly 

stayed out of sight during her visit. Her twin sister Amelia was visiting friends and so Estella didn´t 

met her. 

 

Simon gave Estella a tour of the surroundings until they got hungry and returned to the house for a 

delicious breakfast. During that Estella learned that Maria worked as an environmental engineer and 

that she was partly responsible for the serene surroundings the house was situated in. She took the job 

during Simons Paradiso assignment in order not to be alone in their house as he was away. Estella 

could understand that perfectly.  

 

Two hours later she was sitting on the ceiling of the house. From here she got a panoramic view of the 

valley below complete with the serpentine road, which they travelled this morning to get here. Simon 

joined her.  

“You´ve got a very nice home here Simon.” 

“Well thanks, but technically it belongs to my brother. He is on Neoterra at the moment and living in 

our house.” 

“So, you kinda switched homes for your time on Paradiso?” 

“Yes, that covers it pretty well. I will return to Neoterra and my duties there shortly. Maria and Amalia 

will follow a week later when she has finished her work here.” 

She made a gesture above the valley. 

“Looks pretty finished to me. She has done a good job you have an amazing wife, my friend.” 

“I know, thank you. What about you? Is there someone waiting for you back on Acon?” 

 

She hesitated, he started to withdraw the question but she interrupted him. 

“No, it´s okay. And no, there is no lone soldier boy or someone like that waiting for me back home.  

I guess most people there would rather see me not return at all.” 

“Why do you say that? I thought you still had family on Acon?” 

“I do, but not all siblings get along so well like you do with yours.” 

He laughed at that.  

“You should see me and my brother together, put in one room it takes about ten minutes and everyone 

else is in flight from our arguing. And don´t get me started on my uncle.” 
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She joined his short laughter before he continued. 

“Still they are family and I love them.” 

She smiled uneasy and laid her head back against the chair.  

“I guess I do too.” 

After a moment of silence she spoke up again.  

 

“Well, enough of that for now, can we talk about something else, please?” 

“Sure, what do you have in mind? Unless of course you finally want to tell me who shot you?” 

“Later, I promise. In the meantime why don´t we do something? Somehow only sitting around is not 

what I want to do right now.” 

“Alright, anything particular you want to do?” 

“Actually, yes. What was that you wrote me about I should try?” 

“Skiing.” 

 

 

Together the three of them went out on a tour down some slopes, some of them flat others rather steep, 

being a trained soldier Estella didn´t need long to adjust to the physical requirements of the sport. She 

took a liking to it and almost regretted when it was time for dinner, but the delicious meal more than 

made up for it.  

When the meal was finished they sat together in the living room and Estella listened to Maria retelling 

some funny episodes about the life of the two. Simon seemed uncomfortable with some of it but not 

for long. Thankfully enough Estella managed to avoid having to talk about her past too much, 

especially as she learned that Maria knew of her movie career.  

When dusk was past she was sitting on the ceiling again and watched the valley in its alighted beauty, 

even though most of its´ appeal came from the fact that it was not illuminated at all in most parts.  

 

“A penny for your thoughts.” 

She turned around alarmed, she hadn´t heard him coming onto the ceiling at all. She relaxed instantly.  

“What? What did you just say?” 

He smirked and sat down offering her a blanket in the process, she took it reluctantly. 

“It gets quite cold up here, you´ll need it.” 

“Thanks.” 

“You´re welcome. I said a penny for your thoughts. It is an old expression for asking what one thinks 

about, mostly used when someone seems troubled.” 

“What is a penny?” 

“It was type of currency, a subunit of the standard cash medium.” 

“So you effectively would try to buy thoughts. That is an odd idea.” 

“It is a figure of speech, nothing more. So what about it?” 

“You got a penny?” 

“Sorry no. I never got my hands on one.” 

“Did you ever tried that?” 

“Not hard enough it would seem.” 

“Obviously not. Doesn´t matter you don´t need a penny.” 

“Well then, tell me what is bothering you.” 

“As you might have guessed it is about my way here.” 

“I figured that much, yes.” 

“I mean it partly is classified, but you do have a higher clearance than me.” 

That made him raise his brow. 
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“Funnily that is not the part that is bothering me.” 

He decided not to interrupt at this point. 

“It´s that I had to shoot people.” 

He kept silent and let her say what she needed to say. 

“Back in Humans´ Edge I spent some lovely days on a caravansary, did I tell you why?” 

“No you didn´t.” 

“Because there are people, humans from all over the Sphere, in these places. It reminds me of how 

diverse a species we are and that it is a good thing” 

She sighed and brushed some hair from her face.  

“When I got on board of the ´Cervantes´ I thought a quiet trip to Earth would lie ahead. But then we 

were boarded.” 

“Boarded? Inside the system, who was crazy enough to pull such stunt?” 

“No one is sure about that, alas there are many theories. Anyway they came in force with a bunch of 

secret prototype remotes and some mercenaries.” 

She covered her eyes with a hand for a moment before she continued.  

“As the alarm sounds, brave Private Gevallo takes her trusty pistol and moves out to find out what is 

going on. First thing I noticed was figure that shouldn´t be there, so I shout at him to identify himself. 

He doesn´t though he clearly heard me and moves. I shoot.” 

At this point she buried her head in her right hand. He gave her the time she needed to continue. 

 

“Have you ever shot someone, Simon?” 

“Plenty of times, especially on Paradiso.” 

“No. I don´t mean aliens I am speaking of humans. Were you ever forced to shoot humans?” 

He nodded slightly. 

“Yes. More often than I wished would have been necessary.” 

She shifted her head into the other hand.  

“Must seem like an odd question for a soldier.” 

“A little bit, yes. But shooting humans is not what this is about” 

“Have you read my assignment history?” 

“No. I only read those of my subordinates, anyone else has to tell me, when they want me to know.” 

She raised her head and looked at him. Tears gleamed in her eyes. She breathed in heavily.  

 

“You know I have been on Paradiso for three years, I told you that back on the ship.” 

He nodded.  

“Paradiso has been the only assignment of my military career.” 

“Why? Did no one try to transfer you?” 

“Oh, they did try but I refused every single time. Paradiso is the only front I want to be.” 

She trained her gaze on the horizon.  

“You heard Maria talk about my time in the movie business. Back then that was all I wanted to be, I 

didn´t cared about the family business or anything for that matter. I wanted to be a star.” 

She closed her eyes, he could see pain clearly written over her face. 

“I even was off for a good start, I just had made my first film and everyone was excited about it. It 

even was a success. I was so happy. But…” 

He spoke in a soft voice when he addressed her. 

“But then?” 

“Then the aliens came and…” 

Her voice broke and he could see how her knuckles turned white on her hand with which was closed 

around the cross around her neck. He came over to her and embraced Estellas´ sobbing form.  
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“I´m sorry, I…” 

“It´s okay, don´t worry.” 

He just held her for some minutes while she tried to pull herself together again. Finally she gently 

pushed him away and he sat down next to her again.  

 

“I´m sorry Simon, you ask me to visit you and all I do is whining on your doorstep.” 

“Don´t worry about that. Sure I expected the two days to be more cheerful however you obviously are 

troubled. We don´t know each other long Estella but I do care for you.” 

“Thank you.” 

Her reply was weakly. She sniffed. 

“Have you ever talked about this? To anyone?” 

“No. Most people never asked, only Pablo knows. But he never had to ask.” 

“Why is that?” 

“Because he is just like me. We knew it from the moment we saw each other back then. And he is still 

down there, where I should be.” 

“Fighting the aliens?” 

“Yes. Fighting the aliens.” 

She turned her head sharply in his direction. Her gaze was intense. 

 

“Do you understand Simon?” 

He nodded slowly as he reached for her hand still holding her necklace. 

“I think I do. You want to fight the aliens and them alone.” 

“I have to. I must. Everybody must.” 

Her voice once again had lost its´ vigour and her head only hovered loosely in the air, almost as if it 

was barely attached to her body. He touched her hand, she resiled a bit.  

“You should let go of it now, you are hurting yourself.” 

His voice was gentle and she looked to her hand as if surprised that it still was closed. Her ankles were 

like snow and blood of a deep red poured from it. She slowly opened her fist and revealed the silver 

cross now stained with her blood. She closed her eyes and trembled.  

“Who was he?” 

 

She swallowed hard before answering and when she did her voice was broken.  

“My older brother.” 

“They killed him, didn´t they?” 

She weakly shook her head. 

“If only they had.” 

It took him a moment to realize the meaning of her words, then he embraced her again. She started 

sobbing again.  

“Oh, Estella I´m so sorry. So sorry.” 

 

She didn´t say anything more that night nor did he press the matter any further. He brought her to the 

guest room that they prepared for her arrival and stayed until he was sure she would be alright. When 

he went to bed after that and his wife asked him what was going on, he told her the terrible truth and 

was very fearful and thankful for his family at the same time.  
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Beta 1.10. Earth 
 

The building was quite ugly, it was just something that came to mind as she crossed the threshold of 

the front door. Beforehand she had studied its´ schematics and conferred them to memory, just as the 

condition of all possible exits which she had evaluated earlier today. The basic design was simplistic 

but effective Ipek liked that, still it was ugly.  

She wore a trouser suit in sober colours which harmonised with her black hair and she wore no 

obvious weapons.  

Yasmin on the other hand did. She was clad in bright body armour accentuating her muscular frame 

even more. Her green hair almost hurt in contrast to her armour and the two submachine guns on her 

hips told everyone she meant business. It was preferable to clearly state such things in these parts.  

 

The city was on edge. With the border almost running through town square a lot of people were 

looking at each other suspiciously luckily just as many looked at each other with curiosity. On top of 

that a lot of people here dealt with everyone who came along. Gabi Lajos was just one of those 

characters. It was not the best of blocks where he had chosen to make his home, in effect that meant 

less patrols and less questions. As both sides dealt with him on a regular basis he enjoyed some 

freedom of movement from both.  

Ipek had asked for a meeting with him two days ago when she still had been in orbit. He acquiesced to 

her inquiry yesterday. That had left her and Yasmin with one day of preparation Ipek was sure it 

would suffice if things went south.  

 

The guards posted at the entrance threw them a look but nothing more. They were scheduled to arrive 

and everything was in order so far. Lajos was a little bit paranoid, everyone in his business was. 

However, on the same grounds he understood his clients need for bodyguards.  

The elevator took them to the third level where they entered a well fitted anteroom. The furniture was 

old but of quality. Three guards in discreetly armoured suits awaited them. The first one greeted and 

scanned them for hidden weaponry. Ipek willingly surrendered the knife from her boot, her 

Nanopulser was not loaded either. Yasmin carried three pistols and two knifes in addition to her 

submachine guns. She showed them to him but did not hand them over. He nodded and escorted them 

to the couch in the middle of the room. They sat down.  

 

He then proceeded to his comrades. They whispered to one another for a moment, then the first clearly 

accessed his comlog. A moment later the door between the other two guards opened. Ipek was invited 

to venture inside with a short glance to Yasmin she rose and walked through the door.  

The room on the other side was surprisingly fitted with taste. The carpet on the floor matched the ones 

on the wall and the furniture integrated itself into the play of browns and reds with ease.  

 

Behind the large desk which appeared to be made of wood sat a rather small man, he was wearing a 

beige suit and his dark hair was cut short. His blue eyes betrayed him as the slick man he was, as he 

offered her a seat. Ipek sat down in a relaxed posture, she wanted to put him at ease.  

“Miss Ipek Mehtap, welcome to my humble housing. May I offer you a drink?” 

“Not right now, maybe later Mr. Lajos. Also I want to thank you for seeing me on such short notice.” 

“No problem. I enjoy good business relations with some of your superiors, therefore I am all ears.” 

“You are aware that I forsooth came not in an official capacity to you Mr. Lajos?” 

“Actually, no. Up till now I thought you were sent by one of our mutual acquaintances.” 

“I apologize if I conferred that idea unwillingly.” 
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“No harm done. I always like to meet a beautiful lady like yourself, especially one who has such a 

reputation for business in arms and otherwise.” 

“You are very flattering, thank you. I came to you because I hope you could provide me with some 

information that I require. Information which also might benefit some of our mutual acquaintances.” 

He leaned back and withdrew a bottle and two glasses from a drawer in his desk.  

“Well not exactly my usual trade but I am listening.” 

He filled the glasses and pushed one over to her. As Ipek took it she appraised the look in his eyes. 

This was going to be a difficult bargain.  

 

 

Ipek left the bureau two hours later. Yasmin stood at the far end of the room seemingly locked in a 

starring contest with one of the guards at the door. When she saw Ipek she abandoned this endeavour 

and fell in beside her. They left the building without further incident and words. Down on the street 

Yasmin asked what happened.  

“So how did it work out?” 

“Expensive but somewhat productive, I have new names to work with.” 

“Good for you. So what now?” 

“We get something to eat and wait for our next mark to arrive.” 

“When will dat be.” 

“Tomorrow lodgings are already taken care of.” 

“Fine with me, lead on.” 

 

Ipek made her way to their transport and sat down behind the controls. Linking her comlog into the 

machine she started it up and programmed the way to a distant restaurant, she wanted to put some 

space between her and Lajos´ people. She kept her silence during the drive as did Yasmin. This gave 

her time to think about what she learned from him.  

 

Li Yu Hui was one of the new names he added to her list. Ipek had heard of her before, she was a Yu 

Jing negotiator who was often send into hot zones. Her public list of achievements was long enough, it 

didn´t take much imagination to figure that her unofficial list was just as long.  

She was on the list because she acquired a weapon load that originally was ordered by Chin Yuen Yu 

the man Khan was here to see. Lajos appeared to be irritated by that because he was used to conclude a 

deal with the same people on both ends of the bargain.  

 

What made the thing even more interesting was that Ridwan ordered another weapon load to be 

deposited for Li Yu Hui. One day after he dispatched her with Khan from Dawn. On top of it Anakoni 

Ekewaka the shuttle pilot she was to meet tomorrow piloted this load just last week to an unknown 

location.  

Ipek had secured a trip with Anakoni to her next stop to meet up with Maarja Loviise from whom she 

hoped to acquire significant insight in what was going on. Anakoni was not aware of her motif for 

flying with him and Ipek wanted to keep it that way until tomorrow.  

The streets were rather empty and no one seemed to follow them, Ipek almost felt insulted by this. 

Nonetheless it made their life easier.  

 

They ate in a Chinese restaurant where Yasmin made it a point to order mostly expensive food. Ipek 

didn´t blame her, the last job they worked together ended rather badly for Yasmin, therefore some 

more money was more than a fair price. Afterwards they proceeded by subway to their hotel. Ipek 

knew the proprietor personally, guaranteeing discretion of their stay.  
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Ipek took some time that evening to inaugurate Yasmin into her plan. Until now she had kept that to 

herself. She needed another pair of ears for the rest of the ride. She could trust the mercenary enough 

to tell her everything but the most sensible information, over the years she never had broken her word 

after all.  

Besides being on the international market for many years she knew her way around the political 

currents and may even provide insights. It was a long night but productive as it opened up some 

venues of thinking that Ipek had neglected up to this point.   

After a short nights´ sleep the next morning came.  

 

Ipek ate a small breakfast before getting underway, Anakoni would arrive in three hours and there 

were things to be done. They split up for shopping, information shopping that was. Both had contacts 

in the city and it was time to tap into these. Ipek had to raise Yasmins` wage for getting her full 

corporation in this matter but it was worth it. So far this whole affair already cost Ipek a large bunch of 

money and it was destined to cost even more until the end. However money was not her concern, she 

had saved so much of that over the last twenty years that it hardly mattered. She was doing this for 

herself and for Bourak.  

 

 

Three hours later she sat in a café and looked at the landing pad situated next to it. Yasmin was sitting 

at another table further back where she had a better view of the establishment, better to be safe than 

sorry. Both had brought along a bag with personal affects, meaning weapons and clothing, after all 

they were travelling light. Right on cue a small shuttle landed, Ipeks´ comlog blinked once more with 

a message from Anakoni that they can board anytime now.  

She sent him a message that her plans have changed and that they now had an hour time before 

leaving. She also invited him to a beverage in the café of course he would be paid for the time.  

 

Shortly after the shuttle touched down the ramp opened and a man emerged from it. His red overall 

contrasted with his black skin. He was leaning towards a little bit too much weight on his small frame 

and his lack of hair accentuated only his smallness. At least he matched the description perfectly. He 

entered the café and guided by his comlog went straight to Ipek.  

“G´day Ms. Mehtap. Thanks for the invitation.” 

“A pleasure Mr. Ekewaka, please have a seat.” 

Without delay he sat down, while doing so he ordered a hot coffee from the menu. It appeared almost 

instantly from the table. He took a sip and eyed her suspiciously. He had enough experience on the 

wrong side of the law to know what was going on.  

 

“I was wondering if you would be willing to share some information Mr. Ekewaka?” 

“Straight to the point, he. Fine with me, so you don´t need a ride today?” 

“Forsooth I do but first there are other matters that I want to settle.” 

“I see. Well, it all depends on what you ask and how much you pay for it.” 

She smiled and nodded her head slightly. 

“I see we can come to an agreement here.” 

“Well fire away then.” 

“It is my understanding that you delivered something for Mr. Lajos about a week ago.” 

“Guess I did that, nothing illegal about that.” 

“I am not with law enforcement Mr. Ekewaka my interest is of personal nature.” 

“Well everyone in law enforcement says that.” 

“Probably yes. Maybe the sum I just transferred to your account changes your opinion of me?” 

“I´m sure it does.” 
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Despite his words he clearly checked his account. Ipek waited patiently for him to finish with that. 

 

“Hell, Lady. I guess you just found yourself a talking pilot. And call me Anakoni, someone who pays 

me so well is a friend of mine.” 

“Thank you Anakoni. I believe you wanted to tell me about your flight last week?” 

“Yep, I wanted to do that. It was a bunch o´ crates, if I must guess weapons, they were taken of my 

hand mid-air by an unmarked shuttle. Pretty crazy flying involved I can say.” 

“Interesting. What about the name  Li Yu Hui?” 

“I´ve heard that one before.” 

 

Suddenly Yasmin invaded their comlog session with a warning call. Armed people were inbound.  

Ipek just had enough time to jump from her chair before the shooting started.  

She smashed into Anakoni and threw him to the ground, as they landed bullets filled the air above 

them. Her link into the local security net provided her with an overview of the scene. Three men in 

armour just entered the new entrance in one of the walls. Yasmin was gearing up beneath her table and 

ready to jump, then the feed was cut.  

“Hacker. Fire on four. Now.” 

 

Heeding her own command Ipek ripped her pistol from under her suit and fired in the direction of the 

attackers. Yasmin also did as told and filled the air with projectiles from her submachine guns. Most 

of her bullets hit the man closest to her before he could raise his weapon into Yasmins´ direction. He 

was well armoured but there were just too many impacts to handle. He stumbled into his comrade 

from whose breastplate Ipeks´ shots ricocheted into the room. He returned fire.  

 

Ipek hit the ground just in time before her head was blasted away by the shotgun. A part of the table 

vanished. Beside her a rather shocked Anakoni had drawn a pistol.  

“Brought some friends?” 

She shouted at him over the noise of the shooting.  

“No. Did you?” 

“Only one. Aim for the head, they are too heavily armoured.” 

Before he could do good on this advice another part of the table was torn apart. She grabbed his 

shoulder and hauled him over the bar some meters next to them, covering her own dive with some 

shots from her pistol. They drew some fire for that manoeuvre and Ipek was hit in her left shoulder 

blade. She landed with a cry of pain.  

“Smoke. Plan B…” 

 

Ipek wanted to send more but the line was scrambled. At least Yasmin got the most important part.  

Taking a quick look at her shoulder Ipek saw no blood, her armour was holding. Anakoni fired some 

shots over the bar and descended back behind it in a hurry. This was not his kind of game.  

“What is plan B?” 

“That is the one in which you show how good a pilot you really are.” 

Another burst of bullets penetrated the bar just a hand breath above them. Suddenly water descended 

from the walls, Yasmins´ smoke grenade must have activated the fire suppression systems. It meant 

extra cover. Ipek pushed Anakoni some steps toward the landing pad but then the bar ended.  

“So what now?” 

“You bring in this shuttle of yours.” 

“What?” 
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She hoped two steps to the right and fired over the counter getting a picture of three more men 

entering through the hole. She shot at them. The last one of the heavily armoured ones returned the 

favour. As she ducked back she took in the expanding cloud of smoke in the rear part of the room. 

This left one of the armoured ones unaccounted for.  

“What are you waiting for?” 

“You are crazy lady.” 

She leaned over him to look him directly in his green eyes. He was terrified.  

“Either that or we die here. Do it.” 

That spurted him into action fiddling with the controls of his comlog. She took his pistol and used both 

of them to cover the advancing enemies as best as she could. A trio of bullets came through the bar 

and hit her in the midriff. She felt her armour tear, the pain set in some moments after. She screamed. 

Stumbling against the shelves behind her Ipek regained her balance. Willing the pain aside she got on 

her feet again. Some metres right of her the barrel of a rifle slowly moved into sight above the counter, 

she aimed at it.  

The windows broke. 

 

In a huge shower of glass and steel the shuttle entered the café, not build to withstand such pressure 

the struts and windows gave in easily, even taking some parts of the roof with them. The noise was 

deafening and the shrapnel were everywhere. Ipek felt at least a dozen cut into her flesh but her aim 

never wavered.  

The moment her target moved to avoid the shuttle she shot. His head became exposed by his 

movement and her aim was true. The first bullet was deflected from his armour but the second 

penetrated into the helmet. His body started to get limp, then he was hit by the shuttle.  

Anakoni jumped into her as the counter behind him crumbled under the weight of the shuttles aft. For 

some reason Ipek was very glad that she had rented the whole café beforehand for this meeting.  

Anakoni lay upon her after his jump and shouted.  

“Happy now?” 

“Almost.” 

 

She shoved him away and assessed the situation with a short glance over the counter. Another cloud of 

smoke had appeared and she barely saw anything. 

“Alright open the right hatch.” 

“I´m not going out there.” 

“Yes you are, I will cover you and you will not leave without us.” 

For the last part she turned and gave him a stern look, after a moment he nodded. Something crashed 

from the ceiling. She stood up and fired into the smoke. Shouting ensued, at least she had found the 

right direction.  

 

Anakoni bolted through a hole in the bar as Ipek got down again. Bullets pierced her old position. Ipek 

went for the hole as well and jumped through it. She hit her head on one of the shuttles´ wings.  

She got dizzy for a moment and let herself slump to the ground. Shots ricocheted from the hull with 

metallic sounds. Ipek wasn´t worried, small arms fire would not penetrate that hull.  

She rolled beneath the shuttle, the metallic body hovering only centimetres above her, ready to crush 

her should the suspensors fail. She emerged on the other side close to her original table. The smoke 

around here was clearing already and she found her bag without much problems. A boot suddenly 

stepped into her vision. Ipek threw herself back under the shuttle with abandon. Bullets pierced the 

ground until they reached the hull where they were deflected. One of the bullets went through her bag 

and she heard something break.  
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She fired her last shots at the boot but whoever he was he jumped out of the way in time. On the other 

side of the shuttle she bumped into something. Ipek trained her up her pistol and relaxed as she saw 

Yasmins´ bloody face staring down at her.  

The mercenary gripped her shoulder and heaved her into the shuttle. Slamming on the button inside of 

the frame she shouted at Anakoni. 

“Door secured. Move it.” 

 

As if to disprove her statement a bullet slid through the closing door and hit Yasmin in the shoulder. 

She spun around and smashed into the opposite wall. Ipek made a quick check for a pulse and was 

glad to find one. Something rocked the vehicle and she fell down again. She had difficulties getting to 

her feet against the inertia of the moving shuttle but finally managed to make it to the cockpit.  

“What was that?” 

“Our friends blew off one engine. We are close to free fall, and I scan two unfriendlies closing in. Any 

more good ideas?” 

Ipek withdrew the topographic and construction maps of the area from her memory.  

“Yes, I have. It´s time to die.” 
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Gamma 1.10. Earth 
 

Two days after the incident Mitoshi was allowed to leave the hospital. During all this time Bai 

oversaw all medical procedures that were executed on him. Not even simple matters as measuring his 

temperature escaped her notice. As far as he could tell she was an excellent doctor in addition to that 

she terrified everyone else. She didn´t talk to anyone about anything but his medical condition and 

when so in a threatening tone. No one questioned her credibility or even her presence.  

At one point Mitoshi wondered what comlog signature she projected to the staff, surely not the one 

that he got which gave her identity as a simple medic of the banner troops.  

She wasn´t around all the time, actually most of the time she was not even in the building but she 

always came in just in time to check on his progress and his doctors. It was an eerie ability even 

though it was clearly just an effect of a well planned timetable.  

 

The reconstruction of his bones went well especially thanks to the regenerative agents that were 

injected into his system. One day after surgery he already could move his arms again, even though 

everyone advised him to refrain doing that.  

The time in the hospital gave him time to think, Ayabe reported back to him on the first day about 

Takekaze Miyū the strange woman he had met in the garden. It seems as though someone had tried to 

abduct her, possibly a Nomad strike force from all he could gather.  

The information he got at the Kōgyō also was allegedly from a Nomad source. Could there be any 

connection?  

Maybe he was imagining things but something had seemed strange about the woman from the moment 

they met. He was not convinced that their meeting really had been happenstance.  

This would not be the first arranged meeting he ran into during his life. The presence of Shui Wei Fan 

made things only more difficult. Crane rank agents just were not dispatched without good reason or 

high-level authorisation and Mitoshi wasn´t sure if he was friend or foe. He seemed honest enough, as 

far as someone in his line of work could be expected to be, yet Mitoshi didn´t trust him. Doing so 

would only invite danger. Not that he would see the man for the next few days at all.  

 

During his stay Ayabe functioned as his liaison to his recruits for the tasks he could not administer to 

by comlog. Their progress was well enough given the conditions. There came no word from Kotaro 

until he returned to the casern and all he got then was a notification that Kotaro was well again. 

Probably his superiors were not amused by the thought of him helping Mitoshi and kept him away.  

 

Back in the barracks his recruits were overjoyed to see him, yet he would have nothing of any 

celebrations and returned to his strict training regiment with them. He really longed to join them in 

their efforts but he was under orders to not exert himself for another week at least. Bai saw to it that he 

kept to this order.  

 

On his first day in the barracks he also had to give an interview about what had transpired in front of 

the arena. His answers were polite and well rehearsed a lot of people saw to that, despite the absence 

of his favourite Crane. His Maya presence only grew over the days since the incident and the interview 

presented an opportunity to usher it into more productive channels. In any case he was not able to 

escape his own face when turning into Maya for some days.  

On his second day he got a message from his superiors that he was needed for a PR assignment, he 

was to meet with some PanOceanian soldier, who currently was visiting Shanghai and soon would 

come to Kyōto. Mitoshi was highly irritated by this request and asked for the reasoning of this.  
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He got no answer but the clarifying that this was not a request. He just had ended this conversation 

when Ayabe reported a visitor waiting for him in his personal quarters.  

 

Once more irritated he made his way there. Generally no one was allowed in his quarters without 

expressive permission. Why would Ayabe violate that rule? As he entered it became clear to him.  

 

Mitoshis´ quarters were built in the style of a traditional Nipponese house, an extravagancy that was 

permitted to him for his excellent service over the decades. And now there was a pair of boots sitting 

on the shelf, where should be none. Entering his main room someone sat at the small table with a set 

of tea cups, with green tea glistering in them.  

Ayabe was there was well but withdrew immediately when Mitoshi entered. He rounded the table to 

see the face of this intruder and looked into a kind of mirror.  

“Naomi, what are you doing here?” 

“Greetings to you as well my dear brother. I hoped you would share this delight with me.” 

Rashly he sat down in front of her, it had been a while since he had seen her and he was totally baffled 

by her presence. Without further delay he took one of the cups and drank a sip. It was good tea from 

the flavour he would say from the family garden back home. 

 

“What are you doing here? I thought you still were on Dawn?” 

“Our operations there were hindered by mischief and foolishness, therefore I left. I ventured here off 

the record.” 

“Who knows?” 

“Only Ayabe and two of my most trusted ones.” 

“We won´t be able to keep it secret for long, though? That brings me back to my question. Why are 

you here?” 

She drank a sip from her cup before answering then she fixed him with the blue eyes they shared.  

 

“Aren´t you delighted to see me beloved brother?” 

“Surely I am. It has been a long time since we saw each other.” 

“Duty kept us apart, that is nothing to be mourned nor praised. It just is.” 

“Came here to lecture me?” 

“If such shall be necessary?” 

“Great just what I need one more to try to control my life.” 

“I am intrigued of this expression blood of mine. What is it you refer to?” 

“Just the usual, you know. Imperial agents prying into my life, people trying to kill me and I just have 

been ordered on some PR assignment to meet a PanOceanian soldier in public. Things like that.” 

“You always were burdened heavily with your duties, you must stop to view them as such.” 

“Are we lecturing already?” 

She stopped speaking for a moment then bowed slightly.  

 

“I apologize, blood of mine. I did not came here to struggle with you.” 

“I apologize as well, my dear sister. I was too brash.” 

He smirked before he continued. 

“Well here we are squabbling like five-year old again. No wonder father kept us apart most of the 

time.” 

“Truthfully recounted, yet I fear there is much squabble ahead before I will take leave of this ball of 

earth again.” 

“You are probably right as always. Or at least mostly.” 

“One of the reason our mother intended to leave me as the heir of the family.” 
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“True. Is that why you came? Are you worried about our families name again?” 

“In a manner of speaking, yes. I came because you are on the best way to destroy it.” 

“Enlighten me then, dear sister.” 

“Your hunting of ghosts will bring dismay upon our name.” 

“What ghosts? You mean Kagemi?” 

“Indeed it is our lost sister that I speak of. Let her rest, do not stir her spirit any further.” 

“As if you care. You never liked her very much. You even wanted her expunged from the family.” 

“Forsooth I did, I do not deny my actions of then, still you only provoke problems by not letting her 

rest.” 

“What rest? How can she rest with her murder unsolved? Her killer unpunished? But I waste my 

breath. Did you even mourn her?” 

Mitoshi got quite agitated and his anger clearly showed on his face, he took a deep breath to calm 

down again. Naomi took a while before she answered.  

 

“Of my blood she was and thus I mourn her the 49 days, as it is proper.” 

Mitoshi could tell that he hurt her even though neither her manner, nor her voice betrayed it.  

“I am sorry. I shouldn´t have said that. I know how serious you take such matters. I apologize.” 

She kept her silence.  

 

“Is that the reason for your coming? To stop me seeking her murderer?” 

“There is no murderer, blood of mine. She died in an accident.” 

“I refuse to believe that.” 

“Why do you tamper with doubts of this?” 

“It doesn´t fit together. The accident, the driver, the timing it all is a little bit too convenient. It is s if 

someone wants to cover his tracks.” 

“I gathered that you would miss the larger picture in all this.” 

“What is that supposed to mean?” 

“I think that someone is using her death to manipulate you.” 

“To what end?” 

“I am not aware of that, yet I can see how you endanger our family.” 

“What now?” 

“Must I really name the show of blades and skill?” 

“The Kōgyō?” 

“Your attendance on these plains was very improper, blood of mine. That may have stirred old 

enmities.” 

“You think?” 

“Some men in the party never forgave the sins of our grandfather. They should gain from a downfall 

of ours.” 

“How would they do that? I hardly did anything, I just made some publicity.” 

“You almost got yourself terminated publicly. Gather your mind. What is it that binds you and our 

deceased one despite blood?” 

“You are right. Since you withdrew from the family affairs Kagemi would have been in charge of the 

family belongings, if something should happen to me.” 

“Since she is no longer and you, my dear brother, are on the best way to discredit our name.” 

“I am a long way from that, I would say.” 

“Is that truth? Here I sit and hear you doubting the words, even talking low of His minions.” 

He hesitated.  

 

“You are right. I have to be more careful.” 
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“You have to be more sensible and stop all this without delay.” 

He took a moment before he answered that.  

“I can´t stop now. I am getting closer.” 

“Closer to discredit our family or angering powerful people maybe, but hardly anything else.” 

“You really think I am wrong don´t you?” 

“What transpires in my mind is not of consequence for your actions regarding the passing of our 

sister.” 

“Alright, so I just should drop it and pretend nothing happened?” 

“You should stop endangering all of us. Your dabbling in affairs that are none of yours can cost us 

everything.” 

“May I remind you that they try to kill me ever since I started to look into this?” 

“There is no proof to the correlation of these events. Which reminds me, how are your wounds?” 

He lifted his arms stretching them a little bit.  

 

“Growing back together, thank you.” 

“When will you be able to hold a blade again?” 

“Right now if need be, according to the doctors two more days. Just in time for my meeting with this 

Gaijin.” 

“Are you planning to flout this assignment as well, blood of mine?” 

“I already tried that, they would hear nothing of it.” 

“Well enough I presume. You would do well generating some proper publicity.” 

“Proper publicity with a low-born Gaijin, hardly.” 

“Your sight falls short as many a time, blood of mine.” 

“I just will skip over this insult my dear sister.” 

“As you wish. Are you aware of who ordered you to this meeting?” 

“With the Gaijin, no? But I can find out.” 

“I see there is no ending to your inquiries. You should place more emphasis on duty to our nation.” 

“Do you want to get into this now, Naomi?” 

“Do you?” 

“Some other time perhaps.” 

“Either way we have to protect you from the predations of your unknown assailant.” 

“Glad that we agree on something.” 

“Should we fail the safety of our family must be our highest aim.” 

“Another thing we agree upon, only that for me a family comprises of people not a name.” 

“A minor distinction.” 

“Yet, a powerful one.” 

She thought about that for a moment. 

 

“Agreed. Since I can´t stop you from investigating, we have to take steps to ensure the survival of our 

family. Ever since our grandfathers betrayal our position has not been as stable as it should be.” 

“You think I would do something equally stupid?” 

“Forsooth I dare to hope not. Yet you are treading a narrow path doubting the words of His minions.” 

He thought about that for a moment.  

“You are probably right again. I just can´t let Kagemis´ death go unavenged.” 

“I see once more we are on different sides, blood of mine.” 

He looked at her intensively. At moment like these she seemed so much like himself.  

“So it would seem.” “So what do you propose we do, Naomi?” 

“What appears to be called for, as of now it seems that our enemies besiege us of different 

directions…” 
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“And thus we prepare to combat them on different fronts.” 

He completed the sentence for her and showed his agreement.  

“Well that is settled then.” 

“It would appear so, blood of mine.” 

She waited for a moment before she resumed talking.  

 

“You are aware that you yet can forego this adventurous path of yours?” 

“Still haven´t given up on me, I see. I know you had to ask and I thank you, yet I feel I must pursue 

her killer. Besides if we are right there is no telling if me stopping now would stop our enemies.” 

“There is truth to your words. We than shall proceed among these paths.” 

She looked very sad as she said this and it mirrored his feelings perfectly. For a moment he cursed his 

fate. Both sat in silence for some minutes contemplating their decision.  

 

“When is your appearance on Maya with this Gaijin scheduled to pass?” 

He looked up as she spoke up again.  

“Three days from now.” 

“Good. Tomorrow I will officially return to Earth. Despite the losses on Dawn our brave fight against 

the Antipodes gives ground for a celebration of the troops.” 

“Good, that is just in time for me to attend.” 

“No. You will not come.” 

“How could I miss your return, it would be improper for me not to greet you.” 

“For that very reason you will stay away.” 

He looked at her puzzled, then understanding dawned.  

“I see. You are right with this, it seems that my healing took a turn for the worse today.” 

“So it would appear, sadly it will prevent you from attending tomorrow.” 

“People will be outraged at this.” 

“One as us can only hope.”   “I should leave to prepare for everything.” 

“No haste Naomi. Please stay for a while longer.” 

She hesitated but stopped in her attempt to rise and settled back on the ground.  

“You see if it comes to the worst, this is the last time we can sit together like this. Don´t let us end this 

so soon, we haven´t shared thoughts for a long time.” 

“You are right, Mitoshi. I shall linger some longer.” 

 

The two of them spent the next few hours talking about old stories and newer ones. Even though this 

took a form quite obscure to the outward observer. Being aware of each others´ new exploits through 

Maya or military intelligence and of course sharing the memories on the older stories, one of them 

would mention something before both kept their silence for a while after that. There was no need to 

actually tell the story both just lost themselves in remembrance about the incident in question. This 

way they shared the moment of blissful recall.  

They also went through the tea ceremony together after two decades of abstaining from this practice.  

When it finally was time for her to leave Mitoshi held her back at the door with one last question. 

 

“There is one thing I always wanted to ask you Naomi. How can you be the poet you are and such a 

patriot at the same time? I never could combine those traits.” 

With something akin to a smile she answered. 

“How could I not?” 
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Alpha 1.11. Earth 
 

The sun rose with much vigour from the horizon and Estella enjoyed it from the ceiling. She was 

sitting in exactly the same spot where she broke down last night. Simon walked up beside her.  

“Good morning. How do you feel?” 

“Much better thank you. And good morning to you, too.” 

“Estella about last night, I wanted you to know…” 

“It´s alright Simon. You did more than enough last night and I am glad you did, but I don´t want to 

talk about it, please. I´ll be alright. Why did you come up here anyway?” 

He started with a response but then thought better of it. 

“Breakfast is ready, if you are so inclined as wanting to eat one.” 

“Hell yes I am. You could just have notified me? My comlog is operational.” 

“I know, but I´m a traditionalist and like to bring good news personally.” 

 

They walked down to the breakfast and a day well spent. Simon took her on a short tour to the next 

village where the history lesson resumed. It still amazed her how much he knew about all this stuff 

without referring to his comlog. It also gave her the opportunity to take her mind of things. An 

opportunity she very much welcomed. When they returned for lunch the foremost topic was the flight 

to Neoterra, for Simon and his family that was. Most of their things already were packed Estella didn´t 

wanted to hinder their efforts and made a short climbing tour into the nearby mountains. It took her 

half an hour to convince Simon that she´d be fine on her own. They kept an open comlog link during 

that time anyway, as this was unfamiliar terrain for her that was a wise precaution.  

 

The time alone in the mountains felt very good, she loved people but from time to time being alone 

was really nice. Estella relinquished in the sight of the reconstructed natural beauty of this place. It 

was so entirely different from what she knew from back home or the jungle of the past three years for 

that matter. As dusk started to approach she returned. They all enjoyed dinner together after which she 

took her goodbyes of Amalia and Maria wishing them a safe journey. Simon got the car and drove her 

back to the landing pad where he had picked her up.  

 

“I hope you liked your visit here Estella, despite last night.” 

Please call me Maria again, I´m far more used to it.” 

“Sure Maria.” 

“And yes I had a great time, thank you for bringing me here.” 

“You´re welcome to visit anytime you are on Neoterra.” 

“I´d wish I could return that offer, but right now I have no home on Acontecimento into which I could 

invite friends to visit.” 

“That is okay. You will have one again one day.” 

“I suppose you are right.” 

“So what now? Shanghai if I remember correctly.” 

“You do. But first there will be someone waiting for me at the pad.” 

“Who´d that be?” 

“Some agent sent by high command to accompany me there.” 

“That sounds not like it was your idea.” 

“Nope, it wasn´t. They set up a meeting with some Yu Jing general for me over there.” 

He looked irritated.  

“A Yu Jing general? What are they up to?” 
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“PR. Me a frontline soldier and him a shining Nipponese general. The channels will love it. Some 

smiles and everyone is happy, as we are broadcasted as an example of cross-cultural…whatever.” 

He waited for a moment before he resumed.  

 

“So basically I think you would like the idea?” 

“Basically, yes.” 

“So what is your problem with it?” 

“Don´t know. Probably I don´t like the idea of my life being on Maya for scrutiny.” 

“I see.” 

“Yes, I know that is exactly what I wanted when I was younger, ironic isn´t it?” 

“You could say that. In moments like that just remember to trust Gods´ plan.” 

“Easier said than done.” 

They kept their silence for the rest of the trip.  

 

As they drove up to the landing pad the shuttle was already waiting, a single figure stood outside. He 

was tall and dressed in a long coat of dark blue. His skin was of the same hue as Marias´ which 

harmonised well with his brown hair. Simon parked as close as he was allowed.  

“Who is he? He doesn´t register in my comlog” 

“Don´t know let´s see.” 

She fired up her comlog into active mode and tried to link up with the stranger, but to her surprise he 

already was linked into her comlog. She never authorised that. Maria didn´t liked that at all.  

“His name is Mauri Juho Quintana, although I really doubt that this is his real name.” 

Simon raised a brow, he didn´t looked amused. 

 

“He is my chaperone for my date with the general. High command insisted on sending one along.” 

“I see why you dislike this thing. Do you know him?” 

“Nope, never seen the guy before.” 

“I do not like this Maria. Promise me to be careful.” 

She leaned over to hug him.  

“I will and you have a good trip. See you on Neoterra.” 

“Till then.” 

Maria left the car with her two bags in hand Simon waved to her one last time and drove off. She faced 

the stranger and walked over to him.  

 

Maria denied his request for a comlog conversation and waited till she was standing next to him before 

she addressed him.  

“Mr. Quintana, I presume.” 

“Why do you presume what you already know Ms. Gevallo?” 

“Why not. Shall we?” 

He didn´t answer and instead stepped aside to clear up a path to the shuttle. She wandered past him 

without so much of a look. It was a small shuttle but still they had more than enough room. She sat 

down in the first chair she could find, it was very comfortable and rotatable. Several display panels 

were placed around it, all of which were active showing different streams of Maya or other feeds that 

she couldn´t identify on the spot. The other chair where Mauri sat down was equipped in the same 

fashion, clearly this was some kind of command centre. 

“I should book more often with you. This is far more sophisticated than my usual shuttle.” 

“You are welcome Ms. Gevallo but we are not on a pleasure cruise.” 

“And your job is to remind me of that, isn´t it?” 

He looked at her with a cold expression. 
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“Yes it is.” 

Maria sighed. He appeared puzzled. 

“What is the matter Private, weren´t you instructed beforehand of your assignment?” 

“Oh, it´s Private now, great. Listen I just wanted to have a nice vacation over there, then you step in 

and try to turn it into some political screenplay. Fine do that, but you will not ruin my vacation with 

your bearings. Entendido?”  

“I see no one has engraved you with the seriousness of our mission.” 

“It´s not a mission, okay? Not for me. It´s like a double date set up by people who hate me.” 

“Private Gevallo, I really have to remind you that…” 

“Stop right there. I know that this is important. Don´t worry I won´t kick this general in the balls or 

something like that. I go have dinner with him and talk smooth and everything that isn´t smooth 

enough is edited out anyway – hallelujah – for real time Maya editing. I didn´t want this, you did. If I 

quit, you are fucked, so don´t make me quit.” 

 

He didn´t shy away a bit from her brazen gaze or her speech, still he nodded.  

“Good.”   “And stop calling me Private or Gevallo, the name is Maria. Aren´t you supposed to pose as 

my loverboy or something. Would be odd if we Ms. and Mr. us all the time, wouldn´t it Mauri?” 

He nodded again and leaned back into his seat.  

 

“I apologize. I am used to more professional partners in such endeavours.” 

“I bet you are. No offence taken by the way I know that you had to assess me for yourself first.” 

“You didn´t make the best imaginable impression, if I may say that.” 

“That´s fine with me. So tell me about my date.” 

“It´s not a date in the sense, but most likely it will be in four days and in Kyōto.” 

“Okay, that´s fair enough time for Shanghai in that. And who am I dating besides you darling?” 

He completely ignored her sarcasm as he instructed the data core to display the corresponding data file. 

 

“His name, as you already know, is Kaneshiro Mitoshi, learn to pronounce his name correctly, these 

types are stiff on that kind of thing. He is a career soldier of Japanese descent all information we have 

on his military assignments and achievements is located in the core of the display to your right. The 

data is hardwired so don´t try to extract it, safety precaution you see.” 

“Of course.” 

“He recently has been reposted to Earth shortly after suffering a loss in his family.” 

“What loss? I know you gave me these files and I should know.” 

“Actually we didn´t gave you files on that. His younger sister Kaneshiro Kagemi died in an accident 

some weeks ago. We have intelligence that suggests that he was investigating this matter by himself.” 

“Why would he do such a thing?” 

“We believe that he thinks his sister was murdered.” 

“Murdered? By whom and why?” 

“We don´t know. The Kaneshiro have many an enemy, even in the ranks of the party we suspect, 

because of an incident involving their grandfather. In any case we also have intelligence that suggests 

that he is right.” 

“So she was murdered?” 

“It is a distinct possibility. Also there has been an attempted assassination, wait a moment.” 

His eyes lost focus as he clearly accessed his retina display, probably reviewing a recent information 

stream.  

“Correction there have been two assassination attempts, both failed. We think that someone wants to 

get to the family assets of the Kaneshiro.” 

“Wait a second. You want me to get into the same room as someone who people try to kill.” 
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“Yes, that is what we want you to do.” 

“Remind me never again to agree to a double date.” 

Marias bad feeling only grew worse during the rest of the flight.  

 

When they arrived in Shanghai they had passed four different security checks by four different 

institutions, sometimes the mulit-nationality of Earth could be quite hindering but Maria wouldn´t 

want it any other way. Mauri kept on briefing her about Kaneshiro Mitohshi his career and his political 

importance, by the time she left the shuttle she wished she never even had heard the name.  

First thing was getting to their hotel the Qīng Píng, the `Blue Plain`. Of course everything was already 

booked and prepared for their arrival down to their meal awaiting them in the restaurant, which they 

had picked on their way from the shuttle. 

  

They were greeted by a small entourage of hotel personnel who wished them a beautiful stay, Maria 

liked the gesture. The food was very tasty and she relished in the tastes which she never had eaten 

before. Her luggage was stored safely in her room, some of it for several days now, that is why Mauri 

insisted scanning it for surveillance devices. He found none then she kicked him out of the room.  

As they would fool no one with the being old acquaintances anyway Maria had insisted on separate 

rooms.  

 

Finally alone she walked over to the window of her room. From the high vantage point of the hotel the 

city spread out before her like the gigantic molech it was. The window was hued in blue which gave 

the city a very distinct look and the hotel its´ name.  It was really quite a sight. Even from up here it 

looked far livelier than Rome had done, more lights, more moving vehicles and more sounds. Of 

course these only penetrated her lodgings as she disabled the sound filters. The local tour guides 

pointed out the more interesting spots of the city with holographic circles or outlines projected onto 

the window. Her comlog link with the hotel net and through this the city net, allowed her to zoom in 

on almost any structure in her sight.  

By doing this all available information about the structure and its´ inhabitants was displayed. Maria 

spent some time virtually wandering through the streets like that.  

Then Mauri announced his presence at the door. Not wanting to see him directly she opened a comlog 

link. His face popped up on her retina display.  

“What is it?” 

“I wanted to talk about your tour of the city tomorrow.” 

“I don´t. Let´s do this tomorrow morning shall we?” 

He hesitated for a moment, she used the opportunity to affirm her statement. 

“I´m tired and won´t go anywhere today, at least not physically. So go rest yourself as well.” 

“Alright, sweet dreams.” 

“You too.” 

Somehow Maria knew that he would not sleep much this night, probably preparing for the worst.  

 

She shook away such thoughts and sat down in a very comfortable armchair looking over the city. The 

hotel was expensive but judging from the food and furniture so far it was worth its´ price. Relaxing 

Maria shut down the hotels´ contact filters, freeing her comlog signature and profile to the Maya 

stream. It didn´t take long for the first contact requests to come in. Maria happily took the chance to 

meet new people.  

She spent three more hours of speaking and writing to her new acquaintances even though she was 

tired. Then she went to bed which was just as comfortable as she had hoped for.  
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Maria awoke to nothing particular, she just was rested enough to wake on her own. Although she 

knew the feeling by now it still irritated her.  

She faintly remembered a time before her service when she was used to wake up whenever she wanted, 

or leave the bed whenever she wanted for that matter. Three years of constant tension on the frontline 

had erased that behaviour more or less completely and it was hard getting used to again.  

 

She stretched on her bed a little bit before she finally stood up and went to the bathroom. She intented 

to make good use of the time before Mauri would show up to go on with his lectures. Sadly he was 

way ahead of her announcing his presence the moment she left the bathroom again. At least he brought 

breakfast with him. She invited him in not caring to change out of her bathrobe before he entered.  

He was fully shaved and all styled up as if going on stage, if he was irritated by her not being properly 

dressed he didn´t show it. With him came a small remote which carried a tray of food to the table in 

the centre of the room. It placed it and wheeled out of the room again. The door closed with a barely 

audible hiss behind it.  

Mauri took out a small tube like device from his shirt and pressed the button on top of it. She felt the 

scramble tearing through her comlog and thus all other surveillance devices.  

 

“Taking no chances, ey. Sweet of you to bring my breakfast. Oh, yeah and good morning.” 

“I see you slept well?” 

“How do you see that?” 

“You are up late.” 

“Nothing evades you, huh?” 

 

Maria sat down and started eating he joined her on the couch but didn´t eat, she didn´t care why.  

“What is it that can´t wait until I´m dressed?” 

“I wanted to discuss you planned tour of the city.” 

“Oh, right. I totally forgot. Here is my plan so far.” 

With a thought she sent him her plans that she drew up last night. He read through them while she ate. 

 

“There are a lot of possible compromising activities on your agenda. We have to change that.” 

“Compromising activities?” 

It took her a moment to adjust to his mindset again before she continued.  

“Yes, I will meet some locals that I met in the ether yesterday, so what sue me.” 

“You are aware that any of them could be a spy?” 

“Sim, but most of them won´t and may I remind you that this is still my vacation we are talking 

about.” 

“Still it is dangerous.” 

“No worries, I won´t tell them the secrets of your aftershave or anything else important for that 

matter.” 

He didn´t seem convinced. She could see that he wanted to start with a counterargument but she 

interrupted him.  

“Look, I know your plan paints us as a pair. Do you seriously believe that anyone is to be fooled by 

that? The public maybe but not their intelligence. They know that you are a spy and they will send one 

in at the arm of this Kaneshiro guy. Everyone pretends that all is well and everyone is happy. End of 

story.” 

 

He took in a deep breath before he nodded. He then rose and walked to the window.  

“Alright, but still there are some places and people I should brief you about to avoid.” 

Maria turned her head to look at him.  
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“Fair enough. And don´t worry we will make a fine couple for the channels, darling.” 

Her kiss in the air only accentuated the stress on the last word.  

 

 

After being thoroughly briefed by Mauri Maria got dressed and ventured out into the city. Obediently 

avoiding the dangerous hot-spots he warned her about, Maria enjoyed the next three days. The people 

here were so different from the ones at home or back in Rome that she sometimes wondered if they 

even belonged to the same species. On the other hand were so many things that they had in common 

with everyone else, especially but not only when it came to Maya specific behaviour, that she 

wondered why there were frictions between the nations at all.  

 

She met over a dozen people in person that she had made contact over Maya on her first evening in 

town. With the exception of one creepy fellow they all were nice and friendly people, who gladly 

showed her some parts of city which were not covered so well in the tourist guides. Of course in the 

end there weren´t so many spots that got no coverage at all, but getting some life information from 

locals always thrilled her in some strange way. It was like really getting to know a place and not only 

its´ shiny surface.   

 

She even spent one evening with Mauri and actually got him to relax a little bit. The only problem was 

that the moment he realised it he became so tense that it led to a brawl in a restaurant. Some hours 

later they were released from the local police station and returned to their hotel. It almost escalated 

into an international incident, but no one wanted this to happen therefore a quick-witted Yu Jing 

official struck a bargain with an attaché from the PanOceanian embassy.  

Maria didn´t asked what the bargain was and neither did she care. All in all it was fun. She just made a 

mental note, and one in her comlog just to be sure, not to endanger Mauri with relaxation again.  

 

She gathered another small host of souvenirs during her stay and spent half a morning sorting out what 

already to send to her house on Acontecimento. Spending money really came easy to her now that she 

almost managed to become something of a civilian again. She even caught herself with the thought 

that she hadn´t thought about Paradiso for two days. It frightened her as much as it was delighting.  

 

On the fourth day she returned to the hotel around midday as Mauri called her back for a personal 

meeting. With some hesitation she obliged and met him in his room for lunch. She entered and sat 

down at the table filled with local specialties, despite all his ramblings Mauri had taken a liking to the 

local cuisine. As she helped herself to some dumplings she felt the rattle of his anti-surveillance device 

ripping through her comlog. Maria couldn´t resist some sarcasm. 

 

“So what is so important to call me back from shopping?” 

“Everything is set up.” 

“Oh, fine. I guess. When and where?” 

“We will leave for Kyōto tonight that will give us almost a day to get a look at the surroundings.” 

“Tomorrow night then. Alright, guess I have to start worrying about my outfit.” 

“That won´t be necessary our appearance will be strictly regulated by the PR division.” 

“Damn, I bought so many beautiful dresses on my way here and now I can´t even wear them. Raios!” 

She paused for a moment 

“I guess that means no guns as well?” 

“That remains to be seen. The negotiations about that are still underway.” 

Maria was baffled by this and it clearly showed on her face.  
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“Okay, I thought we are talking about a simple dinner here. Didn´t know we are planning to turn it 

into a shootout.” 

“We don´t. But with the affairs about Kaneshiro in the last days we don´t want to take any chances.” 

“I better pack my best gun then, shouldn´t I?” 

Maria was not amused that he did not disagree with this statement.  
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Beta 1.11. Earth 
 

Black, thick smoke erupted from the shuttle, after it crashed into an empty building. Disaster control 

units already were in place cutting of the entrance to the crash site and putting out any fires. A number 

of drones were circling the site vying for the best pictures for Maya. The first theories about what 

happened and who was involved circled the net. Ipeks´ name featured in almost every one of them as 

did Anakonis´. As far as anyone knew three people died in this accident.  

 

Dripping heavy with water from the river Ipek pulled the unmoving body of Yasmin ashore. Directly 

next to her a wrenched Anakoni appeared from the stream. With a rushing sound another transport 

flew above the bridge overhead. The cover won´t hold for long against the buzzing news drones filling 

the area.  

“Hand me that thing!” 

Anakoni jumped at the quietly spoken yet forceful command. He took a second to realise what she was 

talking about then he threw the medkit her way. Ipek caught it with both hands and frantically ripped 

the administration pistol from its´ holdings. Injecting Yasmin with a mixture of adrenalin and 

painkillers the mercenary started to cough almost immediately.  

Ipek heaved her on the side and Yasmin spit out a bunch of water as her breathing resumed.  

 

“Someone´s coming.” 

“That should be our ticket out of here.” 

“I hope you are right, as you just crashed my shuttle, Lady.” 

“Better than being dead isn´t it?” 

He had no answer to that, but he clearly wasn´t too fond of Ipek right now. She didn´t care.  

 

A small yacht of about 14 metres length stopped beneath the bridge. A small ramp extended to the 

shore.  

“Give me a hand.” 

Anakoni wrought his eyes from the man dressed in something akin to an old sailors´ uniform holding a 

shotgun in his hands and helped Ipek carry the once more unconscious Yasmin up the ramp. She 

silenced his objection with an icy stare.  

The ship started moving again even before they had reached the inside, withdrawing the ramp as they 

hobbled inside. When the yacht reappeared from under the bridge no sign of it having stopped there 

was visible. 

 

The man in the sailors´ uniform escorted them to the largest room on the ship. They put Yasmin down 

on a bed spilling her blood on the silken sheets. Ipek once more opened the medkit and went to work 

patching up Yasmins wounds as good as she could.  

“Are you sure we can trust him?” 

“Shut up and help me bandaging her up. Don´t worry I know him.” 

He swallowed his comment and helped her. When they finished Yasmin breathed regularly and was 

asleep. After that he insisted on treating her wounds. After some hesitation she agreed. Anakoni 

proved to be quite deft with his fingers and even managed to remove one of the bullets stuck shortly 

over her hip. Her blood mixed with the drying water from the river.  

By the time he was done there wasn´t much left of the bed that was not smeared with blood. She 

leaned back on one of the armchairs in the room, leaving some stains in that too and relaxed a little bit.  

The man with the shotgun left the room for a moment and returned with something to drink for both of 

them. Ipek thanked him with a nod. Even Anakoni started to relax. He found the manual controls for 
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the rooms´ Maya display and turned it on. Immediately the screen filled with images from the crash 

site the news read that the comlog signatures of two passengers have been identified. Ipek Mehtap and 

Anakoni Ekewaka, thusly they were listed as victims of the accident.  

 

“Congratulations, my Lady. It seems that you managed to get us killed.” 

She toasted him on this comment. 

“Well that was the plan after all.” 

“What is the next step in this plan, if I may ask?” 

“Getting of this boat to a safer location and convincing the media that we really were in the shuttle. 

That should throw them off track for a while.” 

“Which reminds me. Whose ship is that and who is he?” 

Anakoni tried to point at the sailor but he was gone again.  

“His name is Charles, or at least that is what he calls himself most of the time. This ship was sent by a 

friend.” 

“Very convenient that it was in the area today.” 

“Forsooth it was. That was why I asked for it to be around, before I met with you.” 

“So you expected trouble?” 

“Not of that kind, but yes. Everything has become rather unpleasant since I started investigating this 

case, therefore I took some precautions.” 

“I see. Like her?” 

He motioned at the sleeping Yasmin.  

 

“Right again. She is quite capable as you have seen.” 

“Hell, yeah. The two of you brought on quite the show back there.” 

“Thank you, yet without you we never would have gotten out there.” 

“Aaah, I bet you knew I was crazy enough to try that stunt, didn´t ya?” 

She just inclined her head slightly as an answer to that. He drowned the contents of his drink.  

“Thought so.” 

 Both of them said nothing for a while as they watched their fiery funeral on the display.  

 

“Okay Lady. You paid me well back there to talk but now my shuttle is a wreck and people are on my 

tail. I´d say that changes our deal.” 

“You are aware that they probably were on your tail long before I came along?” 

“Maybe so. Still no one shot at me because of whatever it is that you are involved in here. I had some 

run ins´ with the authorities over the years but never had I to fake my own death to get away.” 

Ipek could see his lips tremble, he put on a brave face but he was terrified. She filed this information 

away. It was good to know as she would be stuck with him till this was over. Now she was curious 

how he would make his demands. 

 

“What are you trying to tell me Anakoni?” 

“Don´t play stupid on me. You know exactly what I´m talking about. I´ll stick with ya until this is over, 

till no one any longer shoots at me and I get a new shuttle.” 

“That is a long list of demands that you have there. I could just throw you into the river you know?” 

“Yeah, that you could but that´d leave ya without the info I have, besides you know I am a good pilot. 

Somehow I got the feeling that you will have need of one rather soon.” 

“Possibly. Here is my offer. We work together and pool our resources to unriddle this thing. We both 

know people the other one is unaware of. Together our chances are much better. Until then we are 

good friends, no secrets concerning the problem at hand and no backstabbing. If I catch you doing that 
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I will kill you and if I should die first other people will kill you. Do we have an understanding about 

that particular item?” 

He nodded slowly she could see that he was fighting for self-control. She decided that she had been 

harsh enough on him.  

 

“Alright, as we are partners in this now. Why don´t you tell me about Li Yu Hui?” 

“What about her?” 

“You said you knew the name.” 

“That´s right. I once carried the gal to an assignment o´ hers. That was a long time ago before I 

worked for Maya Unlimited. It had to be under the radar so it was tight and dangerous. Quite the gal.” 

He took a long look at Ipek.  

“She was a little bit like you. Very sure of herself, very determined.” 

“I see any recent contact with her?” 

He shook his head.  

“Hmm, I see. The load you carried for Lajos last week was meant for her, that´s why I asked.” 

“Awright. Well that is something. Word on the street about her tells she is in for a big deal with your 

people.” 

“What kind of deal?” 

“Rumours spread wide. If you listen long enough all kind of deals. We should listen a little bit more 

closely I´d say.” 

“Agreed. Did you ever work for Ridwan bin Salih?” 

“Not that I know? Who is he?” 

“The man who ordered the load you carried for Lajos. He also ordered me on the job that brought me 

here in the first place.” 

“You think he ordered the hit?” 

“I sincerely hope not. I know him for quite some time now and I would be very angered if he is behind 

this.” 

 

Charles came back into the room and interrupted their conversation.  

“We arrived, time for you to leave.” 

“Thank you. Would you be so kind to carry her?” 

He hesitated a moment then went over to the bed to pick her up. He then walked out of the room 

Anakoni and Ipek close behind.  

 

The ship lay at an underground pier. Without their comlogs the barren reinforced concrete was plain 

and without designation. Ipek knew this place, it was the underground garage of The Starlet Plains 

Hotel, a hotel chain that made it a point to have parking spaces available for every kind of vehicle. 

They left the ship and sat down in a limousine which waited for them next to the pier. Charles took the 

wheel after depositing Yasmin in the rear compartment. Ipek and Anakoni sat with the unconscious 

women in the back.  

 

The drive was short but took them a good seven kilometres across town to a residence amidst a well 

kept garden. Charles drove into the subterranean garage and opened the door for them.  

Together they entered an elevator and ascended to the second level. The doors opened into a small 

corridor. Charles pointed his head towards the first door then left for another one at the end of the 

corridor.  

Ipek gestured Anakoni to follow him, he hesitated at first but then conceded. She entered the door into 

a large bedroom. It was furnished in the style of ancient Egypt a culture long lost on this planet. The 
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floor was laid out with a fine carpet therefore Ipek removed her shoes before she entered. A wooden 

desk stood to the right in front of it sat a woman who smiled as she saw Ipek.  

 

The woman was about the same height as Ipek, but where Ipeks hair was black hers´ was blond even 

though they both shared the same tanned skin. She rose and embraced Ipek in a heartfelt embrace even 

though she was staining her beige tunic with the blood and grime that still covered Ipeks body.  

“I am glad to see you made it safely.” 

“Thanks to Charles and you that is, my sister.” 

Ipek pushed her away a little bit to take a look into these almond shaped eyes of deep blue.  

“It is good to see you Azria, I have missed you.” 

“Likewise. When you notified me that you had to postpone our meeting I was very sad.” 

“Me too, yet this things have to be taken care of. Speaking of, did you manage with the media?” 

“Don´t worry big sister, I got your back. Maya more or less proudly pronounces three dead bodies in 

the shuttle wreckage.” 

Ipek sighed relieved.  

“I owe you one for that. At least we should have some privacy for some time now.” 

“I owed you far more than that, so don´t worry.” 

Azria took a step back and appraised Ipeks appearance.  

“We can talk later first we should get you cleaned up you look horrible.” 

“Getting shot and almost drowned will do that to you, yes.” 

“Somehow I am very happy right now that you were able to talk me out of pursuing the same career as 

you.” 

The shared a giggle about that, which turned into a laugh.  

“Come along I have a very proficient house doctor.” 

 

She led the way out of a secret door, which was inserted into the wall and directly led to a small 

medical bay. Another door in the opposite wall provided a means of escape. There were two beds in 

the room Yasmin laid on one of them. A small remote of the Nasmat line stood on the bed beside her 

and was finishing up her wounds with a sealing gel.  

“Dr. Yui?” 

The remote did not move at Azrias´ address but a small holographic display emerged next to it, 

showing the face of a middle aged man with bright hair and intense eyes.  

“Another patient I see, please sit down I will be with you in no time.” 

 

Ipek obeyed and sat down on the empty bed. Azria helped her with getting out of her torn clothes.  

“What about the two?” 

“Keep an eye on him when I am not around. He has the same problem as I, but I am not sure yet how 

much I can trust him. Don´t worry about her. She can keep her secrets.” 

“As you wish. What did you do to that suit of yours?” 

“High speed bullets.” 

By then they had removed most of Ipeks cloth and the small remote climbed onto the bed.  

“Please lie back and describe the situation.” 

The doctors´ voice came out loud and clear. It had a calming quality to it, just perfect for a trauma 

doctor.  

“Three bullets to the midriff just above the hip, close proximity, no arteries damaged, two projectiles 

still lodged inside. Beside that minor scratches and blemishes about everywhere.” 

“Alright let´s see what we can do.” 
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After removing the bloodied bandage, the small hands of the remote probed the wounds. It hurt. Then 

it used a metallic detector to find the bullets in question, while doing that Azria provided him with her 

medical data that Ipek had forwarded to her yesterday. Right now she was very glad about this 

precaution.  

“That is not too bad. I will perform surgery with local anaesthetics just try and relax.” 

Ipek did as told and tried to think about something else as she once more was cut up.  

 

Dr. Yui worked fast and precise his commands and movements precisely mimicked by the remote. 

Ten minutes later the remote sat down on the bed her wounds already sealed with a regenerative gel.  

“I advise you to rest for at least three day before exerting yourself again, I know you will disregard 

that recommendation. The gel will harden in about an hour then you can wash yourself properly.” 

“Thank you very much Dr. Yui, your help is appreciated as always.” 

“The pleasure was all mine, dear Azria.” 

With these words the display vanished and the remote became lifeless.  

“You know him quite well I see.” 

“He is my personal physician, don´t worry we can trust him. My lover pays him very well for his skills 

and secrecy.” 

Ipek nodded and kept lying on the bed for a moment.  

“Tell me, how is your life as a concubine here on Earth? I never lived here long enough to know about 

such things.” 

“Serene for the most part.”  

She brought up a stool from the floor and sat down next to the bed. She gently lifted Ipeks right hand 

and glided over the palm with her smooth fingers.  

“Your skin has suffered greatly under your new job I see. You really should have stayed with us back 

then.” 

“It has been some time since I regrew my palms true enough, my dear sister. However I had to leave, I 

couldn´t stand him anymore.” 

“There are other men you know?” 

Ipek returned her smile on that commentary. 

“Returning my own advice I see.” 

“Well I had good teachers.” 

“I hope I was. Enough of me for now, we´ll have to deal with that enough later on. Tell me more about 

your life, of the things that I missed out on.” 

 

The next hour Ipek listened to Azria telling of her life as the concubine of a high ranking manager of a 

Maya corporation. They hadn´t seen each other for almost ten years now and there was a lot to talk 

about. Of course the hour went by fast and they relocated their conversation into the bathroom. Azria 

had a large bathtub and Ipek relished in the feeling of the balms and ointments in the water. Azria 

gently cleaned Ipeks battered body and afterwards massaged away the residual pain as well as the 

muscle soreness, at least most of it.  

Feeling very relaxed Ipek finally fell asleep.  

 

 

When she awoke Azria was lying next to her on the large bed, the silken sheets had slipped from her 

body and Ipek couldn´t but appraise her. She almost hadn´t aged at all since they last saw each other. 

Back then Azria had been very young and at the beginnings of her life as a concubine. Ipeks time on 

the other hand already had been more or less over, they had met at her last station of this life. Azria 

had been so young and somewhat naïve that Ipek took to tutoring her almost by instinct. She saved her 

from a lot of trouble in these days.  
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Now Azria had returned the favour. Ipek reminded herself not to drag her into this even deeper. Azria 

was a flower of the civilian world and Ipek wanted her to stay there. In a way she wanted her to stay 

unspoiled. Maybe like someone she herself never had the courage to be.  

 

Ipek waited for Azria to wake up before doing anything. As she opened her eyes she smiled. 

“Good you are still here.” 

“Where would I go so soon?” 

“I don´t know, for a moment there I feared I your visit was just a dream and that you are gone when I 

finally wake up.” 

“I am not a dream, Azria. Not anymore.” 

“Good.” 

She cuddled up against Ipek in a soft embrace. Ipek sighed inwardly. 

“When does your lover return?” 

“The day after tomorrow, why?” 

“Because I have to be gone by then.” 

Azria rose to this.  

 

“Why? Stay with me for a while, there is so much I want to know. So much I want to tell you.” 

“I know, I feel the same way, yet I already involved you far too much in this affair. I have to keep you 

out of this otherwise you would be in danger.” 

Azria started to protest but thought better of it.  

“You are probably right. I just want to help you.” 

Ipek raised her head with a hand. 

“You already did. You saved our lives remember?” 

“All I did was send you my ship as a pick up.” 

“And if you had not, we probably would be dead by now. I don´t want you to know too much about 

what is going on, it only would make you a target. Believe me jumping into the river from a shuttle at 

high speed is less fun than it sounds.” 

She nodded weakly but smiled.  

 

“I imagine having three bullets in the belly isn´t too funny either.” 

“No, yet believe me there are places where having bullets is far worse.” 

Something on her comlog caught Azrias´ attention.  

“Your friends are awake and want to see you. According to Charles they are making quite a scene.” 

“Alright. I better get over there.” 

Rolling from the bed Ipek made way for the door, then stopped in her tracks and looked down on the 

silken nightgown she was wearing. 

“Do you have anything less revealing at hand?” 

The wall to her left opened up and revealed a dressing chamber of at least two dozen square metres. 

The cabinets were numbered but without a comlog the further designations were invisible.  

“The first one on the left has morning robes, the one next to it tunics. Pick one.” 

 

Ipek was glad to see that her taste had improved over the years, even though there were colours and 

styles present here that must belong to the latest fads with which she wasn´t familiar.  

She took a long silken tunic of deep red and clipped it with a golden brooch. Utilizing one of the 

combs and mirrors in the room she arranged her hair in a presentable manner. As she walked back into 

the main bedroom Azria handed her three comlogs and a pair of sandals. Ipek slipped into the sandals 

and stripped one of the comlogs around her left forearm. 
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“New, unmarked and untraceable, just as you taught me.” 

“Thank you, my dear. Good work. One last thing, don´t let the two of them see you or talk to you 

directly and don´t keep any records of us being here. They do not know who you are and I want to 

keep it that way. I will be back with you as soon as I can and we probably will stay tonight and leave 

in the morning.” 

“As you wish, just be careful with whatever you planning there. I don´t want to lose you.” 

Ipek nodded and left the bedroom. 

 

When she entered the room she found Anakoni locked in argument with Charles. He demanded to see 

Ipek and wanted to be told where they were. Ipek diffused the situation simply by appearing and 

asking Charles to leave them alone for some time. Grudgingly he conceded.  

The room had a large table in the centre, some chairs situated around it and no windows. It was 

generally plain and unremarkable, Ipek inwardly congratulated Azria or Charles on the choice of 

location for the temporary housing of those two. She walked over to the table and sat down on one of 

the chairs, it was pretty comfortable.  

Yasmin was sitting across from her, she was dressed in a simple shirt and trousers, possibly even from 

one of the male servants of the household. There still was a bandage around her neck but no blood was 

present on them.  

Anakoni wore similar attire and no bandages as he had been the one to get through all this relatively 

unscathed. It took her some minutes to make him sit down as well. Then she threw the comlogs over 

to them.  

 

“Courtesy of our host. They are clean and untraceable.” 

“Who the hell is our host and where are we?” 

Ipek faced the still agitated Anakoni.  

“All you need to know is that we are safe here till tomorrow, the host is a friend who got involved far 

too much already by helping us out. The less you know the better for everyone.” 

He started to argue, but then though about her words and eventually nodded his agreement.  

“Good, now as this is settled we have to plan our next move. Yasmin I am sorry you got shot again but 

I see you are recovering well?” 

“Hell yeah. I had worse wounds, but I get de impression you didn´t tell me everyding about dis job.” 

“I honestly was not aware that we would meet such heavy resistance and, as it is now, the probability 

of us getting shot at even more is very high.” 

“I don´t know about you ladies but I for one don´t like being shot at. I say we just lay low and sit the 

rest of this shit out. I mean you did get us killed, officially that is.” 

Yasmin turned her head back to Ipek. 

 

“He has a point you know.” 

“Given. Yet if someone is really interested in our demise he will discover the fraud easily enough. We 

have to stay on this case and clean us of this business.” 

“And how do you suppose we shall do that?” 

“By either striking a deal or destroying de ones dat are after us, or you dat is.” 

“Yasmins´ answer is straight to the point, when we know who is behind this we can get to them. First 

thing for us is now to get the picture straight, therefore I still want to meet Maarja Loviise.” 

“Wasn´t that the gal I sha´d fly you to?” 

“Exactly. She deals in information, I hope to gather some more from her. Speaking of travelling, 

Yasmin I trust you have some alter ego at hand you can use?” 

The mercenary slightly nodded her green haired head. Anakoni raised a hand to stop Ipeks next 

question. 
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“Don´t worry my Lady, I have been under the radar long enough to be prepared for that, even though it 

is a bit dated.” 

“Alright, we need to secure transportation and lodgings. I will arrange for arms with Charles and don’t 

worry I have enough money on high ends to bring us through this.” 

“As long as you don´t forget to pay us in de end.” 

Yasmins blinked at Anakoni with this statement, obviously the two got acquainted quite well since 

Ipek last saw them.  

“I will see to that.” 

 

Ipek then switched on the table and her comlog to access the ether the other two did the same. A short 

browse through the news brought to light something unexpected. 

“That is not good.” 

Ipeks´ eyes were transfixed on a newscast about a recent assassination that took place just hours ago. 

Alarmed by her statement the others asked what is going on and Ipek transferred the feed to the table.  

 

A picture of a crowded plaza appeared it had the translucent letters “Brutal murder in Public” written 

all over it. On the plaza was a man who was hit by some kind of projectile, he stumbled and collapsed 

screaming dying a horribly painful death. Security guards rushed the scene and panic spread among 

the crowd the feed ended soon after.  

Anakoni read the name of the victim. 

“Parviz Khan, a merchant from Bourak. Do ya know him?” 

Ipek didn´t answer directly as she frantically was searching the pictures of the feed for something that 

would tell her more about this incident. It took a second question from Yasmin to pull her out of it.  

“Hey, answer. Did you know dis guy?” 

“What? Apologies, yes. Yes I knew him. I was charged with protecting him on his way to Earth.” 

“And?” 

“That was the trip during which we were attacked. The attack which made me start investigating this 

at all.” 

“Why is that?” 

“Someone sold us out, our route and ship. The fight was rather brutal up there.” 

“And now de guy is dead, killed here, in public, with witnesses, a lot of them.” 

The statement hung in the air for a moment as no one dared to say it. Ipek finally voiced it.  

 

“The Hassassin. Yes, that is my estimate and I am searching for evidence right now.” 

“The Hassassin. The Hassassin.” 

Anakonis´ voice was a quiet whisper but got louder with every repetition of the word then he jumped 

up.  

“The Hassassin! You crazy bitch brought down the Hassassin upon us. Holy shit, we are all dead. 

We…” 

He was cut short by Yasmin punching him in the face, he spun around and landed hard on the ground. 

“Now shut up you whimp. We need focus and no ranting.” 

Ipek got up and helped Anakoni back into his chair.  

“Calm down. This doesn´t mean that they are after us.” 

His eyes were widened in fear. 

“But, it could mean just that.” 

“Yes, it could but I doubt it. For now we need everyone to concentrate alright?” 

He breathed hard but nodded weakly. 

 

“Okay, okay. I, I just panicked.” 
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“Don´t worry, think nothing of it. Now we all review the footage if we spot something of interest, 

anything that could help us. Are you up to it?” 

He drew in one deep breath and calmed down a bit.  

Ipek returned to her chair with a nod of thanks to Yasmin. The involvement of the Hassassin 

complicated things. In more ways that she cared to admit, still she had this weird feeling. As she 

formulated this thought she found what she was looking for.  

A figure at the edge of the plaza, it was tall and moved off the plaza with speed and grace after Khan 

was hit. Ipek recognized this way of movement, the lithe and smooth execution of every step. She 

couldn´t see her face but she knew that this was Basma. Basma had killed the man she herself had 

helped escorting here. It made no sense. 

“Shit.” 

 

Both women looked at Anakoni for his remark. 

“Back there in the crowd, the woman right next to the fountain. That is Li Yu Hui.” 

“Who is dat again?” 

“The woman who received the weapons Ridwan sent her way. The face configuration matches her 

profile for sure.” 

“I remember her face from when I flew her. I don´t know about ya two but I guess that is no 

coincidence.” 

“Agreed, look at her body language, she covers it well but still you can see she is shocked.” 

“Well someone got shot in front of her. I saw it often enough not to be shocked anymore, but most 

people are not dat jaded, you know?” 

Ipek looked up at Yasmins objection. 

“True enough but someone with her experience and record should be more used to this. I would say 

she wanted to meet with Khan.” 

“Didn´t you say he came to meet this other guy? Yuen or something?” 

“Chin Yuen Yu, yes he was to negotiate with him about a medical supply route. I always suspected 

that this was not the only reason for his coming here.” 

“If your people sent him, why would dey kill him?” 

Ipek shook her head.  

“I think that was ordered by the Old Man of the Mountain and no one else. Look here.” 

Ipek zoomed in on Basmas´ vanishing figure.  

“The footage doesn´t show her at the time of the actual shooting, but I know this woman.” 

Both looked up. 

“Her name is Basma, she is a Hassassin. She was with me on the way here.” 

“Why?” 

“She was assigned to guard him, just as I was. I suspected her to have another motif, yet this is 

surprising.” 

Yasmin stood up and took some steps.  

 

“So he pissed of de guy in de mountain. What does dat tell us?” 

“I don´t know. He must have done something considered hurtful to the Haqqislam.” 

“By talking to a Yu Jing negotiator? Or to the wrong one maybe? Well, that helps.” 

“He is right dat helps us not much right now.” 

“I am not so sure about that. First Basma helps me getting him safely to Earth. We were attacked 

during transit and she almost got killed in trying to defend him. Then some days later when trying to 

meet a different negotiator she kills him. So something must have changed.” 

“Unless she didn´t kill him.” 

Anakonis´ commentary drew both their attention. 
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“I mean we assume that but we didn´t actually see her kill him. So it might have been someone else.” 

“He is right again, Ipek. We shouldn´t assume too much.” 

“Granted, I still think it was her. Let us concentrate on the attack on the ship then.” 

“On your way here?” 

“Exactly. They knew our route and they brought with them these prototype remotes. They were fast, 

agile and geared for close combat.” 

“Close combat! Dat is weird.” 

“Just my thought. According to my O-12 source they once were designed by a joined venture from 

PanOceania and Yu Jing.” 

“Well that are strange bedfellows.” 

“Dat means dat one of dem is behind it.” 

“Or someone with ridiculous amounts of money.” 

“Both of you are right, either way we do not know enough. I say we should get to work.” 

They nodded to that and all three of them started to organize the next trip.  
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Gamma 1.11. Earth 
 

Kotaro awoke in his room, again. He had no idea how much time had passed since the incident at the 

arena. He remembered the attacking Karakuri and the explosion. He had been told that he incurred a 

serious concussion when he got hit by the door and was ordered to rest for some time. At first he did 

as told and rested for a day or so. When he tried some of the muscle relaxation and training techniques 

during this time, his head started to hurt massively.  

The same thing happened when he tried to access Maya with his comlog therefore they took it away 

from him in order to assist his recuperation. At least that was what they said.  

 

After the first day had passed his head became better and some training feasible. Without Maya 

connection or any information about what was going on outside, the doctors refused to talk about the 

incident with him, there was nothing else to do. The room was without windows and sported only a 

bed and a table with two chairs. No one came to check on him so he trained and went to sleep.  

When he awoke a plate of food waited on the table for him.  

He ate, he trained, he went to sleep. 

This cycle repeated three times, as his sense of time was totally off he had no idea how long he really 

had been in here. He tried not to think about his situation to much, even though he searched the room 

for possible exits after his second sleep cycle. It was to no avail, the featureless door was the way out.  

He took back to training.  

 

As he wanted to go to sleep again, the door opened. A man in a doctors´ coat entered. He had dark hair 

and was wearing a visor which undoubtedly was linked into his Maya vision. Kotaro knew the face he 

was the one who had ordered him to rest.  

“I see you are well on your feet again. How do you feel?” 

“Fine. Very eager to leave this place.”    

“There is no indication for need to observe you any longer. We deem you are fit to return to duty. You 

will be handed your affects within the hour.” 

The man turned on the spot and left without further comment. Among a long list of military doctors he 

met during his service this one was among the most rude. Roughly ten minutes after he left a small 

servant remote brought him a bag with his belongings.  

 

A new set of clothes was lying inside. It was inconspicuous and slightly armoured, more or less his 

typical working clothes. He put them on and then stripped the comlog on his arm.  

The first thing springing to notice was the order to get to headquarters for a debriefing. Of course they 

already would have read out the information on the comlog for what had happened, yet that no one 

had asked for a report from him until now was one of the most mystifying things that were going on.  

 

His way out of the hospital was unobstructed and he was in some way pleased that his motorcycle was 

waiting for him in the garage. He sat in the saddle and brought the engine to life. Not wasting a second 

he was on the street soon after. HQ was only twelve kilometres away therefore the ride would be short, 

nonetheless it gave him enough time to check Maya for the latest developments.  

Right now it was the evening of the fifth day since the incident. Kotaro still asked himself why they 

kept him shut in for so long. Several things came to his attention.  

 

First, obviously the plan had worked and the Karakuri only destroyed most of the car in front of the 

arena.  
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Second, the twin sister of Kaneshiro Mitoshi received a welcoming celebration to Earth today and the 

general had not been present. That seemed very odd to Kotaro.  

Third, there had been a fire fight in the hotel were Takekaze Miyū lived around the same time of the 

attack at the arena.  

It seemed to Kotaro that everything was spiralling out of control as he raced down the highway, the 

only question was who had been in charge from the beginning.  

 

The rest of the way Kotaro thought about what he should do now, barring orders that send him far 

away of course. Should he really inquire about the night Terazawa died? Wouldn´t he overstep his 

operational boundaries by doing that? He not yet had arrived at a conclusion when he entered the HQ.  

He passed the first security station easily enough by virtue of comlog and visual identification. The 

second one entailed a retina scan and password and finally the DNA-check and another password to 

enter the main building.  

Entering the HQ was not easy and neither should it be.  

 

He wasted no time and immediately reported for debriefing. It didn´t differ in any way from any other 

debriefing of his career and ultimately yielded no new information for him or his superiors at all. After 

that he was dismissed for the day. Tomorrow he would be assigned his next mission. He stopped 

himself from asking if it was related to his last ones. Even though he sincerely hoped that this would 

be the case. Kotaro was irritated by this sentiment but managed to keep his irritation to himself.  

 

Afterwards he went to the mess hall. He liked to eat here, of course there were better restaurants out 

there in the city no ten minutes away, yet he preferred to eat here. Here in the military heart of his life.  

Compared with other mess halls he had seen on other bases this one was very quiet. No groups of 

soldiers sharing a hearty laugh or embarrassing stories about each other.  

Here everyone sat alone at his table and ate in solitude. Most people were surrounded by at least a 

dozen projected comlog displays while doing so. Eating was no excuse for not working.  

 

Kotaro found himself projecting some displays with different news channels, without having activated 

them consciously. Habits like this were hard to break. Generally he would review data about his next 

assignment while eating, as he had no new one yet he reviewed some of his more recent ones. He still 

was undecided.  

 

When Kotaro finished eating he wasn´t tired enough to go to sleep. Being allowed to finally leave the 

hospital had invigorated him. He went to the training facilities. Regardless of the hour the training 

grounds never were deserted. Kotaro couldn´t remember an instance where he had been alone in these 

halls. Being in the same room with a number of killers like oneself generated a strange sense of 

camaraderie. He liked the feeling. To his surprise the halls were almost deserted this time. Only a 

handful of people were around among them was Shin, the man Kotaro was still unsure of seeking out.  

 

Shin was broad shouldered but didn´t appeared very muscular, Kotaro knew that this was deceiving as 

he placed himself before him on the training mattress. Shin didn´t bother with formalities and attacked.  

The fight was short but brutal, both men punched and kicked at each other with no respite as if trying 

to punish each other for their crimes. In the end Shin emerged victorious if only by a margin.  

Afterwards they both sat down on the mats to drink some water.  

 

“Well fought.”  

Kotaro took the compliment with a bow. Shin was infamous for not commenting on people he fought. 

Afterwards Kotaro would wonder for a long time why he did it, yet the words left his mouth. 
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“Shin, there is something I wanted to ask you.” 

 

 

Miyū had become paranoid. Ever since Wei had ordered her to keep digging about the Kaneshiro 

family she saw agents, spies and conspiracies everywhere she looked. She hated the feeling, she hated 

it very much. Second guessing other peoples´ motifs and some information leeching always had been 

part of her job, still this was something completely different.  

 

She was allowed to stay with Yi Li for another day then she was deemed fit to take up her duties again. 

Before that a woman named Bai Hala Lin appeared to examine her. She wore the uniform of the 

banner troops and the badge of a doctor. Miyū was scared of her. She had a dark face and mood, her 

questioning was as thorough as it was unpleasant. When she was finished asking she tested Miyū with 

a plethora of devices. After that she left without sharing any conclusions.  

Miyū even dared to ask Wei about the results of the examination, but he said that they were still 

inconclusive. She didn´t believed a word of it.  

 

As the two guards in front of her room became her constant companions she tried to get more 

acquainted with them at first, especially with the one who had been so nice to her that day she got 

scared by her image in the mirror. She soon stopped with her efforts as every time she started to know 

one of them better they were substituted by another pair. She could not venture outside without them 

accompanying her. In effect she never was alone but felt very much like that.  

 

She never was officially informed of her upcoming assignment to Parviz Khan, yet she felt dread 

when she heard of his death. She hadn´t looked forward to meeting him, but seeing him killed in 

public was very disturbing. Wei called upon her after the incident to ask how she coped with the 

development. She almost got the feeling that he actually cared about her, yet she was totally aware that 

he probably didn´t at all. In the end Khans´ death changed nothing about his plans about the Kaneshiro, 

therefore Miyūs orders were unaltered.  

She worked like in a trance. Keeping company and seeing to the clients´ needs as necessary. There 

was nothing to complain about the way she fullfilled her duties but nothing to laurel either. She hardly 

remembered the faces or names of her clients she entertained over the next few days.  

 

When she had time to herself and was not staring into the mirror she kept on browsing the Maya 

sphere for anything she could find about the Kaneshiro. Wei not only allowed her to retain her 

modified comlog he even gave her some new programs and access codes.  

She now easily could venture to places she hardly would have dared to touch beforehand. It didn´t end 

there either, the programs of the Crane even whipped clean most of the traces that she left in Maya. 

Anyone would have a hard time tracking her activities. As soon as she noticed these aspects of the 

program Miyū attempted to copy it but it was coded with a self-destruct algorithm which scrambled 

any active system by the time of destruction.  

Therefore in order not to lose her comlog she had to delete the program every 22 hours, of course Wei 

supplied her with another one every 24 hours.  

 

Miyū amassed a hundred times more data than she managed on her own back then, naturally most of it 

was redundant or trivial. She filtered the most interesting parts and sent them to the Crane every 24 

hours, generally right after deleting the program.  

 

On the morning of the fourth day since his visit she decided to read the data for herself once more, or 

better to read it in order to actually digest it as she up till now mostly skipped through it in order not to 
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disappoint the Crane. She had some hours till her first client and so she sat down in front of the mirror 

to play out her little ritual that she now repeated every morning.  

She searched for the other eyes.  

 

Staring into her own image Miyū wanted to find those disapproving eyes, these eyes that were not her 

own. She wasn´t afraid of them anymore at least she hoped, actually she didn´t knew because she 

never has been able to conjure them up on purpose. Whenever she looked into the mirror searching for 

them nothing was there. Miyū wanted to find them, maybe they could tell her what has happened to 

her.  

It was a strange thought, yet somehow she knew it to be true. If only she knew more about these eyes. 

She now listened intensively to the thoughts she repeated to herself. Miyū was positive about it being 

part of the phenomenon. She was positive because of this new habit, the habit of stating important 

train of thoughts to herself in order to emphasize them. The habit she picked up since her surgery.  

However she found nothing peculiar about these thoughts. Generally they only summed up her present 

predicament and presented a sensible solution. So far no secret agendas or instructions were imbedded 

in them.  

 

By now she was staring at her image for almost half an hour still nothing. Only the familiar face. Her 

own face. Her own eyes. No stranger.  

She closed her eyes and sighed. Maybe she only was paranoid? Maybe they didn´t tamper with her 

brain after all? Maybe she only was imagining things?  

She rose and left the mirror behind. Something caught her eye. She snapped back her head.  

There it was.  

She jumped back at her own expression and closed her eyes. It took all of her composure not to scream.  

Miyū slipped down the wall behind her and buried her head in her arms. That hadn´t been her face 

looking back. That was the smiling face of a maniac.  

What by all the graces did they do to her?  

What should she do? 

What could she do? 

 

For some minutes she just sat there and wept. She felt lonely and helpless.  

`Calm down, Miyū. Finish the job.´ 

Ironically enough it was one of this thoughts that broke her torpor. Her only hope was Wei. He was 

the only one who could help her. He was powerful enough. He knew the right people. The only 

question was would he help her or dispose of her? She couldn´t know until he was through with his 

investigation. She was part of that investigation and she was one of his helpers.  

Miyū could only hope that helping him would entice Wei to help her. What else could she do?  

Who else could provide her with a safety net?  

 

She thought of Nelvin and what she saw in his eyes that evening. It felt like it happened in another 

lifetime, yet not even a week had passed since the incident.  

Would he help her?  

She didn´t know. She didn´t even know if he still was alive. Maybe she could deliver a message to his 

people? She had to be careful in order not to be detected.  

She stopped for a moment.  

Miyū realised that she was thinking about betraying her people, the people who had cared for and 

nurtured her all her life, the people who gave her a home and a purpose. Yet they were also the people 

who did this to her. She was unsure.  
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It wasn´t betrayal to keep open a route of escape, was it? She only was trying to stay alive. For a 

moment she thought that she happily should lay down her life for her people if asked so.  

The thought scared her as much as it filled her with pride.  

 

It took her some more time to regain enough composure to get up again. Breathing deeply she braved 

the mirror once more. All was well. She decided to get to work. 

Postponing the decision about a possible contact with the Nomads she took to the information about 

the Kaneshiro. If she was useful enough the Crane might actually help her afterwards or even retain 

her services.  

 

Miyū started with the family of Mitoshis´ father. Kaneshiro Akiyoshi had been an exemplary citizen 

and soldier. Born into a noble bloodline, which could trace its ancestry to the Taira a family of 

originally imperial descent which reigned in old Japan at the end of the 12th century, his path was set 

for him from conception. He sported a long list of commendations and military success, yet he never 

achieved first grade citizenship on his own. Mitoshis´ grandfather Yoshimie saw to that.  

Convicted for subversive behaviour and conspiring against the well-being of the StateEmpire he was 

executed. His family bore the brunt of his crimes to this day.  

Most of the family belongings were confiscated back then and his descendants marked as 

untrustworthy henceforth. As a result Mitoshis´ father never stepped out of line to regain the trust of 

the people and more importantly the party.  

Miyū spent some time searching for loose threads among the associates of Mitoshis´ grandfather but 

all of them were dead and their operations crushed thoroughly. It was a perfect example of the 

efficiency Yu Jings judicial system.  

 

Then she turned to his mother. Genji Fuyu´ume sported stellar grades during her university days and 

became a competent lawyer, if not for her Nipponese descent she would have applied for membership 

in the imperial judicial court. The party recruited her straight out of grad school and all information 

Miyū could find painted her as a loyal and effective member. She didn´t dare to delve deeper into 

Fuyu´umes´ past. Weis´ access codes may be good but Miyū doubted that they would protect her from 

high level party security. It seemed that she and Akiyoshi met during a reception in front of the 

Forbidden City. Akiyoshi was among the soldiers who received commendations on this day. As he 

was a member of a marked family their romance was deeply resented by the public and party at that 

time.  

When she took his family name as hers´ at marriage the scandal was complete. Fuyu´ume used all her 

legal knowledge and power to recover the family from the abyss into which Yoshimie had plunged it. 

She must have loved Akiyoshi very much.  

From what she could gather a lot of people in the party had not been happy about that. Miyū even 

dared to suspect foul play in her death. A disturbing thought. Of course she had no names of possible 

suspects due to the party security.  It would be up to the Crane to get this information.  

 

Then she came to his sisters. Naomi was his twin sister born one minute and seventeen seconds earlier 

than Mitoshi. Both of them showed great military talent from youth on. Mitoshi threw himself into the 

arms of the army with abandon.  Naomi was a little bit more reserved yet proved a skilled warrior as 

well. Naomi also started a career as poet, calligrapher and sculptor were she proved to be quite 

proficient as well. Both their military and civil records showed no black marks or even remarks about 

anything but commendations. Yet for some reason Mitoshi had been put on the list of suspected 

sympathizers of the Tatenokai. Miyū couldn´t discover any reasoning to this, only two letters in roman 

script as the originator of the claim: LH. It could be initials but why would someone not use Chinese 

letters for his name?  
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She decided to send an extra remark about this to the Crane.  

 

That left only his little sister Kagemi.  

Kaneshiro Kagemi the half-breed daughter of Genji Fuyu´ume and a nameless soldier, born some time 

after the death of Akiyoshi. Miyū was irritated by her inability to uncover the name of Kagemis´ father. 

The ether had a lot of names to offer on the subject, a quick count brought her up to 37 and that only 

covered the at least remotely credible candidates.  

Because he was not of noble birth the whole incident was kept secret. From all she could tell it also 

had been brief, all available data pointed to a romance of no longer than two months, most probably 

only one. Barely time to sire a child at all, if one depends on natural conception that is.  

On the other hand there was no reason to believe that technical solutions to impregnate Fuyu´ume had 

been applied. Especially unlikely because of the political backlash that this pregnancy had brought 

down upon her. A backlash that she would have known would be coming.  

Fuyu´umes´ fight to keep her third child in the family was well documented in the legal proceedings 

involved. Obviously she withered a lot of pressure political, medial and personal to keep her daughter 

at her side.  

 

Within the plethora of legal documents Miyū noticed something strange. It was a document about the 

administration of the family belongings and it ranked Kagemi second right after Mitoshi in the 

hierarchy of heirs. That was odd to the extreme. A quick investigation later revealed that this still held 

true. Naomi retreated from these obligations completely seven years ago.  

This left Mitoshi as the sole empowered person to administer the wealth of the Kaneshiro family. So if 

now something would happen to him a legal battle about the belongings would ensue.  

Miyū made a note about this and already wanted to call Wei about that as something came to her mind.  

She remembered reading something about Kagemi throwing money around shortly before her death.  

  

It didn´t took her long to find the files. Several transactions outside of Yu Jing, some of them of 

considerable size, mostly directed to unknown parties or dubious corporations. Even more interesting 

was the fact that almost all of them were to or via Tunguska, the most famous black bank of the entire 

Human Sphere and of course tied to Nelvin. Not for the first time Miyū asked herself what Nelvin had 

wanted to achieve by abducting her. The incoming call notification interrupted her thoughts. 

  

She activated the scrambler the Crane had given her, then she took the call. 

The smiling face of Wei appeared on her retina display.  

“Good morning Miyū.” 

“And to you Master Wei. You must have read my mind, I just wanted to contact you.” 

“Is that so? Well, what about?” 

“A possible motif for the assassinations.” 

“Intriguing. Are you referring to the status of Mitoshi as the only legal heir of the family?” 

Miyū managed to hide her disappointment at not having news for him after all. 

“Yes, that was what I wanted to tell you.” 

“Do not be disappointed. It was good thinking, keep it up. On to another matter. I just cleared your 

schedule for the next three days. Your data core should be notified about that by now.” 

“May I inquire to the reason?” 

“Surely you may. I need you fresh and fully briefed for a representative escort attendance. It is 

scheduled for the day after tomorrow, just enough time to get you ready.” 

“Whom am I supposed to meet?” 
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“No one. I need you to accompany our man to meet with a PanOceanian soldier who happens to be on 

vacation in Kyōto at the time. The Maya channels will love the setup and we need a competent escort 

for that.” 

“I am flattered but still do not see why it must be me. Not that I would argue about that.” 

“That would not be advisable in any case. The reason is simple. We are sending Kaneshiro to this 

meeting. See it as a chance to reacquaint yourself with him.” 

The display went black as Wei cut the line and left Miyū wondering.  

She immediately tried to call him back to ask for details, but he blocked all communications. 

Frustrated all she could do was look up the time table for the next days in her calendar. It was full of 

briefings and visits to the barber, a massage parlour and other beauty related enterprises. Generally 

Miyū enjoyed the visits to such places therefore she wasn´t really sad about this change of plans.  

That she could spend time with Mitoshi was an added bonus.  

 

Lost in thought for a while she forgot to write the message to Wei about the oddness of Mitoshis´ 

records, she remembered doing it after a two hour search through her closet for a fitting kimono for the 

event. It was then that she realised that she had no idea of the planned proceedings and therefore no 

knowledge if a kimono even was appropriate.  

 

Conjuring up the files about the evening she found them to be lacking in detail, yet. The final plans 

were to be submitted tomorrow, so she had to wait till then. Sitting down on her couch she decided to 

learn as much as she could about the people they were to meet, or better that Mitoshi was to meet, 

Miyū was more or less decoration after all. Calling upon the files she remembered to write the Crane 

about his file and the strange initials attached to it.  

 

Then she read about Private Maria Estella Gevallo of the 7th regiment of the Acontecimento Regulars. 

Born into a wealthy family, her father had owned three factories in his time, she led a secluded and 

peaceful childhood. Her early adult years´ didn´t change that much, a little bit college attendance here, 

a little bit movie actress there and so on. For a moment Miyū was envious because that women led a 

life that was the exactly opposite of her own childhood years, yet she overcame it quickly.  

Amongst her three siblings she was the most unattached to business life or even a remote sense of duty.  

Her oldest brother Felipe joined the military as soon as he came of age, leaving the business to fall to 

his brother Tito who still ran the company after the death of both of their parents. Her little sister Clóe 

was a marine biologist working in the depths of Varuna. Among all of them Maria appeared to be 

quite the slacker.  

 

Then Felipe happened to be stationed on Paradiso where he fell to the aliens. The information about 

his death were sketchy, the operational data was highly classified not only from PanOceania, but by 

Yu Jing as well. Ignoring this oddity for now she continued to read.  

In any case Maria joined the army two months after his death, raced through the basic training in no 

time and with highest laurels, only to request a stationing at Paradiso. She was granted her wish and 

remained there for three years, rejecting all attempts to withdraw her from the frontline.  

Her presence on Earth only was due to PanOceanian command forcing her into a leave of absence 

after a serious injury in the line of duty. Attached to that last file was her list of military 

commendations, it was quite a list for a line trooper.  

`Girl, you must have one hell of an ire.`  

 

Miyū thought about that woman for some time, switching between different Maya feeds of her while 

doing so. Comparing her bearing and posture from pictures before and after her frontline duty she tried 
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to get the hang of her attitude. It proved difficult as there wasn´t much recent material. One thing was 

certain. Miyū would not underestimate that woman and was to make sure that Mitoshi did the same.  

 

After that she turned to her companion for the evening, probably just a decoration as herself but to her 

dismay the data about him was thin. She was sure that there was more to come as the evening drew 

closer so she didn´t worry about that too much.  

Taking her mind of him for now she opened the door for the barber that was scheduled to attend her 

today.  

The next two days were rather pleasant for Miyū. 
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Alpha 1.12 Earth 
 

Marias´ morning began very badly. Being occupied with meeting new people and touring through 

Shanghai she totally had neglected to listen to the news feeds. She was rather shocked to read of 

Ipeks´ death in a shuttle accident some days ago. She jumped out of bed and rushed over to Mauris´ 

room.  

Ignoring the “please don´t enter” note his comlog projected outwards she knocked on his door, loudly.  

Soon after the door slid aside and she forced her way past him into the room. Unlike her he was fully 

dressed and obviously awake for some time already. Maria sent him the newsfeed about the accident. 

“What do we know about this?” 

“And good morning to you.” 

“Skip the formalities, answer the question.” 

“What is wrong with you today? Okay, I look at it give me a second.” 

 

Maria swallowed her next comment as he sat down and reviewed the feed he got from her. 

“You know I think you should dress in something less revealing before running around in the hotel.” 

She jerked her head at his commentary then looked down on herself. She was wearing her new 

nightgown that she had bought in Shanghai, it never had been intended for public display. Swearing 

she went to his bathroom and took one of his bathing robes. On her return she sat down on the second 

armchair in the room.  

 

“Why are you interested in this accident?” 

“Because I know her.” 

“Oh, right. Mehtap. The woman from the pilgrim ship, the Haqqislamite agent.” 

“Right her. I knew that she wanted to investigate about that incident and now this. So what do we 

know?” 

“Not much. To my knowledge the matter hasn´t received much attention up till now. Do you think it 

wasn´t an accident?” 

“What do I know? Of the two of us you are the spy, you tell me.” 

“It is conspicuous that is true. I will have looked into it. Alright?” 

Maria hesitated a moment but then realised that there was nothing she could do right now. 

“Okay.”  “Thank you.” 

“Don´t mention it. Are you well beside that matter?” 

“More or less. I need breakfast, see you later.” 

She rose and went for the door.  

“The styling team will be here in two hours, please be punctual.” 

She smiled over her shoulder.  

“No worries. I know the drill. Till then.” 

 

Back in her room Maria ordered something to eat. She urged for indigenous cuisine, but as she wasn´t 

used to it she ordered the PanOceanian special breakfast. The availability of food reminiscent of ones´ 

home planet was clearly one of the advantages of the almost complete interconnectedness of the 

Human Sphere.  

She thought about Ipek for awhile and was saddened by her passing. Then the evening crept back into 

her mind. In about ten hours she was to meet with this Kaneshiro general. She understood the power 

that this meeting could have in the ether, still she thought someone else would have been more 

appropriate.  
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She went into town for a while. One and a half hour was not much time to look around in a city with 

such historical value, despite that she tried to make the best of it. The rest of her stay probably would 

be filled up with more or less official duties.  

She smiled at the almost tangible irony of this. It was a sad smile.  

 

She visited a temple that according to Maya had been reconstructed using authentic materials and 

techniques which are traceable back to the 9th century. It was made of wood and had something of a 

serene atmosphere to it, even though Maria questioned the wisdom to construct something of clearly 

inferior material when more advanced ones were abundantly at hand. The so called historic values 

always had be somewhat of a mystery for her.  

 

She returned to the hotel a little bit earlier than necessary despite that the crew already had arrived.  

Half a dozen people stood at the ready to fit her into a dress and make-up for the Maya screen. The 

next three hours were filled with cutting her hair, bathing, manicure, dress rehearsals and of course 

make-up tests.  

 

Maria more or less endured the procedure all awhile discussing the last details of the evening with 

Mauri, who of course was submitted to the same procedure.  

She remembered a time when she enjoyed getting styled up. It had been the most anticipated part of 

every shooting. Back then she always felt that it helped to bring out the best in her, that it only 

highlighted her true qualities. Yet now it seemed shallow and pointless, maybe it always has been and 

she only noticed it now. Maybe she only became a cynic on the frontline. Maybe it was exactly what it 

was meant to be.  

 

In the end the team settled for minimal make-up, just enough to compensate for the cruel eye of the 

camera and to accentuate her feminine features. Concerning clothing they settled for a dress with a 

half-long tight skirt of dark blue colour over black tights. Gloves and a military sash completed the 

bare armed outfit, presenting a perfectly balanced mixture of civil and military aspects. When Maria 

saw herself in the mirror she really liked what she saw. The dress accentuated her trained stature yet 

managed to appear alluringly female, even if just so. Now she knew again why she had liked this part 

so much back then.  

 

When all was settled she stripped again and the make-up was removed. There still were some hours 

left till the meeting and there was no reason to endanger the dress till then. Enough time for a last 

briefing remained. 

 

Mauri came to her room in his crème coloured suit that he would wear tonight. It suited him quite well.  

“So they released you from their clutches?” 

“Indeed they did. You want to come down with some last time advice before I get my beauty sleep?” 

He sat down in one of the apartments armchairs. She quickly occupied the other one. 

“Yes. That is what I want to do.” 

“So fire away.” 

“Did you work on the pronunciations?” 

“Kaneshiro Mitoshi.” 

“Well that sounds about right.” 

“What´s with these addresses? Which one shall I use for him.” 

“San will do fine, according to Nipponese custom you rank below him, but as that is not really 

applicable San is fine. Despite that Maya doesn´t like inequalities.” 

“Fine with me. Kaneshiro-san it is then.” 
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“Good. As far as we know he will be accompanied by one Takekaze Miyū, practice that, she seems to 

be a Lotusgirl.” 

“Lotusgirl?” 

“A sort of professional escort, they also typically spy on their clients for the Party.” 

Maria wanted to ask something as it suddenly knocked on the door. 

Both were taken aback by that for a second. A quick check of their comlogs announced the presence of 

a Shui Wei Fan, security supervisor. Mauri opened the door. The man strode into the room with 

confidence, his long braid trailing behind him in the air like it was alive. He was handsome and moved 

very smoothly, too smoothly. Maria knew this kind of stride from Isaac and Bertil when they were out 

of armour. It was the stride of someone who was used to sleep in his heavy gear. This man was a 

soldier.  

 

“Greetings honoured guests of his Majesty.” 

“And salutations to you gracious host.” 

Mauri could be slick if he had to. The man waved at someone behind him and had a third chair 

brought into the room.  

“You are doing me too much honour, I am merely sent by Him to assure everything works fine during 

your stay.” 

He made some more steps to reach Maria, who rose to greet him.  

“You must be Ms. Gevallo. Let me welcome you personally to this beautiful city.” 

“Thank you very much Mr. Shui. I am glad to be here.” 

They all sat down again. Maria asked herself what that charade was about, of course he knew who she 

was. Her picture was floating in local Maya space like the plague. 

 

“I apologize for intruding upon you in such a barely announced manner. However I was busy 

arranging the security measures for tonight.” 

“Is there some kind of problem?” 

Mauri asked with obvious curiosity. Maria gladly left the talking to him right now. 

“Not at all, everything is prepared. I am sure you are aware of the precarious situation of Mr. 

Kaneshiro.” 

“We heard that there has been an attempt on his life. Do you think that something like that may 

happen tonight?” 

“No, we do not. Yet we have taken every possible precaution just in case. Which brings me to the 

topic of weaponry. If I recall unmistaken it was agreed for the two of you to be lightly armed.” 

“Yes, actually only Ms. Gevallo in her capacity as a serving soldier was supposed to bring a sidearm. I 

myself will go unarmed.” 

“May I see the weapon in question?” 

“Sure thing.” 

 

Maria jumped of her chair and walked into her bedroom, stopping right behind the corner of the door 

in front of a dresser. Opening the dresser with her left hand she withdrew the pistol from her jacket 

with the right, then she closed the drawer again. She ejected the magazine and brought the gun to Shui 

Wei Fan, barrel in hand grip extended outwards.  

“Here you go that is my trusty Spotter.” 

Putting the magazine on the table she sat down again. The man looked at the weapon, checked its´ 

weight and grip. Then he withdrew a scanning device from his robes and swept it over the pistol and 

the magazine. Then he returned the weapon to Maria, grip extended.  

“Found anything interesting?” 
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“Forsooth I did not and neither I was expecting to. I hope you do not think ill of me because of this 

precaution Ms. Gevallo.” 

“No worries I understand perfectly.” 

“Very well. I assume you are aware of the planned proceedings of tonight?” 

Both nodded. 

“Is there anything left to illuminate for me?” 

Both shook their head. 

“Well. Then we will see each other in some hours. I wish you well.” 

 

Shui Wei Fan left the room and the man who brought the chair came in to carry it outside again. Soon 

after the door had closed the ripple of Mauris´ anti-surveillance device marched through their comlogs.  

“Who was that?” 

“We think he is an imperial jurisdictional agent of high rank. There is no reason to doubt his sincerity 

about being appointed for security reasons tonight.” 

“Alright, but coming up here and knocking on the door? Shouldn´t our comlogs have detected him 

much sooner?” 

“Indeed they should have, that might be a problem.” 

“Well, only if they try to pull something.” 

“I don´t think that they will do that. If either of us screws that thing up, the Maya backlash will be 

quite hurtful. That is why we want this thing to go smoothly and so do they. Unless of course they 

want to start a war but that is highly doubtable.” 

“So now I´m a bargaining chip for peace? Great, just great.” 

“Calm down. No one is bargaining with your life.” 

“Really? And I shall believe that. Seems unlikely.” 

“Okay, a bit. I concur we stand to gain a lot from this venture and there is a certain degree of risk 

involved for you. But you are a soldier risking your life is part of your job.” 

She jumped at him over the table, grabbing her pistol in the process. He dodged sideways and Maria 

tumbled to the ground with the chair. She threw the chair aside and glared at him. 

“That is not why I joined and you know it.”    “Listen, we do this tonight and that is the last time I help 

you with crap like that.” 

“I really think…” 

“Out!”  

 

He hesitated until Maria threw the gun at him. He ducked and rushed out of the room. She kicked the 

lying chair and went to the door to pick up her Spotter. Putting it down in the table she went to her 

bags and withdrew the cleaning equipment. Sitting down at the table again she started to disassemble 

the gun to clean it. As always it helped her focusing her thoughts elsewhere.  

“Part of the job, my ass.” 

 

 

A few hours later Maria emerged from her room fully dressed and styled just like in the test run earlier 

this day, she felt good in the outfit. She found that she actually looked forward to meeting this general 

according to the files he seemed to be quite the man.  

Mauri waited for her on the floor with the bearing of a perfect gentleman, a demeanour he would not 

shed all evening. He was charming and polite. Nothing betrayed their earlier disagreement.  

 

When they were seated in the car he finally broke the silence.  

“How are you feeling?” 

“A little anxious.” 
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“Only a little that is a good sign.” 

She shifted her thigh just to feel the presence of the gun stripped to it, it reassured her greatly.  

“Remember to avoid certain topics.” 

“No worries. You bombarded me with data and protocols for several days now. I know what not to 

do.” 

She shifted her head to look at him. 

“And even if I screw up you will correct it anyway before it goes live, aren´t you?” 

“As long as both of you wear your comlogs we have a five second delay window to correct 

anything…unpleasant that might come up.” 

“Fair enough. So let´s do this.” 

Suddenly Maria wished to be someplace else.  
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Beta 1.12 Earth 
 

The sky was turning dark again when the three of them finally agreed upon and constructed a plan to 

move to their next location. Shanghai was the destination where Maarja Loviise was sitting in her lair. 

They hardly left the room all day with the exceptions of short trips to the bathroom. For the most part 

they kept their bickering to a minimal level, even though Anakoni shot some dark looks at Yasmin 

from time to time. 

 

Charles supplied them with food over the course of the day and with weapons. As they had lost most 

of their equipment in the shuttle incident they were seriously under armed with all three of them down 

to a knife. Charles was of course no arms dealer, but as he was responsible for the safety of the 

mansion he had some spares.  

A pistol for everyone and two slightly dated submachine guns, it wasn´t much but would suffice until 

they could restock with at a trusted dealer. A large fire axe which Yasmin strapped to her back with a 

bandage completed the assembly. Charles provided it after she had asked if: “He had someding wid a 

little punch?”  

 

When dusk settled their plan was complete and they all went to sleep for some hours before getting on 

the road again. Ipek left the two to catch up with Azria again. The house informed Ipek that she was in 

the library.  

The library was a strange room build across varying definitions of the word. There was an actual shelf 

with real books on it on one wall. The other walls were filled with holographic projections of books on 

book shelves. The books even were numbered and sported titles on their spines only that each one of 

them was nothing else but a file directory with thematically sorted literature.  

In the middle of the room was a small desk with a book stand. The surface of the stand was a screen 

on this screen Azria was reading something. Next to her stood a tablet with fresh fruits obviously Ipek 

came just in time for a little evening snack.  

 

“I hope I am not intruding?” 

Azria raised her head and feigned surprise at her presence.  

“Not at all, come sit down.” 

Ipek did as asked and settled across from her, at once a second book stand raised from the table 

stopping at the exact height which matched the optimal reading position for her height.  

“What are you reading?” 

“Basil El-Hashems work about flower breeding. It really is good.” 

“Still trying to breed the perfect Azaleas?” 

“I picked it up again two years ago after I stopped in rage about eight ago.” 

“I look forward to see the results.” 

“As do I.” 

They shared a smile and Ipek helped herself to the tablet.  

“I almost feared you would leave without saying goodbye. What have you been doing in there all 

day?” 

“Planning mostly, we have to stay under the radar for the moment and that involves some clever ruses 

these days, but…” 

“I know. The less I know the better.” 

“Exactly.” 

 

Azria sighed quietly, Ipek could see the sadness in her bearing.  
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“Finally I see you again and then I can´t share some time with you. That is not fair you know?” 

Ipek reached over the table to take her hand. 

“I know. I will make up for it when this is all over. I promise.” 

Azria nodded weakly.  

“When, when do you leave?” 

“In six hours, enough time for you to tell me more of your life before I go, even if just a glimpse.” 

They spent the next three hours talking about Azria as Ipek blocked most attempts of discussing her 

life, if only for safety reasons for the time being. Ipek delighted in hearing how well Azria had fared in 

this life and was very happy for her. When they went to bed Ipek fell asleep immediately, her body 

still was recuperating from the injuries.  

 

 

Another three hours later she was woken by her comlog. Dizzy for a moment she looked at the time, 

dawn was close, time to move. She shook away her sleepiness and rose from the sheets. Azria was in 

deep sleep beside her. Gently she kissed her on the forehead without waking her.  

“Goodbye my little sister. We will see each other again.” 

 

Silently stalking through Azrias´ bedroom she took the bag beside the door and entered the corridor. 

Charles already was waiting there.  

“Good morning. Where are the others?” 

“Down in the car, waiting for you.” 

“Understood. Thank you for your help Charles. It is highly appreciated.” 

He just shrugged in return. Ipek started to make her way to the nearest bathroom in order to dress, 

before she left she turned to him once more.  

“You will keep her safely away from this, won´t you Charles?” 

“Even if she asks me to do not. Don´t worry.” 

She nodded and walked down the corridor.  

 

In the small bathroom in the hallway she first slipped out of her night robe before unzipping the bag. 

First thing to emerge was a tight bodyglove, it was insulated and equipped with a biomonitor which 

she linked to her comlog. After that came a suit not unlike the one she wore at the time she arrived 

here. It was one of Azrias´ but with a minimal amount of wiggling she fit into it quite well, too bad it 

wasn´t armoured.  

Beneath that came a small assortment of other clothes, skirts, blouses, shirts and boots. Browsing 

through Azrias´ wardrobe really had been like shopping. She quickly washed herself before dressing 

up. When she wore the bodyglove she activated her comlog to link with Yasmin and Anakoni.  

“Morning. Where the heck are you?” 

“Yeah, we are waiting like forever down here already.” 

“I apologise. I will be with you in a minute.” 

“I hope so oderwise I start tearing dat ding up. I don´t like being locked up here.” 

 “You know why I can´t take the risk of letting you drive out of here. Anakoni, is everything set up for 

our rendezvous?” 

“Sure. At the old Yellow Drive underground station in two hours.” 

“Good. It will be a bit tight but we can make it. I am on my way.” 

She disconnected the link and left the bathroom soon after only leaving behind the night robe and a 

small message.  

 

Soon after she sat down in the front compartment of the car, which Charles had procured for them the 

day before. For a moment she asked herself why the hell she did let him go. Opening a link into the 
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cars´ data core she started up the engine. Lowering the glass shield to the rear compartment she saw a 

more or less fit Anakoni and Yasmin sitting there, both wore a somewhat grudging look.  

“About time.” 

“I am sorry.” 

Yasmin handed one of the submachine guns to Ipek through the open shield. She put it safely 

underneath her seat.  

“So how much can we trust these friends of yours?” 

”I never said there were friends of mine.” 

“But you did business wid dem before, didn´t ya?” 

“Yeah, sure but we should not trust them too much, either.” 

“We will be careful then, anything else we must know?” 

“Nuffin I can think of right now.” 

 

They sat in silence for the next hour while Ipek drove them the shortest route away from the mansion. 

When they had put some distance between them and Azrias´ home she stopped to change places with 

Anakoni. He would drive the rest of the way up to the old subway station. Taking her bag with her she 

entered the rear compartment of the car, while Anakoni handed her submachine gun to Yasmin.  

As he started the car again Ipek opened the bag and withdrew a black case. She would use the rest of 

the drive to tend to her make-up something she had neglected in the bathroom one hour earlier.  

No unforeseen things happened on the way to their destination.  

 

“We are approaching Yellow Drive, I hope all your charms are in place.” 

Came Anakonis´ voice over the link as the car started to descend. 

“Primed and ready, as are our guns. Yasmin stay in the car for the time being. Link into our visual 

feed so that you can see what is going on. We want this thing to run as smooth as possible, we need 

transportation and they are our best shot.” 

 

Both acknowledged. The car stopped. Ipek opened the door and stepped outside, the weapon safely 

stuck into her short coat where it was not visible at first glance. She moved as if she owned the place 

intending not to show any outward sign of hesitation or fear.  

They were in a derelict underground garage which was linked by tunnels to the adjoining subway 

station. The subway line had been out of commission for several years now, as no investor was willing 

to bring it back to life after the last operating company went broke.  

Their car was not the only one. Two others were waiting for them about twenty metres ahead, it were 

small inconspicuous vehicles and three people stood in front of them. With all Maya nodes of the old 

station down communication was only possible on a short range basis, therefore Ipek and Anakoni 

walked towards the waiting men.  

 

She could see that Anakoni was nervous, one closer look at their company revealed why. All three 

men were broad shouldered and muscular to an almost grotesque extent. The hardly fit into the cheap 

suits there were wearing. Their guns were so badly hidden that they just as well might have carried 

them in their hands. Ipek quickly assessed the position of all the thugs around them, including the two 

which skulked behind their car. First thing in a pinch she would transmit their position to Yasmin but 

doing that now would only arouse suspicion. In face of the danger of eavesdropping devices, or 

ALEPH presence for that matter, no comlog communication would occur during this negotiation.  

 

The men seemed very sure of themselves and the one in the middle, he sported very short cut dark hair 

which not in the slightest harmonized with his suit, held up his hand in a greeting when they were 

about three steps from them.  
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“Good morning, my lady, dear friend.” 

The last remark was accompanied by a nod in Anakonis´ direction.  

“Hi, good to see you too. How is business?” 

“Well enough, thank you. Aren´t you going to introduce me to your lovely friend?” 

Ipek gave him a smile full of sugar and poison, even though he didn´t noticed the second part.  

“No he will not. If you forgive my brashness in speaking for myself. Names tend to complicate 

matters.” 

 

The man twitched his mouth at her remark, but nodded his consent a tense second later and just as 

Ipek thought the situation was easing up Yasmin did something stupid. She stepped out of the car 

unannounced.  

Everyone around her immediately reached for their weapons at this unexpected movement. Ipek 

refrained herself from doing so and gestured to Anakoni to remain calm, which clearly took him some 

effort. Besides that she readied herself to jump at the foremost of the three men just to be sure to get 

some cover when the shooting started.  

 

“What is this?” 

The man had his hand beneath his jacket, right at his pistol.  

“I assure we do n…” 

“Is dat you Yuri? You old piece of shit.”  

Yasmins shout cut straight through Ipeks attempt to diffuse the situation. The man who Yasmin called 

Yuri put on a quizzical look as he peeked at the mercenary.  

“Yasmin? Yasmin Jawaren?” 

Yasmin closed in on the quartet with a strong pace and open arms. 

“I see your eyes are still working.” 

Yuri took his hand from his pistol and made a step forward to bear hug the mercenary for a greeting. 

She slid free of the embrace before being crushed by the large man. 

“You stubborn old bitch. What are you doing here?” 

“Trying to buy a passage from some shabby characters.” 

 

Yuri let out a hearty laugh then turned his head to Anakoni who almost jumped at being addressed 

again. 

“Why didn´t you tell me you were down with my friend here?” 

Yasmin jumped to the rescue for the speechless pilot. Ipek kept on biding her time.  

“He didn´t know I know ya. And I didn´t know you´d be here.” 

“I see. It has been a while Yasmin.” 

“It has which reminds me, I owe you dis.” 

With these words she punched him into straight into his face with a right hook. Yuri stumbled and 

moaned but waived down his men to restrain their firing.  

“Dat is for leaving me on dis forsaken rock of planet.” 

Yuri massaged his angular check while he nodded repeatedly.  

“Maybe, yeah. I still owe you for this day anyway.” 

“Oh, yes you do.” 

“Guess you found yourself a ticket and free of charge.” 

“Take de money. We need some equipment, I am sure you can provide us wid it.” 

He nodded his consent.  

“Okay, okay. So why do you people want to leave town through us?” 

“Didn´t ya read de news? We are dead. Dead people don´t travel.” 

 “Okay. Where shall it go?” 
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“Shanghai.” 

“Hmm, I guess you don´t want to bother with the immigration office either?” 

“Dat is where de equipment enters de picture.” 

 

Yuri nodded once more and made some steps away from the others, gesturing Yasmin to walk with 

him. They walked some steps out of direct hearing range, with the open link to Yasmins comlog she 

still could hear what the mercenary was saying through her larynx-microphone. Concerning Yuris´ 

words Ipek was reminded why she came to Yasmin in the first place, when she placed herself in a way 

that Ipek had a clear line of sight to his face.  

Ipek was very adept at reading lips, another skill she was thankful for acquiring during her former 

career. 

Anakoni seemed to relax a little bit and Ipek gave him a reassuring glance while they waited. 

 

“Tell me Yasmin, how much do you trust these two?” 

“She got my back a bunch of times, as I got hers´ she´s alright. Him I know only for two days but he 

seem ´kay so far. And he sits in shit up to his nose, he´ll need me help. So don´t worry ´bout me.” 

Yuri nodded to this statement.  

“Okay, Okay. So I get you to Shanghai and we´re square.” 

“You get us safely to Shanghai and de equipment, and yeah I guess we´re even then. How is Ivo 

anyway?” 

“Oh, that boy. At least he has developed some sense since your last tour with him. He is constantly 

asking about you though.” 

“Is dat so? Well give him my best and a kick to de groin I owe him one too.” 

“You haven´t changed a bit have you?” 

“Only slightly.” 

“Okay. What is it you need?” 

“Some bading stuff, we want to go in by sea, you see. She has de full list.” 

“So you want a ship to Shanghai? Why didn´t you say so earlier that won´t be a problem.” 

“I know, dat is why we came to you. I just didn´t know dat you are running de show dese days.” 

“What can I say? I expanded a little bit.” 

Both laughed at this before coming back to the group. Anakoni was clearly relieved by the easy going 

body language of Yuri and Yasmin when they returned. Yuri spoke up first.  

“Okay. You found your ship to the east, give me that list of yours and I see what I can do about it.” 

Ipek shot Yasmin a faked surprised look for him knowing about the list and then transmitted it to 

Yuris´ comlog.  

“And where´d be the money you have been talking of?” 

Ipek faked hesitation then transmitted a fair amount of money. It was more than necessary for the 

items they needed but making friends was always a good thing.  

“Okay. I have a place where you can stay put until we get you on the ship. Take your car and follow 

us.” 

 

With that everyone got back into their vehicles. Ipek gestured Anakoni to take the wheel, she could see 

protest flaring up in his eyes but he suppressed it. Sitting down with Yasmin in the rear she addressed 

her without delay.  

“You made me nervous for a second back there.” 

Yasmin shrugged faintly. 

“Hmm, I saw his ugly face drough your feed and dought I ease up de negotiations.” 

“Fair enough, it definitely makes our life easier for now.” 
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Anakoni lowered the shield between the two compartments, just in time for the two to see how he 

followed one of the other cars down a makeshift ramp into the old subway tunnel. Down here they 

were pretty safe from satellite surveillance. Ipek always suspected an active usage of the old tunnels 

beneath the city. Now that she knew she filed the information safely away just as Yasmins´ connection 

to this Yuri character. 

  

“How do you know this guy?” 

Anakoni took the question right out of Ipeks´mouth. Yasmin shrugged once more. 

“I worked wid him before just like you.” 

“Yeah, but he didn´t hug me for greeters.” 

“Haven´t missed anyding believe me.” 

“So why is he so dang fond o´ ya?” 

“I saved his sons ass once, back on Dawn.” 

“And he left ya there?” 

“Shi. He dis sounds familiar, doesn´t it?” 

Ipek made an apologetic face to this accusation. 

“I had no choice and you know it.” 

“Still took me dree monds getting out of dere.” 

“Will not happen again, I assure you.” 

“I hope for ya.” 

 

They kept silent for the remainder of the drive, which took them through a series of tunnels of the old 

subway net. The last tunnel they entered was not part of the original design of the subway. It was little 

more than a hole blown into the sidewall of the main tunnel, they entered it over a ramp of amassed 

rubble and it turned out to be a dead end after only fifty metres. To their right was an elevator build 

into the rock face. Everyone left their cars Ipek made sure that everyone took all their belongings with 

them.  

They entered the elevator which held only six people at a time. It was working on a mechanical basis 

making it invisible to anyone searching for related ether activity. While they ascended Yuri asked 

what shall happen to the car. Ipek said that it was his if he wanted, which he accepted with short nod. 

The elevator ended on the first floor of an apartment building. Yuri walked them down the corridor 

and opened a door which had a translucent 27 hovering over it in the Maya space. He transmitted the 

door code to all three of them and said that they could stay here for the next days.  

On top of that he assigned one of his man, with the name of Dimitri, to act as their guard and the one 

to catch the things that they need from outside, as it was more sensible for them not to show their face 

on the streets for the time being.  

 

The apartment consisted of three rooms plus a bathroom. It was not to newest standards but well cared 

for and stuffed with a set of regular furniture. A short check revealed that the Maya connection here 

was seriously dampened reducing the chance to be detected. There was a large double bed in the 

bedroom and the couch in the supposed living room offered a sleeping opportunity for Anakoni. The 

third room held some basic cooking utensils and was by far the least cared for, they mostly would 

have to rely on Dimitri to get outside food. Everything had the appearance of a safe house and Ipek 

was sure that it was just that.  

 

“What do ya think how long we will be here?” 

“What are you asking me? I have no idea how well connected Yuri is today.” 
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“At least three days would be my estimate. The equipment we asked for will take around that much 

time to procure. By then he probably will have secured a secret passage on a ship big enough to hide 

on.” 

Both looked at Ipek for her statement. 

“How do you know, you are the one o´ us who doesn´t know that guy at all?” 

“I have known enough of his type. We should keep a rotating vigil just to be on the safe side.” 

Both did not disagree.  

“Good, then this is decided. I will take the first shift tonight but first we should try to figure out a way 

out of this place. Being confined here limits our options and I honestly do not expect any trouble from 

Yuri and his crew but…” 

Both waived down the last part of her sentence and started to assess the apartment for any clues to 

their location and possible emergency exits. Ipek was pleased to see how well these two managed to 

work together when necessary. This was an exploitable asset in a crunch.  

Even though she expected them not to end up in any for the next few days, on the other hand hoping 

would be the more accurate word. 

 

 

Ipeks hope turned out to be fulfilled as was her assessment, in the morning hours of the third day Yuri 

finally paid them a visit. With him he brought three large crates carried by three just as large men, 

muscle implants and steroids seemed to be widespread among Yuris´ gang. Ipek and the others were 

sitting together for breakfast in the living room when they entered unannounced. 

While the crates were put down in front of them he addressed Yasmin.  

“So there are your toys.” 

“Danks Yuri, any problems getting dem?” 

“Not really, just took some time. Check if everything is there, I won´t be charged with letting you 

down while repaying my debt.” 

Ipek got up from the couch and opened the first crate looking through its´ contents. After a fierce nod 

from Yasmin Anakoni did the same for the second one.  

“What about our transport?” 

“All cared for, you leave for the harbour in two hours.” 

“What ship?” 

“It´s a freighter of the Druze Society which is bound for Shanghai, its´ name is `Macharta`. You have 

a nice little spot deep in the cargo holds were no one ever goes during travel. Just remember to leave 

the ship before it hits the control ring of the harbour patrol.” 

“Do dey know we are on board?” 

“The captain does and his first mate because they are the ones who got the money from me.” 

“Alright, sounds good.” 

“How long will take to reach Shanghai?” 

Ipeks question came from the ground as she switched her position to check in on the third crate. 

“Eight days. There is enough food in the crates for you to last that long.” 

The conversation paused until Ipek finished with the third crate and nodded her agreement to the 

contents Anakoni did the same for the last one. Then she addressed Yuri.  

“Everything is in order, thank you very much so far. I will keep you in mind if I have business in these 

parts again. One last question. How do we get onboard?” 

“Easy. You and your bundle get packed into a big box and loaded into the cargo hold.” 

“Understood sounds reliable enough. We should start packing.” 

“You do that. I will be back in two hours.” 

With these words he left.  
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Yasmin sat down on the couch again and started eating again, Anakoni joined her soon after, as did 

Ipek.  

“So, you trust this guy enough not to simply throw us in the harbour when we are in the box?” 

Ipek looked at Yasmin to answer on Yuris´ behalf which she did after a moment. 

“Sure. He owes me and he comes away easy by doing dis for us.” 

“I agree. He has nothing to gain by backstabbing us now.” 

“Unless someone pays him handsomely for it. We are a bunch o´ fugitives right now.” 

“True, yet still no word on the net that we did not indeed die on this crash, which makes it unlikely 

that anyone would approach him in his search for us.” 

He shrugged at this, obviously content with the explanation. Ipek on the other hand did not really 

believe her own words concerning this problem. After three days everyone with a real interest in their 

passing would know that they were still alive. That no official word of their survival was on Maya 

could mean different things. One of them was that some people paid a lot of money to keep it that way, 

after all killing the dead was not a crime.  

Right now there was nothing she could do about it, therefore she decided to deal with the situations as 

they arose. First they had to reach Shanghai, they needed more information. She only hoped Loviise 

would live up to her reputation. 
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Gamma 1.12. Earth 
 

Slowly he closed his fist until he could hear his bones cracking, then he opened them again to repeat 

the procedure. The arms were next to be slowly rotated among their axis and returned to their position. 

After that he retracted his arms to the body and moved them downwards while exhaling deeply.  

Mitoshi felt well and ready after the exercise. Today was the first day after the attack that he was 

allowed to flex his once broken bones.  

It took his arms less than a week to achieve enough cohesion again to put strain on them. The medical 

prowess of modern medicine really had worked its´ wonders again. Without it he probably would have 

died several times already. A part of him regretted that.  

 

His arms felt invigorated yet a little bit sore after the exercise, he just saw it as a sign of healing. He 

left the room for the bathroom to wash his hands and face, emptying a bottle of water on the way. 

When he was cleaned he returned to the training room which was laid out with rice-straw mats, 

therefore he removed his shoes again before entering it. Now that his body was awakened properly and 

his arms were working again he could attend a duty he had neglected for too long for his liking.  

 

Kneeling down before the sword stand at the far end of the room he first bowed deeply to his Daishō. 

The swords he inherited from his father and he from his father. Actually the blades existence could be 

traced into the 17th century, making them over 600 years old. They hadn´t been used in battle for 400 

years of that time which greatly aided in their continuing good condition.  

Mitoshi removed a lacquered box of tools from a small drawer which was situated in the corner of the 

room, just above the training ground. He spread a sheet of pure white cotton on the ground before he 

placed the tools on it. A small hammer, a chisel, a large brush, a small box with white powder, four 

sheets of Japanese paper, a small cup of water and two cotton towels, all these things he arranged 

according to their time of use in front of him.  

 

With a revering gesture he first took the long sword from the stand. The blade was mounted in a 

traditional Shirasaya, a wooden mounting without decoration. First he laid down the sword on his 

knees and set the chisel to the wooden peg within the hilt which held the handle in place. Gently he 

struck the hammer against the chisel to loosen the peg. He needed three blows to get it free. He took 

the peg and placed it in the cup of water. 

Next he removed the blade from its´ sheath by pushing the thumb of his right hand against the sheath 

to pull the first centimetres of blade out into the open. After that he slowly drew the blade into daylight. 

Putting the empty sheath on the ground to his left he admired the pattern of the steel layers in the 

cutting edge, where the blade was polished to a clear sheen to allow the pattern to emerge. It was 

reminiscent of a beach with tiding waters and a single rock in the waves. It was perfectly symmetrical 

on the other side of the edge.  

 

Taking the sword into his left hand he struck the upper part of the handle with his right wrist and the 

lower part of his closed fist. After two strikes the handle loosened. Wrapping a piece of paper around 

the blade he gripped it with his right hand before he pulled the handle from the tang. Before he could 

proceed any further the door of the room was opened. Irritated by this intrusion he slightly turned his 

head and saw Ayabe kneeling in the doorway. 

“Why do you disturb me?” 

“Forgive my intrusion, yet I thought you might ask for your fathers´ mounting of the blades.” 

As she said that he recognised the box lying next to her.  

“Well thought. Bring them.” 
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Ayabe bowed and picked up the box hurrying through the room with a quick but sure stride. She put 

the box down next to him and left as fast as she came.  

He returned his attention to the sword. He still had some hours left until tonight.  

 

 

When Mitoshi left the training room the swords were properly cared for and mounted in simple almost 

unadorned black sheaths and hilts. Sadly he was not allowed to carry them to the event tonight. His 

superiors considered it too strong a stress of his Nipponese descent for the Maya viewers. On the other 

hand he wouldn´t have been overly happy to carry it into the company of probably nosy strangers.  

 

In the main room of his quarters there already were five people waiting to dress him up for tonight. He 

tried to send them away saying that he can tend to himself, but they were under orders just as he was.  

Mitoshi still didn´t saw the benefit in this endeavour, yet he had no choice. Even Wei called upon him 

because of this thing, saying that it was good for the investigation. Mitoshi hoped he didn´t mean that 

he wanted to provoke another assassination attempt.  

There still were no news on the last attempt and Ayabes´ own investigation was blocked at every turn. 

In addition there has not been any word from Kotaro after he pledged to help, maybe he had been 

reassigned after the incident. Maybe even for the sole reason to keep him away from Mitoshi.  

 

Mitoshi put on and fired up his comlog to check on the latest data about the two PanOceanians. There 

was nothing new on the woman but he saw an addendum to the file of her companion. It identified him 

as one Mauri Juho Quintana alleged member of the Hexahedron. A list of his alleged and known 

activities followed it was not very long, which could mean one of two things. Either his work for the 

PanOceanian Security Division had started not so long ago and thus his successful missions were not 

numerous to count or he was really good to leave such few traces. One thing it surely meant not, that 

he was incompetent. Incompetent spies died young, always. Mitoshi decided to put him on the very 

dangerous list, not that he expected any trouble tonight.  

 

He then took a look at the Maya coverage about his absence during Naomis´ reception yesterday. The 

coverage was low, it was hard to find anything about it at all. In light of tonight it was artificially kept 

low, people should not get the wrong impression about him. Mitoshi still questioned the wisdom of 

putting him at the same table with that low born soldier. The only thing remarkable about her was the 

prolonged frontline duty on Paradiso. Besides that the evening only cut into his plans for finding 

Kagemis´ murderer, so he was not happy about it. 

 

When he almost was finished with dressing the arrival of his companion for the evening was 

announced. Mitoshi hadn´t bothered to take a look at the name of the assigned girl up till now. He was 

surprised to find a name that he knew. Her presence was intriguing, especially as he still had not 

dismissed the possibility of her being involved in the whole affair. After he was dressed in a formal 

Kimono together with a Haori jacket, which showed the insignia of the State Empire, and a traditional 

Hakama trouser he felt quite well. At least he had been allowed to wear clothing he was used to 

tonight.  

He sent everybody from the room and Ayabe appeared unsummoned before him.  

 

“I should accompany you, Bushō.” 

“You concern is noted, yet I need you here tonight.” 

She bowed.  

“I understand. I will not disappoint you, Bushō.” 

“I am sure of that, you rarely ever have.” 
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“As far as I was able to confirm there is no one that bears ill will to you in the guard assembly 

tonight.” 

“Understood, that is good to know. Any allies of us among them?” 

“No, Bushō. They carefully were kept out of the duty rosters today.” 

“Very well then. Go now.” 

She bowed and vanished again. Mitoshi put on his comlog and carefully placed it under the sleeve of 

his kimono, then he disengaged the scrambler functions before he left his quarters to meet with Miyū. 

 

She was waiting for him in his reception room along with two bodyguards. She wore a long dress 

which was reminiscent of traditional Chinese clothing coloured to complement his appearance.  

She bowed formally when he entered. He returned the gesture.  

“I see you found your way back to proper protocols Takekaze-san.” 

“Good evening to you Kaneshiro-sama. I never forgot the protocols in the first place. I just was not 

myself that day.” 

He walked up to her as close as it was proper. As he looked in her beautiful face she reminded him of 

someone, but he could not put his finger on it.  

“Are you feeling well tonight?” 

Mitoshi thought he saw her almost blush at his inquiry. 

“Yes, Kanshiro-sama, I am well. Thank you for your concern.” 

“Then let us waste no more time.” 

She bowed again ever so slightly and made her way for the door. One of the bodyguards opened the 

door before stepping out first. A transport shuttle was waiting for them outside it was a military model 

in civil disguise. Obviously no one wanted to take chances tonight.  

As soon as they were seated in the passenger compartment the shuttle started. The flight would not be 

long and he was not in any mood to talk. He could see that she wanted to say something but didn´t 

dared to ask.  

“What troubles you Takekaze-san?” 

She appeared cornered for a moment.  

 

“Nothing, Kaneshiro-sama. I, I am just glad to meet you again.” 

“Why is that? And stop calling me sama for tonight, it will only upset the viewers. At least the foreign 

ones.” 

“Understood, Kaneshiro-san.” 

He waited for her to answer his question on her own behalf, yet as she made no indication of doing so 

he asked again. 

“You still owe me an answer. Why are you glad to see me again?” 

“I, I do not know actually. I just happen to like your company.” 

“Yet you seem nervous and tight lipped, what is wrong?” 

“Well, since our last encounter I learned who you are, and now I feel unworthy of your presence.” 

“Do not say things as such. I am just a man, nothing more.” 

 

She wanted to say something but the shuttle landed and the door was opened. Over three dozen 

journalists were waiting outside on the terrace of the restaurant. For the remainder of the evening 

everything they said would go more or less directly live into the ether.  

Following planned proceedings Mitoshi left the shuttle first. A first glance revealed six strategically 

placed guards in disguise along the perimeter of the restaurant and five obvious ones. The restaurant 

was located in the top floor of a small skyscraper and several remotes as well as shuttles were 

hovering in the air around it.  
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He waited for Miyū to come to his side before walking down the corridor of reporters straight into the 

building. The interior of the place was a huge mixture of cultural aspects that intentionally failed to 

match any existing human one. This also made it appear quite tasteless.  

 

A waiter received them at the entrance and led the way to their table. It was situated in the largest 

room of the restaurant giving the reporters a good view on the four of them. It also happened to be 

next the window, placing the skyline just beneath their feet when sitting.  

The five tables around theirs were devoid of guests only the two PanOceanians and another waiter 

were inside the circle of security.  

They walked over to their table for the greeting and Mitoshi was surprised. 

 

Both of them were about as tall as Mitoshi. The woman had long hair was just as black as Mitoshis´ 

and her intense green eyes were augmented by the dark colour of her dress. The man had his brown 

hair cropped short and watched him with his clear blue eyes. What surprised him what that they 

actually bowed to greet them, and that was not all, they even bowed correctly.  

“Konban-wa, Kaneshiro-san, Takekaze-san” 

Her flawless pronunciation of his mother tongue baffled him even further, not that he betrayed any 

outwardly sign of surprise.  

“A good evening to you as well, Ms. Gevallo, Mr. Quintana. Let me once more welcome you in Kyōto. 

Shall we sit?” 

 

They all sat down at the table with the waiters moving the chairs for the women, as the menu for the 

evening already was set, there was no need for any of them to order anything. The first drinks 

appeared on the table right after they sat down, brought by assiduous waiters.  

“Thank you very much for your warm welcome. I am glad to be here.” 

Her behaviour was smooth and controlled just as expected. Miyū used this opportunity to ease the 

tension a little bit.  

“Did you see much of the city Ms. Gevallo?” 

“Not yet, I just arrived yesterday evening and today my schedule was rather occupied. I am really 

looking forward to see more of it.” 

“You will find it most interesting I assure you.” 

 

The first appetizers were brought to the table and the conversation continued on light hearted topics 

for the duration of the meal. The different courses were a well composed mixture of tastes of the 

cultures of Yu Jing. It was rich and very tasty, making it easy to steer the topic to the food itself, if any 

unwanted ones started to surface.  

None of the four fell out of their role for the evening. Everything went like the smooth rehearsal which 

it ultimately was. As a result hardly anything of importance was said or discussed it also made it quite 

difficult to really assess the persons across the table. Despite that Mitoshi got the impression that the 

woman was not truly in favour of this charade, if this would hold to be true he had her full sympathy. 

She probably had been given not really more of a choice than they gave him to escape from this.  

 

When the deserts were removed from the table he decided to put up a more serious topic, yet one still 

within the framework of allowed questions. 

“Do you carry a weapon Ms. Gevallo?” 

If the sudden change of topic shocked anyone no one showed it.  

“You mean right now, I presume?” 

“What else could I mean?” 
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She looked him into the eyes, as if trying to discern his intent. He always found this habit of searching 

truth in someones´ eyes intriguing.  

“Indeed I do, as do you.” 

“What gives you that idea?” 

“Common sense. Someone of your status is ought to wear at least a ceremonial blade at any time.” 

“I see you are well informed. Indeed I carry one with me. It is a family heirloom to be exact.” 

“Impressive. I would like to see it, but I am aware that it would be improper therefore…” 

 

She paused as she reached under the skirt of her dress to undoubtedly remove her weapon from its´ 

hiding place. He eyed her intensively during this searching for signs of betrayal, but she just put it on 

the table. She laid it down, safety on, with the handle towards him.  

“Here have a look, also a kind of family heirloom.”  

He reached for the gun as invited to do. First he ejected the magazine and took a look at it before 

sliding it back inside. He would not be able to fire the weapon anyway, as it was linked into the 

security protocols of her comlog and had a DNA lock. PanOceanians were quite paranoid about such 

things.  

He tested the weight and aim of the gun, spinning it in his hands a couple of times. Only then he took a 

look at the casing and fabrication quality. He noticed that the production marks had been removed, a 

rather rare thing for a PanOceanian line trooper to do.  

“Switech Mk3 called Spotter for its´ well aligned aiming system. It is perfectly balanced and in good 

shape regarding its´ age.” 

He handed the weapon back to her she took it with an almost revering notion, almost.  

“Impressive. I wasn´t aware that you are familiar with Switech side arms, you are absolutely correct.” 

“I am aware of all current production lines of any nation, being prepared is part of my calling.” 

“Fair enough.” 

“Some would ask why you carry such an outdated model with you.” 

“Yet you would not?” 

“There ought to be a reason for you doing so. Did you carry it on the frontline?” 

“Indeed I did. Saved my ass more than one time actually.” 

“I see. Thank you for showing it to me.” 

“No thing, you´re welcome.” 

With these words she put it back into the holster between her legs.  

 

“May I ask why you brought it here tonight?” 

She looked up at his question, clearly sensing some kind of trap. She smiled. 

“Mostly because it feels reassuring to have it around. After carrying it almost day and night for three 

years I kinda got used to it.” 

“I see, very understandable.” 

He looked out of the window down onto the city for a moment. He wanted to get out of here. He 

addressed the rest of the table again. 

“It is such a lovely night and as we have finished our meal, how about a walk in a garden.” 

Everyone hesitated for a split-second because that went against the agreed upon plans. When the 

woman jumped at his proposal, he knew that he had not misjudged her. 

“That sounds wonderful. Shall we go then?” 

Smiling inwardly and ignoring the calls via comlog Mitoshi rose and the others followed suit.  

 

Slowly walking through the assortment of guards and reporters they made their way to the shuttle 

which brought them here. On the way Mitoshi assured Wei that everything would be fine as he was 
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taking them to a small stone garden. Wei insisted on sending guards with them, Mitoshi could not turn 

this down without losing face, therefore he conceded.  

When they entered the shuttle Mitoshi let the women go in first, then the PanOceanian man followed 

who gave him a quizzical look. Feeding the location into the data stream of the pilot Mitoshi sat down 

and opened a hidden link to Miyūs´ comlog to converse with her in secret. Without a doubt the other 

two were doing exactly the same thing right now. 

 

“I am confused Kaneshiro-san. What is it you need me to do?” 

“Do not worry. I need you and the man to occupy the reporters when we arrive at the garden. I want to 

talk alone to the woman.” 

“Understood. Where are we going?” 

“The place we first met. It is just the place I need for my plan.” 

 

All the while, the two secret conversations were conducted, all of four of them kept on talking aloud 

about the clear night and the lovely idea of a visit to a garden. 

The flight was rather short and the shuttle sat down soon after the departure from the restaurant. It 

landed on the roof of small car park, which was mostly deserted at this hour. With the efficiency 

typical of the Yu Jing police forces the way down to the street already was cleared of bystanders.  

Leaving the shuttle in reverse order than they entered it Mitoshi led the way, first to the elevator and 

then just over the street to the entrance of the small stone garden.  

As it befitted their nature a host of reporters already besieged the small door. News travels fast through 

the ether after all. Some police men tried to keep them at bay and from entering the garden.  

As they approached the gate Mitoshi explained the concept of the garden of being a place of serenity 

and slowness. Especially that wearing comlogs inside was not permitted surely surprised his guests, at 

least to some degree. As he took of his own comlog he gave Miyū a sign with his eyes.  

 

Obediently she more or less grabbed the arm of the man and drew him with her in front of the 

reporters. Of course she did not employ such actual harsh means to do it, but it effectively was what 

she was doing. He looked unwell with this but then the first journalists started to bombard him with 

questions more or less locking him in place. The woman seemed to be amused by that development.  

She put down her comlog and followed Mitoshi into the garden.  

 

Thanks to the noise filters it was perfectly silent inside the gardens´ walls. The night was clear and 

gave a splendid view on the white pebbles that made up the majority of the inner sanctum. Mitoshi 

started to walk down the first corridor, which was constructed of wood and with an open right wall so 

that one could see the sanctum while walking. She fell in step beside him, both instinctively reverting 

to a military walking style even though a slow one.  

She was the first to break the silence.  

 

“Quite a stunt over there, general.” 

“It was the only way to separate him from you, at least for a moment.” 

“I hardly would have thought it possible but you are right. Why do you want to be alone with me?” 

“We are hardly alone, Ms.Gevallo. What is your estimate of the number of agents watching us now, 

excluding satellite surveillance?” 

She seemed to think about it for a moment. 

“I´d guess three of yours and one of mine, more is unrealistic given the short warning time you 

granted them. Besides that, there are still no reporters around and we are without comlogs, so we are 

as alone as we can become tonight.” 

She kept her voice down as it befitted the place. His respect for her kept growing.  
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“Well spoken, Ms. Gevallo. I brought you here to ask for sincere answers.” 

“What makes you think I give them?” 

He stopped as they reached a small room which was strewn with Tatami mats. He removed his shoes, 

she followed suit without qualms or hesitation. Mitoshi resumed speaking as he opened one of the 

sliding doors to allow them a look into the garden. From here the three trees planted in the sanctum 

were aligned so that it appeared to be one trunk with an impossible amount of branches.  

 

“When I have judged you correctly thus far, you will.” 

He sat down to her left facing her as well as the opened door.  

“Interesting. So shoot. I am rather tired of small talk.” 

“Why did you came here, Ms. Gevallo?” 

“To the garden? Well, you brought me here.” 

His face did not betray his mood about this mockery, but he radiated his displeasure obviously enough 

for her to recognize it. She waved away her smile and started again. 

“Well, not to meet you that is for sure. Don´t get me wrong, considering everything it was a nice 

evening, but you could say I came here because I had no choice.” 

“That is an interesting choice of words, Ms. Gevallo. Where you compelled by your government to 

come here?” 

“To meet up with you, yeah. As were you judging from your behaviour right now. To come here at all, 

No, I am even sure they are not too happy that I did it at all.” 

“What forced the visit to our lands upon you then?” 

“Isn´t it obvious? For the same reason I travelled over a caravansary in Humans´ Edge to get here 

instead of taking the shorter route.” 

He could see her reluctance of talking about it, yet she did.  

“I see. Thank you for sharing this with me. I now see why you spent so much time on Paradiso.” 

He could not quite assess her mimic at his remark. Her posture definitely hardened at it. 

“May I ask you something as well, general?” 

“Would appear to be fair. So be it.” 

“Have you ever been to the Emerald Hell?” 

“Only shortly to my dismay. My unit was rotated to Humans´ Edge shortly after our sector became a 

combat zone. Therefore I have not seen much combat against the aliens.” 

“I see. You didn´t miss much, fighting the beasts is a nightmare.” 

“Yet one that you think I should share?” 

 

Before she could answer someone almost stormed into the room. It was the man with a breathless 

Miyū at his arm who struggled to keep him from running with his shoes onto the Tatami. She 

succeeded just in time and he had enough decorum to do just that. He clearly was furious about 

Mitoshis´ behaviour. The woman gave him a dark look from the corner of his eyes before she set them 

on Mitoshi again.  

“I can´t see a choice, general.” 

“A choice in what?” 

The man barely restrained his voice as he tried to regain his calm. The woman slowly turned her head 

towards him with barely tempered pleasure.  

“How we could not stay for some time in this beautiful garden. Sit down, the view really is 

wonderful.” 

With all his newfound composure he bowed slightly as he addressed Mitoshi. 

“Would you excuse us for a moment, general?” 

“Most assuredly, we will wait for you at the entrance.” 

“Thank you very much general, you are very considerate.” 
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Mitoshi rose, put on his shoes again and slowly walked down the corridor with Miyū at his side.  

“I apologize for my failing Kaneshiro-sama.” 

“No need to apologize, he must have been difficult to hold back.” 

“Indeed he was and quite adapt at turning down the press. I underestimated him. I should have been 

able to stall him longer.” 

“It is quite well. I learned what I wanted to know.” 

 

He could sense that she wanted to ask him what that was. She was a little bit too curious for her own 

good. Probably a side effect of her occupation, other than that she was a lovely woman. To his own 

surprise he noticed that he cared for her and really liked her. A dangerous notion considering that she 

might be tasked with spying on him in the first place, her random appearance on the street the other 

day was conspicuous at the least. Still he found her very attractive especially for her quick-witted 

mind, something that he had plenty of time to observe tonight.  

Mitoshi pushed these notions aside as they reached the entrance of the garden. He turned his head to 

look at their guests, who stood close together, talking.  

 

“Miyū, get outside and inform Shui Wei Fan that our guests will return to their hotel.” 

Miyū left the garden as ordered while Mitoshi kept his eyes on the two PanOceanians. He wondered if 

they really would call off the rest of the evening because of his change of plans. In that case he would 

be in trouble. A couple of minutes later the two came his way, he came first the woman closely behind. 

They knew well how to shield their emotions as their faces betrayed nothing of their disagreement.  

They stopped a mere metre in front of him. The man was the first one to raise his voice.  

“We are truly sorry for this delay general.” 

“Do not concern yourself with that. It was of my insistence to change the plans for tonight that it came 

to pass.” 

“Maybe so, yet I wanted to inform you that we insist on returning to the original planned 

proceedings.” 

“If you wish so, then we shall leave for the theatre.” 

With these words Mitoshi gestured for the exit of the garden. The man followed the invitation 

immediately the woman followed a moment later, she shot Mitoshi an amused look on her way out. 

He had problems to fathom its´ meaning. There was time for such things later, he stepped outside the 

garden.  

 

Miyū was standing among the reporters and kept them occupied with her charms. She seemed to enjoy 

herself, even though that was hard to tell under these circumstances. First thing for all of them was 

retrieving their comlogs and Mitoshi connected immediately to Shui Wei Fan to inform him of the 

latest developments. 

A limousine already stood at the ready to take them to the theatre. At least that was what Mitoshi told 

them awhile he cleared with Wei that they were to resume the original plan. The agent was not pleased 

at Mitoshis´ actions, still seemed relieved at the continuation of the planned proceedings.  

After a brief chat with the journalist about the loveliness of this garden at night they all entered the car.  

The rear compartment was spacious and the four of them almost at once fell back into small talk for 

the public viewers as the inner microphones of the car were rigged as a live feed. No one overhearing 

them would suspect any frictions between them.  

 

The way to the theatre wasn´t very long and they arrived just in time for the beginning of the first play. 

Actually its´ start had been delayed on Weis´ orders but Mitoshi kept that knowledge safely away from 

their guests. The theatre was newly renovated and presented quite the sight, of course they all enjoyed 
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premium seating. The performance was a mixture of traditional stage performance and Maya overlays 

with some parts being purely holographic.  

They watched three plays in total which originated in different time periods and cultures of the 

StateEmpire. They all were well performed and received. Between the plays there were short breaks in 

which the four of them once more were beleaguered by journalists, which asked them about their 

impressions of the separate pieces.  

The evening went by without further incidents or fauxpas from anyone.  

 

When they left the theatre they said their farewells and entered separate shuttles to return to their 

respective lodgings. Mitoshi and Miyū sat silently in their shuttle for a while, then Wei connected to 

him. 

“Well everything is in order so far, despite your little detour. May I inquire as to its´ necessity?”  

“I wanted to know something about the woman.” 

“You knew all we know about her beforehand.” 

“But not who she is.” 

“Did you at least learn it? Or was all this trouble for nothing?” 

“I think I did, yes.” 

“And who is she then?” 

“Not someone I expected to find. Someone not to be taken lightly.” 
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Alpha 1.13. Earth 
 

Maria did nothing else besides starring out of the window during the trip back to their hotel. She had 

to think. Mauri tried to talk to her when they got into the shuttle. As she simply ignored him he 

stopped his ramblings for the moment, surely biding his time to come down on her in full force later 

on. She didn´t care right now. 

  

The evening had been as interesting as it has been disturbing. The visit to the theatre alone had her 

thinking. She planned on going there during her stay anyway but the price of the tickets had been a 

deterrent especially the seats they enjoyed tonight. She wasn´t exactly too poor to afford them but 

throwing money out of the window was not one of her habits, at least not in these quantities. She was 

aware that putting them on these seats was pure propaganda for the Maya channels, still something 

about it didn´t feel right. Moreover she learned that Yu Jing theatre was not to her liking.  

 

More than the theatre she was thinking about this general. He and his escort had been more likeable 

than she had expected. Of course smooth and correct behaviour for the channels was in order, yet she 

sensed his dislike for this farce they attended tonight. That put him on the good side of her book. 

While this Miyū, clearly enjoyed her role and fitted into it perfectly, again something well expected. 

Taking Mauri of her hands for the visit in the garden put her in the good book, even though that 

probably was due to orders of the general.  

 

The garden was of course the thing that troubled her most. What did he really wanted from her? Could 

it be he honestly only wanted an honest answer? He seemed to be the type for that, but then Maria 

never had been good at judging character. Was this a ploy to extract some information from her? Yet 

again she didn´t reveal anything but her displeasure at this farce. Even if that would wind up on Maya, 

it hardly would do any damage. 

“What is it you want, Kaneshiro? What is it?” 

 

Mauri obviously picked up her muttered words and took it as a cue to restart the conversation. 

“What did you say?” 

“I was just talking to myself, don´t get excited.” 

She didn´t turn away from the window while dismissing him like that. Before he had time to get angry 

at her remark the shuttle landed. He swallowed his commentary and opened the door to step outside. 

She followed with a smile for the reporters, who were waiting for them. On their way into the hotel 

they answered some of their questions, mostly with prepared phrases. Being fully immersed in Maya 

again she answered several comlog inquiries simultaneously while voicing comment to several 

questions asked aloud. For a moment she felt just like back then when her movie first came out. The 

moment passed as they passed the crowd. Excusing themselves to their rooms they entered the 

elevator. Mauri gave her an approving look at least he seemed to be pleased with her performance 

towards the press tonight. She hardly cared.  

 

Reaching their floor Maria went straight for her apartment, to her dismay Mauri followed in. A part of 

her had hoped to postpone this conversation till tomorrow. As soon the door closed behind him the 

ripple of his anti-surveillance device ate through her comlog, it sent shivers along her spine after being 

immersed so deeply. Unlike the other times he didn´t start talking after that. He withdrew a small 

black box from his jacket and threw it to her. Maria caught it in order to discover it to be a scanner. 

With a sigh she linked it to her augmented senses and made a sweep of the room. After checking for 
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motion related changes of air pressure she made a thermal and sonic sweep. Nothing known to 

mankind would be able to escape all of these combined. They were alone.  

She threw the package back to him and sat down in the nearest armchair. 

 

“So what now?”  

Mauri obviously harboured no intention to sit down as he started to move to and fro for a while.  

“What were you thinking?” 

She knew she would regret it in a moment but Maria couldn´t resist to smile as she replied. 

“Could you be more specific? I thought a lot tonight.” 

He gave her a grave look she almost feared that he would jump at her right now to choke her to death.  

“Going into the garden with him. Alone! God knows what could have happened to you.” 

“Oh right, as if they took the chances of public blood on their hands. Besides don´t tell me there 

wasn´t at least one of your people nearby.” 

He finally sat down with something of a resigned look on his face. 

“There was. One man. What do you think how many they had?” 

“About four, I´d guess.” 

“There was no way for us to protect you in there.” 

“And they would not act against me in there, that would´ve been really stupid. Really, if the 

StateEmpire was so dumb an adversary why does it still exist? Tell me.” 

He didn´t answer that.  

“Thought so. Calm down, nothing happened. He just wanted to talk.” 

“About what?” 

“Honesty.” 

“Honesty?” 

“Yes, Honesty. He asked me why I came here and why I fight on Paradiso and only there.” 

“What did you tell him?” 

“Nothing that concerns you. What you might find interesting that he was given about my amount of 

choice to attend this farce tonight.” 

Mauri clearly wanted to inquire after what she said to him but restrained himself. He let out a heavy 

sigh and leaned back, rubbing his brow with one hand.  

 

“Okay. Let´s focus on the next thing at hand.” 

Marias´ eyes slit at that remark.  

“What next thing? I´m through with you. Your show is over and I can go back to my vacation.” 

“Actually, we want you to stay a little longer on Earth than you planned.” 

Maria growled and reached between her legs to withdraw the Spotter. Pointing it at his head she 

disengaged the safety with a thought. He showed no reaction.  

“What if I blow your head off? Would you still be interested in me staying here?” 

He still hardly moved a muscle when he replied.  

“Indeed we would. In the current situation I am more expendable than you. Of course when all this is 

over you would be charged for murder.” 

Marias´ disbelief was clearly written over her face and she lowered the weapon with a shrug. 

“Are you totally insane? All of you? I said keep me out of this crap. I want nothing of this undercover 

intelligence shit.” 

“I know. I am sorry but as you seemed to have sparked the interest of the general we need you. As 

there is a 58% chance that he will try to contact you. Also never do that again.” 

The threat was subtle but honest. Maria engaged the safety again and put the Spotter back into the 

holster. Habits are hard to break. 

“I am sorry. I am truly sorry. It´s just…this is not my place. This is not my…” 
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The dismay and pain came to her bearing and she was fighting to hold back the tears. He waited. After 

some minutes she regained some posture.  

“Why? Why do you think he will try to contact me?” 

“Because we will bring to his attention what a third party told us before, something I was able to 

confirm tonight. He will be looking for outside help and you are his best shot at that.” 

“What third party? What information? What are you talking about?” 

“We deliberately kept you out of this, all I can tell you is that it concerns his sister.” 

“His twin sister, the soldier?” 

All Mauri did was slightly shaking his head. 
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Beta 1.13 Earth 
 

Squeezing through the gap between two containers Ipek climbed down into the depths of the cargo 

hold. The indirect illumination from the lights at the floor gave everything a sinister appearance. 

Taking care where to step she managed the descent within two more minutes. As she reached the 

ground she looked up at the pile of containers which she just had traversed. 35 containers stacked upon 

another, each one big enough to house two battle tanks. The pile was one of many, 66 to be exact she 

had counted them on their first day onboard the `Macharta`. Yuri had been right no one came down 

here throughout the voyage, at least not during the last seven days.  

The `Macharta` was a medium sized transport ship with ten cargo holds of the same size as this one. It 

also was rarely subjected to inspections on the high sea. Yuri had chosen well.  

 

Making her way to their camp as they called it, Ipek listened into the silence. The only thing always 

audible down here were the continuous noise of the water splashing against the hull, for this was one 

of the lowest cargo compartments. Besides that were the sounds of metal stretching and the fluids and 

gases that circulated through the pipes on the walls. Then there was this muttering. Generally they kept 

down their voices, less for the chance of being overheard more in reverie of the silence.  

 

Yasmin just ripped open one of their last rations as Ipek arrived at the container. The small box heated 

itself to present the mercenary with a protein jelly that tastes approximately like fried chicken. They 

housed in one of the containers near to the ground. It was the second one from the bottom up, meaning 

a four metre climb every time they wanted to go to sleep. They kept their stuff in the container most of 

the time. The rear half of it was taken up by blocks of resin which were delivered to serve as raw 

material to some printer company in Shanghai. The other half also was taken up by blocks of resin. 

Only that they actually were one emptied block in which the three of them were brought aboard. At the 

moment quiet snoring noises came out of the container. Anakoni appeared to be in a deep slumber.  

Yasmin didn´t look up when Ipek came around the corner, by now they all were familiar with each 

others´ walking patterns to discern the approach of a stranger by that alone, well Ipek and Yasmin at 

least were capable of doing that. She sat down next to the mercenary.  

 

“Tasty?” 

“Better dan rats.” 

Yasmin took a spoon and ate some of the jelly. 

“Well, at least a little bit better.” 

Ipek smirked and transferred the latest news to Yasmins´ comlog. Thanks to modern day Maya net 

there was a decent Maya connection even down here, but in order to mask their presence they operated 

a large dampening field to avoid being detected by outsiders. Hence twice a day one of them climbed 

up above its´ reach and got a data package from the ether. After all they needed to stay informed. 

 

“Anyding of interest?” 

“Forsooth there is. They finally officially announced our survival of the crash.” 

Ohh, dat´s not good.” 

“Most certainly not, now people are wondering why no one has heard from us ever since. The people 

on our tail will draw the right conclusions.” 

“When dey did not know beforehand anyway.” 

“True, and we must believe this anyway. In the end it only means we have to be more careful on the 

streets. People might recognise us now.” 

“How large was de coverage?” 
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“Not so much. We merely were a footnote in a newsflash, still the relevant people will send out their 

eyes to find us.” 

“Den we have to blind dem.”  

“I prefer not to be seen, yet that might prove difficult.” 

Yasmin nodded while she kept eating.  

“I will get some sleep in seven hours we have to leave this ship.” 

Yasmin nodded again as Ipek climbed up the improvised ladder made of resin blocks to reach the 

container. The hollow block was about seven metres in length and two wide, enough space for all of 

them to lie down more or less comfortably. The crates with their equipment were hung from the 

ceiling in a nylon webbing making enough room on the ground. Ipek crouched to her sleeping bag 

slipped out of her shoes and into the bag. She was asleep almost instantly.  

 

 

She awoke to a light touch from Yasmin a quick check of the time told her that it was time to get ready.  

Ipek nodded and rubbed the sleep from her eyes as Yasmin made way to the exit removing the first 

crate from the webbing. She assured that the box was closed then slipped it outside the container. Ipek 

heard a muttered curse from Anakoni as the crate turned out to be heavier than he anticipated. While 

Yasmin took the second crate from the ceiling Ipek put on her shoes again and gathered the sleeping 

bags. After Yasmin handed the second crate to Anakoni Ipek gave her the sleeping bags and removed 

the third crate herself. Yasmin took it from her and left the container directly after it. Suddenly alone 

in the box Ipek made a last sweep to assure that they did not forget anything. As she found nothing she 

removed the webbing and took it with her.  

 

Throwing the web to Yasmin she balanced on the edge of the container and closed the resin box with 

the fitting piece. Anakoni handed her a spray of liquid resin to fill in the gaps to produce the 

appearance of a stack of resin blocks. When she was finished Ipek punched a button at the bottom of 

the can and threw it to the ground in a wide arc. It was decomposed before it hit the ground, dissolved 

into mere vapours. She climbed down with the help of Yasmin and then they build a small stack with 

their crates. On the crates Yasmin took a wide stance and Ipek climbed onto her shoulders, then 

Anakoni started to hand her the actual resin blocks that were stacked within the box. After she filled 

up a complete layer of blocks Ipek reached for the door of the container and activated the closing 

sequence. As she jumped down the door sealed with a hiss and the protocol system set itself back to 

when it was sealed the first time in their harbour of origin.  

 

“Okay, that should take care of our tracks now let´s make sure we leave nothing behind when we leave 

here.” 

The other two nodded and everyone took his crate and brought some metres between one self and the 

others. Ipek especially took care that Anakoni could not see her or Yasmin. She opened the crate and 

laid the cover on the ground next to her. The first thing she took out was the last protein bar of her 

food reserves. It hardly tasted better than the ones on Dawn, which made her think of that place for a 

moment. 

Zipping open a backpack she got rid of her clothing and folded it as small as she could before putting 

it into the bag, the webbing and the all the wrappings of her food followed, as did the three empty 

bottles. Last thing to go in was a wet towel which she used for a quick brush of her skin, she really 

was looking forward to a bath. Closing the bag she took the diving suit from the case. Slipping into it 

proved less difficult than anticipated, at first it was cold but as she activated its´ nanofibres the water 

heated up to her body temperature faster than usual. Additionally the fibres linked into her comlog 

feeding it with information about her well being.  
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Stuffing her hair under the cap proved a little bit difficult, but she succeeded after a while. Next was 

the small canister of air supply, it was highly compressed and would last for ten hours. She slipped the 

holding ring around her neck, placing the canister between her breasts. The goggles came with a 

mouthpiece connecting to the canister, she clicked it into place but didn´t activate it yet. Her weapons 

came next. A knife to her left arm and leg, a harpoon to her right forearm and an encased submachine 

gun for the fight above water. Sliding the backpack on her shoulders she was ready, only the crate was 

left but not for long.   

Kneeling down she entered a series of commands into the little panel at the lower part of the crate and 

it contracted itself a second later. The walls flattened and the whole mass of the crate concentrated in 

the former middle of the crate forming into a short turbine engine. While that happened Ipek snapped 

two switches in the lid changing its´ shape as the molecules realigned into the other form which was 

imprinted on them. Ipek then clipped the newly formed wings to the turbine constructing a workable 

underwater slide. She really had to congratulate Anakoni of coming up with this plan, that was if they 

survived their swim to shore.  

 

Picking up the slide she looked at the other two who just finished assembling their own ones. She 

nodded and they switched their comlogs to short range communication only. From now on none of 

them would utter a word aloud until they reached solid ground again. The larynx-microphones and the 

short burst communication should assure their low detectability.  

 

Ipek took point on their way to the emergency hatch. It was locked with a security protocol set only to 

open in an emergency. Thankfully they got the override code from the captain. As a side effect he 

would be informed of their leave by using the code. Ipek punched the code into the console and a long 

second later it opened the hatch. It was dark outside. 

 

Immediately a gust of wind entered the cargo hold accompanied by a gush of water. For a moment she 

froze before adjusting to the atmospheric conditions. The ship was moving only at a moderate speed of 

10 knots per hour making a jump into the water a risky undertaking. Putting on her mask she climbed 

out of the hatch as far as possible getting as close to the surface of the water as she could, only then 

she jumped straight down into a wave.  

She parted the water with low speed but was swept away at once, her slide followed as it was linked to 

her by a small band. It smashed into the water some three metres behind her. It took her a moment to 

reassess her bearings. Her comlog pointing out which way was up certainly helped. Some moments 

later she breached the surface again. Just in time to see Anakoni descend into the waters, he returned 

to the surface much quicker than Ipek did beforehand, as he signalled his well-being Yasmin made the 

jump. She also reappeared soon after.  

 

Both acknowledged their well-being over the comlink, after a short check of the map Ipek gestured 

their direction of travel and then shut down the comlog, so close to the patrol routes of the Yu Jing 

forces it was a wise precaution. All three of them submerged again with Yasmin taking the lead, Ipek 

and Anakoni staying behind her in a line. Yasmin had the camouflage equipment to make their 

movements appear as natural phenomena and Anakoni was the best swimmer thus putting him in the 

rear made for a good back-up plan.  

 

The first part of their journey encompassed diving down to almost 60 metres to avoid the most 

common detection methods, not the least of them the 50 metre long net protecting the harbour 

entrance of Shanghai. Diving so deep was not without risk, yet they hardly had a choice. The next 

three hours they spent in silence as their slides slowly dragged them towards their destination. Ipek 

exercised a mental training technique to keep her focused during that time. She counted and recounted 
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the number of people involved in this whole affair, then she played through every single event in her 

head, over and over. It not only kept her awake it also helped in finding clues she had missed so far.  

 

After three hours, a short activation of the comlog served as a failsafe for the timing, Yasmin stopped. 

Ipek and Anakoni moved up to her, her outline only barely visible through the faint light of their 

masks. The mercenary removed the upper part of her slide before she let it sink to the ground. Ipek and 

Anakoni unhinged from theirs´ as well. From here on they had to swim on their own.  

Yasmin split the device from her slide into three pieces and handed each of them one. Ipek fastened it 

to her stomach with a short belt that was there for just this reason. It would shield them from the 

approaching sensor net, at least as long as they stayed away at least two metres. The larger field that 

encompassed them before would not withstand the scrutiny, therefore they changed to individual 

camouflage. They all had memorized the way through the net of probes and more important the way in 

which to swim from here on. To keep their bearing they all had a magnetic compass with them as a 

comlog was too easy to detect.  

Yasmin nodded to them and swam of into the darkness. Ipek watched her disappear. Three minutes 

later, she counted them down second by second, she followed. Anakoni stayed behind for now.  

 

Splitting up was another precaution as long as least one of them made it he could get to the bottom of 

this affair and ultimately avenge the others in the case they didn´t make it. Despite being used to work 

alone and being a self-reliant more than anything else, Ipek feared the loneliness down here.  

They were by far not deep enough below the surface to be in the regions where sunlight didn´t reach, 

yet it was night and new moon, painting the water around her in a bottomless darkness. She shivered.  

There was no helping to the feeling of loneliness, she really wished for some company. Ipek shoved 

away these thoughts, they only distracted her and distraction was deadly.  

 

Confirming her heading with the compass she swam on, after being borne by the slide for so long her 

muscles still were a little stiff but that soon amended itself. She found that it was the silence that really 

got to her. Down her there was not much sound, at least not much sound that she could hear. It felt like 

crossing a huge plaza in daylight and trying to pass it off as being stealthy. She felt very exposed.  

 

A shape in the water snapped her back into reality. She could see it blink ahead, a small position light 

on a buoy about ten metres ahead and she was headed right for it. Ipek dived a little bit deeper to get 

beneath the buoy while she kept swimming at a slow pace. This was the edge of the sensor net every 

buoy she would encounter from now on would be a sensor probe. According to their estimate she only 

had about twenty of them to pass. She shot a look upwards as she passed the first one, it was holding 

position. More shapes peeled out of the water in front of her right now she could see at least a dozen of 

them. Floating in the water about six metre from the next one on average. Ipeks eyes slit as she 

determined the best way through the maze. 

  

Ascending some metres again she passed over the next one, it was silly but she almost could feel the 

pressure getting weaker as she rose. A sharp turn to the left brought her around the third buoy. The 

fourth almost spelled her doom as it engaged its´ engines and changed position just as she was closest 

to it. She pushed ahead hardly and had to dive down several metres after that to avoid the fifth which 

passed at hardly more than two metres above her. She would have sighed if she could. Not daring to 

linger she pushed on despite her trepidations.  

 

Ipek moved through the remaining sensor net as if in trance, she tried not to think at all and let her 

body act on its´ own. It worked remarkably well even though she had no desire to take a look at her 

adrenalin levels right now. Judging from the thumbing in her ears it was about four times above 
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average. She made good use of the heightened reflexes that came along with this state and was able 

keep out of sensor range of all the buoys. Along the way the slowed transfer from instigating a 

movement to its´ execution that came with the moving in a liquid nearly spelled her doom on two 

occasions. Allah must be watching her closely today.  

 

She passed the last probe of the net when a movement caught her eye. Turning her head she saw 

something moving toward her. In the dim light it looked like a giant squid.  

Dismissing the thought Ipek hurried on to get clear of the buoys proximity. Whatever that thing was it 

followed her. She made a turn for the left it followed suit. It stayed on course towards her its´ long 

arms flapping behind it. It was small the main body was no bigger than about 30 centimetres in 

diameter. The tendrils were another matter with roughly two metres of length. Ipek quickly ascended 

some metres to avoid a collision, it changed course without delay or problems. Whatever it was it was 

far more manoeuvrable than her. It closed and she aimed with her harpoon. Ipek shot as soon as she 

was sure to hit. The moment she fired it stopped dead, two tendrils slashed forwards the harpoon 

pierced one of them and pinned it to the main body. Sparks emitted, a remote.  

 

After being hit all remaining tendrils came around she saw something fired from two of them, lacking 

the speed of an aerial environment she was not able to dodge and several projectiles pierced her suit. 

None of them reached her skin. At this precise moment she found herself thankful for the reinforced 

nanofibres on which she insisted. The remote moved again right after shooting. Ipek made a turn to the 

left to escape but it was to no avail, one of the tendrils closed around her left ankle. Before she could 

reach for a knife another one snatched her left arm. She only had one chance. Pressing her right arm 

against her side she reversed her momentum and dived towards the remote. Two more of the tendrils 

ensnared her while doing that, one around her neck starting to suffocate her immediately and one 

around her torso pinning her arms against them.  

 

Forcing down the surge of panic at the loss of breathing she turned her feet towards the remote, her 

hand at the trigger of her gun. It was not designed for underwater combat, but it was designed to fire 

nonetheless. Twisting her foot out of the way she fired half the magazine at her assailant. The first 

burst of bullets missed but she adjusted quickly as a fifth tendril rammed some needles through her 

suit deep into her skin. Unable to scream she twisted in pain but kept her aim steady. The first two 

bullets were deflected from its´ surface but the third one impacted closely to the point where her 

harpoon at pierced the casing. Steering the rest of the burst in that direction she was rewarded with 

small explosions inside the construct, soon after it ceased functioning. The shutdown hardly took any 

pressure from her body and the extra weight of the remote clinging to her started to drag her down.  

 

Pushing outward with all the might she could muster Ipek was able to loosen the grip somewhat as the 

remote exerted no counterforce anymore. With already fading vision she hurried to remove the tendril 

from her neck. After that was accomplished getting free of the rest was rather simple. She felt dizzy as 

the sedative from the needles in her body combated the stimulants coursing through her veins. She had 

to hurry the loss of the remote would not go unnoticed for long. Regaining her bearings she swam as 

fast as she could towards her destination. 

After about a dozen metres Ipek descended and swam three to four hundred metres sideways before 

returning to the original heading, she repeated the procedure three more times. It took her more than 

one hour to finally reach the beach, but she did it without company.  

 

She returned to firm ground in a small bay. Ipek recognised it from the maps she was half a kilometre 

westwards of her planned landing point. The others probably already were waiting for her. Pulling 

herself into a small cave in one of the cliffs she was glad to finally remove the mask and breathe on 
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her own again. A light flashed up in the night and she quickly pressed herself against the wall of the 

cave. She heard a ship pass by at high speed obviously they were not on the prowl, not at these speeds. 

When it had passed she quickly got rid of her swimfins and stored them in the backpack. She decided 

against putting away the canister as the stimulants in the air supply were keeping the poison at bay.  

 

She left the cave and swam to shore. The coastline of this remote part of Shanghai was deserted just as 

anticipated. The ship anchoring just off shore in front of a ruined building on the other hand was not. 

This was a deserted part of town, due to an accident in a chemical company three years ago, most of 

the toxic residue had been removed since then, but resettlement had been unsuccessful so far. Even 

patrols in this area were a rather random occurrence. Of course all this predestined it as a site for 

smuggling operations. Cursing their bad timing Ipek carefully approached the ruins hugging the 

shadows as she went along. In any case that did not have much time, after her run in with the remote 

someone was bound to show up even here eventually.  

 

As she reached the building next to the old boathouse, which had been their meeting point due to its´ 

accessibility from the sea, Ipek could see people moving inside. Clinging to the side of a window in 

the ground floor she counted at least half a dozen figures inside.  

Outside she could see a single guard on this side of the building. There was no way to tell if the others 

were inside and if, in what condition they were in. Using the comlog was still risky therefore she had 

to employ other means to procure information. The one guard on this side of the building was standing 

quite isolated, in order to warn his comrades inside he would have to shout or use comlog both not 

advisable to stay undercover.  

 

His positioning made her assume that he was not a professional, more probably a thug given a job. 

That gave her a good chance. She was wearing a skin-tight suit after all.  

Kneeling down she put the rest of harpoon, the gun and one of the knives into the bag. The comlog 

and her compass followed as did the camouflage device. Rotating the canister onto her bag she took a 

deep breath to flood her system with stimulants before putting the mask away. The other knife stayed 

on her arm but she shifted it to the lower part of her forearm in order to better disguise it. She freed her 

hair from beneath the cap and shook her head a little bit to loosen it up before she took her swimfins 

into her left hand creating the illusion of just having taken them off. She breathed in deeply then 

conjured a look of confusions and vulnerability to her face. Leaving the building through the back wall 

she once more closed in on the ruin, only this time she took care to be noticed by the guard as she 

stumbled into his view.  

 

It took him a second to react to her presence, definitely not a professional. 

“Hold. Who´s there?” 

Once more she thanked Allah for watching over her as he spoke a dialect that she actually knew. 

He spoke just loud enough to be heard by her but it did not carry into the ruins, he appeared to be 

overly cautious. Ipek faked surprise and stopped, drawing in a deep breath which made her breasts 

stand out rather obvious in the faint illumination. She could see the twitch in his eye.  

“Oh. Finally someone. Can you help me sir? I am lost.” 

She made a step towards him then acted as if only now noticing the gun in his hand. Obviously 

appalled by that she retraced a step. 

“Stop right there.” 

He raised the gun at this comment and she did as told looking as frightened as she could muster. He 

slowly walked towards her. From the way he looked at her she knew that he was not gay, not at all. 

Stopping a metre before her he appraised her leeringly. It was rather disgusting. 

“Who are you? What are you doing here?” 
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“I, I am…” 

“Answer!” 

“I am, my name is Alica I was swimming nearby, but, but I got lost when I lost my comlog. Please 

don´t hurt me.” 

He looked at her forearm were a comlog would be but was distracted by her heaving chest while doing 

so. He smiled rather creepily. 

“So lost you are. Don´t worry I won´t hurt you. Come with me I´ll take care of you.” 

Acting hesitantly she only made the first step after he motioned with the gun. Stepping closer to him 

he grabbed her at the throat and pushed her to the wall. A fake scream on her face Ipek took her blade 

to his throat. He stopped immediately and loosened his grip on her. 

“Now we try that again. And this time you will be a gentleman. Do we understand each other?” 

Ipek could see the fear in his eyes, she put on her most devious smile to unsettle him even further. He 

wanted to swallow but retained it because of the blade at his throat.  

“Now come with me.” 

She retreated some steps to get into the shadow of the wall drawing him along with her.  

 

“Give me your weapon.” 

She let go of her swimfins and raised her hand to take the gun from his hands, with some deft 

movement she ejected the magazine, removed the bullet from the chamber and threw it into the dark 

somewhere to her left. Then she slowly descended to retrieve her swimfins, once more taking him with 

her down and up again. With a quick movement she squeezed them between her back and the 

backpack to free her hand, which she put to his temple to secure his head against sudden movements. 

 

“Good now against the wall, and put your hands in your crotch.” 

He did as told and put his back to the ruins then folding his hands between his legs. She followed up 

pressing herself against him and pinning his hands in place with her left leg. From a distance it would 

appear as if they were engaged in secret make-out, just the illusion she wanted to create. 

Even through the swim suit she could sense his body warmth, it almost seemed like a wonder that no 

surveillance had found these guys already. On the other hand her presence could have something to do 

with his elevated temperature. Ipek also felt some liquid coming through his folded hands, it was 

warm. He had peed himself. She placed her mouth next to his ear and spoke softly.  

 

“Now listen. I should kill you just for wanting to take advantage of a helpless woman, but today is 

your lucky day. If you help me, you can walk away from here in one piece. Do you understand me?” 

Ipek leaned back a little bit to see his face, he attempted to nod. 

“Just blink twice when you understand?” 

He blinked twice. She smiled at him and rubbed her leg a little bit in his crotch, he moaned quietly.  

“I am looking for some friends of mine. Two they are, a green haired woman and a dark skinned man. 

Have you seen them? One blink for no, two for yes.” 

He blinked twice. 

“Good you are catching on fast. Are they alive?” 

He blinked twice. 

“Are they inside the ruin?” 

He blinked twice. She leaned forward again to whisper in his ear.  

“If you are lying to me, I will kill you very, very painfully and you will wish that I had cut off your 

little stump there instead.” 

She leaned back and wore a fiendish smile. He looked even more frightened then before. 

“Are we clear on that?” 

He blinked twice. 
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“Did you and your men fight with my friends?” 

He blinked once. 

“Did you capture them without a fight?” 

He blinked twice. 

“Alright, I now will remove the knife to let you speak, no rash actions on your part.” 

She relieved the pressure from the blade and he gaped for air.  

 

“Okay, boy. First you will tell me how it looks inside there and then you will call your boss for me.” 

“What, What do you want from my boss? He will be mad…” 

“About you thinking with your penis? Most likely. I still can kill you now and be done with it.” 

He swallowed hard but nodded shortly after and began to talk. Ipek filed away the description of the 

place, if her plan failed she would need to know the layout. Then he activated the comlink to his boss. 

The comlog blinked into life and after he set it to speakers Ipek heard the voice of his boss loud and 

clear. 

“Cheng. What is going on out there?” 

“His hormons got him into trouble.” 

“Who the hell are you? And where is my man?” 

She tilted her head slightly to signal him to speak. 

“I´m here. Sorry, boss.” 

“Before you send someone out here to kill me you should know that border patrol will be here soon. 

You should speed up whatever you are doing.” 

“Why should I believe you?” 

“That´s up to you. I simply want my people out here, fully equipped and unharmed. We don´t care 

what you are doing here.” 

“What is in for me?” 

“You get your over eager boy back and our silence about your little operation here.” 

“What should keep me from just killing you?” 

“You are welcome to try but time is running out. I estimate less than three minutes for the arrival of 

Yu Jing forces.” 

Silence. Ipek kept her vigil of the surroundings just in case his boss didn´t care about Cheng, somehow 

she doubted that to be true. His voice betrayed a sense of dread at the prospect of his death. 

“Alright. We are coming out with your people. Don´t shoot.” 

“We are waiting.” 

She broadened her smile as she pulled him from the wall turned him towards the ruins and put her free 

hand on top of his into his crotch. Then she waited.  

“Keep calm my boy, you are almost home.” 

 

Not long after she saw Yasmin and Anakoni emerge from inside the boat house, they were wearing 

their backpacks but no weapons, both showed signs of mistreatment. Alongside came four men 

clutching rifles. They stopped as they saw Ipeks´ shadow next to the wall. 

“Here are your people. Let him go.” 

The man that spoke was the least muscular of the group she hardly could understand his slurred 

pronunciation.  

“Where are their weapons?” 

The man held up a bag in his right hand.  

“You get them when he is with us.” 

“No. You throw them to my people when they are on the same level as he is.” 

The man hesitated for a moment.  

“Alright.” 
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He motioned the two to start walking. 

“Go my boy, slowly.” 

She released him and hugged the wall as she drew the sub machine gun from her backpack. She didn´t 

really trust the honesty of their trading partners. All three moved deliberately slowly in order not to 

provoke an unwanted reaction. When they were passing each other, the man with the bag called out to 

them and threw it to Yasmin who caught it with ease. Ipek was surprised to see them honouring the 

agreement. Before she could thank him for that the sound of a closing ship reached her ears.  
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Gamma 1.13. Earth 
 

Three days after the evening with the PanOceanians Mitoshi could return to work. His superiors 

insisted on keeping him available for possible further encounters while the woman was in Kyōto. His 

doctors jumped at the excuse to advise him to more rest for his still healing bones, so even training 

was limited in this time. He tried to stay up to date on the newest developments, something to what 

end the Crane was really useful even though Mitoshi suspected he still held some ire because of his 

stunt with the garden. Maybe he did and maybe that was the reason for the absence of Miyū. 

  

She had kept him company for two days after the evening and she turned out to be a pleasing company 

indeed. For some reason he found her presence not at all intrusive, which was strange as woman of her 

profession usually instigated such feelings in him. There was something natural to her behaviour and 

something intimate, not in the sexual sense but in a sense of familiarity. On the second day she even 

said that she shared this sensation and he believed her. Surely she would say things like that to many 

of her clients but somehow he knew it to be true. It also was the starting point of his physical attraction 

to her.  

 

In the light of her still not clear status or involvement in the recent events, he had decided to stay clear 

of any unnecessary entanglements and a possible spy in ones´ bed surely qualified. Despite that 

intention he bedded her on that day, something she later told him she had expected to happen much 

sooner. Actually she had been hoping for it to occur as he learned, it appeared that she had quite the 

crush on him. Of course this also could be pure masquerade. What he did not expect was to find her 

missing the next morning. On inquiry he was told that she had been reassigned by Shui Wei Fan. 

Mitoshi still wondered why the Crane did it and as he had not been able to raise him on the comlog for 

the last 24 hours he still had no answer.  

 

Reserving such thoughts for later Mitoshi prepared for a day of training. He had to make sure that his 

recruits did not waste the time of his absence on the training grounds. Going through the training plan 

for the day in his mind, he started with some basic warming exercises. After that he dressed and went 

out to assess the progress of his recruits.  

 

As the day went by he found himself pleased with them, they hadn´t slacked in his absence and 

discipline and moral were high. Stories about the Kōgyō and the assassination attempt afterwards still 

were quite viral among them. He did nothing to either encourage or discourage them, after all not 

much time had passed since then.  

 

When he returned to his quarters that night he was confident of the future development of these 

recruits. The door closed behind him and he removed his boots before entering the main room. With 

Ayabe on an errand for him and the yet unexplained absence of Miyū his quarters felt rather lonely.  

Mitoshi stopped.  

 

His quarters should feel lonely, yet they didn´t, someone was there. With his left hand he reached for 

his short sword, while his right descended towards the pistol on his thigh. A quick check of the comlog 

confirmed his suspicion, it was blocked. Either someone wanted to talk to him really privately or his 

would-be killers finally showed some guts.  

 

“Show yourself.” 
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He exclaimed with a firm voice. No one answered. He made a step backwards to the entrance chamber. 

Another one went by without incident. He sensed movement behind him and fell into a forward roll at 

once coming up with weapons in hand. Something hit his right hand and smashed through the pistol. 

He threw the remains at his assailant, who evaded the projectile. This would be settled the old way.  

 

Mitoshi drew his blade and levelled his footing while his opponent did the same. He was dressed all in 

dark colours most likely a camouflage suit. His head was encased in a tight fitting mask. In his right 

hand rested a short blade similar in construction to the one Mitoshi was holding, his left rested on his 

chest. In the shadow that his hunched pose threw above his torso Mitoshi couldn´t see what he was 

doing there but he suspected a holster for throwing stars.  

 

“Who are you? Who sent you?” 

Mitoshi was well aware that none of his questions would be answered but it bought him some time and 

there always was the chance of someone overhearing him. The man extended his left arm in a quick 

motion and Mitoshi rolled sideways to dodge. Something flew over his head and embedded itself into 

the wall behind him with a slicing noise. He followed up the attack with two short steps, his blade 

coming in low. Coming out of the roll Mitoshi managed to thumb his sword sideways against the 

descending one. Immediately he reversed his momentum to thrust at the chest of his attacker, who 

quickly retreated out of immediate range, this allowed Mitoshi to regain proper footing. Rising into a 

fighting stance with the blade extended horizontally in front of his chest, Mitoshi made an aggressive 

gesture.  

 

His opponent retreated at once but sidestepped after the first stride to circle. They were in the largest 

room of Mitoshis´ quarters so they had plenty of space to do that. Mitoshi followed his pace and 

circled in a two metre radius in the centre of the room as his assailant made it through half the room 

before attacking again. He came in straight with blade extended but wheeled leftwards around his own 

axis twice in the instant Mitoshi made a defensive move. With the momentum from the spin he was 

able to slip a punch beneath Mitoshis´ raised arms. Connecting to the ribs the hit made Mitoshi stagger 

a little bit but still he parried his attackers´ blade by grabbing his arm. With a loud Kiai he rushed 

forward slamming his assassin into the wall. Mitoshi brought his own blade down on his head but his 

arm jumped out and grabbed Mitoshis wrist. The blade barely connected and only scratched the helmet.  

 

Locked with arms crossed over each other to prevent being stabbed by the other one they struggled 

with pure muscle strength for a second. The assassin gave in fast and gave up his blade as well as 

Mitoshis´ arm to regain freedom of movement. It worked as he was able to slip his empty hand from 

Mitoshis´ grip and slide his body to the right. Mitoshi stumbled into the wall and followed up 

immediately with a horizontal slash. He hit and shattered a part of the assassins´ helmet before he got 

away with a flic-flac. Mitoshi jumped back himself and kicked the blade of the assassin to the far end 

of the room.  

Something was odd about the assassins´ attacks, there was a familiarity about his movements, maybe 

he knew this man. Also he had the impression that he pulled his attacks. But Why? 

 

The assassin withdrew a flat nunchaku from somewhere on his back and braced for another round. 

After the hit one of the man´s eyes was visible. Mitoshi had looked into this eye before, it belonged to 

Kotaro. Having seen too many battles to be stunned by that realization Mitoshi took a defensive stance.  

“So, you turned on me after all, too bad I started to like you.” 

 

Unimpressed by Mitoshis´ taunt he attacked. Kotaro came in with the nunchaku whirling around his 

chest, giving Mitoshi not much time to assert the final strike position of the dragon stick. He countered 
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with a jump into Kotaro. Surprised by the move the man stepped aside and brought his weapon in a 

low slash against Mitoshis´ left thigh while ducking beneath the blade. Mitoshi put all his weight on 

the hit leg while Kotaro deflected his right fist aimed at the assassins shoulder. Something broke.  

Ignoring the pain Mitoshi kept his weight on his left and kicked out with his right.  

Kotaro tried to spin sideways but was too slow. The kick connected and threw the smaller man right 

through the next wall.   

The wooden wall splintered under the weight of Kotaro and he regained his footing with a backwards 

roll. He was standing close to a window now and drew something from his belt in a quick motion.  

Mitoshi ignored the pain in his leg and made a step forward as Kotaro rolled to the side. The window 

exploded.  

 

Wheeling sideways Mitoshi managed to avoid some of the splinters of glass that showered into the 

room. Nonetheless his right side was scared by the fragments, he cried out more in rage than in pain.  

Finding his stance again he saw Kotaro jump out of the window a fraction of a second later his suit 

took on the colour of his surroundings. Not letting down his guard Mitoshi accessed his comlog, the 

jamming was gone, just as expected. He ordered his quarters to switch on all lights, making it more 

difficult to hide. The explosion would draw in someone anyway, still he called for alert and sent teams 

after his assassin.  

 

Slowly moving into a better position to keep an eye on the window without exposing himself to any 

sniper that might be aiming at it, he noticed that his leg was not broken. He was sure that he felt 

something break when he got hit by the nunchaku, he scanned the floor. He found the upper part of the 

dragon stick, the striking part of a nunchaku, lying on the floor. That was strange enough for him to 

pick it up.  

 

It was made of some sort of hard plastic, a lightweight and durable material, making it even more 

conspicuous that it broke. By now his comlog announced the arrival of the first soldiers at his quarters. 

He ordered them to erect a perimeter around the house and the second group, which was a minute 

behind to enter to support him. He ignored the inquiry of the accompanying Tokusetsu about his 

injuries. He returned his attention to the dragon stick, while he moved into a more defensible position 

near the entrance door, shielding half his body with it.  

 

He saw something embedded in the stick, he shook it a little bit and a data chip fell to the ground. He 

let go of the stick to catch the chip. It appeared to be a standard data chip encased in a layer of 

protective foam of about half a millimetre. Had all this been staged to deliver this chip to him? He 

decided to have a look at it before telling anyone about it. He put it into a pocket and waited for the 

reinforcements.  

 

His men entered soon after and began a sweep of his quarters. He ordered them not to enter the main 

room, so they moved around only accessing it visually. Two remotes of the Wèibīng class 

accompanied them scanning the rooms with their advanced equipment, precluding the possibility of 

someone hiding in here.  

Only when they had finished he allowed himself to sit and have the Tokusetsu a look at his wounds, 

which mostly were superficial. While sitting there he was called on the comlog, it was the Crane.  

“I just was notified. What transpired?” 

“This time they sent a single assassin. He was waiting for me in my quarters.” 

“That is not good, we have to increase security around you.” 

“It is even worse. He was one of our own.” 

“What do you mean?” 
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“I recognised the style, I fought alongside too many people who use it not to notice.” 

Wei tilted his head in what seemed to be a thinking gesture. 

“That changes everything. Stay sharp, I send a team to backup your security.” 

Without further word the Crane cut the transmission Mitoshi exhaled deeply trying to order his 

thoughts. The chip in his pocket was weighing heavily on them.  

 

Two hours passed until his men and Weis´ security detail both had completed their search of the 

casern in order to flush out possible intruders. They found nothing Kotaro obviously got away and for 

now Mitoshi did not disclose his name. He was moved from his quarters to an adjacent barrack, they 

wanted to expunge all recruits to make room for him but Mitoshi would have nothing of it. He almost 

came to blows with the leader of the security team, before they compromised on clearing the top floor 

for him and an around the clock bodyguard for him. One from the security team, one from his recruits 

another concession he pressed out of Weis´ man. Mitoshi knew that he pushed his luck with the Crane 

by doing this but he wouldn´t have his men segregated from him on the base. That would confer the 

wrong message to the troops and the public, should it ever become known.  

 

Arranged in his new quarters he summoned Takeuchi, Morinaga, Suemon and Takamie his four best 

recruits which only had improved since they had accompanied him to the Gekken Kōgyō. Thrown out 

of bed from the alarms they appeared disciplined, yet Mitoshi could see how shaken they were. He 

ordered them at ease and they clearly relaxed.  

 

“Listen up soldiers. Due to the events of tonight the four of you will serve as part of my personal 

guard. At all times one of you will be present in or in front of the room which I am currently attending, 

another one will stand ready to deploy within five minutes to my location. It is up to you to organize 

your rotation. So far any questions?” 

He looked at them and saw their hesitation to speak up. 

“Do not hold back. You cannot function as my guard if you are afraid to speak up to me.” 

It was Suemon who dared first. 

“Why us, Bushō?” 

The others shoot him an angry look for this.  

“Because you are my best and I want someone I can trust around me.” 

They all stood a fraction straighter after hearing that. 

“Good. Being in my guard encompasses more than just standing in front of the door. Every visitor and 

everything will go through your hands before it comes to me, so familiarize yourself with the 

respective equipment. With the exception of Kumaumi Ayabe you will let in no one without my prior 

consent, is that understood?” 

“Hai!”  “Hai! But…” 

The other three once more gave Suemon an angry look, Mitoshi kept his gaze and expression level. 

“What is it Suemon?” 

“But Bushō, their chief is from the Celestial Guard and speaking up to those is dangerous.” 

“I understand your concern recruit, yet you will obey the order. If anyone of them has a problem with 

that send him to me. You will not be punished for doing you duty, I will see to that.” 

That seemed to reassure him and the others as well even though none of them had dared to voice 

discomfort. Mitoshi reminded himself that they still were freshmen after all.  

 

“Do not let your pride on being chosen for that assignment blind you. All of you have been present at 

one attempt on my life and another one is the reason for this precaution. I need you to be aware of that. 

Do not think of this as a reduction in training. You will return to the regiment when this is over and 
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will pass to your comrades what you have learned here, in order to do that you have to be alive. 

Understood?” 

“Hai!” 

“Very well, dismissed.” 

With admirable synchronisation they turned and left the room. Mitoshi hoped that he had not made a 

mistake by choosing them. Finally alone he sat down on his bed and inserted the chip into his comlog. 

He took care not to be seen by the cameras in the room while doing it.  

As it was late Mitoshi changed into a comfortable Yukata before he went to bed. The healing wounds 

on his face still burned with a phantom sense of pain from the regenerating gel that had been applied 

to it. Compared to the attack of the Karakuri he really emerged rather unscathed from this one and he 

still was not sure if that had been an actual attempt at all.  

 

Lying in his bed he activated his comlog and read some news before opening the data files on the chip 

under the cover of some common Maya traffic. The chip was cramped with files of different origin. 

Some of them wore a PanOceanian signature, even more came with the scripture of Tunguska, among 

them was a single one from O-12 and some came from Yu Jing itself. He was looking at a 

conglomeration of intelligence files. But who had the means to put together so many of different 

origin? 

 As one of O-12 was among it, they appeared to be a likely candidate. He decided to look at this one 

first. It was the file of an O-12 investigation about a rumoured illegal research program dealing with 

high-speed tissue regeneration. Its´ illegal nature derived from the methods for appliance and the 

apparatus for choosing guinea pigs, which seemed not to depend on the consent of the people 

participating. There was no hard proof of any kind but the name of Lee Huang was mentioned in the 

file. 

Mitoshi heard that name before, he could not recall when or where but he was sure that he was a 

member of the Party. The only other thing of possible interest was the name of a company thought to 

be involved; Cherach Associated was a Bourak based company which specialised in healthcare. 

Nothing out of the ordinary. Mitoshi wondered why someone would want to sent him such 

information.  

 

The Yu Jing files were the next ones he took a look at. The first one was a personal warning to be 

wary of Shui Wei Fan as he was working in close association with Li She Yue a high ranking party 

member. The warning bore no signature. Could Kotaro have written it? If so where did he get all this 

data? Mitoshi decided that someone from higher echelons must be backing the whole operation, but 

who? And why use this convoluted way of delivering a message? 

 

Keeping these thoughts for later Mitoshi switched to the next Yu Jing file and noticed something. A 

quick check confirmed his findings. All Yu Jing files were stored on the chip several days later than 

the other data. So someone added information to the original chip. This opened up the possibility that 

it originally wasn´t meant to travel through any Yu Jing hands at all. This was getting more 

complicated by the minute. He decided to read some of the files first before deciding what to do with 

the information. It took him two hours to read through all the data and he had troubles keeping his 

outward appearance from slipping. When he was finished he decided not to go to sleep lest someone 

steal the chip. He kept himself awake and meditated till Ayabe arrived the next morning.  

 

 

She walked in unannounced and found him still sitting on his bed, meditating. She bowed before him.  

“Bushō. I am sorry for my absence last night.” 

“No necessity for that. Did you do what I sent you to?” 
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“Assuredly, Bushō.” 

He raised his left eyebrow while looking to the right. Ayabe understood the sign and activated a 

scrambler in her comlog. 

“Ayabe. There is no one that I trust more than you.” 

“Thank you, Bushō. I am honoured.” 

“I have asked a lot of you of late. Still nothing compares to what I have to ask of you now.” 

He rose from the bed and walked towards her, waiving away her attempt to kneel. He ejected the chip 

and gave it to her with a gentle touch.  

“I need you to confirm the data on this chip. It was brought to me in secrecy and shall stay secret.” 

“I understand. Yet why is this task so grave?” 

“Because it may very well spell the end of our days.” 
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Alpha 1.14 Earth 
 

Maria closed her left eye as a millipede crawled down her face to drop itself to the ground under her 

chin. Some water went along with it into the already soaked mud below her. The rain came at a steady 

pace but only with mild force so that it hardly even qualified as a hindrance. At least to her most of the 

greenhorns behind her were more sensitive to the weather conditions. Her comlog displayed all six 

other members of her squad, five Regulars and a Tikbalang. At the moment they all huddled together 

some ten metres behind her while she scouted ahead.  

“Cheram, spread.” 

“Affirmative” 

The command took effect three seconds later and she could see them disperse more widely on the 

clearing. She sighed inwardly.  

 

Pushing on through the waist high grass Maria took care not to produce any louder sounds than the 

surrounding jungle had to offer. She crawled until she reached the edge of a precipice. It appeared as 

though someone had cut a part of the land away and put it down three metres below. Beneath it the 

jungle lightened and the view was rather unobstructed between the trees only that there was nothing to 

observe. Staying inside the grass Maria slowly trailed her gaze along the perimeter of the precipice and 

the trees below, her augmented senses taking in every conceivable piece of information. She stopped. 

There was something right of her just beneath the edge of the precipice. According to the sensor echo 

it was a mine. She smiled. So that was their plan.  

“Cheram, stay bravo true.” 

The reply took longer than it should. 

“Raios! Just do it.” 

“Affirmative.” 

 

Getting yelled at over the comms without battle cant seemed to work. Not that any screaming was 

involved as it was a silent commline, Maria cursed inwardly. Checking her comlog she saw them do 

what she told them. They rearranged themselves in what appeared to be a forward oriented column 

pointing at her position, yet everyone was expecting an attack from the north now despite facing 

southwest. She only hoped that she read the enemies intention correctly.  

While the rest set up the new formation Maria removed one of the mines from her belt. Tapping into 

the data core with her comlog she activated it to detonate by any perceived enemy movement or 

metallic objects, like mines, before placing it to her right facing north. Then she did the same with a 

second mine. 

  

“Ready” 

Came Cherams affirmation over the comm. Maria shifted her weight to get a good throwing angle. 

“Move out on my mark.” 

 

She gave no mark at all but hurled the mine over the precipice, after she trained her rifle down the 

precipice at the foremost tree line. The moment the mine fell into sensor range of the other mine both 

exploded. Not a second later the first enemy movement appeared on her display. They broke in from 

the north just as she predicted and her squad was ready to welcome them. As the firing started she kept 

her eye on the tree line on front of her. A mere two seconds later she saw the first figure emerging 

from hiding. It was wielding a grenade launcher, they intended to bombard them from the side while 

keeping them occupied from north. A smile crept on Marias´ lips as she willed her weapon to fire. 
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Her aim was true and hit by several rounds from her rifle the man was thrown around and collapsed on 

the ground. She could see two more creeping around the trees now jumping back into cover. The 

sound of gunfire behind her was accentuated by the hiss of burning liquids as the Tikbalang brought 

its´ flamethrower to bear. Her display showed at least ten enemy signals, two of which disappeared 

while she was watching. Her squad was down to five. She fired another salvo into the tree behind 

which one of them was hiding. The other one took the opportunity to snap a salvo in her direction. She 

rolled leftwards to present a moving target. The bullets embedded themselves in the edge of the 

precipice.  

 

She sprayed the whole area with bullets to pin her enemies down, it worked but only for so long. As 

her magazine hit the empty spot Maria slid back a bit. She lost sight of the field below the precipice 

but they lost sight of her as well. Keeping an eye on the closing blip on her position she ripped the last 

of her mines from her belt. More bullets hit the ground before her and she heard fly something 

overhead. An explosion a good nine metres behind her deleted one of her squad mates from her 

display.  

“Hurry, you stupid bitch.” 

 

Swearing at herself she once more rolled leftwards. Linked into the mine she threw her body into an 

upwards spin. Her muscles protested sharply. Her rifle fell to the ground as she reached for the pistol 

at her side. With a scream of pain and all the momentum from the spin she threw the mine down the 

precipice towards the entrenched enemies. Her back hurt as she hit a tree in her upwards motion. Her 

vision blurred for a moment down to the coloured outlines on her retina display. There was someone 

close. She ripped the Spotter from her belt and fired into the direction of the stranger. The shape rolled 

sideways to dodge her bullets while returning the favour.  

 

She was struck in the shoulder and the pain was quite intense but she kept awake. Her opponent didn´t 

share her luck as his dodge brought him into the sensor range of her first mine. With a loud crack it 

exploded into his back, throwing him to the ground with a ruined, smouldering backside. Almost 

synchronous her last mine detonated down in the field. She heard a scream. Yet she had no new data 

on the attackers down there.  

“Kekoa, down the edge.” 

“Affirmative.” 

 

As Maria slid down the tree behind her trying to force herself to find cover, the T.A.G. rushed past her 

in a whirl of air. Kekoa ran to the precipice at full speed and didn´t even bother to jump as he let the 

momentum carry the machine over the edge. At once something exploded at his armoured chest, Maria 

couldn´t see if any damage was incurred but Kekoa surely retaliated as his machine gun reared into life.  

The loud thump of the T.A.G. landing on the grass down on the field reached her at the same time as 

his kill confirmation.  

A look at the display showed no enemy blips and still four of her squad, all in all two losses. That was 

acceptable.  

 

Suddenly the all the fire, smoke and pain vanished from her sight and system. She stretched herself 

and walked to the man whose back was torn off by her mine. She offered her hand and she helped him 

up.  

“Did it hurt?” 

He moaned. 

“Like hell. These new simulation routines are really top notch.” 
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Before they could carry on with their conversation the quite needles commentary that the exercise was 

finished came over the comline.  

 

The man stopped Maria when she tried to walk away.  

“How did you know? I mean we dug us in pretty well up there. How did you find us?” 

“I didn´t.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“We didn´t locate any of you. If I had come closer to your northern position I could have found you, 

but you did a good job of making us think you went down that precipice.” 

As if to support her words the Tikbalang jumped back over the edge landing right next to them. The 

machine saluted the two before going in its´ way into the hangar, because this had been the last drill 

for today.  

“Mining the precipice was good as well. You just did not take my equipment into account when laying 

the trap.” 

He sighed and snipped in the air with his fingers. 

“You found the mine.” 

“Yes, I found it and triggered it with one of mine. When I saw your trap I knew you were lying in 

ambush because the mine lay totally dumb for covering your retreat, besides you had greater numbers 

than we anyway so why should you avoid the confrontation. Then it only was a matter of guessing 

your attack vector.” 

“Guessing? You guessed we would attack from the north?” 

“Yup. I guess I was right.” 

“Hmm, anyway thank you that was most enlightening for my men. I assure you they will not forget the 

lessons of today.” 

“As long as one man more comes home alive because of this, I did my job well.” 

He saluted, she returned the gesture then he walked away. Maria retrieved her rifle and went for the 

barracks as well. Looking to the roof she couldn´t help herself but think about this place. 

 

The training ground consisted of several large buildings, each of them five hectare in size. They were 

in the one which was used for jungle training. The plants and soil in here was genuine, but all animals, 

sound and weather were either machines or created by the powerful holographic emitters, which were 

scattered throughout the hall. Thereby allowing their comlogs to project anything the operators wanted 

onto the displays´ of all involved soldiers. They also were able to stimulate the nerve endings by 

tapping into sensory clothing that everyone was wearing. It was a technological way of training, one 

that was low cost on injuries and materials, as all bullets only were immaterial. It was an effective way 

of training, with the projectors you could have two training groups run into each other without seeing 

or hindering the other one, as they would not perceive them in any way, except for direct physical 

contact. The perfect illusion, it allowed to train far more soldiers at once than ordinary training 

grounds. It also conferred the feeling of never being quite alone, just as it was on the frontline with 

Shasvastii about.  

 

Besides all that Maria didn´t like it here too much. Since Mauri got her stuck here after leaving Kyōto, 

she had been in charge of the advanced jungle training for the freshmen that were sent here to learn the 

basics. Maria never had been much of a teacher yet she managed quite well, even though she regularly 

had to remind herself that she had been not so dissimilar in her first month back then. She entered the 

barracks, which were in the jungle inside the hall, more realism for the training experience, where 

Kekoa threw her a bottle of water which she caught with a thankful nod. Sitting down on the first 

available table she answered the call on her comlog. It was Mauri.  

“How are you doing Gevallo? I hear you keep these freshmen on their toes.” 
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“Well, since you stuck me here three weeks ago there is hardly anything else to do for me. Some 

vacation that you gave me here.” 

“As I remember you had to be ordered to take one in the first place, so in a way I am accommodating 

your wishes.” 

Suddenly Maria felt the urge to choke that smile from his face.  

“Remind me to kick you for that one next time we meet.” 

“I am sure will not do so. It may interest you that I just spoke with your brother Tito.” 

For a moment Maria was glad that her presence here came along with a general difficulty to contact 

her. It was meant as a safety precaution which doubled as a welcome excuse in this case. 

“What did he want?” 

“To speak with you. He was not willing to share any details with me, but he made quite colourful 

allusions to your ingenuity to stay away from your responsibilities. I explained to him that your 

current assignment was of great importance to the safety of our nation. That cooled him down 

somewhat.” 

“Did he believe you? That´s hard to believe. Anything new on Ipek?” 

 

Two and a half weeks ago Maria had learned that Ipek did not die in the shuttle accident, yet since 

then she had been unable to raise her in Maya or find any other hint to her location or well-being. 

Mauri was convinced that she was laying low for some reason. Maria didn´t care she wanted to find 

her and as she was stuck here Mauri had to do the heavy lifting.  

“Nothing substantial, where or why ever she is hiding she is doing a fine job about it. On a related 

matter we uncovered who was responsible for whistle blowing her transit route to Earth and hence 

allowing the attack on the ship. It seems that someone from Aswad Nadschm Industries disclosed that 

information on a spot in Maya where it was easy to find. If you know where to look.” 

 

Maria took a quick look at the file about Aswad Industries that Mauri forwarded to her. It specialised 

in field medicine and enjoyed several contracts with the Haqqislamite government.  

“Why would they jeopardize their relationship with Bourak by attacking one of their negotiators?” 

In a gesture of old he shook his head.  

“They were not the ones to stage the attack, they only let slip that they know the route. Someone else 

took the bait and went for Khan. We doubt though that it were the same people who killed Khan later 

on.” 

Maria remembered hearing about that in Maya, it happened during her preparations for her dinner with 

Kaneshiro therefore she had barely registered it. She stopped this train of thought. Dealing with stuff 

like that was exactly the reason she wanted to be kept out of intelligence affairs. Conspiracies and 

international politics made her head hurt.  

 

“Okay, I honestly don´t care about the reasons for that. I just want to find her, you can keep the 

politics to yourself. Unlike me you like that kind of game.” 

He appeared somewhat taken aback.  

“Call it an acquired taste. Anything on the eastern front?” 

Maria sighed. The only reason Mauris´ superiors had insisted to keep her on Earth was the remote 

possibility, they claimed it to be 58 percent a number that Maria found highly doubtable, that 

Kaneshiro would try to contact her after receiving data from them. Maria had no idea what kind of 

data would usher someone like him to contact a PanOceanian soldier but she agreed to stay for a 

month, at least they gave her something useful to do in the meantime.  

“No. Till now no white dove with a letter came flying through my window.” 

“Very funny.” 
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“Not really, but no. No secret communications or whatever have reached me yet and maybe we 

shouldn´t discuss that while I´m in a more or less public place.” 

“Don´t worry we can filter what everyone hears there through their comlogs. This line is secure.” 

“Well then, doesn´t change my answer. Maybe you weren´t right after all and he will not contact me. 

Hell who knows if he even got the message you sent to him.” 

“We are relatively sure that he got the information, even though of course we can´t fully trust our 

contact over there to relay it safely. Yet we calculate an 89 percent chance that he received the 

message.” 

“And why are you so sure that he will act on it?” 

“I think you better don´t know that unless necessary. Knowing it only will make you a target and…” 

“Alright, you are absolutely right, keep me out of that.” 

“As much as we can. Anyway he will act on the data one way or the other. We just hope that he will 

turn to outside help to do it and…” 

“And because of what happened in the garden you think he will try to contact me, yeah, yeah, I know 

the story. How long do you want me to sit tight here? I really like to get off this planet by now.” 

“Just One more week, maybe two depending on the development during the next week.” 

“Fine. One week and then I want to hear a good excuse for keeping me here longer.” 

He nodded his consent to that. 

 

“Agreed. What are your plans for tonight?” 

“Why do you ask? Want to take me out for dinner?” 

“No, thanks I am a little bit far away for that and don´t want a gun at my head later on.” 

She gave him a smile without warmth, she still regretted aiming at him.  

“To answer your question: As the gang here got furlough tomorrow I was planning to go to town and 

party with some of them.” 

For a moment Maria stumbled about the term “to go to town”, she had used it all her life but it seemed 

a silly term to use when being actually in the belly of a megacity. 

“I see. Is that so?” 

“Yeah, it is so. Got a problem with that? Anyway I don´t need your permission to go anywhere.” 

“Indeed you don´t, as long as you stay on Earth for now and I think it a good idea for you to get out.” 

“Really? Are you worried about my social life now?” 

“Only to some degree but going outside raises the chance for contacting you.” 

“I´m still not used that you talk about my life as if it were a planned military action. So long then.” 

“Take care.” 

“No worries.” 

 

She deleted the link and emptied the bottle in one long gulp before dismantling her weapons. As 

always the routine task gave her time to think. Her hands went through the procedure almost on their 

own. Dismantling, sorting the parts, cleaning the parts, reassemble. Rinse and repeat for the pistol. She 

was thinking about what he said about the attack on the `Cervantes`. Why would a Haqqislamite 

company endanger a negotiator of their own government? Probably money, the same reason fellow 

PanOceanians pitched themselves against one another. However the attacker was someone else. 

Georgi Berask, the O-12 operative she encountered on board, said that it had been a PanO operation. 

Maria still did not want to believe that, yet she was not naïve enough to preclude the possibility. If it 

was true did Mauri know of it and if he did, why did he give her the information about the company? 

She snorted frustrated.  

“Frigging spies!” 
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Now concentrating on her work Maria was finished sooner than expected. She stored away the guns 

and comlog in her locker and went for the shower. Only keeping her necklace she stripped bare and 

threw her soiled uniform into the laundry chute before entering. So soon after the drill the common 

shower was filled with people and chatter, as the soldiers talked about the day, made plans for tonight 

and generally threw light hearted insults at each other. Some things never seemed to change.  

 

After three weeks training with them Maria was no longer ostracized by the men and women of this 

regiment but they sensed her strange mood and left her alone today. Maria used the time to wash her 

thoughts of Mauri and all that was related to him. She´d be damned if she couldn´t manage to have a 

night off. When she walked back to her locker the only thing she was thinking about was where to go 

tonight. Putting on her comlog first she checked where the others wanted to go. As this training 

facility was in fact situated in the heart of a huge city there were plenty of options. She linked into five 

discussions for the choice of location and mostly listened. Many of the soldiers were locals so she 

trusted them to better know where to go than some random Maya guide, of which 74 were readily 

available. She decided to join the group which was headed for a club called `Holterdiepolter` which 

was an old German word for pell-mell, it definitely sounded interesting.  

 

Maria took a white, shoulder free dress from her locker which was a little bit cold for this time of year, 

but as she would not really set foot into an unprotected environment it did not matter. The dress was 

just long enough to allow her to strap the holster of her Spotter to her upper thigh. Just to be on the 

safe side she put a small combat knife into the compartment of her high heels.  

“Expecting trouble?” 

 

The question came from Romy, she had been in Marias´ squad today and showed promises to become 

a good soldier, at least Maria thought so. Romy was dressed in a casual suit which derived its´ style 

from the business clothes of the 21st century, at least that was what Marias´ comlog told her about it. 

Her blonde hair contrasted quite nicely with the dark suit, which accentuated her female features just 

enough not to be vulgar. Maria slit the knife in place inside the sole of the shoe before putting them on.  

“Not really.” 

“Then why do you arm yourself for a trip to the club?” 

“Old habits are hard to break, I still don´t feel comfortable going anywhere unarmed.” 

“I see. Well the shuttle is here in five I wait there for you.” 

Maria nodded her acknowledgement before turning to her make-up. She went for minimal coverage, 

not only for reasons of time, the nanite rouge adjusted itself into a perfect blend on her cheeks anyway, 

and the eye liner worked in a similar fashion and once she programmed the desired appearance into the 

miniscule machines that regulated her eyelashes they adjusted themselves just perfectly. The only 

thing she donned herself was the lipstick, after she set it to the reddish hue that she wanted. A short 

look into the mirror showed a face that she liked. She smiled at herself and it looked genuine. Time to 

go.  

 

When she stepped into the hangar she found Romy and ten others from the regiment just entering the 

ordered shuttle. It was a shuttle from the base proudly presenting the logo of the PanOceanian military 

on its´ flanks. Tapping into the processor of the shuttle she cloaked the logo, no reason to tell everyone 

where they came from on sight. She stepped into the shuttle which was only half-filled with the twelve 

people in it so there was plenty of room. Everyone was in a good mood and no one gave a damn about 

rank, Maria liked that.  

The flight was short and the friendly chatter inside the shuttle made it even shorter, the only thing to 

darken her mood was the message from her brother which entailed several documents for her to sign. 

He managed her investments and generally took care that she did not spend more money than was 
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good for her. Being on Paradiso for three years straight had been easy on her accounts, as there was 

not much to spend money when on front duty. Anyway she was very glad that he took care of it, even 

though he constantly mumbled about it, but still there were things that she had to sign personally. She 

promised herself that when all this was over she was going to visit him and make amends for all the 

trouble she caused. For now she took a quick look at the files and put them back into the folder, 

instructioning her comlog to remind her to decide about them in one hour.  

 

By then the shuttle was descending into the garage of the `Holterdiepolter`, during the descent, which 

due to the autopilot was perfectly aligned to the guide beam, the club asked and checked them for 

unusual equipment or implants. The security protocols checked her weapon status which her comlog 

freely provided. Along with it came her clearance status as a member of the military with multiple 

commendations. This information prompted the club to ask if she wished to invoke the clubs´ 

premium programme for war heroes.  

Maria thought about it for a second. She didn´t want any of this, but some of the others surely would 

enjoy it, so she opted for yes providing them all with a free ticket, two drinks on the house and two 

hour reservation on premium seats in the middle of the club. The others were surprised at this news 

but delightfully so, at that moment Maria realised that none of them had checked her background, 

beside what they had been told by the instructors at the camp.  

 

Before they could question her too much about that the door opened and they left the shuttle. Romy 

walked right next her and started asking about some of her heroic actions, on which the press was 

insisting she had committed during her assignment on the planet. Stepping through the door and 

disregarding the warning signs about gravitational changes, Maria asked Romy to postpone this topic.  

Walking on the two metre strip that started behind the door the feeling of veering sideways sat in 

immediately as they pushed ahead.  

Ten more metres and they effectively had rotated their alignment to the planet by 180 degrees. The 

whole club was a zone of artificial gravity and completely build upside down. With her augmented 

eyesight Maria could perceive the safety nets hanging overhead in case of a power failure, they were 

invisible to the naked eye in order not to destroy the illusion. 

Some of her companions needed several minutes to adjust to the feeling of seeing the ground above 

their heads. Besides that feature the club was divided into 18 different zones each of which sported its´ 

own bar, music, dance floors, rooms and other entertainment equipment like table games. All in all, 

the club stretched about a space of four hectare. 

 

All these zones were connected through the central core in which every seat came with a price tag. 

Marias´ fame had bought them two hours in the central core and they all were set to enjoy it. It didn´t 

take long for the group to break up and mingle with the crowd, which was not as large as a club like 

this would suggest. Maria started with a drink and then went ahead to meet some people.  

After one hour of flirting and dancing her comlog reminded Maria of her responsibilities. She excused 

herself and sat down to recheck the files her brother sent her.  

The display showed an 8.9 percent chance of her being irrational due to inebriation, low enough not to 

matter to her. It took her half an hour and a strong drink, which brought up the number to a 10.4 

percent, to make up her mind about the contracts. Having signed the ones she approved of and relayed 

the files back to her brother another strong drink followed.  

Signing trade papers always made her wanting to get drunk. With the first signs of swaying to her 

walking she made her way to the restroom.  

 

Following the path her comlog laid out for her the walk to the restroom was short. It was compromised 

of three rooms, not giving any attention to the ante room with the washbasins Maria strode into the 
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next room which sported ten cabins along the wall. Only two more people were in here, she didn´t 

give them any thought. 

 

Entering one of the cabins someone stumbled against her and pressed her against the wall.  

Panic swept away her drunkenness and she reached for her weapon. With an astonishing speed the 

woman brought up her right hand and pressed Marias´ own hand firmly onto the Spotter, yet making it 

impossible for her to draw the pistol. With her other hand she covered Marias´ mouth as she pressed 

her hard against the wall. With a low hiss the door of the cabin closed.  

Maria was astonished by the strength of the small woman, who had to stand on her heels to bring her 

mouth to Marias´ ear. Maria tried to punch her with free arm but the woman caught it with the elbow 

of her left and jerked it down against her side trapping it there, all while not releasing her hand from 

Marias´ mouth.  

Maria tried to send for help via her comlog. It was frozen. She was not surprised, but all the more 

afraid. Pressing her body a little more against Maria the woman started to whisper in her ear.  

“Do not fear me Maria Estella Gevallo. I am here to give you something.”  

Not really appeased by that statement Maria tried once more to struggle. It was to no avail.  

“My name is Kumaumi and I came a long way to find you. Now will you listen?” 

 

The woman leaned back a little bit without easing the pressure on Maria. She was definitely of Asian 

origin but that didn´t mean much. As she looked at her a little bit longer, something which Kumaumi 

actually enforced by giving her nowhere else to look, Maria found a familiarity to the face with these 

blue eyes. It took not long to find it, the woman sported similar features as the Lotusgirl that 

accompanied Kaneshiro during their dinner. Maria relaxed a little bit. Slowly the woman released her 

hand, as she saw that Maria did not scream she kept it away and leaned up to whisper in her ear again.  

 “Can I have my arm back?” 

“Not yet.” 

“Why do you look like her?” 

“To give you something familiar to recognize.” 

“Alright so say your word and let me go.” 

“I need you to stay here for three minutes after I left.” 

“Agreed.” 

The woman leaned back and kissed Maria on the mouth, surprised Maria did not struggle. Her lips 

tasted salty and sweet alike. Maria felt Kumaumis´ tongue wander behind her left row of teeth, as she 

withdrew it Maria felt a presence there. Having achieved her goal the woman let go of Maria and left 

the cabin with a smile. Maria couldn´t tell if it was genuine or not. Shortly after Kumaumi had left her 

comlog came back to life, Maria resisted the urge to directly contact someone. Completely awake and 

sober after what just had transpired the three minutes seemed like an eternity.  

 

When the time was up she left the restroom and the club as soon as she could trying to avoid her 

comrades on the way out, neither did she want to see them nor to ruin their night. Her mouth was dry 

but she dared not drink something, lest she swallowed whatever it was that the woman left in her 

mouth. She made it to the garage without incident and ordered the shuttle up and another one from the 

base to pick up her comrades later on. While waitig she assured the club that it was a superb visit and 

that her quick departure was of a personal nature. Almost jumping into the shuttle she immediately 

tapped into the data core to use it as a secure channel to call Mauri. He answered her call at once.  

“Evening Maria, what can I do for you?” 

“Secure the channel!” 

Not resisting her forceful tone he nodded and her comlog lost all outside connection, only the channel 

was still active. 
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“We are safe, what is going on?” 

“We have to meet at once.” 

“Alright, I am feeding your shuttle a rendezvous point, may I ask why?” 

Maria spit into her hand and held up the small datachip that Kumaumi left there. 
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Beta 1.14. Earth 
 

Putting up her hood Ipek stepped onto the street, the familiarity of having sensor input from all around 

set in almost immediately, she was glad that they acquired the necessary equipment two days ago. A 

car stopped in front of her and the opening door revealed a smiling Yasmin with disturbingly dark hair. 

Ipek sat down next to her and the car started moving again. 

“Got everything?” 

Anakonis´ voice from the backseat sounded eager and hopeful. Ipek handed him a plastic box as he 

opened it the smell of freshly fried meat started to fill the cabin.  

“Ahh, wonderful. Thank you very much.” 

“You are welcome.” 

 

As Yasmin steered the car into a small side road Ipek used the time to recount the last days for herself. 

After their slim escape from the border patrol on the shore they had kept their heads down for almost a 

week in a shabby hideout, listening to the word on the street and in the ether. The confirmation of 

them being alive was widely known in public now and speculation abounded, despite all they had 

agreed on staying underground for now. After all there still were people after them.  

By now the Hassassin had publicly stated their responsibility for Khans´ death. The question why they 

did it was still unanswered. The official statement was that he had been involved in endeavours 

detrimental to the Haqqislamite nation and had proved to be an agent of ignorance, the same phrases 

as always.  

 

Ipek also had noticed that Maria Gevallo had started to look for her. As far as she could tell it started 

soon after her disappearance, Ipek was not sure if she did that out of genuine concern or if she 

somehow was involved in all of this. The attack on the ´Cervantes` still might have been a PanO 

operation.   

Another piece of disheartening information was the alleged death of Omid Rostami, the journalist that 

ranked right after Loviise on her list. He got caught in a crossfire between police forces and a mafia 

gang somewhere off the coast of the Indian subcontinent. Maya coverage had him dying in the 

hospital soon after. Ipek wasn´t sure, it could be true but a fake death was also a possibility, especially 

when one considered his involvement in this whole affair. Or better his knowledge about some part of 

it. She hoped that her talk with Loviise proved fruitful today.  

 

Maarja Loviise was easy to meet, as long as you had something to offer. She dealt in information and 

she was good at it. In addition she had no loyalties, a quality which made her both useful and 

dangerous. It also conferred a layer of protection upon her, as few people liked the idea to risk such a 

useful source of information. When Ipek contacted her she agreed almost instantly to a meeting. Ipek 

and her companions were quite the news in certain circles right now, accordingly Loviise was eager 

for some bites of their story. Ipek stopped her musings when they had reached their destination.  

 

Yasmin steered the car onto the parking lot next to what was according to the signs on the walls and 

the Maya designation a gambling den. Leaving their vehicle they checked in at the den with their false 

identities.  

Along with the registration they sent a second message with a codeword which Loviise had provided 

them with. The data core of the den responded as it was meant to, registering the three as guest and 

showing them the way to the elevator. The elevator was right behind the door on the ground floor of 

the five storey building, the gambling halls were on the upper floors therefore no one would suspect 

anything by them using the elevator.  
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Yet when the doors closed the elevator descended instead, taking them at least three levels below. 

Behind the door two heavily armed remotes were waiting for them with weapons trained on them.  

An androgynous computer voice asked them to surrender their weapons, which they did. The tray with 

their guns would be kept next to the elevator, always in their sight, precluding the possibility of 

Loviises´ men tampering with them during their stay. Marching forward they passed through an 

opening in a waist high wall which crossed the entire room. Behind that wall was a desk with three 

chairs in front of it and behind it stood the eight-armed form of Maarja Loviise.  

“Please sit down I will be with you presently” 

 

The sentence was not spoken but rather transmitted to their comlogs Yasmin gave Ipek a strange look 

from the side, before they all sat down. A loud hiss was audible from the three metre shape before 

them and one by one the eight metallic arms retracted from their elevated position and the display in 

the air in front of it faded into nothingness.  

When this had happened eight times the whole thing turned around and presented them with Maarja as 

she stepped down from her lying position in the construct. In the depression, where her head had been 

lying, half a dozen monitors were visible and the holographic display projected before her face just 

vanished as she cleared it.  

 

Maarja was a lean woman some centimetres taller than Ipek but not nearly as well proportioned. Her 

blonde hair shone over sparkling blue eyes, completely blue eyes as they were coated with an 

advanced reception system, allowing her to take in more visual data than the average human. She 

smiled at them as she came to the desk where a chair emerged out of the floor for her to sit on.  

“The infamous Ipek Mehtap, here in my halls. Welcome.” 

Her voice was soft and deep but of clear intonation, leaving no room for speculations of intent. Ipek 

nodded her thanks to the greeting. 

“Anakoni Ekewaka, also a well sought man right now, at least by certain parties. Welcome.” 

“Thanks, lady. Good to be here.” 

His eagerness to get to the asking part was quite obvious but he restrained himself, Yasmin on the 

other hand seemed bored by this elaborate ritual of greeting.  

“Yasmin Jawaren, there were times when I thought I see you in here but not in this capacity. 

Welcome” 

“Hey, you pissed off de guys I was working for. Nice bunker by the way.” 

Maarja took it with a smile. She addressed Ipek again. 

 

“I confess there are many things I would want to ask you Ipek Mehtap. You partook in a number of 

operations that are still very vague in the ether. Yet I think you will not give me that pleasure today. 

Are you?” 

“I would say that depends on what you have to offer Maarja. Are you fine with going by first names 

with all of us?” 

“Surely, makes the conversation much more intimate and less formal. Can I offer you something?” 

All three shook their head, Maarja resumed. 

 

“I assume you came here to piece together the puzzle that forced you underground.” 

“Hell, ye bet lady. Who wants me dead?” 

“I have a pretty good idea of that. What is your offer?” 

As they had agreed upon before Ipek would take the brunt of the negotiations, as she had the most 

experience with this kind of deals. 

“What about a beachhead of a local smuggling gang? They had a close run-in with the forces that be 

just about a week ago. Some of their stash should still be there.”  
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“It´s a start but insufficient, a week is long a time for such news.” 

“Fair enough, how about a mapping of a not inconsiderable part of the deployment of the sensor mines 

just off the coast of Shanghai?” 

“I assume also about a week old?” 

“That is correct.” 

“Hmm, better but not just enough.” 

“How about a good word for a favour of a local mob?” 

Ipek shot Yasmin a look from the corner of her eyes. Yasmin offering help for Anakoni just like that 

was unexpected. She filed this information for later use.  

“That would be the people who brought you here?” 

“Who arranged for our transport, but yeah.” 

“Done. For the mapping and the favour. Agreed?” 

 

Ipek looked at her companions who appeared favourable then she typed a command into her comlog. 

“Agreed. I am transmitting the all the map material that we have of the region to you right now.” 

“Yes, it comes out clear. Ooh, that is interesting. To your question the man who were sent to kill you 

are in the employ of Cherach Associated.” 

„Who are they?“ 

Ipek answered that for Anakoni, lest Maarja charge something for it.  

“It is a business conglomerate originating in the time of the Neo Colonial wars, when several 

companies joined to combine their efforts. Most of the original companies were based on Bourak as is 

the headquarters at the moment.  

They are dealing in a wide range of commodities, but have a big share in the field medication 

department. There have been rumours about them trying their hands at a super soldier program for 

years but no one ever produced evidence for this. They are also known for unsubtle business tactics 

and rude behaviour.  

On top of all that the real ownership is unknown as a lot of people are involved, giving rise to many 

speculations which nation has their hands in the corporations dealings.” 

Maarja smiled at her, masking her dislike of an opportunity denied. 

 

“You dealed wid dese guys?” 

Yasmins questions took Anakoni off guard.  

“Nay. Not that I know o´.” 

Ipek turned back to Maarja.  

“Do you know why they want him killed?” 

“All I can offer is speculation and conjecture about the real reason but a cover up most likely.” 

“I see, we return to that later. Was Cherach responsible for the attack on the `Cervantes´ as well?” 

“I know who slipped the info out, yes. About the actual attack… let´s say I have some candidates and 

you are free to ask once I know.” 

“Who was it? Who sold us out?” 

“What do you offer?” 

“I tell you who intervened and maybe a candidate for your list of attackers.” 

Maarja appeared thoughtful for a moment.  

“Tell me your candidate if he wasn´t on the list we have a deal.” 

Ipek contemplated for a moment if she could trust her enough. 

 

“PanOceania, or better the Security Division he travelled as a pilgrim with the name of Alfredo.” 

“Interesting. Indeed an addition to the list. It was an employee of Aswad Nadschm Industries who 

planted information about your flight plan on easily found places in the ether.” 
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“Aswad Industries, hmm, Ridwan worked with them for a while, interesting. It was an O-12 operative 

who came to my aid and saved the day. Due to his own words they got word of the attack and sent him 

in to prevent it.” 

“Oh, O-12 this incident gets more intriguing by the minute.” 

“Aren´t these Aswad dudes in the same business as Cherach?” 

“Dey are, supplier of front line medicine et al, dey even have a part in de Silk trade.” 

“Khan was on his way to negotiate a trade agreement with Yu Jing about medical supplies for the 

frontline troops.” 

As this was no secret Ipek felt free to discuss it in front of Maarja without revealing information she 

could trade in.  

“So maybe Aswad got wind that they were kicked from the deal and o´ course wanted no one else to 

get it.” 

“Makes sense, yet if they did not attack themselves who did? Must be someone with an interest in the 

negotiations or the failing thereof.” 

Maarja shrugged. 

“As I said a long list.” 

“That is not the important thing right now. Aswad Industries are the ones who sold me out on an 

official mission and they will bleed for this. We have to focus elsewhere to put together the thing with 

Cherach.” 

Her companions nodded. 

  

“Of what value are information about the attackers of the `Cervantes` for you, especially on the 

prototype remotes that were involved?” 

“A sapid offer. What is the topic you want to talk about?” 

“Yu Jing personal. To be precise Li Yu Hui, her dealings with Cherach Associated and other important 

figures that might be involved.” 

“Give me something first and we get into it.” 

Ipek transferred the personal files of all six dead mercenaries from the raid. Maarja took a look 

through them. 

“Interesting, there were rumours about some of these and their whereabouts. Li Yu Hui is said to be in 

contact with Cherach Associated for a number of years now. One of the last things she had to do with 

them was a shipment of weapons which was meant to arm a research group.” 

“Wait a minute.” 

“Yes, Mr. Ekewaka the same shipment that you transported.” 

“So they want him dead for being a witness.” 

“Stands to reason. I am sure you are aware that Ms. Li was scheduled to meet with Mr. Khan on his 

day of death.” 

“We figured something like that but thanks for the assurance.” 

“I believe you want to tell me something about these remotes now.” 

“Close combat oriented remotes of high mobility, originally created by a combined effort of three 

companies from Yu Jing and PanOceania. The line was stopped due to differences of everyone 

involved about a year ago. Most likely all involved continued on their own. The batch that attacked the 

ship was stolen a week prior to it from a storage facility in Humans´ Edge. I am transmitting the 

location to you now.” 

Once more Maarja checked the data musing to herself, she had a lot of practice doing that, but Ipek 

was sure that this was news to her.  

 

“This meeting really is just as insightful as I had hoped. You on the other hand should take a man 

named Lee Huang into account. He is a member of the party and quite influential for that matter. 
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Besides that is he the one who patronizes all dealings of Ms. Li with Cherach Associated. Rumour has 

it that he is in dire need of money to pull off a project that is not officially backed by the party. 

Another name is Li She Yue, who is trying to bring down Lee Huang for some time now.” 

Ipek leaned back and thought about that, a plan started to form in her mind.  

 

“Thank you very much I think it is time we take our leave for now.” 

“Feel free to return as long as you are in town there are a lot of things I want to ask you.” 

“Another time perhaps.” 

Ipeks smile was more a warning than anything else. 

“Another time. I am sure you find the way out, if you excuse me.” 

They all stood up and the three turned to the door while behind them the sounds of Maarja being 

reintegrated into her construct were clearly audible. Collecting their weapons they entered the elevator. 

No one uttered a word until they were back in the car.  

 

“So what now?” 

“Yeah, why did we leave so soon?” 

“We know all we need and got away without revealing too much. Don´t forget to arrange for that 

favour with Yuri Yasmin.” 

“I won´t.” 

“Good. I have to call some people I have a plan to set an end to all this.” 
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Gamma 1.14. Earth 
 

Miyū felt trapped. Besides from occasional romantic bouts of longing for a life in freedom, whatever 

that may be, she never had felt that way about her life before. Surely there were certain restrains in her 

freedom of movement, coupled with the need not to talk about certain things when in contact with 

outsiders, something which also happened rather rarely, yet she never was really discomforted by that 

all her life. Partly this was due to her memories of the streets from where she came and the luxury into 

which she had been transported in this life. Having a full belly surely helped alleviate tensions and 

doubts. But ever since guards were standing at her front door she felt caged.  

 

Three weeks had passed since the three nights she was allowed to spend with Mitoshi. The evening 

with the PanOceanians proved to be quite interesting, but staying the next two days with him was what 

had made her happy. She acted like a fool during these days. All her instructors would have turned 

their heads in shame at her unprofessional behaviour.  

She ignored the rules of conversation and talked to him about personal things, she did not even try to 

extract any information from him, despite Weis´ order to do so. She just felt relaxed in his presence 

and his easy going way attracted her even much to him. She still was very saddened that Wei sent 

guards to retrieve her in the morning after the night he finally took her into his bed.  

 

Ever since then the agent did not even allow her to contact him and she deeply felt his absence. It was 

like missing a part of you that you just recently rediscovered. Wei had not given any explanation and 

she didn´t dare to ask for one. Maybe that was his way for punishing her? In addition to keeping her 

away from Mitoshi he also stopped supplying her with any code breakers for her research. Which he 

also told her to stop pursuing, if that had not been enough this doctor of his told her nothing about 

what she had found out about the possible manipulation of Miyūs´ cube. She just was cut off from 

everything.  

 

Her troubles and longing for Mitoshi, not to speak of the numerous assignments which she was 

ordered on, kept her occupied enough for the first two weeks not to have any problems with her 

shadow eyes. However ever since the beginnings of the third week they had reappeared, staring at 

Miyū from her own eyes at unexpected times. She avoided them whenever she could during the first 

four days. It only made everything worse.  

 

She was afraid to look into any reflecting surface for two days before she finally mustered the strength 

to face these eyes again. For that reason she was standing in front of the mirror right now and slowly 

raised her head. 

 

She jerked back when her sight hit the mirror, yet she forced herself to stay steady. There they were 

starring right back at her. They looked sad and enraged at the same time, as if Miyū had done 

something terribly wrong. Swallowing hard Miyū ushered herself to look closer. She tried to delve 

into the eyes that were and were not her own. She felt afraid. It was like starring at your body from the 

outside and you knew someone else was in there.  

“Who are you?” 

 

Of course no one answered, yet she thought to see a change in the eyes. She shuddered. They seemed 

to ask her right back. She almost could hear another voice in her head. No it was her voice she decided.  

`The better question is. Who are you?´ 
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Miyū nearly screamed. She had the urge to carve out her own eyes just to get rid of the other ones. She 

did neither, both would only summon the guards from outside. Still she was terrified. Never before 

had she summed up thoughts like this that were not her own. 

Fighting down the urge to run away and scream Miyū closed her eyes and breathed in deeply. Breathe 

in, breathe out, breathe in, breathe out. Following the exercise for some minutes she eventually calmed 

down.  

`Think Miyū, there must be a reason for this.`  

 

Somehow the thought reassured her despite it being the same process that frightened her just moments 

ago. Ever since Wei told her about the possible tampering with her cube she had been paying closer 

attention to these dominant thoughts. A new habit which she picked up since the accident, she found it 

extremely useful as it helped her focus her thoughts on a task at hand.  

However she still suspected them to be not really her own, maybe they came from a machine that they 

implanted in her head or something. Despite all her awareness and scrutiny she never had found a 

thought that was not her own in these `summaries`. Not until just now.  

 

She tried to find the source of this thought. What was the phrasing?  

`The better question is. Who are you?´ 

She was questioning her own image in the mirror at the time it popped up. Could it be just a moment 

of self-reflexion? Rephrased by her subconscious to help her tackle the problem? Was this possible? 

According to all she knew about human psychology, yes, but she was no expert. She wanted to ask Dr. 

Masaaki about it but Wei also blocked any access to him. She felt caged again.  

 

Maybe this feeling of entrapment brought this on? Feeling trapped physically might lead to feelings of 

mental entrapment, even feelings of being trapped in ones´ own body. These other eyes could belong 

to a part of her that she generally subdued. Yet would that not imply a personality disorder? Possibly, 

yes. Miyū shuddered by the thought of diagnosing herself as a lunatic. On the other hand maybe she 

was overreacting. The last weeks had been very stressful. She opened her eyes and shut them again 

immediately. The eyes were still there.  

 

“What should I do?” 

She whispered quietly under her breath. Talking to herself also was a new habit, yet one she developed 

just about a week ago, at least this one she could easily attribute to stress. One problem she could take 

off her mind, at least for now. She started to despair. What if the talking was just the next step on the 

ladder of her descent into lunacy?  

`Well then just accept it.`  

 

She breathed in sharply. Unsure if that had been her own thought or not she contemplated the 

suggestion. What if she was a lunatic? Right now no one came to her assistance, on the contrary Wei 

kept all people who might be able to do that far away from her. Maybe they wanted her to go mad? 

They could be enhancing whatever it was that happened to her back in surgery. This all could be part 

of the experiment that she had turned into. Was that what she had become now, an experiment? She 

could not dismiss the possibility. She started to sob.  

 

Still not daring to open her eyes her tears dropped into the basin from beneath shut lids. One by one 

they dropped down with no sound at all. She even counted them on some subconscious level. Being 

alone and without any help at all accepting madness seemed to be her only way of getting out of here, 

to whatever end that might lead. At least it would end her suffering. She opened her eyes, the other 

ones were waiting.  
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“So once more. Who are you?” 

Nothing happened the eyes just stared at her disapprovingly. 

Miyū sighed heavily then she started giggling. What had she been thinking? Trying to start a 

conversation with an inner voice or the thoughts of someone else in her head? She really must be 

going mad, yet somehow it felt not as crazy as it should.  

“Well, seems I will not find out who you are this way.” 

`But who are you?´  

 

The thought popped up when she turned away from the mirror. It came with surprising force and 

totally unexpected. She even lost her footing and had to grab the basin to keep standing. She turned 

back to the mirror, there was only one pair of eyes and it looked curious.  

“What, what are you?” 

She whispered in a very low voice, mostly for the fear of being overheard. 

´I am you.` 

 

Miyū jumped back and crashed into the wall. The eyes in the mirror were unchanged and it still 

weren´t hers´. Her lips trembled as she uttered the next words. 

“No, no. You are not. Who are you?” 

´I am you, but who are you?`  

 

Miyū swallowed hard. She wanted to escape from these eyes in the mirror. She wanted to scream. She 

wanted to run. She wanted to pretend none of this happened. Something kept her from doing all that. 

She wanted to shout but she whispered in a broken voice instead. 

“I, I am Takekaze Miyū.” 

`No, you are not.` 

 

The answer came with force and whipped all other thoughts from her mind. She fell to the ground.  

“That is not true. It is not true.” 

No answer came and she felt something like relieve washing over her. Trembling she stood up again. 

Her eyes had returned. What was going on? Did she imagine all this? Did she really talk to someone 

else in her head? She was not wearing her comlog therefore it could not have been someone else from 

the ether. She really was going mad, there was no other explanation. She started to cry.  

 

She felt very much alone and helpless. 

`Then do something about it, Miyū.` 

This thought had been her own one, whatever had transpired before was gone. Another look in the 

mirror showed only a deranged Miyū staring back at her. She found some resolve in her image. She 

had to get to Mitoshi, he would help her. Would he really? Why should he?  

He had much to lose by doing so and not much to gain, yet she had the feeling that he would. She 

found that she had complete confidence in that feeling. He would help her, she was sure of that. She 

also discovered that she trusted him absolutely. Why should she? Right now she didn´t care. 

 

Miyū wrestled herself from the mirror to walk to her bed. Ripping the comlog from its´ holster she put 

it on her arm and activated it. In a clear moment she activated a filter to remove the tear stains from 

her Maya image, before she delved into the ether. She was bent on finding a way to contact Mitoshi. 

For some reason Nelvin crossed her mind.  
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Befuddled by that it took her some seconds longer to realise what she was seeing on the Maya 

channels. It was a live feed, it was titled with “Outrageous attack in public” among other things. An 

open fire fight was visible, she recognized the place it was about ten kilometres from Kyōto proper. 

Some kind of remotes attacked a group of people and Mitoshi was right in the midst of it.  

 

 

Debris from an explosion overhead rained down on Mitoshi, while he called for his comrades to take 

cover he remained standing with small parts of debris raining against his armoured suit. Suemon and 

Takamie were right behind him hugging the remnants of the car. One of his other guards, he went by 

the name of Hien, covered the other approach vector of the vehicle. His fourth guard lay impaled in 

the wreckage, the spider legged remote that killed him frozen in death on top of the roof.  

 

His helmet displayed the tactical situation. Most of his regiment was scattered throughout the vicinity. 

The attack came unanticipated and they were badly prepared for it. Firing his rifle at full burst he 

targeted the nearest of the remotes, which just came around the wreckage of one of the transporters. 

The first bullets were reflected but the rest pierced into the centre and it collapsed. He opened a 

general commline.  

 

“First and fourth group head to the buildings. Second and fifth cover them. The rest hold position.” 

There was no time for battle cant as most of his recruits were not familiar with it. Another explosion in 

the sky documented the destruction of the last of the attacking vessels. Now only one of their own 

shuttles remained in the air. He still was stunned at this display of manpower just to get to him. 

Whoever was behind this risked a lot by doing it this publicly.  

 

“Mitoshi what is your status?” 

The voice of the Crane came as quiet tingle in his ear, in order not to obstruct his hearing of anything 

from the outside. 

“My men are scattered. Air superiority is ours. Remotes only. Find the hacker.” 

“We are on it. ETA in two minutes.” 

“Understood.” 

“Bushō!” 

 

The warning cry from Takamie was not necessary, as he already had seen the remote jumping across 

the car. It was trailed by the fire from Hien but he missed. It descended with four of its´ spiderlike legs 

pointed at him. He jumped forwards to get beneath it and fired upwards. Turning his torso during 

jumping he pumped two salvos in the underbelly of the construct. The bullets went straight through, 

taking vital circuitry with it. The remote crashed like a rock to the ground. He nodded to Takamie as 

he crashed against the car, kneeling down beside it.  

 

The tendency of these things to jump into close combat irritated him to quite a degree. Anyway he was 

glad that he had decided to oversee this transfer in full armour. He sent a picture of the remotes to Wei. 

“These are our attackers. Some kind of close combat remote. I´ve never seen them.” 

“I check that.” 

Bullets pierced the car just above his head. His helmet camera showed him how Suemon was hit in 

head by one of them. Hien reported the assailant on the other side closing in. Mitoshi rose to and 

aimed through the broken windows. He saw it the same time its´ sensors registered him. Both fired. He 

saw his bullets reflect from the plating just as one of its´ projectiles impacted in his shoulder. He 

ducked as the rest of the salvo ate away more of the window frame. Hien voiced the takedown of the 

remote a second later.  
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He looked at Takamie, she was holding herself well so far for her first real trial of fire, but she 

appeared a little bit shocked by what happened to Suemon. 

“Takamie, check him.” 

The order snapped her back and she checked for life signs, then she nodded. 

“Medic to my position. Third group with him.” 

His display showed how the eight symbols that represented the remnants of the third group started to 

convene on his position. By now they had a survey of the opposition, around thirty of the remotes 

were still active. How did someone get so many remotes out here without being noticed?  

“Mitoshi. I am transmitting an access code for your hackers, it should help them stop some of the 

remotes.” 

“Understood. What are they?” 

“An abandoned project. I do not know where they come from now. Side armour is the weakest.” 

“Confirmed.” 

 

Mitoshi send the code out to his hackers immediately, soon after four of the icons representing 

remotes disappeared from his display. Third group had reached them by now and the Tokusetsu tended 

to Suemon, while Mitoshi deployed his men around the car. Then he noticed something. All remotes 

changed their course and started to convene on his position.  

“All groups, assist third.” 

 

They came from all directions it seemed that whoever controlled the remotes figured out where he was.  

“Wei. The hacker is not on site cut all access channels.” 

“Understood.” 

Even someone of Weis´ rank would need time for doing this, so he prepared his men in a firing circle. 

He climbed on the roof of the car ignoring the comments that this drew. He was going to find out how 

much control the hacker had over these things. 

Kneeling down he took the bead on the nearest remote and fired. The bullets sprayed of it but two 

salvos from two of his men pierced through it. 

  

A warning beacon let him throw himself down, half a second later bullets flew over his head. By now 

most of the remotes still targeted his men instead of him, either the hacker had not realised it was him 

on the car or his control wasn´t really good. From his prone position he got a bead to the side armour 

of one of the constructs he fired a full burst and tore it apiece, then he ran out of bullets.  

 

By now the remotes almost had closed the gap to their firing circle. There weren´t more than a dozen 

left of them but still they would tear his men apart in close combat, they would not stand a chance 

against these sharpened legs.  

“Wei? ETA?” 

“Thirty.” 

Mitoshi switched to a general channel. 

“Second and third cover me.” 

 

With these words Mitoshi jumped up and then from the car. Holding his rifle in one hand he ignited 

the flamethrower and engulfed the closest remote in a cloud of burning liquid. He could hear the 

armour bubbling under the heat despite the sound of the bullets which it fired at him, they flew past 

him as he descended. Stopping the flamer he held the rifle before him as an impromptu shield while 

unsheathing his blade with his left.  
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He crushed down on the burning remote smashing it into the ground with the weight of his powered 

armour. In the moment he needed to recuperate from the impact, he saw another remote jumping at 

him but it was torn from the air by a hail of gunfire.  

Not residing Mitoshi jumped as soon as his knees permitted again, whirling his arm wide he threw his 

rifle at the next remote in front of him, which blew it from the sky with a salvo of bullets. Mitoshi 

followed right behind and slashed his sparkling blade across the front piece of the construct.  

He sliced cleanly through the forward lense of the remote effectively blinding it, but more important 

was the lightning that sprung from his blade to enter the construct. At once a piece of the frontplate 

exploded as the system unsuccessfully fought against the debilitating effect of the EM pulse. 

Veering his torso sideways Mitoshi avoided one of the legs that tried to pierce him another one 

reached his armours plate with not enough force to penetrate it, as the remote shut down due to the 

electrical overload.  

 

He had no time to celebrate his victory as two more of the constructs jumped at him, guns blazing. 

They followed the standard attack pattern with four legs pointed at the landing point however they 

obstructed their own line of sight by doing that. Mitoshi was hit by one of the bullets and he spun with 

the impact. Wheeling into a spiralling downward motion he lessened his visible surface respective to 

the remotes and it bought him half a second of time.  

 

One of the remotes was blown from the sky by the hit of an exploding projectile, the other one made it 

safely through the hail of bullets. Mitoshi rolled forwards to get under its´ belly but it extended its´ 

two hind legs in time to pose a threat. He had to abandon his attack to block a thrust that easily could 

have penetrated his chest armour. Pushing it aside just enough to veer it free of his head he 

transformed his move into another roll. The remote jumped off the ground the second it landed 

pursuing him without delay. Slashing out with the four legs that pointed in his direction the construct 

started a fast and accurate offensive routine, while supporting itself on the remaining legs and firing 

its´ weapon at someone out of Mitoshis´ sight.  

 

He retracted three steps to avoid the slashing spikes. The pattern was dangerous and precise. Mitoshi 

was sure that the hacker was directly tied into this remote right now and that he had seen his share of 

combat training. To his right Mitoshi saw something closing in and raised his sword just in time to 

deflect the leg of yet another remote. This one had jumped at him at a low angle, he got the spike out 

of the way but it still crashed into him.  

The impact threw them both to the ground. The force weighed heavily on his chest but the armours´ 

layer of compressed air buffered it. The ground behind Mitoshi was thrown up, as the air was vented 

to reduce the pressure. The remote shot him directly in the face.  

His head rocked back and he felt something tear in his neck but once more his armour held firm. 

Without seeing he thrust his blade upwards into the main body of the construct. The blade easily 

parted the remotes´ weak lower armour and sent some hundred thousand excess volts through its´ 

system.  

  

Mitoshi pulled at the blade and it tore free of the remote again before it collapsed on him. A sound was 

his warning of the first one attacking again. He managed to get his leg out of the way of the first two 

spikes but stuck under the wreckage his movements were limited and it pierced through his leg with 

another one. Mitoshi channelled the pain into a scream and ripped his pistol from its´ holster and fired 

the whole magazine at the remote in a mere second. The hail withered away the upper part of its´ front 

plating. No one would ever know if it had been sufficient to stop the remote, as it was rocked 

backwards by a strong blast that cut it in two.  
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With a loud crash and a still smoking shotgun in his hand the Crane landed on the remnants of the 

remote. He did not waste a second and wheeled around his axis into the path of yet another construct 

that threw itself at Mitoshis´ prone form. Holding up his slightly glomming blade the Crane stepped 

into the remotes´ flight path. In a surreal moment the blade passed through the whole of the machine 

without sound or resistance as it was being sliced in half by the blade of monofilament.  

“Glad to see me?” 

“I was counting on it.” 

 

A hail of bullets hit the Crane and he threw himself to the ground. Covering fire from Mitoshis´ men 

erupted and cut into the next two remotes that were closing in on the two. Mitoshi stemmed himself 

against the ground and heaved the wreckage of the remote from his body. Turning sideways he heaved 

himself into a kneeling position his leg hurt terribly but his armour already had sealed the wound with 

a dermal glue to prevent further blood loss.  

 

“How are we doing?” 

“Your foolish action drew them out to your position.” 

Both instinctively ducked behind a remote as more bullets pierced its´ discarded body. The Crane put 

up his shotgun and pumped shells into the direction of origin. A look onto the tactical display showed 

Mitoshi that this was the last remote and it vanished from the screen as he looked at it. Only friendly 

icons remained.  

 

A shadow befell them as four large troop carriers descended onto the field bringing reinforcements in 

the dozen.  

“Medic to my position.” 

The Crane gave the order on an open channel then he switched to a secure one to talk to Mitoshi. 

“What were you thinking endangering your life like this?” 

“To save my men. These remotes would have slaughtered them.” 

“You are aware that they were trying to kill you. I almost think you wanted to help them.” 

“It worked, I knew you would be here soon enough.” 

Mitoshi couldn´t see the face of the Crane through the helmet, but was sure that he looked rather 

disapprovingly right now. He decided to change the subject.  

“Did you get the hacker?” 

“No, he was able to cut off his signal just in time before we closed the last line. He was pretty good.” 

“Where did he get these remotes?” 

 

Wei delayed his answer as the Tokusetsu of the third arrived at their position and started to dismantle 

the armour around the wound, his name was Urayoshi as Mitoshi recalled. 

“We do not know yet where exactly he acquired them but he had to hack to some high level barriers to 

get them.” 

“Are you saying that he got help?” 

“Most likely, by now our group of suspects is very limited.” 

“It seems that whoever is behind this knows that too, attacking in public like this he must be very 

desperate.” 

“I agree. The backlash of this will destroy about anyone who is ranking below the Emperor himself.” 

 

Mitoshi could feel the contempt of the Crane for everyone who so blatantly would endanger the 

StateEmpire on such a scale. By now Urayoshi started to seal off his leg wound, it barely hurt.  

 

“What are our casualties?” 
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“32 dead, 25 wounded and all vehicles of the convoy.” 

“Any civilian casualties?” 

“No. The settlement is still under construction and the attack occurred far away enough for no one to 

get caught in the crossfire.” 

“At least whoever did this has some decency left.” 

Mitoshi felt the cold stare of the Crane through the helmet. 

“You still haven´t told me where these remotes came from.” 

“They are ours.” 

“What do you mean? I never saw such remotes before.” 

“They are a prototype and a discontinued one for that matter.” 

“You say someone stole them from a high security facility.” 

“That is exactly what I am saying.” 

 

Wei cut the connection to give out orders. Mitoshi used the opportunity to do the same and ordered his 

men to assemble in teams to round up their dead and collect what was left of their equipment. He also 

dispatched two groups to assist Weis´ men in holding back the reporters from the scene. Urayoshi had 

fixed up his leg by now and Mitoshi sent him on his way to rejoin his group. Only Takamie remained 

with him as she was meant to as her personal guard.  

 

“We can´t continue on our way to the new casern.” 

“You think that it is trapped?” 

“Possibly. Whoever did this is very well informed, we must try to outsmart him. We have to turn 

around.” 

“Agreed, but where to go? Back into the old one does not seem reasonable, as we just left it for safety 

reason.” 

“True. I will arrange for a place. Start sorting the men into the new transporters.” 

 

Mitoshi nodded not wanting to break a fight over jurisdiction in the field. He could easily stand with 

his repaired leg and organized a regulated retreat into the carriers. By now a hundred men from Wei 

had arrived along with the local police to secure evidence and keep the civilians from interfering.  

When Mitoshi wanted to remove his helmet Takamie addressed him surprisingly.  

“You should wait until we are safely inside a vehicle, Bushō.” 

A smile widened his face at her initiative, she had come a long way since he appointed her to his guard.  

“Good thinking, Takamie.” 

He could see her pride at being lauded like that. He turned his mind to other matters.  

 

It has been almost three weeks now that he sent Ayabe to check the data on this mysterious chip. A 

week later he gave her the most difficult order he ever had uttered, by now she should have delivered 

his message. Now all he could do was wait what happened and something would happen, he was sure 

of that. 

 

He also learned to distrust Wei even more than he initially did. The Crane was definitely withholding 

vital information from him. He had an idea for whom Wei was working so Mitoshi could guess his 

agenda besides catching the perpetrator, which was an honest concern of Wei as he believed in the 

judicial system he was part of.  

From that point of view Mitoshi had not to fear him. Yet Wei was also the one who kept Miyū away 

from him, sometimes Mitoshi thought that the Crane must know. With Ayabe gone his access to data 

independent from the Crane was hard to get by. He just had to bide his time. 
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He still wondered if Naomi had been right about her assessment of the situation, if so he hoped her 

plan would work out. With the exception of this attack the last weeks had been quiet and he had been 

able to tend to the training of the recruits uninterrupted. After today he believed that this time went 

into the preparation of this attack.  

He still was a little bit stunned by the sheer audacity of this action of his unknown assailant. He or she 

must be very desperate to kill him to try something like that. That his enemy knew before him when 

and where his recruits where moved to a new facility worried him.  

He found consolation in the thought that they eventually would get to his enemy and then he would 

pay for what he had done to Kagemi. 
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Alpha 1.15. Earth 
 

Disengaging her comlog Maria looked outside the window. Beneath her the half round shape of the 

planet began to fall away. Just above the horizon the sun was peaking in a stellar dawn. It was a sight 

of beauty and for a moment Maria forgot why she was here. Reality needed about three seconds to 

reassert itself, as the panel on the wall next to her lightened up. Sighing she pushed the main button on 

it. Mauris´ voice came out loud and clear. 

 

“Maria, are you alright? You disengaged your comlog.” 

“Go to hell.” 

 

She let go of the button and terminated the transmission. He would have to move his ass when he 

wanted something from her. 

“What are you doing here, Maria?” 

 

She muttered the words under her breath as Earth fell away from her sight, when the shuttle veered 

into a horizontal position respective to the planet. Yeah, what was she doing here? Actually she had no 

idea. She had been brought here right after she made the rendezvous with Mauri to give him the chip 

the woman had delivered to her in the `Holterdiepolter´. He had scanned it before putting it into a read 

only pad. It took him about half a minute to react after finishing the first lines. Instructing her to stay 

put, he left the room to make a call. It took half an hour during which she paced through the room. 

Maria still didn´t knew why she did that. She did not want to know what was written on that chip. She 

gave it to Mauri to get rid of him.  

 

Instead of that he dragged her from the room shortly after, she protested but he said that they needed to 

reach a safe location first. When she still did not comply he threatened to stun her, and drew his pistol 

as he said that she would comply. She wasn´t even given time to change or get her things, she still 

wore the dress and high heels. Rather unfitting clothes for a spacewalk, not that he had told her where 

they were going.  

 

She thought about these things a while longer during the docking procedure. Finally she heard the 

sound of the docking clamps arresting. Maria still could feel the shuttles´ movement only that it now 

matched the spin of the ship or station they had docked with. She always had felt more comfortable on 

stable ground speak: planets.  

 

The door to the forward compartment opened and Mauri gestured her to follow him. Not wanting to 

being stuck in the shuttle Maria complied. Her shoes made loud clanks on the metallic floor, which 

clearly was not designed for such unstable foot fashion. She nearly toppled over as she hit a furrow in 

the plating. Mauri caught her arm in time and helped her back up. She nodded her thanks and held on 

to him while she removed the shoes. He wanted to say something but was stopped in his tracks by her 

fiery gaze.  

 

The floor was cold to the touch but it was better than tripping at every turn. Carrying her shoes with 

her left she moved on. Mauri did not say a word during the pressure exchange, all the better for him. 

The inner door opened and a shuddering Maria was embraced by the warmth of a well heated interior 

of a space station, albeit a small one as far as she could tell. She got a strange look from the two 

soldiers who greeted them behind the door, even though not strange enough to her liking. Somehow 
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she had the idea that they had seen people come in here in even less fitting attire. The floor here was 

still cold despite the heating. The two escorted them into some kind of briefing room then left.  

 

Mauri turned to Maria and was welcomed by her fist. 

She caught him unprepared and her strike connected with full force on his left cheek. He stumbled two 

steps before he wheeled away the rest of the force. He held his face some blood dripped from his 

mouth, yet he made no sound of pain at all.  

“That was for dragging me here under threat Mr. Spy.” 

“I might have deserved that.” 

“Hell you did, lying bastard. You said it would be over when you got your frigging message. So let me 

go!” 

The last sentence came out as shout and for a moment Maria was very tempted to reach for her Spotter. 

Pointless as it was. She was in space where should she go anyway? So she didn´t. Instead she took a 

look around. The room had a large eight shaped table in the centre, two doors, four chairs which were 

bolted to the ground but moveable along rails and very plain walls. She sat down on the nearest chair it 

was warm and she pulled up her feet from the floor. Mauri spit some blood in his hand and touched a 

panel next to the door.  

“Travis please bring a uniform for Mrs. Gevallo.” 

“Right away, Sir.” 

“I am sorry there is nothing else that I can offer you for clothing up here.” 

 

The opening door stopped her remark before she uttered it. A four-legged square shaped remote 

walked up to her and produced a small basket with foiled clothes from its core. Maria took it and the 

remote left the room again. Ripping open the foil Maria withdrew the socks and the folded boots from 

the pack. The socks already alleviated the problem but she slipped the boots over her feet as well. As 

she pushed the activation button the plastic inflated to encase her feet with just the right amount of 

pressure to give her a stable footing. She did not feel like undressing in his sight to get out of the dress.  

 

“I know you are angry…” 

“Damned right you are. I told you to keep me out of this. I never should have agreed to this stupid 

dinner. Raios!” 

“By doing so you helped a lot of people to…” 

She threw him an infuriated look and pointed her finger at him threateningly.  

“Don´t you dare go down this road! Don´t you dare.” 

He raised his arms in well trained manner to signal deference. 

“Sorry. I am sorry.” 

“That´s a start. Now what the heck is going on? Why am I here?” 

“You are here because we need you.” 

“That starts to sound like a looped data stream by now.” 

“I wanted to keep my word to leave you out of this, but we can´t.” 

“Why not? Why me?” 

“Because the general asked explicitly for you.” 

“General? What general? Oh, no. Not the Kaneshiro guy. No, no. No way.” 

“I am afraid so, yes.” 

“What do I have to do with whatever is going on with you spy guys? Wait I don´t want to know.” 

Mauri kept his silence for some moments while she jumped of the chair and started pacing.  

 

“Maria.” 

Her head snapped at his intimate way of saying that. 
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“We have a great opportunity here and we can´t pass it up without trying.” 

“We? I never joined your club, remember?” 

“I do, yet he asked for you therefore we can´t do this without you.” 

“Do what exactly? You still haven´t told me a word.” 

“Extracting someone from Yu Jing territory.” 

“Extracting? You mean kidnap?” 

“No, kidnapping happens only to unwilling people. Extraction to the willing.” 

“The general?” 

“No, his sister?” 

“The poet? Why should she wanna leave?” 

“No, the other sister.” 

“The other sister is dead.” 

“No, she is not.” 

“What?” 

“Take some rest we clear this up when the rest of the team is assembled.” 

“Hell we won´t I want more answers and I want them now. And what team?” 

“We are assembling a team of specialists to handle this case most of them are not even aware of it yet, 

so it will take some time to get them here. In the meantime it is up to us to come up with a plan.” 

“A plan to get her out or what? What was that with the not dead again?” 

“Her death was a cover up, she did not even have an accident as far as we know.” 

“Sorry, but I don´t follow.” 

“Look we are still processing the data you brought us and until that is finished a lot of the things that I 

say could turn out false. So please wait until we are through with it.” 

“First you drag me to outer space and now you want me to relax?” 

He slowly nodded. Maria snorted frustrated.  

“Look. You are agitated, frustrated and tired, try to get some sleep.” 

Maria gave a weakly nod before raising her head again.  

“Okay, I will. But before that you tell me more about that team of yours.” 

“I think that…” 

“I give a damn about what you think! I´m sick of you withholding information, perceberam?” 

Maria didn´t intent to shout that loud but her frustration fuelled it. He recoiled a little about from it.  

 

“Alright, calm down, please.” 

She growled at him sat down again and crossed her arms. He walked around to her side of the table 

and leaned against it.  

“As I said the team is not fully assembled yet. One thing that you have to understand is that this will 

be a multinational operation including O-12 participation.” 

“What has O-12 to do with a non-dead sister of a Yu Jing general?” 

“They will be in this because of possible violations of laws of resurrection and ethical research 

procedures. In addition the hunt for a Hassassin is also on the list.” 

“Where do the Hassassin enter the equation?” 

“Back on the `Cervantes´, you actually met her even though in the medical bay.” 

“Who are you talking about?” 

“One of Ipek Mehtaps´ associates on her trip to Earth. You surely remember Mr. Parviz Khan.” 

“The negotiator?” 

“Yes him, as you know he was killed. And he was killed by the Hassassin. We have reason to believe 

that the very women, who helped get him here, assassinated him.” 

Maria took her arms to her head and shook it. 

“Where does the ´Cervantes` enter all this? The more you tell me the less sense it makes.” 
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“That is because the rather convoluted nature of secret operation, it gave me headaches as well in the 

beginning.” 

Maria looked up to the woman who just had entered through one of the doors.  

“And who the hell are you?”  

 

The strange looking women made a step towards the table and put her bag onto the surface, something 

seemed wrong about her. Maria couldn´t pinpoint what it was. She had shoulder long blond hair with a 

strong red hue, probably synthetic, the crystalline blue of her eyes betrayed sensory augmentation to 

her visual acuity. Maria was able to see that due to her augmented eyes which betrayed the same signs 

to a perceptive observer.  

She was quite thin but with a strangely distorted body structure. She noticed the way Maria appraised 

her and looked down on herself, her head came up with a smile.  

“I can see my appearance startles you somewhat. My distortions in body structure are due to my 

presently undergoing reversal to my original sex.” 

 

As she said it Maria realised that she was right, she had the face of a woman, breasts albeit small ones, 

and the lower body structure of a woman but her upper body was of male proportions. The red and 

white overall she was wearing masked the difference to some degree yet not enough not to be noticed. 

“Alright, good for you I guess, the question stands. Who the hell are you?” 

The woman made a mock curtsy in Marias´ direction. 

“Sheila Therva, at your service.” 

“Nice to meet you, I guess. I am Maria Gevallo”  

“I am aware of that, but thank you.” 

Mauri coughed quietly to break up the building tension. 

“Ms. Therva is on loan to us for the duration of this operation.” 

“On loan from where?” 

“Tunguska I call my home.” 

“Tunguska?” 

Maria did not even try to mask the surprise in her voice. 

“Mauri, may I have a word with you in private.” 

“Sure. If you would excuse us Ms. Therva?” 

“Absolutely. I´ll be right outside.” 

 

The woman picked up her bag again, probably to alleviate the suspicion of eavesdropping and left. 

Maria waited until the door was fully closed.  

 

“What dealings do we have with a Nomad?” 

“Coming from you that surprises me a little bit, Maria.” 

“Don´t start trying to play on my conviction, this has nothing to do with this. We are deep in the 

sphere here and correct me, if I´m wrong, but I thought this is a secret base of operations.” 

“You are not mistaken. We deal with them because they have an interest in this operation just as we do. 

Besides that it was from them that we got the information that prompted this operation in the first 

place. Without her we would have not known where to look.” 

“So they are in on the Kaneshiro siblings.” 

“To a lesser degree, yes. Their main objective is to prevent the assembly of a new space born intruder 

corps of the StateEmpire.” 

“That is what this is all about? They are cooking up some space invaders?” 

“Together with a Haqqislamite medical corporation and as far as we know they are applying very 

unethical methods to do so.” 
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“Hence the O-12 interest.” 

“Hence the O-12 interest. And ours as well, we don´t want them to succeed anymore than the Nomads 

want. Though admittedly they of course have more to lose by it.” 

“So they attacked the `Cervantes´ to prevent Khan from striking a deal with the Yu Jing?” 

“They claim that they didn´t but we can´t be sure of that.” 

“ I still don´t understand how the Kaneshiro siblings tie into that?” 

“For the Nomads it was pure luck stumbling upon this, but for us it is of great value to extract the girl, 

she will be a core witness against the members of the Party who have their hands in this.” 

She gave him a wounded and exhausted look. 

“I think that is enough for now, you are right I should rest. I already have a terrible headache from this 

crap.” 

She stood up and felt very tired.  

 

“Last chance to appeal to my morals for why I should put up with this crap.” 

“You help saving the life of a young woman caught up in a power struggle without her own fault. 

How´s that?” 

He smiled she returned a short lived one.  

“Good enough for now. So can I trust this Sheila character out there?” 

“Partly I´d say. She seems to have a personal interest in this case, but we did not figure out yet what it 

is. Be warned that she is a trained intelligence operative of the Spektre corps, so take care what you 

say to her.” 

“Understood. Where can I lie down?” 

“I forward the data to your comlog, when you activate it again you will find the way.” 

She nodded and went for the door he called for her once more before she opened it. 

“Maria.” 

“What is it, Mauri?” 

“Nice dress, you look good in it.” 

“Well, thanks. But don´t expect an apology for your face for it.” 

“I don´t.” 

“Good.” 

 

Turning back to the door she opened it the sounds of people and machines working reached her ear all 

of the sudden the absence of sounds in the briefing room bothered her. She shrugged and ignored it. 

When she stepped outside the room Sheila was waiting next to the door and gave Maria an appraising 

look. Maria was not in the mood for a contest so she didn’t bother to return it. 

“All set and clear?” 

“More or less?” 

“So did I pass your test?” 

“We´ll see to that, now I need some rest.” 

“Sounds fair. Nice working attire by the way.” 

“If this would be standard issue I might reconsider working here permanently. Good night.” 

“Sleep tight.” 

 

Activating her comlog Maria followed the signs that led her to a small chamber with two bunks and a 

small table thankfully it was devoid of people. They appeared to be plain military bunks, which was 

good, she was used to these. They conferred a twisted notion of home to her. She snarled at the 

thought. She threw her heels into the corner of the room before sitting down on the bed. 

Getting rid of the boots was all the preparation she needed to fall onto the bunk for a good nap. She 

would tackle her situation when she was awake again.  
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“What did you get yourself into, Maria? Mother would be worrying sick.” 

With these words she drifted into sleep. 
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Beta 1.15. Earth 
 

The sound of pressure equalisation struck home the feeling of distance from firm soil. Ipek and her 

companions waited more or less patiently for the inner door to open. After what seemed like an 

eternity it did and a smiling Georgi stood on the other side to greet them. His eyes were of a different 

colour, but otherwise he had not changed since Ipek last saw him.  

“Welcome on board, please come in.” 

Ipek felt the looks of Yasmin and Anakoni in her back as she did just that. He turned around and led 

the way through a small corridor, which was not high enough for him to stand straight. They made a 

short turn and ended up in a cabin of about 14 square metres. Georgi pushed something on his comlog 

display and a small desk with two chairs appeared. A second later part of the wall receded to open up a 

bunk.  

“I am sorry that is all I can offer in accommodations, space is scarce down here.” 

“It will do, thank the captain from me for volunteering his quarters.” 

“I will.” 

 

Ipek sat down on one of the chairs while Anakoni took the bunk to sit, Yasmin preferred to stand so 

Georgi took the last chair. Yasmin seemed very moody, probably because she had to surrender her 

weapons before boarding this vessel.  

“So what brings the recently risen to my doorstep?” 

“You know that quite well, don´t you Georgi?” 

“I have a certain degree of an idea, yes?” 

Ipek could hear Yasmin roll her eyes. 

 

“We have to clear up our business with Cherach Associated and Aswad Nadschm Industries.” 

“Why should this concern me?” 

“For one you wanted to bring down Cherach anyway, if I am correct and second, well you did get shot 

quite a bit due to Aswad just as I did when I remember correctly.” 

He leaned back all the slick agent that he was. 

“Both have truth to them that is right. Yet why should I help you?” 

Now it was Ipeks turn to smile slickly. 

“Well last time I checked testimonies are still rather important in the international legal system.” 

He leaned forward again.  

“You are willing to testify, even though it might bring down not one, but maybe two corporations 

from Bourak?” 

“Allah will decide that not I nor you, so yes I am.” 

He nodded thoughtfully.  

“Besides you knew quite well what I would find when I follow these leads you gave me. You used me 

to gather your evidence, I should be very upset about that.” 

“But you are not?” 

“Oh, I am. You owe me for this.” 

“I have to admit we had some clues, but with your testimony we can put together a decent prosecution 

of the matter and…” 

“Wait a second! Dis douchebag is telling us he drew you on purpose into dis ding? I should kick your 

head in right here, O-12 or not.” 

“Yeah, she is right fancy nose. These bastards nearly killed me back there and you just sat there and 

watched?”  

 Ipek thought about waving the two back but decided to watch the show.  
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“You are looking at this the wrong way.” 

“Hell we do.” 

“Please calm down. We had no hard evidence to confront Cherach with anything and honestly we 

didn´t think that they would attack so openly. Sending Ms. Mehtap on her way to chase Aswad 

seemed like a good plan. Besides they were not the ones who attacked the ship.” 

“Hey, dere is enough time to talk about dat later.” 

Georgi must feel frustrated but he surely betrayed no sign of it. 

“What is it you want to talk about then?” 

“Easy answer. What do we get for helping you?” 

Ipek gave Georgi a look that clearly supported their claims on this subject.  

 

“Very well. I have many things to offer to you two. I guess amnesty would be a start. I know that 

hardly is a problem for you Mr. Ekewaka, still having all those criminal charges off your back surely 

will make your life easier, won´t it. Besides I heard you need a new shuttle…” 

Anakoni pointed at Ipek. 

“Yeah, and she is taking care o´ that.” 

“Most assuredly she will and it will be a good one I presume. I could offer you a job to put it to good 

use.” 

“A job? One that is well paid?” 

“Better than your usual ones at least.” 

That had Anakoni thinking, Georgi turned to Yasmin.  

“Concerning you Ms. Jawaren one glance at my database lists your name in connection to over 200 

punishable offences under the laws of about every nation of the sphere. A clean slate would be much 

appreciated I guess.” 

Yasmin stared at him with barely suppressed anger.  

“I dought you said he would help us, not blackmail us.” 

Ipek turned to the mercenary.  

“Think about it Yasmin. You can start over when this is all finished don´t forget the money you get for 

all of this. You can put your old life behind you, isn´t that what you always wanted?” 

Now the anger was turned on Ipek but still she nodded.  

“Fine. But don´t expect me to be happy around dis pìyănr.” 

“Fair enough.” 

“So what is it you want Ipek Mehtap?” 

“We get to this later, first I want to hear what you are up to. I can sense that this will not be done with 

a simple testimony.” 

“Nothing gets past you, you see that is one of the reasons I wanted you to work for me. You are 

absolutely right. We record your testimony under legal circumstances as soon as we hit solid ground 

again. There is a related situation at hand for which I want to employ your talents, all of you.” 

“We get paid?” 

“Surely Ms. Jawaren you will.” 

Ipek tilted her head slightly as she appraised him. 

 

“May I presume that you are calling in my debt?” 

“You may.” 

“Too bad you know well enough that I still will honour my word, even though you manipulated me 

into giving it.” 

He shrugged with his arms wide. 

“Just be aware that next time you will pay dearly for such tricks.” 
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“A harsh warning, may I remind you that I only helped you on the way you already had embraced?” 

“Possibly but you could have been more straightforward about it.” 

“Hardly.” 

“We will discuss that another time.” 

“Another time.” 

Silence descended in the cabin for some moments, at least the tensions were not as high as Ipek had 

feared they would be. Anakoni was the one to finally break it up. 

  

“So what about this job?” 

“In due time Mr. Ekewaka, raising you all from the dead to get the wheels of justice turning will take 

some time. In the meantime we will attend to this but not here.” 

“In this case when will this heap put us back to shore?” 

Georgi made a show of looking at his display.  

“We will arrive at our rendezvous point in three hours, fifteen minutes and four seconds.” 

“Well then I will take a nap.” 

Anakoni had hauled himself into the bunk even before finishing the sentence, only seconds later a 

relaxed snoring was audible.  

 

Ipek had to suppress her smile but a little smirk still distorted her lips. Yasmin stepped over to the 

bunk and shoved the man deeper into it until he hit the wall. He did not even wake up.  

“Well if you´d wake us when we are dere.” 

Yasmin squeezed herself into the bunk next to the small man, lying back to back she also was asleep 

rather quickly. Ipek tilted to the door with her head and left the cabin, Georgi followed suit.  

When they had locked the door behind them he gave her a quizzical look.  

 

“Interesting companions you found there.” 

“I did not want to draw in more people than necessary and they will do just fine.” 

“I am sure of that. By the way my offer still stands.” 

“You are aware that this job technically goes against the conditions we agreed upon?” 

He didn´t answer as she clearly intended to continue.  

“But then they tried to kill me, so screw them.” 

“I see, well good for me that they incurred your ire. What about my offer?” 

“Who attacked the `Cervantes`?” 

“We still don´t know that.” 

“Somehow I have a hard time believing you.” 

“Well, it is the truth. Care for some lunch?” 

“You say it is any good on this ship?” 

“Well you can say about the PanOceanians what you want they know how to feed their people.” 

He gestured down the corridor she took the offer but let him walk first.  

 

“How did you get a submarine staffed with Kamau troops to pick up us anyway?” 

“Let us say for now that PanOceania is very interested in the job I have in mind for you.” 

“I see, somehow this does not sound better the more I learn about it.” 

“Would telling you that the Nomads are involved make things better.” 

“Depends.” 

“On what, if I may ask?” 

“Their agenda what else? Only because Bourak has close ties to the Nomad nation that doesn´t mean 

most of us are happy with how they deal with things.” 

“A reasonable attitude. So what do you want to eat? “ 
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“Anything with vegetables and no meat please.” 

Georgi acknowledged her wishes and turned to the food dispenser in the wall, while Ipek sat down at 

one of the two tables in the room. Again no one of the crew was around, it seemed as if they all 

spirited out of her way when she entered a corridor of the ship. Maybe they wanted to ensure that she 

wouldn´t memorize the faces of any of the crewmembers. 

 

Georgi came to the table with two plates filled with steaming vegetables, or better genetically 

engineered, dehydrated and frozen vegetables that just got heated to bring them back to their original 

size with no loss of flavour at all. Ipek picked up the fork and started to eat, it really tasted good 

considering the circumstances. Georgi helped himself likewise to his own plate. They didn´t speak 

until they had finished. Ipek reached for the wall next to her and withdrew two bottles of water from 

the integrated shelf handing the other one to Georgi, she opened one and drank half of it.  

 

“So, Nomads, PanOs, Yu Jings and misguided Haqqislamites. Got something else in store?” 

“Nothing on this job, no.” 

“Except yourself, that is O-12.” 

“Naturally.” 

“Tell me one thing. Did you board the `Cervantes´ to nail Aswad?” 

“Partially, we knew that Khan was involved in subversive dealings and wanted to see if we can get our 

fingers on first hand evidence.” 

“Did you get into trouble with the Santiagos about myself and the others?” 

“No big one, as we helped them defending their ship they were rather forthcoming, yet your people 

might experiencing some difficulties in booking passages on their ships with questionable identities.” 

“Can´t say I blame them.” 

“In any case, I think Khans death by the hands of the Hassassin proves his involvement in some 

dubious enterprises.” 

“What do you know about the assassination?” 

“Not much that I care to disclose. How about you?” 

She mirrored his smile.  

“I am fine thank you for asking.” 

“Thought so. No matter, right now I need you as witness and operative, everything else comes later.” 

“Fine that we agree on that particular point. I for one want this to be over as quickly as possible.” 

“Don´t fool yourself into false security, there is still much that can go wrong with this operation, 

actually without acquiring the last piece Cherach still might get away with this.” 

“I see, so we need to get hold of this witness.” 

“Witness and evidence and if it all works out we might even get a shot at a high ranking Yu Jing 

official and one of PanOceania.” 

“Can´t say I have a problem with that either.” 

“I didn´t expected you to have. Back to another topic you seem to avoid.” 

“I will not stay with O-12 when this is over Georgi.” 

“Why not? We need people like you. You are experienced, shrewd, capable and hold yourself to a 

code. On top of that you are beautiful and know how to use it. You are the perfect candidate.” 

“Only that my priorities lie elsewhere Georgi, besides when this is finished I will take a long vacation 

on Earth and …somewhere else.” 

“I see, you need a break. No problem we can live with that.” 

“My answer stays no and it is not about a break, it´s about promises.” 
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Gamma 1.15. Earth 
 

He hit the training post with so much force that it broke in half with a loud crack. Something whirred 

past him and when Kotaro looked at the staff he held in his hands, it was just as broken as the post. He 

threw it away and started punching the post with his bare fist. Circling around it he attacked it from all 

angles and heights as if an enemy. When he was through with the fist he started kicking after another 

circle he stopped. He had to restrain himself. Taking refuge in a relaxing stance he tried to order his 

thoughts. He had doubts, he never knew doubts before.  

 

Ignoring the looks from the lower ranking pupils in the room he put away the post and the remnants of 

his staff. Down here nothing was powered, if you could not even bother to carry your own training 

gear, how could you function under conditions with no electricity. Having cleared the space he fell 

into a basic Kata, one that he hadn´t exercised in years. It was among the first ones he learned from his 

master back in his early days of training.  

The movements came to his muscles without thought or effort freely flowing from memory and habit. 

It felt reassuring, yet it didn´t solve his puzzles.  

Pulling his mind of his dilemma for now he concentrated on the next Kata. It was a new one, one that 

hardly flowed at all so he had to focus on getting it right. It worked at least for a while.  

After two more Kata he stopped. This would get him no answers. Unrelated to that he was due on duty 

in an hour, so he went to clean himself up and prepare for tonight. 

 

When he left the shower he went into his private chambers. They were small but he never had asked 

for much. Duty was his bread and pay. At least he always had thought that way. He started dressing. 

First came the suit of nanofibres which relayed every single of his muscle movements to his suit. As it 

was designed for him it fit perfectly over his muscular frame, it also regulated his body temperature 

keeping it level at all times. He put the mask on last, after all these years it still took him some seconds 

to adjust to breathing through the fibres. Likewise his eyes needed nearly a minute to adjust to the 

specific filtering of the fibres, but then his normal vision was restored.  

 

His suit was composed of several parts, two for each arm and leg, three for the torso, one for the crotch, 

one on the neck and shoulders, gloves, boots and another mask. He put each of these on separately and 

when he was finished he activated his comlog and instructed it to merge. Only then he put on the mask, 

it immediately adapted to the structure of the suit. He activated the environmental sensors and at once 

the suit took on the properties of his surroundings, blending his form into the background. He looked 

into the small mirror over his bed and saw nothing. Just as it was proper, after all he was a ghost.  

 

Deactivating the camouflage he picked up his backpack, withdrew the knife from it and placed it in the 

sheath at his leg. After he put it there the suit shifted to conceal the opening. A last look on his orders 

and he left for the armoury to receive his weapons. The armoury was two levels down, deep beneath 

street level of the complex. Anyone who wanted to get here would face heavy resistance, just as it was 

proper.  

 

He meet no one down there he approached his locker and found his armaments waiting for him. He 

took the blade first. It was clad in a scabbard of pure black. The coating was completely unreflecting 

and produced a negative image in the eye of the beholder. Freeing it from its´ sheath he saw that it was 

coated in kinetic gel. Put under pressure it would ignite and turn into a rapidly expanding gas, thus 

ripping apart whatever he hit, unless it had a higher density than the blade itself – an unlikely event.  
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As he fastened it to his back the scabbard adapted to the colour of his suit as the coating linked with 

his suit.  

 

Next was the sniper rifle, a long and elegant instrument of death and order. An order which he always 

had been proud to upheld. Only today he found himself hoping that he would not have to use it. 

It was a strange feeling. Not that he usually was eager to take life it was simply not his decision to 

make. When the order demanded death he delivered it, when it demanded inaction he didn´t act. He 

had no special feelings about it or even sympathy for his victims. He just acted as ordered. Up till now 

this credo had worked well for Kotaro. 

 

Tonight he did not want to deal death it did not feel right to him to do that. He reminded himself that 

this was not his to decide, yet a small nagging prevailed which asked: why not?  

He lifted the rifle from the locker and aimed down the barrel an outmoded way of aiming, yet once 

more crucial in situations when technology failed. Technology was man made and therefore fallible. 

He needed to become something beyond this fallibility if he expected to succeed where others faltered. 

Kotaro lowered the rifle. He had not thought about his masters sermons in a long time.  

 

Activating the rifle his comlog connected with its´ data node and drew all necessary targeting 

information from it, while processing the impact of directly experienced and other known 

environmental effects like wind strength or humidity. He closed his eyes and held the rife in both 

hands. A number of outlines representing different object s in the rifles front arc were clearly written 

over his retina. He could shoot behind his back with his eyes closed. That was why many people had 

forgotten how to aim along a sight.  

 

He deactivated the rifle and slid one of the four magazines from the locker in place. Another one 

followed suit right next to the first, giving him the choice of bullet according to the nature of his 

enemy. The last two magazines went into his bag. Integrating the rifles casing into the systems of the 

suit was the last act of preparation before leaving for the garage. He was ready, at least he hoped.  

 

In the garage a van was already waiting for him, before he entered it, he activated his camouflage. 

Whoever controlled the vehicle would have no clue to whom or what his passenger was, a layer of 

precaution among over a dozen other. The vehicle carried him to a lonely passageway about half an 

hour from the HQ. He exited the van and began his march to the objective which was over two 

kilometres away, just another precaution.  

 

Moving along towards his destination he couldn´t help but wonder about what was going on and if he 

was doing the right thing. A part of him was convinced that it was the right thing to do as he was 

fulfilling his duty. Yet on the other hand he never had felt so torn about it. He really had the urge to 

warn Kaneshiro-sama of the rising doom for his family, but he was under strict orders not to do such a 

thing. Especially in respect to this order, he still wondered why he had to deliver the chip to him. As 

far as Kotaro could tell both directives came from the same layer of his superiors he even was sure that 

they came from the same man.  

 

Of course everything that Shin had told him about the night Kaneshiro-samas´ sister died also made 

him very uncomfortable. He did not know what to do.  

 

Closing in on his destination he grew more aware, his target was guarded by Celestial guards he had to 

be careful. After all they were entrusted with the safety of the Forbidden City, they were no fools.  
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It took Kotaro the better part of two hours to finally get into a sheltered position from which he had a 

good view of the window. It was mirrored so he could not see trough it but his comlog was tied into 

the buildings security network via a secret backdoor, unknown to almost anyone even among his 

superiors, and thus her outline was projected on his eyes.  

 

He took aim and steadily followed the movements of Kaneshiro Kagemi.  
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Alpha 1.16. Earth  
 

When Maria left the small cabin after some hours of sleep she was wearing one of her regular 

uniforms, which Mauri had organized for her. She´d be damned if she´d ran around on a military 

installation in a dress. Her first way was for some breakfast. She took a look at the time 6 p.m. 

“Perfect time for breakfast I guess.” 

 

She hated being in space, there just was no sense of time in an environment that was always dark and 

with no weather. The station was bigger than she initially thought and therefore she found herself in a 

canteen which could easily house a dozen people. About six were present five of them PanOceanians 

and one Nomad. Maria sighed, she had hoped to postpone this to a time with a full belly. Predictable 

as it was Sheila invited Maria to join her. She confirmed and got herself a tray of food. Maria hardly 

paid attention to the contents of her meal instead she focused on the upcoming talk with yet another 

spy.  

 

The strange looking woman gave her a warm smile which felt genuine as Maria sat down at her table.  

“Slept well?” 

“Well enough, thank you. What about you, had some pleasant dreams?” 

“No. I don´t sleep much at the moment, only six hours of 54. My body is too active for more rest.” 

The woman seemed very agitated that part at least seemed to be true.  

“Is that because of your…changes?” 

Sheila nodded somewhat enthusiastic, which struck Maria as an odd gesture.  

“That is right. Three dozen hormones, stims, painkillers and other stuff you don´t want to think about 

having a party. All just to get me back to being a woman once more in short order” 

“Why the hurry? And why did you change in the first place?” 

“Probably thinking that I did it just at a whim, because I am a crazy Nomad?” 

Maria smiled at the obvious irony of it. 

“Something like that crossed my mind, even though my first guess would have been job related.” 

“Right on top. It was for a mission. Well it is over and I am happy to get my tits back I can tell you.” 

Maria thought about that for a second. 

“Yeah, I guess I would miss them, too.” 

 

“So what again brings you into the lair of the wolf?” 

The woman looked at Maria with a strange expression. 

“Well the immediate concern is more pressing than my fear of the demon and besides not every one of 

us is hell bent on bringing that thing down. Most of us are happy just ignoring it.” 

“I see, why don´t you tell me what is going on then?” 

“You don´t know?” 

“Well, I know some bits here and there. In case you didn´t notice I am not the secret ops type. I am 

here rather by accident.” 

“By the accident on the `Cervantes`, is that what you mean?” 

“No, but I had the pleasure of being there. What do you know about it?” 

Sheila eyed her suspiciously but there lied some amusement in the gesture. 

 

“You are awfully uninformed for a spy.” 

“I am no spy, never been, never wanted to be. What about you? I heard you are a kind of one?” 

“Something like that. What about you? I heard you are a soldier?” 

“Something like that.” 
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“I can help you becoming a spy.” 

Maria laughed heartfelt.  

“Thanks for the offer, but I´ll pass.”  

“Your loss.” 

“Maybe, but no. So after we got this out of the way, please tell me something about what is going on.” 

“Essentially we try to stop Yu Jing from finishing their space soldier project and want to capitalize on 

an intern power struggle at the same time. That in a nutshell is the plan.” 

“Well that helps. Clear one thing up for me. Was it you who tried to kill Khan on the ´Cervantes`?” 

“Well done for a not-spy. As we got wind of the thing we wanted to stop him, as we knew that with 

his death the deal would most likely crash, yet we did not manage to implement someone in time.” 

“So who was it?” 

“I honestly don´t know, we have a lot of theories though.” 

They were interrupted by Mauri who had entered the room. He greeted them via comlog and addressed 

Sheila. 

 

“Everything´s ready in the situation room. We can link up whenever you are ready.” 

“Excellent let me get my things.” 

With that she jumped up and left, presumably for her cabin. Maria gave Mauri a quizzical look.  

“Which link up?” 

“We are going to connect to Arachne to compare our data on the target locations.” 

Maria exhaled loudly. 

“Isn´t that a little bit dangerous? How you gonna keep this from Aleph?” 

“We don´t. The link happens in a secure environment. We brought in all the data we need for the 

operation and then cut the connections, there is no way for them to infiltrate Maya from here. 

Everything we can glance from Arachne will be forwarded to Aleph afterwards.” 

She raised an eyebrow, while standing up. 

“You know, actually I don´t wanna know I still have a lot of questions about what is going on here.” 

“Understandable. Where shall I start?” 

He gestured towards the hallway that led back to the situation room where they met yesterday and 

probably will be staying for their planning. She took the offer and tucked at her uniform. 

“Thanks for this by the way, makes me feel less out of place. First question: Why me?” 

“The general specifically asked for you. For some reason he trusts you in this matter.” 

“I guess the visit to the garden was memorable. Next one, what´s with this power struggle?” 

“As far as we know two high ranking members of the Party are struggling for power with each other. 

Lee Huang and Li She Yue have been at each others´ throats for decades. Lee Huang is part of the 

conservative wing of the party while Li She Yue has strong ties to the Emperor, till now none was able 

to dislodge the other.” 

“But now we are going to help one of them?” 

“Not directly. Lee Huang is in dire need of money as he involved himself deeply in this space soldier 

program, which never received any official sanction. He also was in on the project which spawned the 

remotes you encountered in Human´s Edge. He is in need of a success. Khan was on the Haqqislamite 

end of the bargain and Lee brawned himself in on the deal with him, supplanting Aswad with Cherach.  

Li wants him to fail as he would fall with the project should it crash. There the Kaneshiro enter the 

equation.” 

By now they had reached the room Maria entered first to find it devoid of people. She went for a chair.  

 

“Why the Kaneshiro? Aren´t they something of a Nipponese model family?” 
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“In the current generation yes, but their grandfather was a traitor and that gave Lee the idea to generate 

a reason for them to do the same, because when they disgrace themselves he could confiscate their 

money on legal grounds. Money that he desperately needs.” 

“So he killed the youngest sibling?” 

“He didn´t kill her.” 

Maria was baffled for a moment then she remembered him telling her.  

“Right, you said she wasn´t dead, but do we know that for sure?” 

“Yes we do.” 

The answer came from Sheila who just entered the room unannounced. Maria looked at her 

expectantly. 

“I saw her, so we know she is alive.” 

“You saw her? Well how close up? Would not be the first doppelgänger to run around.” 

“I was pretty close.” 

“How close?” 

“As close as you can get.” 

The smile of the Nomad had an unnerving quality to it as she walked to the centre of the room and sat 

down at the table. She put down a small object onto its surface, it was a hacking device. Maria saw 

enough of them in her days to recognize its´ nature she decided to buy her time until this business was 

over. She tried to make sense of the Nomads´ words. Mauri seemed content to leave it as it was for 

now.  

 

“Starting the link up…now.” 

Sheilas´ words summoned visions of horror from Marias´ childhood dreams. The Nomads and their 

amoral way of life functioned as horror stories for kids in some parts of PanOceania. The unchecked 

demons of the void who stole children in the night to turn them into warriors against good mother 

Aleph. Of course Maria realised the stories for what they were when she grew up, but still everything 

Nomad had a dingy touch about it.  

Arachne the other Maya. The netspace without access to or control of Aleph, it sounded like a savage 

frontline territory to everyone outside of it. Maria only ever had accessed it from distant caravansaries 

and then only for short periods of time lest she´d be discovered. What she saw had been rather 

unspectacular but then that was to be expected, all in all it only was another netspace. Somehow yet 

she still kept some of her childhood reservations about Nomads till today. She never had been to a 

Nomad ship. Maybe that was why she distrusted Sheila so much.  

 

“Importing data, now.” 

Maria looked at Mauri and he threw her another comlog. Maria put it on and tapped into the newly 

established database for their mission. It was cramped with topographical meteorological, tactical, 

medical, personal and technical data on every aspect of the planned incursion zone and all involved 

personal. As she watched the data was supplemented by the Nomads´ side of the coin. In most cases it 

did not add anything or much of value, a very interesting part of course were the personal files about 

the non-Nomad members of the team. Maria wondered why they shared these, probably because the 

Nomads got a glance at the PanOceanian ones.  

It was rather strange to read a profile about oneself written by someone who never actually met her. 

She was surprised and terrified as to how much they actually knew about her life. The comments about 

her personality were more frightening, mostly because she couldn´t really disagree.  

 

“Download complete.” 

Sheila picked up her hacking device and put it back into a pouch on her sleeve, Maria imagined a 

sucking sound as it lost its´ connection to the data core of the table. She could not explain it.  
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“Can we please talk about our mission now, or do we have to wait until everyone is here?” 

Mauri threw her an amused look. 

“Finally getting into the mindset I see. Here have a look at our target.” 

Taken aback by the projection of Kagemi Maria exhaled loudly. 

“You gotta be kidding me.” 
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Beta 1.16. Earth 
 

It was a little bit cramped in the airlock with all four of them locked inside and Ipek was relieved when 

it finally opened to admit them in. Ever since they had left the submarine four days ago she hardly had 

slept at all.  

 

The realities of a multi-system society made summons to courts a tricky thing for all involved parties. 

Therefore there were methods to testify in absence. Presence of course was preferable. As they would 

not be able to be present at the trial that hopefully would be the result of this mission, they had to stick 

to a huge number of protocols for the recording of their testimony. A long session with a lawyer to 

instruct them on the procedure and of course the legal groundwork, including the repercussions for 

perjury, was only the beginnings of the pain.  

 

They all got one day to think about what they actually want to commit to record and be tested for any 

substances that might hinder cloud their judgement. Ipek did not remember many occasions on which 

she was prodded by doctors to such a great extent. Yasmin on the other hand used the opportunity to 

return her hair to its´ green colour, thinking ahead was reserved for special matters in Yasmins world. 

 

Then followed the fake trial as it was colloquially called, a lawyer and a prosecutor enacted a witness 

cross interrogation regarding the case. Many a time of course the defendant was not yet aware of being 

accused of anything and thus could not have an adequate representation. In order to waive this unfair 

advantage of the prosecution both parties were represented by an Aleph aspect. One of them set to 

defend the case the other to prosecute, fed with all the available data they made for untiring 

interrogators. Not to mention somewhat creepy ones. The trial lasted for several hours until Aleph was 

sure every conceivable question of interest to the case was answered. It had been a hard ride on all of 

them. 

 

The stress was taking its´ toll on her companions as well, they needed a break. That this was to be 

found on a PanOceanian spacecraft was highly doubtable. They were greeted by a man named Mauri 

Juho Quintana a tall man of good manners and dark skin. Ipek searched for information about him in 

her memory but couldn´t find any. That meant he either was a good spy or none at all. After Georgi 

had introduced him as their main liaison for this mission she was convinced that it was the former.  

 

After escorting the four of them to two small cabins with two bunks each, they split up to take a rest. 

The first meeting of the whole team was scheduled in eight hours from now. Yasmin and Ipek shared 

one of the cabins, both were too tired to check the security system for any loopholes. Ipek censored 

herself for being so lazy but Georgi would not have them brought here to get killed, even PanOceania 

did not dispose lightly of O-12 operatives. So she did not worry too much. Without much ado both of 

them went to sleep.  

 

Six hours later Ipek rose refreshed and eager. A short look on her comlog showed her the adjoining 

bathing cell. Entering it she threw her clothes into the fast laundry chute and took a quick shower. By 

the time the ambient temperature had dried her again, the chute opened and presented Ipek with her 

freshly cleaned clothes. The PanOceanian way of life had its´ appeals, with dread she thought about 

her lodgings on Dawn. Somehow she liked the planet but the climate was horrifying.  

Yasmin was still sleeping when she returned to the cabin. Ipek decided to keep it that way and went to 

get a breakfast, another thing which the PanOceanians had quite the knack for. She hardly met 

someone on the way to the mess hall, which was blinking nicely on her projected map. It was deserted 
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but for one woman. Ipek felt a familiarity to this face but she could not put her finger on it. But she 

was sure that this woman was a Nomad, her whole body language seemed just wrong for a 

PanOceanian.  

Ipek decided to postpone her eating for a conversation with this woman, she wouldn´t be here if she 

wasn´t part of the team. As she came to the table she noticed a difference in body structure and face 

structure of the woman, probably the result of a recent sex change.  

“May I join you?” 

 

The woman looked up feigning ignorance of Ipeks´ prior approach, she didn´t buy it.  

“Please do.” 

“Thank you.” 

Ipek sat down across from her and sought her eyes, they were blue and clearly augmented also they 

had a glimmer of curiosity to them. Ipek thought it was fake but wasn´t sure. The woman smiled at her.  

“You don´t have anything to eat.” 

“It will not run away from me.” 

“And you think I will?” 

“No I do not, yet I wanted to know who you are.” 

“Oh, I see. Sheila Therva and you are?” 

 

The woman extended a comlog greeting to Ipek and she acknowledged it. Meanwhile she withdrew 

the name from memory. She knew it from two reports of unsolved raids on Haqqislamite territory but 

not in connection with any hard evidence. The woman was a ghost just as her units designation 

suggested.  

 

“Ipek Mehtap, as you are surely aware of.” 

 “Of course. Stupid me. We have been waiting for you.” 

“Forsooth? I wasn´t aware of that, not so long ago I did not know that I would be going here.” 

“Well Mr. Berask was rather sure that you would join us on this operation.” 

“Was he? I´ll keep that in mind. What is your purpose here, if I may be so bold to inquire?” 

“Sure you may. I am here to make sure my government gets their share of the cake from this operation. 

We have a lot at stake here.” 

“What government would that be? You do not strike me as a PanOceanian.” 

Sheila gave her a quizzical look.  

“Don´t try to insult me. I dare not to believe you don´t know that. So stop the games.” 

“Will you?” 

 

The question went unanswered as Mauri called them to the situation room. They smiled at each other 

and left the mess hall. Ipek walked in front of her in a gesture of good faith, Sheila gave no indication 

of her appreciation or disdain for it. Ipek made a note to herself to keep an eye on her. Sheila Therva 

had more than her official agenda, of that Ipek was sure.  

 

When they entered the situation room Mauri, Georgi, Anakoni and a sleepy Yasmin were already there, 

shortly after Maria Gevallo entered the room. The womans´ face genuinely lit up as she saw Ipek. 

Taking the offered arm of the Regular in the same antiqued gesture, with which they parted, Ipek saw 

that something had changed the woman.  

“Good to see you. I thought you were dead.” 

“For a while it was necessary. I am pleased for us to meet as friends once more. Yet may I ask what 

brings you here?” 

Maria made a stressed gesture at Mauri Quintana.  
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“More or less his fault. Believe me I would not if I could. What about you? What happened after you 

left the station?” 

“Well it turned out that the investigation about the ´Cervantes´ was more dangerous than I assumed, 

then he dragged me here.” 

Ipek gestured at Georgi at this point, who did not show any indication of feeling guilty about it.  

 

Maria wanted to answer when Mauri cut them short. The Regular gave him a grave look for it.  

“Sorry to disturb the two of you but we have plans to make and we have to make haste.” 

Ipek could see that Maria swallowed a commentary on this. She filed the information about the bad 

relationship between these two.  

“Well spit it then.” 

 

“I will thank you very much.” 

Mauri turned to the table and activated a map of the area of the planned extraction. It already was 

marked with possible incursion and escape routes, as well as the most prominent dangers of the area.  

“We don´t have much time to prepare for the extraction. If we do not act within the next eight days we 

will lose the impetus against Cherach and more importantly against Lee Huang. This is the map of the 

area. We have to come up with a plan to go in and out, without incurring too much resistance.” 

 

“How do we get in in de first place?” 

Yasmins question stood in the room for a moment before Georgi answered.  

“We are preparing several insertion canals, I will have more information in two days. Some will go in 

earlier and others will come in the hard way. Still we want to avoid bloodshed at any cost, we are not 

there to kill people.” 

 

“Well, they won´t be that forthcoming to us. We need a distraction and more manpower.” 

Sheilas´ objection met with consent around the table. Mauri took the word again.  

“We will have both. First we will start a fake attack on Kaneshiro Mitoshi during our action.” 

“Why that?” 

“Because Mr. Ekewaka we have to give him an alibi for all this. When the dust settles he will be the 

one who has to deal with the fallout. We have to back him up.” 

 

Ipek decided that this was the time to implement some of the knowledge she had gained from the data 

Georgi had supplied her with. 

“We might fool his enemies but Lee Huang will see right through the ruse and try to stop us.” 

Mauri answered to that. 

“True that is why we start on the other front first and only then with the attack on Mitoshi.” 

“What kind o´ attack anyway?” 

“We will deploy an amount of remotes, remotes that we can control from wide distances and more 

important ones which they can´t trace to us directly.” 

Ipek felt Maria stifle at this comment next to her and of course it got her thinking as well. Despite that 

the Regular was the one to change the subject. 

 

“Fine, but what about us. We can´t take on so much security on our own. I will not go in there without 

a proper backup and rescue plan.” 

Mauri smiled at that.  

 

“To come up with a plan is our reason for being here and concerning backup, we got green light on 

stealth deployed T.A.G. support. Actually we just flew in some of our pilots for the job.” 
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His delivery was perfect as the door opened with his last word. Three more people entered the room 

rendering it somewhat cramped, they all had the looks of inhabitants of Acontecimento to them. Ipek 

heard Maria take in her breath in a gesture of surprise. 

“Jerome.” 
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Gamma 1.16. Earth 
 

It was a beautiful day but Mitoshi had no awareness to spare for the pleasant weather. It had been over 

a week now since Ayabe returned with the news of a message delivered. Still nothing had stirred and 

he was starting to get nervous. Never before he had acted against the good of the StateEmpire, a part 

of him still did not believe that he did now, but he knew quite well what the courts would think about 

his actions.  

He started second guessing himself at every move if it was suspicious or what he would do when they 

did not react to his message. Wei hasn´t given word about anything since they relocated the troops 

after the attack and Mitoshi grew more paranoid about him every day. Did he know? 

 

Mitoshi realised that this was how traitors and spies must feel like all the time, he hated it. He looked 

at Takamie and Suemon who accompanied him today. He felt responsible for them, what would 

become of them? Next to them were his two other guards who only answered to their master from the 

Celestial Guard, they would not hesitate a second to shoot him if necessary. He looked forward again 

as he was about to enter the casern again. It came out of nowhere.  

 

Two explosions bloomed underneath the guard towers of the caserns´ gate. The sound was deafening 

and he threw himself to the ground immediately. A shower of concrete, metal and composite plastics 

went down on them. He rolled sideways to present a moving target. Black smoke quelled from the 

ruins of the towers. His comlog sprang into combat mode, displaying the position of all troops in the 

vicinity and their status. He immediately ordered a full deployment of all personnel. It also showed ten 

unknown blips and unknown meant hostile.  

 

Rising into a crouch he drew his sidearm, he travelled light today. A pistol and a short sword was all 

he had for weapons. They came in from above.  

“Takamie, Suemon. Open Fire.” 

 

Both of them needed a second before they followed his line of sight to the dropping shapes. The other 

two did not need that long. Firing their rifles at full burst each of them hit one of the constructs, which 

were duly halved by the projectiles. Takamie and Suemon fell in shortly after but only managed to hit 

one of the things before it reached the ground. It exploded in a shower of sparks.  

 

The remaining seven opened fire on them the moment Mitoshi ordered them to scatter. The remotes 

filled the area with high velocity projectiles. One of the guards was hit, so was Takamie. The bullet 

went straight through her thigh and she collapsed screaming. The other guard went down without a 

sound. One of the attackers exploded as it was hit by a missile from the caserns walls. Four down.  

 

Mitoshi recognised the constructs, it were the same remotes that attacked them on the convoy. Spiked 

legs and armed with only one ranged weapon. Out here without cover they were as good as dead.  

He charged the first one.  

 

“Cut their link!” 

“We can´t locate it sir. Reinforcements in 30.” 

 

Thirty seconds could be a long time on an open field against six armed hostiles. Firing his pistol at the 

cameras of the nearest remote he ran straight at it, at least that is how it seemed. He subtly waived and 

jumped during his move to throw of the aim. It worked, for now. Earth sprayed up next to his feet as 
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he went into a sideward spinning jump. He heard the bullets pass by as he was in the air. Then he 

landed on top of the remote stabbing his sword through its´ upper part. It trembled and lumped down. 

Mitoshi gave up his footing and slipped down to the ground heaving the remote upwards against his 

back. Now he had at least some cover.  

It didn´t last long as all remaining remotes focused their fire on him, before that happened another one 

was blown up by a missile from the walls. Still the bullets shot his way easily sawed through the body 

of the one he was hiding behind. One of the bullets grazed his neck when he rolled sideways to throw 

of their aim once more. Something was wrong about this attack.  

 

“Bushō, dodge!” 

Suemons´ warning cry came just in time for his reflexes to kick in. Mitoshi fell flat on the ground as 

one of the remotes landed right atop of him. Luckily none of the spikes hit home. He heard another 

explosion and Suemon cry out. The remote fired his weapon, at this range Mitoshi was able to jerk his 

head sideways to avoid the shot. He brought up his sword and rammed it into the belly of the construct. 

A jolt went through it and it shut down. Mitoshi noticed something beneath the remotes lens. It was an 

open access port. No one would leave one of these open on a remote sent into battle, unless…  

 

“Bushō, are you alright?” 

The question came from Takeuchi who was with the squad which now secured the battleground. 

Quickly he linked into the port before anyone could notice. It contained a single message before it 

destroyed itself.  

“Porto Negro in ascend.” 

The signature was definitely PanOceanian.  

 

“Bushō, are you hurt?” 

By now Takeuchi was standing next to him. Mitoshi slid free from the remains of the remote and 

jumped to his feet.  

“I am fine. Report.” 

His comlog supplied him with all the information he needed, but he wanted to hear him voice the 

confirmation.  

“Everything´s secured, Bushō. No fatalities.” 

“Casualties?” 

“Four, Bushō. Your entire guard compliment.” 

“Well done, dismissed.” 

Takeuchi bowed and took his place two feet behind Mitoshi to act as his bodyguard. Two of the others 

also came to replace the old ones.  

 

Refusing transportation Mitoshi started to walk towards the casern. This attack made no sense unless it 

only served the purpose to transmit the message to him, yet he had no idea what it meant. With the 

active hacker surveillance in the air right now he had no way to check in Maya for any hints. That 

would be highly suspicious.  

 

Mitoshi saw Ayabe appear in the gate of the casern with the car they kept prepared ever since he sent 

her to the west. Did she know something or was it just a precaution? He almost had reached her 

position when his two guards suddenly raised their weapons and aimed at him.  

“Stop right there, you are under arrest!” 

Mitoshi stopped and made a gesture to calm the shocked Takeuchi, who in reflex had trained his rifle 

at one of the guards. Mitoshi was not surprised that he got an incoming call half a second later.  

He accepted it, it was Wei. 
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“I see you are doing well.” 

“As do you, I presume?” 

“You could say that. We know about Kagemi, you will not succeed.” 

Mitoshi had to summon all his discipline not to give away a hint of his feelings. When he answered his 

voice was calm and levelled.  

“What are you talking about? My sister is dead and if you have anything on her murderer tell me, I 

want to kill him myself.” 

“Nice try, Mitoshi. I did not expect you to budge under a little pressure. Either way denial is of no use 

to you anymore. I know of the message you send out.” 

Mitoshi still remained calm.  

“What message are you talking about?” 

“We will stop them, my men are already on their way and you are under arrest as of now. Do not resist 

and make things worse.” 

“Bushō?” 

The question came from Takeuchi who still was pointing his gun at the guards who were pointing their 

guns at Mitoshi. Takeuchi seemed rather nervous. At this point Mitoshi realised that Wei had opened 

the channel so that everyone nearby had heard their conversation.  

 

“It is alright Takeuchi, lower your weapon. This is just a misunderstanding which will be cleared up. 

There is no reason for you to get involved.” 

Mitoshi could see his hesitation to leave his commander uncovered under hostile rifles but eventually 

he did as told. He stood there unsure what to do.  

“Return to the troops and make sure they return to their barracks.” 

It took Takeuchi a moment then he nodded. 

“Yes, Bushō. I am on my way.” 

He turned and almost ran. 

 

“A wise decision to keep him out of this.” 

“He has done nothing wrong so leave him alone.” 

“I will, for now. Now tell me how did you find out about Kagemi and Miyū?” 

Something hardened in Mitoshis´ chest. Up to this point Wei might have been bluffing, but he clearly 

knew what was going on. In a matter of two seconds Mitoshi weighed his options and made a decision.  

Wei knew, that meant his career and the name of his family was done for. He had to save his family 

and his sister.  

 

He lashed out to both guards simultaneously. Striking their weapons he unbalanced them and removed 

himself from their aim. Pivoting on his left foot he tackled the one to his left. As they went down 

Mitoshi rolled over him and grabbed the weapon. It was code-locked to the man´s comlog but his 

security code overwrote it. He squeezed the guards´ finger down with his own and fired a low salvo at 

the other one. The bullets went straight through the man´s left thigh and knee. As he dropped in pain 

Mitoshi smashed his elbow at the forehead of the man below him, knocking him unconscious. 

He saw how his comlog was shut down as Wei corrected his oversight of disabling Mitoshis´ 

command functions. This all had barely taken four seconds.  

 

Jumping up Mitoshi ran for the car which Ayabe was driving up to him, before the surrounding 

soldiers could gather their wits.  

“That was mistake, now there is nothing I can do for you anymore, Mitoshi.” 

“You never intended to in the first place.” 

“Tha… 
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Mitoshi couldn´t hear the rest as he threw away his comlog as he jumped into the car. Ayabe fired it 

up and they quickly were out of sight of the casern. 

“We need to change our transport fast.” 

“All prepared, Bushō. We switch at a mall two miles from here.” 

He didn´t respond to that as he took a comlog from the box in the door. It was a new and unregistered 

one, at the time when he tasked Ayabe with preparing this car he had felt very bad even about the 

thought of acquiring such a thing. Now it was the only thing that stood between them and their deaths. 

Just as the car itself which also was specially rigged to be invisible to the standard traffic procedures 

and protocols. Still it was only a matter of time until Wei would find them. They had no friends in the 

underground here so they had to leave Yu Jing territory as fast as possible.  

 

“Good thinking bringing the car outside, how did you know?” 

“I don´t know anything, Bushō. I just suspected that something was going on when the remotes 

attacked, bringing the car was just a precaution.” 

“You were right to suspect. Wei found out about Kagemi.” 

In an atypical gesture she turned to look at him, when she noticed that he saw it she snapped her gaze 

back to the street.  

“I am sorry, Bushō.” 

He looked at her.  

“Thank you. We have to leave, you are aware of that?” 

“Yes, Bushō. I have some contingency plans for this occasion, but all of them are insecure at the 

moment.” 

“I see, I may have another option.” 

If not for her training she probably would have raised an eyebrow to that. 

 

“Our associates on the other side transmitted a message through one of the remotes.” 

“But these were the same remotes that attacked you the other day. How do we know it is not a trap?” 

“The message was of PanOceanian design and Wei told me that these remotes were developed 

together by us and them.” 

“It still could be a trap.” 

“Possibly, I am checking the coordinates right now.” 

He transmitted the coordinates to her comlog. 

“That is closer than any of my contingency routes.” 

“Good, we try it then.” 

“As you wish, Bushō.” 

 

He took another long look at her as they already approached the mall. He felt the unfairness of him 

ripping her out of her world.  

“Ayabe. I am truly sorry.” 

She twitched.  

“What for, Bushō?” 

“For doing this to you. You never have failed me and this is how I repay you, by turning you into a 

fugitive.” 

She took a moment before she answered. 

“Don´t be, Bushō. I´ll do anything for you, I always would have.” 

“I know. One more thing.” 

As she parked the car in the parking space below the mall, she turned to him. He couldn´t read her 

mimic, yet she seemed nervous. 

“What is that, Bushō?” 
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“Stop calling me that, I forfeited my rank some minutes ago. Mitoshi is fine.” 

“Yes, Bushō.” 
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Alpha 1.17. Earth 
 

Maria never thought that she would find herself on this side of the curtain. Dressed up as make-up 

artist she was on her way to their destination. As her episode for the media had reminded her she once 

and still liked getting styled for an event or evening, yet to pose as someone who actually did this with 

other people felt odd. That was a side of the business which she always had ignored.  

 

Sheila Therva walked beside her and the role seemed to come to her naturally, Maria was not surprised 

after all Sheila was a professional spy. Standing in the elevator with their equipment she asked herself 

once more how she did end up in the disguise of a make-up artist in the Terran heart of Yu Jing.  

 

The doors opened and they left the elevator. Sheila took point in a casual way and engaged Maria in 

pointless comlog chatter about Maya celebrities, something most onlookers would expect of people of 

their profession. In reminiscence of old days falling into the chatter stream gave Maria some comfort, 

at least it diverted her attention from the danger at hand.  

 

Before rounding the corner to the room of their mark they received an inquiry of identity and schedule. 

The inquiry was brief and their stolen identities stood up to the test. Mauris´ hackers had managed to 

squeeze in appointment for the two with their mark just two days ago, full three days after the two of 

them had entered the city undercover. Maria suppressed a sigh of relief, when they were allowed to 

enter the rooms unhindered.  

 

The room was actually an apartment of 60 square metres, one of the side effects of living in an 

expensive hotel. Takekaze Miyū was awaiting them wearing a simple linen Yukata. She looked just as 

Maria remembered her from the night in the restaurant, only that she could not look at her with the 

same eyes anymore. Did she know? 

 

“You are somewhat late. Who ordered you here anyway, I don´t need your assistance to prepare for 

tonight.” 

Maria had some problems making out the meaning of her words as the comlog and her little 

knowledge of Japanese struggled with the translation. Thankfully Sheila got that covered.  

“We are here on orders of Zhen Deng, who considered it wise to send us. We did not question his 

decision.” 

Sheila used the name of one of Miyūs direct superiors to calm her as she manipulated her comlog to 

activate the prearranged security override.  

“Very well, begin then.” 

 

Both woman made a step towards the sitting Miyū when Sheila nodded Maria her approval. Sheila 

stopped and fired up her hacking equipment to keep them undetected as long as possible. Maria on the 

other hand ordered her comlog to disengage her facial disguise. It took just a second for the nanobots 

to melt away the layer of proteins that had given her Japanese features, but a second was enough for 

Miyū to jump up.  

 

Maria rushed to her just in time to cover her mouth to prevent her from screaming. She struggled but 

when Marias´ real face appeared she calmed somewhat.  

“Please be quiet. We were sent here to help you.” 

Maria slowly withdrew her hand from Miyūs mouth, who looked at her perplexed.  

“What are you doing here, who sent you?” 
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“Someone very dear to you.” 

Maria activated the sequence of her comlog which transmitted the message from Mitoshi to Miyūs 

comlog, as she read it her expression arrested somewhere between grim and pleased.  

 

While Miyū was reading the message Maria withdrew a black catsuit from the make-up case she 

brought along. Two needle pistols followed suit, she threw one of them to Sheila who caught it 

offhanded.  

“How long?” 

“We have three minutes max.” 

“Three minutes for what?” 

Miyūs question made them both turn their head. Maria took it on her to answer.  

“Before they notice what is going on. Put this on.” 

Maria held up the catsuit, Miyū hesitated a moment then took it. While slipping out of her Yukata she 

kept inquiring.  

“What is your plan?” 

“We have an escape route we just need to get you there in one piece.” 

“Will he be there?” 

“No. He stays behind, no one must know of his involvement.” 

Maria could see how she wanted to protest but then thought better of it. Maria withdrew a folded coat 

from the case and inflated it.  

 

“What did you do to these two?” 

It took Maria a moment to understand what she was referring to. 

“No worries they are fine, we just knocked them unconscious. They will wake up in a day or so.” 

She handed Miyū the coat which she dutifully slipped over her shoulder.  

“Now you need a hat or something similar.” 

Miyū nodded and went into her wardrobe re-emerging with a cowl and a pair of shoes. In the 

meantime Maria went to the window and placed three small explosives. Sheila loosened the back of 

her costume and two ropes fell to the ground.  

“Something is wrong. Hurry.” 

Maria nodded and removed the last piece from her beauty case, two plastic hooks which adhered 

themselves to the ground, she then slipped the ropes through them. 

 

“Who are you anyway?” 

Miyūs question was addressed at Sheila, who turned a little bit away from her before she answered. 

“Someone who cares about you.” 

The answer came as a whisper. Maria wondered what was going on with her. None of them had time 

to inquire further into the matter as the window exploded with a half-second warning. Several 

projectiles smashed into the glass, weakening its´ structure. Two six-legged constructs jumped straight 

through it sending splinters in all directions. All three threw themselves to the ground.  

 

The door was kicked open and the first thing through was a hail of bullets which tore apart the first 

remote. Maria fired her needle pistol. From the low angle of the floor she hit the guard right beneath 

the chin. He went down gurgling as the sedative knocked out his nerve system. The other remote fired 

a salvo at the door. It worked well enough to keep the other guard occupied for now.  

 

“Come on!” 
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Maria shouted at the two and rolled to the first rope, preparing to descend. Sheila jumped up, fired at 

the door and grabbed Miyū at the arm to haul her to her feet. Maria could see how the eyes of the two 

met, when she did that. Miyū stopped in her tracks.  

“Nelvin?” 

Ignoring the whispered reply Sheila tugged her towards the window. Maria caught her and jumped 

down. 
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Beta 1.17. Earth 
 

Ipek took aim down the augmented sight of her spitfire as Maria and Sheila started descending from 

the window. Firing a burst into the wall behind the open door of the room she kept the standing guard 

pinned down. The remaining remote would play its´ part in keeping him occupied.  

 

Raising her weapon she saw to her own escape by jumping over the rail of the balcony. The small 

parachute attached to her coat expanded and slowed her downfall enough for the gliding wings 

beneath her arms to take over. Despite all that her impact on the shuttle still was hard. Anakoni opened 

the upper doors to let her in. She climbed down and covered the three descending figures. Their active 

battlenet was flooded with data as Mauris´ hackers fought to keep their link secure against the attacks 

of the Yu Jing security. So far they did an admirable job. Still they kept radio communication to a 

minimum. Shortly before Maria touched down on the shuttles´ roof the icon of the remote vanished.  

Ipek aimed at the window once more. 

 

After the ´Cervantes´ fighting alongside these remotes had a strange ring to it. At least this time they 

didn´t try to stab her. Maria scrambled to push their mark into the shuttle and followed quickly. Ipek 

fired some shots to cover Sheilas´ entrance just to be on the safe side. Her display was full of icons 

which convened on their position. Anakoni did not need any encouragement to make a speedy 

departure as the door closed over Sheila. Ipek braced herself against the wall when he accelerated. She 

took in the condition of her comrades, especially the calm of their mark. Remarkable.  

 

“What happened?” 

The question came from Maria. 

“You were behind schedule and the diversion spawned interest in us sooner than expected. It was the 

fastest way to get you out.” 

The Regular nodded as she fastened the body armour that Yasmin had handed her. Sheila was 

equipping herself similarly with armour and a rifle. They still did not want to kill anyone on this 

mission, but better to be on the safe side. Miyū looked at Sheila with a strange expression, before 

addressing the Nomad.  

 

“Why did you lie to me?” 

Sheila cringed at the question and appeared very uncomfortable for a secret operative in her position. 

“I, I had no choice.” 

Her answer was a mere whisper and probably she was very glad for Mauris´ interruption. Something 

Ipek filed unfailingly. Speaking from his safe position in a PanOceanian spacecraft he monitored their 

progress, another part of this operation that didn´t sit well with Ipek.  

“Status?” 

“All safe, Mark acquired.” 

“You have three bogeys inbound. All airborne. At least one of them is from Lee. Take route 17.” 

“Affirmative.” 

Ipek looked at Anakoni to see him nod. Then Georgi tuned into the conversation. He also was in orbit 

and even though she could have needed his hand down here Ipek rather had him up there. She trusted 

the O-12 far more than the Hexa.  

“Diversion failed. Mark 2 is on the run. I divert one of your supports to bolster him.” 

Ipek took a look at Miyū as she heard this news. There was no need to tell her yet.  

“Affirmative.” 
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Anakoni made a sharp turn and everyone braced against the movement. 

“Sorry, everybody hang on.” 

After saying this he threw the shuttle in an even sharper turn around the corner of a skyscraper. 

Warning lights from the traffic control system flashed all over the cockpit displays. Two traffic 

security remotes added themselves to the list of their pursuers.  

“Sheila. Sheila!” 

Ipek had to repeat the name of Nomad forcefully to get her to react. What was going on between her 

and the Mark? Her head snapped up at Ipek then she nodded and activated her hacking device once 

more.  

“They locked on to us. I´m on it.” 

“How close are the bogeys?” 

The question was meant for Mauri.  

“The closest one is a mere kilometre away, take cover in the streets.” 

Anakoni pushed the shuttle on a lower trajectory. He passed through a cluster of civilian crafts on the 

way, almost miraculously avoiding hitting anything.  

“Dat was close.” 

Yasmins´ comment summed up their feelings quite well. One of the remotes vanished from the display.  

“Hostile Hacker on the field.” 

Sheilas´ words turned prophetic when the shuttle slowed down.  

“Get him out o´ the system, I can hardly fly.” 

 

Yasmin sprang from her seat and ripped something from her backpack. She threw it at Miyū 

flabbergasted by the action she didn´t catch it properly. Fuddling it up from the ground she held it up 

to her face, it was a hacking device. 

“Ye are supposed to be a good hacker. So do someding about it.” 

“What?” 

“You heard me girl.” 

Ipek silenced Yasmin with a gesture and knelt down before Miyū. 

“I know this is confusing and it only will get worse before it is over. Takekaze Miyū is a capable 

hacker, so use the skills you have been given. Unless of course you want to go back.” 

She looked very confused by Ipeks´ words but took the device, as it flared into action Ipek stood up 

again. The display showed a closing signature.  

“Remote deployment.” 

Sheilas´ warning echoed through the compartment shortly before two thumps were audible when the 

constructs landed on the roof. Ipek accessed the outer cameras, it were spiderleg-remotes. How many 

of these things had been built?  

 

“Yasmin.” 

The mercenary nodded and went for the stern hatch, the shuttle dropped some metres.  

“You better be quick about it.” 

No one was sure at whom Anakonis´ commentary was addressed. Overriding the safety procedures 

Ipek kicked out the door, tucked away by the wind she lost of sight of it immediately. Spitfire blazing 

she emerged from the opening.  

Whoever was controlling the remotes did not react in time and a hail of bullets embedded themselves 

deep into the torso of the closest remote. Ipek did not wait to see if it would hang on to the roof. The 

blast of the shotgun hit the right above her newly retracted head, blowing a hole into the wall of the 

craft. The sound of automatic fire was audible as Yasmin emptied her SMG into the other remote on 

the roof. The mercenary returned to the cabin with a grin. 

“All clean up dere.” 
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“Try again.” 

 

The shuttle regained its´ former altitude. Ipek nodded in Miyūs direction.  

“Well, done.” 

 

“Do you read me?” 

It was Mauri, the transmission was weak. 

“Yes, but faint.” 

“Increasing hacker presence. Route 17 compromised, gather support three, take route…” 

The transmission was cut short, Ipek cursed.  

“Change course for support three. Our route is compromised.” 

Anakoni did not care to acknowledge and just altered their course with a close slide around a building. 

Everybody held on to something as the wind gushed inside through the two missing doors. Ipeks´ 

display turned red with warning signs as the hostile signature closed on them. A moment later 

something struck the roof.  

“Grappler!” 

Yasmins´ shout carried loud through the cabin as she leaned out and fired a salvo outside. Ipek turned 

to Sheila. 

“Can you dislodge it?” 

“No, it´s too heavily shielded.” 

“Maria!” 

“On it. Cover me.” 

 

The Regular took a disc-shaped mine from a floor compartment and scrambled towards Ipek. Firing a 

salvo at the shuttle which hovered above them Ipek hit another one of the remotes, as it emerged from 

the cargo hold. The construct was cleanly cut into two, the halves fell away onto the streets. An 

automated turret returned fire, once more ducking just in time she got her head out of the way. 

Suddenly they reduced in speed. 

“They are tugging us in. Hurry up!” 

Yasmin was out first, firing at the turret, Ipek followed suit and aimed at another remote which 

jumped onto their craft. Maria squeezed herself closely against Ipek to get her torso out of the vehicle. 

For some moments they were very vulnerable to enemy fire. Thankfully Yasmin got that covered by 

blasting away at the newcomer.  

The Regular programmed the explosive and then threw it at the hook. The disc attached itself to the 

claw with little claws of its´ own. Maria pushed herself inside dragging Ipek along in the process.  

 

“All clear?” 

It was more order than question and Maria did not wait long before detonating the charge. With a 

crunching sound part of the roof flew away with the hook, a strong jerk went through the vehicle as it 

cut free. Immediately they picked up speed again. Some bullets struck the roof one of them entered the 

cabin and embedded itself into the wall right beneath Ipeks´ armpit.  

“How long to support?” 

“20 seconds, hang on.” 

Anakoni took another dive, the pursuing shuttle went along with it, but as it was much bigger had to 

manoeuvre more diligently, yet it hardly slowed down.  

Suddenly they were clear of the buildings and over a small park. Taking a look out of the front 

window Ipek saw something emerge from it.  

Switching to the feed of the stern cameras Ipek could see a large humanoid form jump at the pursuing 

shuttle. It smashed into the shuttle and it nearly crashed from the sudden weight increase alone. 
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Holding on with both hands the humanoid kicked his right leg right through the stern section of the 

craft. Sparks and smoke blurted out. There was hardly a choice but to land.  

Two more of the remotes emerged from the hull, hugging to the outer wall with their spider legs they 

shot at the attacker at close range.  

The armour piercing bullets tore of sections of the head and torso, but that hardly slowed down the 

T.A.G.. Striking one of the remotes with its´ fist it let go of the craft and fell to the ground. Mid-air it 

brought its´ weapon around from his back and fired a salvo into the already failing engine of the 

shuttle.  

 

Covered by the mimetic coating the T.A.G. quickly fell out of sight, shortly after an explosion was 

audible as it destructed itself and with it the evidence. Albeit it had done the job, Ipek could see 

several people leave the shuttle with parachutes, before it went to the ground in an emergency landing.  

She was glad that PanO send these things along, she was also glad that she would not have to deal 

with the political consequences.  

 

“Lee is out of the game for now.” 

Ipek had to shout to overcome the sound of the rushing wind that freely flooded through the three 

holes in the shuttle. 

“Assuming that was his only team.” 

Ipek had to concede to Marias objection. 

“Hopefully, that leaves two bogeys.” 

“Wait a minute Lee? Lee Huang?” 

Ipek looked at Miyū, she really had to stop thinking of her like that. 

“Yes, why?” 

“What does he have to do with all this?” 

Ipek looked at Sheila who gave her a frightened and undecided look. She decided to tell her, albeit not 

completely up front.  

“He is responsible for what has happened to you.” 

“No he is not. Wei locked me up in the hotel.”   

“Maybe, but Lee was the one to send you after Mitoshi.” 

That got her thinking. When she talked again her face was grinded between disbelief and relief. 

“So it was set up.” 

“Yes, he knew that you would talk to him.” 

“How? I never met him before?” 

Ipek hesitated.  

 

“Tell me. What did they do to me?” 

Miyū fought herself to her feet to face her directly. Ipek weighed her options. They needed her as a 

hacker right now. Would she crack or become more determined by knowing?  

Anakoni turned sharply once more and reported the next closing bogey. 

“That is not true. You knew him all your life.” 

“That is a lie. I never met him before.” 

She asserted the second line with force, as if by doing so it became truer. Was there a flicker of doubt 

in her voice? 

“Takekaze Miyū never met Kaneshiro Mitoshi that is true, but that is not who you are.  

You are his sister Kagemi.” 
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Gamma 1.17. Earth 
 

For a moment everything went silent. She just could not hear anything. She saw the others moving and 

how a part of the roof flew away, most likely with a terrible sound. Miyū could hear nothing of it. The 

strange woman with the almond eyes, who rivalled Miyū for beauty, had stopped talking. At least her 

mouth didn´t move anymore, Miyū even forgot her name at the moment. The only sound she heard 

was her own thought in this strange way of talking to herself through thoughts. 

´I am not Takekaze Miyū.`  

She heard the words, but she didn´t want to. She heard the truth in them, but she didn´t want to. She 

heard herself saying it loud, but she didn´t utter it.  

 

“That´s a lie!” 

Miyū felt herself scream and a moment later the sound returned with the woman answering while she 

kept Miyūs trashing arm out of the way.  

“No! It is not. Think about your accident.” 

Her voice was forceful but not condescending, there might even have been some traces of compassion 

in it.  

“What?” 

“Your accident. The accident that brought you into surgery.” 

“What about it?” 

“Tell me about it. What happened?” 

“I, I… don´t know. I can´t remember.” 

“That is because you were killed.” 

“No. No. I was operated and…” 

“Woke up with no memory of what happened.” 

Miyū just could nod to that. Warning lights flashed in eyesight another hacker attacked their defensive 

barrier. She rattled herself loose and tried to deflect him, if only not to have to think about what was 

going on. The woman let her go.  

 

Hunkering down on her seat Miyū went headlong into the fight Sheila-Nelvin covered her back as she 

struck out to attack the intruder. She wasn´t familiar with this comlog but it was filled with state-of-

the-art hacking programs. She took some setbacks but managed to kick him out of their vehicles´ 

system and trap him in a logic loop.  

“That will keep him busy for a while. How long to the landing site?” 

Sheila-Nelvin talked to no one in particular with the first statement but the second one was meant for 

their pilot. The woman, Ipek was her name as Miyū remembered now, answered for him.  

“About three minutes. Route 16 is compromised as well and we are on to 15 now. Bogey inbound. 

Yasmin!” 

“Aye.” 

 

The woman with the green coloured hair took hold of her SMGs again and posted herself at the open 

door. Ipek went to the other one. Miyū had to concentrate on keeping their defence perimeter intact 

therefore she could not spare too much attention to everything else. She shot a look at Maria, she 

remembered her from the night in the restaurant. She also remembered her not to be the spying type 

and she did not seem to be overall happy to be here.  

Mitoshi must have asked her to come for her, just in order to give her a face she knew Mitoshi might 

trust. Assuming of course that the message really had been from him, yet if it was why keeping the 

truth from her that this Ipek just pronounced? Given that it might be the truth, did he even know? 
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Her gaze wandered to the woman next to her with the eyes of Nelvin in her face.  

“Who are you?” 

The woman looked up at her, diverting some of her attention from their shared task.  

“I am Sheila Therva, but that is not what you asked, isn´t it?” 

“Where is Nelvin?” 

“You never met Nelvin Baccals.” 

A jolt went through the shuttle. 

“Would you two stop flirting and keep these basterds out o´my systems!” 

The curse of their pilot stopped their conversation as they tried to eject the newest intruder from their 

vehicles system. These were better prepared than the last ones.  

 

“Incoming!” 

This was the voice of the green haired woman, a second later bullets impacted on the shuttle. The 

sound was ear-piercing. Some projectiles went straight through the hole in the roof. Thankfully none 

of them was hit. A loud thump followed suit, her display lit up and the presence of a remote was 

detected. She heard weapons fire soon after the presence vanished.  

 

Miyū was nearly thrown out of the loop by a cascading shatter virus, but managed to avoid permanent 

damage to the system, or her brain for that matter. An icon appeared that once more pronounced the 

security of their vehicles system, yet there was no time for celebration as the second attacker managed 

to breach Sheila-Nelvins firewall in the process. The woman screamed as the feedback reached her 

brain and lumped over. The woman from Acontecimento reacted quickly and ripped the comlog from 

her body, cutting the connection before she could be killed by the attack.  

 

Miyū found herself in a hard place with two hostile hackers, yet once more the equipment came to her 

rescue as her meanest attack routine milled through the culprits firewalls. It burned out in the process 

but so did his comlog and possibly more, she did not want to think about that to closely. She did not 

have the luxury of time to do that. The remaining hacker was undermining her perimeters quite 

effectively and Miyūs defence programs started to fail. She needed a different tactic, a check of their 

E.T.A. provided her with one. 

 

She hardly noticed the landing of two more enemy remotes on the roof, as she frantically was building 

up a program on the fly. The toolbox of this comlog was full of code fragments and half constructed 

routines that came in quite handy. Her firewall was failing and she was running out of time. She 

retreated deeper into the shuttles´ system as expected he followed in. He immediately started to attack 

the new safety barriers, which Sheila-Nelvin had erected, but that was just what Miyū wanted.  

Feeding her new program into the shuttle it reinforced the perimeter and created feedbacks to his 

decoding routines. She cut the line. 

 

“We have one minute till breach.” 

With her comlog offline she had to shout over the noise in the cabin. With some luck he would need 

longer to crack her new barrier but a minute was an educated guess. Their E.T.A. was in 56 seconds, a 

close call.  

She heard the pilot starting to voice something as the lower part of the cockpit exploded. His scream 

was cut short but she had no time to feel sorry for him as the vehicle went down fast. Miyū was 

thrown out of her seat and crashed into the wall.  

The last thing she thought about before losing consciousness was Mitoshi.  
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The landscape was rushing by fast as Mitoshi steered the motorcycle over the small mountain road. 

The road was small and he hardly managed to retain control over his vehicle without Maya support, 

yet this was the only way to keep below the detection threshold of the traffic net. Wearing his powered 

suit helped him in this task, while Ayabe held on to him, turned invisible by her camouflage suit. 

So far they had escaped Weis´ hunting parties but Mitoshi was sure that someone was helping them in 

the background.  

 

They almost were at the coordinates of the message their goal lay along the latitude of Porto Negro on 

the Nipponese islands, assuming that it was not a trap there would be an escape craft waiting for them.  

The map gave the most likely places as mountain slopes, so they were looking for a cave or something 

similar.  

 

Suddenly a warning icon appeared in his comlog. It was a proximity alert, an object closed in flying at 

high speed. He accelerated even more. The trees around him became a blur, if this was not one of 

Weis´ teams he just made himself highly suspicious, but he was no fool to think that their forged 

identities would hold up long against scrutiny.  

 

The warnings and demands to stop his vehicle came in over the net. Mitoshi ignored them. As 

suspected they tried to access the motorcycle next, but all lines were cut off. He killed his comlog to 

prevent them from attacking this way. Then the firing started.  

 

The first salvo threw up earth to his right, it was meant as warning. Mitoshi slowed down. The 

helicopter rushed past. He felt Ayabes´ presence vanishing behind him and he accelerated once more. 

He opened the comlog again and brought up the map. There were three adjacent places which were 

likely candidates for a landing site. He made a guess.  

 

The helicopter came around by now and faced him down over the small road. He left the road and 

descended the slope. Dropping two remotes of the Wei Bing type it immediately took up the chase. 

More bullets impacted around him, one of them grazing his armour. He turned sharply and only 

narrowly avoided a tree. An explosion occurred further up. Ayabe always had been reliable.  

 

He saw the edge of the mountain where his first guess had brought him. There was nothing to see. A 

spray of bullets hit his bike. Steering it upwards a slope he slowed down somewhat and jumped off.  

The bike was carried against the rock by the momentum where it impacted with a grinding, crashing 

sound.  

 

He slammed into a large tree stump with bullets embedding themselves into it just above him. He 

rolled sideways and ripped his shotgun from its´ holster. Just to present a shooting target he fired into 

the direction of the copter. The returning salvo hit him in the chest and he wheeled around the next 

tree. His armour held. He had seen Wei in that copter.  

 

The remote came down at his position and he had to duck, turning it into a roll he pumped a salvo into 

the construct. The unarmoured chassis gave way almost immediately. Running past the wreck he 

headed deeper into the undergrowth. The second place was not far away.  

The edge of the next slope exploded after Mitoshi had jumped over it, for a moment he was really 

thankful for the hilly terrain of the Nipponese islands. Something impacted on the helicopter and he 

could hear it veer towards the ground. He hoped that Ayabe was able to get away after disabling the 

machine.  
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Either way it bought him some time. He ran as fast as he could, it wouldn´t take Wei very long to get 

backup out here. Deep down he really despised what he was doing here.  

 

He had reached a small plateau when the copter suddenly reappeared above him. Smoke quelled from 

the inner compartment and it seemed shaky, but it still was airborne. Mitoshi snapped up his weapon 

and fired simultaneously with the gunner behind the machine gun. He was hit in the chest by several 

projectiles, he felt one of them pierce through his armour and he lost his footing.  

His projectile found the gunner in his left shoulder sending him flying another one went into the roof 

of the copter destroying something there.  

 

The machine jolted sideways and Mitoshi saw an armoured figure fall from it. He landed hard on his 

back and slid down the slope. A projectile deflected from his armour. Above him he saw Wei falling 

on top of him. The agent had turned his involuntary fall into a guided attack. Switching back to scatter 

ammunition Mitoshi fired his shotgun into Weis´ direction. The agent used his own rifle as a shield to 

deflect the shrapnel letting go of his gun in the process.  

 

Before he could fire another burst Wei was upon him, slamming sideways with his weapon Mitoshi 

managed to prevent him landing directly on top of him, instead he landed on the weapon. A cloud of 

dust exploded as the armoured forms hit the rock, crushing the shotgun under its´ weight. Both men 

lashed out hitting each other squarely in the chest then they hit a tree stump on the slope. Splintering 

under the combined weight and momentum, it violently forced them apart. Almost every warning light 

in Mitoshis´ armour lit up as he hit the ground on the next terrace.  

 

The dampening systems in his armour kept the air in his lung, just as Weis´ did. Jumping up against 

the pain Mitoshi went for his pistol and fired into the agents´ general direction. He didn´t hit with the 

first two shots but the third impacted on his thigh without effect. Wei had been a little bit slower and 

just reached for his pistol to find an empty holster.  

Not questioning his luck Mitoshi jumped into the opening of the cave to his left, only later realising 

that this was the entrance he had been seeking.  

 

Wei rolled sideways in an attempt to present less of a target and Mitoshi stopped firing. His armours´ 

system were seriously damaged and with Weis´ men in the vicinity it would become a liability soon 

enough. Mitoshi weighed his options.  

“Don´t move.” 

“I am not the one running, Mitoshi.” 

Backing up his words the agent stood in plain sight about three metres away when the dust lifted a 

little bit.  

“Leave me be. I don´t intend to harm anyone.” 

“You should have thought of that before becoming a traitor.” 

 

Wei slowly drew his blade while saying that. His coat already was in tatters from the fall and the soft 

glow from the magnetic field of his weapon conferred a sinister quality to him in the breaking dusk.  

“I am no traitor. I just want to save my sister.” Mitoshi silently ordered his armour to release the 

backward clamps. In light of Weis´ weapon it wouldn´t be of much use anyway.  

“Lee will pay for his mistake and had you listened to me, he would be the only one to be arrested for 

this, but you leave me no choice. You are under arrest for treason.” 

“You know I can´t let that happen.” 

Wei started to move and Mitoshi fired his pistol wildly before leaving his armour. The agent ducked 

sideways to avoid the bullets, one of them ricocheted from his armour then he jumped straight at 
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Mitoshi. By then he had left his armour and drawn his two blades from their sheaths in the process. He 

came to a halt at the other end of the entrance.  

Weis´ blade easily cut through Mitoshis´ armour and the empty suit collapsed around the agent. 

Swinging his blade in a wide arc he deterred Mitoshi from getting any closer.  

“Shooting? I thought more of you.” 

 “You really must think I am dumb.” 

“Well you rebelled against the StateEmpire, so yes.” 

“They violated my sister.” 

“And he will pay for it.” 

 

With these words he lunged forward. Mitoshi circled sideways and struck the back of Weis´ weapon 

with his Wakizashi, while coming around high with a slash of his Katana. Wei ducked beneath the 

blow and rolled to the side, carefully keeping his weapon away from his body. The magnetically 

suspended monofilament wire was just as dangerous to him as it was to his enemies. Mitoshi reminded 

himself to avoid parrying head on as it would slice through his blades with ease. In his armour Wei 

was stronger than Mitoshi and almost as fast but even the most sophisticated armour restrained 

movement, Mitoshi would have to play on this strength.  

His one trump was the electrical charge capacity of his sword. One hit most likely would shut down 

the agents´ armour, just as one hit most likely would kill Mitoshi. Activating the system his blade was 

embedded in sparks for a moment. He just warned Wei of his weapon but he thought it only fair.  

Both men locked sights as they slowly advanced.  

 

 

The debris was interfering with her camouflage as Ayabe slid down the slope to the entrance. She 

hoped she was still in time. The copter was down but it wouldn´t take them long to get here. Reaching 

the lower end she managed to slow down and saw the agent jump into the collapsing form of Mitoshis´ 

armour. Only her trained awareness that made her spot Mitoshi a few metres away kept her from 

despairing over that sight.  

She had to help him even if it was against his wishes. She wasn´t sure what warned her but she jerked 

sideways just in time to avoid the bullets fired at her. Coming down from a nearby tree the projectiles 

stirred up a cloud of dust behind her. A figure followed the salvo in short order.  

 

With the camouflage breaking down she spotted a dark suit similar to her own. She drew her blade and 

rolled aside.  

Her assailant struck the earth right at her last position. The explosive gel on the blade threw up another 

large cloud of dust and debris. She swung at his position but only hit air as he already had jumped 

backwards. Landing on a tree stump she faced her with blade raised.  

Looking into that faceless visor that mirrored her own Ayabe faced the most difficult challenge in her 

life. She had to fight one of her own. 
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Alpha 1.18. Earth 
 

The sound of machine gun fire brought Maria back into consciousness. She heard the projectiles 

impact somewhere near her. She ducked. As she tried to do that she noticed the restraining hand 

around her torso, a moment of panic later she recognised the outline of the T.A.G., it was one of theirs. 

It also was under fire. With a swift movement the machine withdrew its´ torso into an alley and knelt 

down. Letting go of her the machine jumped out again, the shoulder mounted weapon spitting fire 

down the alley.  

 

Maria recognised the smoothness of movements, which she had learned to associate with Jeromes´ 

piloting. No one she ever met made a T.A.G. seem so alive, so organic. It scared her to the bone.  

A quick check of herself and her comlog later she found herself unharmed and still armed, she must 

have passed out during the crash. Next to her laid the hardly moving form of Takekaze Miyū, no 

Kaneshiro Kagemi, she reminded herself.  

“Raios! This is so fucked up.” 

 

Cursing to her herself she checked the pulse, all was well but she was out. Maria could not find any 

outward injuries though. She gave her a slap in the face to wake her up. She saw impacts on Jerome in 

her peripheral sight. Soon after something exploded down the alley. In the twilight of dusk a wave of 

red light illuminated the dark coloured machine, which melted into the background soon after.   

 

Miyū-Kagemi came to herself. Maria checked her comlog, the line to HQ was still down but the map 

was working, they were only a kilometre from their extraction point. She could hear more firing in the 

background, more than she anticipated for their small team. What was going on? 

“What, where are we?” 

“Close to our ticket out of here. How do you feel?” 

“Everything hurts.” 

“I understand. Still we have to get moving.” 

Maria heaved the still dizzy woman to her feet. She took around a look and seemed very confused.  

 

“Who are you? Get away from me.” 

Maria let go of her arm and made it a point not to point the rifle into her direction.  

“I am Maria Gevallo. We met at the hotel. I am here to get you out of here.” 

“What hotel? I never met you before.” 

She took a look at Maria and made a step back.  

“You are PanOceanian, I recognise that rifle design. You are trying to abduct me. He…” 

Before she could utter her cry for help a huge hand enveloped her face cutting it short.  

“Let her go!” 

Jerome obeyed and let her fall to the ground again.  

“We have to get moving.” 

Jeromes voice sounded weirdly soft over the speakers of the machine. 

“Give me a minute. Where are the others anyway?” 

“Back in the wreckage.” 

Maria decided to deal with the implications of this later, first she had to deal with Miyū-Kagemi. 

Drawing her Spotter she kneeled down next to the gasping woman. As she saw the pistol her next 

scream never emerged.  

“Look. I have no time for 20 questions. Your brother asked us to get you out of here and that is what 

we are doing. Ententido?” 
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“My brother? How do you know my brother?” 

“You are Kaneshiro Kagemi right?” 

The woman nodded.  

“Well your brother and I had a nice date, then he asked me to get you out of here before they get your 

hands on you again. Are you coming with me or not?” 

“Why would he ask someone like you?” 

“He needed outside help to get you away from them.” 

“From whom?” 

“The people who overwrote your memory with the ones from another person.” 

“What?” 

“That´s enough.” 

Jerome reached down and plucked both women from the ground. Kagemi started to struggle but 

stopped the futile gesture soon after.  

“Look into your comlog. You´ll find a message from your brother that explains everything.” 

She gave Maria a suspicious look but did as asked anyway. Maria used the time to link with Jerome to 

learn what happened. Obviously his line was still secure so he had to be in contact with HQ.  

 

“What´s going down here?” 

“We are not entirely sure. The two bogeys on your tail spit out a bunch of them that fire at each other 

since. On top of that a third group has emerged. Mauri thinks they are of the Tatenokai who want to 

exploit the situation.” 

While talking Jerome steered the machine through alleyways, which Maria had hardly thought wide 

enough for a T.A.G. to fit through.  

“What about our support?” 

“All gone despite a couple of remotes at the Evacpoint.” 

“Where is the shuttle?” 

“Back about two kilometres from here. The cockpit was blown out by a rocket.” 

“What about the others?” 

“Unconfirmed.” 

“We have to get back and check!” 

“Negative!” 

That was not the sound of Jeromes´ thoughts and they would be highly unfitting for him anyway, it 

was not like him to abandon someone on the battlefield.  

“Shut up, Mauri! We have to save them.” 

“No you don´t! You have the mark that and your return is all that matters.” 

“Hell it is! They will die if we abandon them.” 

“They have been enough trouble already. That is not your concern.” 

 

It took Maria a while to understand what he meant before she could answer Kagemi addressed her 

again.  

“Who is this Miyū, the letter talks about?” 

Maria needed a second to register the question. 

“He attacked the `Cervantes´. What?” 

“Takekaze Miyū. Who was she?” 

“The woman whose cube was written onto yours.” 

“Yeah, right.” 

“See I don´t have all the answers for you right now, but…” 

An explosion on Jeromes´ left shoulder cut short her answer as she ducked beneath her arms. A split-

second later she was falling to the ground. Next to her Kagemi landed hard on the asphalt and Jerome 
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jumped forward into more open ground, drawing the large gun from his back in mid-air and firing it 

down the street. Maria thought she heard him hit something.  

Hopping to the edge of the building she looked down the street. A T.A.G. accompanied by several 

remotes advanced down the street, she turned to Kagemi. 

“One thing I know for sure about Miyū, is that she was a good hacker. And we need one pretty fast.” 

Kagemi did not seem convinced.  

 

“I can´t make you do anything, but I go out there now and try to cover our asses. If you want to help 

me start with the remotes, if not let yourself get caught and see if they believe you.” 

Kagemi still did not moved a muscle, Maria kneeled down beside the woman. 

“Should I die, try to contact this comlog. His Name is Georgi Berask he works for O-12, he can help 

you.” 

“O-12?” 

Kagemi sounded sceptical Maria didn´t care right now. After sending Georgis´ comlog signature 

Maria left without further commentary.  

 

Running along the next two houses and taking cover behind a crane, she finally realised why there was 

no one else around, this area was under construction. She remembered that this had been one of the 

reasons for them to choose this as a possible extraction route.  

“Well, at least that worked. Come on Kagemi cover my ass.” 

 

The muttering hardly calmed her as she ran down the alleyway to the main street, where the hostiles 

were approaching. Checking her sensors she located the T.A.G. and its´ escort short around the corner. 

She went for her last mine. After that she would not have much to contribute against such enemies. 

She saw the lines of tracing bullets fired at Jeromes position, she had to relieve him somewhat. 

Linking into the mine she set the trigger parameters to artificial constructs and activated it. Running 

around the stack of concrete that blocked half of the alleyway she went for the corner at full speed. 

They undoubtedly would hear her coming, but that was of no matter now.  

 

Sliding to a halt right next to the corner Maria wasted no time and threw the disc around the wall, 

taking care not to expose her hand in the process. It exploded almost immediately and a signal 

vanished from her display. Not taking time for her triumph she started back the alleyway. She was 

pretty sure that she also hit the T.A.G., but the mine would hardly do more than scratch its´ paint. She 

had almost reached the stack of concrete again when she heard a sound behind her, not turning around 

she jumped over the stack. Bullets flew around her and embedded itself in the concrete.  

She hit the ground hard.  

“Raios! Now what?” 

 

The curse came out loud and harsh. Another hail of bullets stroke her cover, the remote effectively had 

her pinned. At least she took one down with her. Good for Jerome but this one probably would take 

her out. The only good news was that she could read the signature of the beast and see that it had no 

mines of its´ own to return the favour. Something exploded on the street with some luck Jerome was 

winning the fight. There was no way to tell.  

 

A hail of bullets sawed itself through the plate right above her and covered Maria with fine concrete 

dust. The remote must have closed in pretty near for this penetration rate. She made a quick 

calculation about the effective firing range of its´ main weapon. Working for the Intelligence 

sometimes had its´ advantages. She came to the conclusion that it was below the optimal aiming 
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threshold, while her rifle was perfectly balanced for this distance. That might give her the edge she 

needed.  

 

Throwing herself to the ground she crawled towards the edge of the stack. Another shower of dust 

descended, as she took up a kneeling position. She kissed her cross before she peaked around the 

corner barrel first.    
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Beta 1.18. Earth 
 

Ipek smiled as she opened her eyes. The man dragging her over the asphalt was taken completely by 

surprise by this, just as she wanted. Against the pain in her spine she snapped up her legs first and 

caught his head between her thighs. Turning the move into a full handstand she brought her entire 

weight to bear on him and he fell down. The landing sent a wave of pain through her body, she 

ignored it and squeezed.  

 

He tugged at her legs but was not strong enough to break her hold. After some time he ceased 

struggling, she counted to five and let go. The man´s head sunk to the ground. Ipek shifted to check his 

breathing, he was alive alright. Taking the weapon from his holster she wanted to override the security 

access in order to use it, but she found no lock. This was a purely mechanical weapon. She looked 

down onto him he was young somewhere in his twenties and obviously of Nipponese descent. He 

definitely was not one of their original tailors. Someone stepped in her sight behind her, she couldn´t 

make out any details against the scenery of the burning wreckage. 

“Don´t move!” 

 

The words came with a heavy Nipponese accent. She slowly lifted her arms in a gesture of defeat 

maybe she could find out what is going on. As her comlog was down, he was the most readily 

available source for information.  

“Stand up!” 

Slowly she obeyed the not really forceful command, by now Ipek had identified the wreckage behind 

the man as the remnants of their shuttle. Where were the others? 

“Turn around!” 

With an expression of resignation she did as ordered, awhile readying her Nanopulser.  

He closed in some steps and she could see that he was of similar age and equipment than the one on 

the ground. Insurgents of the Tatenokai? Possibly, either way she had to get out of here fast.  

 

“What did you do to him?” 

She turned her head to look at his friend. 

“Nothing. I just hugged him.” 

“What? Don´t joke with me. You are my prisoner now.” 

“And who would you be?” 

He was clearly taken aback by her calm.  

“That is none of your concern. You will come with us. Sasuke will be very pleased with us.” 

That was enough confirmation for her, time to act. 

“No he won´t.” 

 

Wheeling to her left she brought herself from his firing angle, as he was so close he didn´t compensate 

in time for the movement and missed her. Spraying a shower of nanites over him during her spin she 

ended in a low crouch and pointed the stolen weapon at him. Yet there was no need for that as the 

machines did their work and knocked him out. Luckily for him the no casualty preferred policy of this 

mission meant that they only stunned him instead of attacking his cells on the atomic level.  

When the two were found by her pursuers they probably would suffer an even worse fate, maybe he 

wasn´t lucky after all.  

Moving fast she took his weapon as well, while she took in more of the scene. The crash must be 

relatively recent when none of their pursuers has yet shown up. She could hear gunfire in the distance. 
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Filing the faces of the two along with the name of Sasuke she wanted to return to the wreckage when 

she noticed the medkit at her first victim.  

 

Snatching it up and open she found some painkillers, just what she needed right now. Fighting was 

easier when you did not have to suppress pain all the time. Injecting a dose she felt better instantly. 

Something moved in the wreckage.  

Her reflexes took over and Ipek jumped behind the next available cover. Aiming at the movement the 

coloured head of Yasmin emerged from beneath something what must have been part of the hull. With 

quick steps Ipek covered the distance and helped her heave away the debris. The mercenary was 

bruised and cut around her entire body, it appeared to be superficial.  

“Where are we?” 

“Don´t know exactly about three kilometres from the evacpoint I would guess. Are you alright?” 

“I can walk, unlike sleeping beauty here.” 

 

Yasmin turned around and dragged Sheila from the wreckage, she was still breathing. With a quick 

glance inside Ipek noticed two things. The Nomads comlog seemed to be still functional and her 

Spitfire, which she quickly pulled free beneath the rest of a chair. Still 50 bullets left, better than 

nothing.  

 

Taking the comlog from the wreckage she could confirm her assessment of position. Also she could 

see the projections of hostile movement. They had no time to spare.  

“Come on, we have to get out of here. Anakoni?” 

Yasmin just tilted her head. Ipek suppressed a curse and the pain.  

“Take her I lead, you stay low behind me. Hostiles will be here soon.” 

“Shi.” 

Ipek helped heaving the inert body onto Yasmins´ shoulders and started down the road to the 

evacpoint without delay. She tried to contact Maria. Ipek hadn´t seen her body among the wreckage, 

therefore she assumed that the Regular got away and took Kagemi along with her. If their support 

showed up earlier the chances also were good that the Hexa decided to leave her and Yasmin to their 

deaths, after all that would be quite convenient.  

Despite her attempts she did not get any reply from the Regular, but then this comlog was half-fried 

from the hacking earlier. They had to rely on themselves then.  

She withdrew the layout plans of this place from her memory along with the known hostile 

complement that could be mobilised on short notice, soon after she had determined the easiest way to 

the evacpoint.  

 

Making her way into the alleyways of this half-constructed city block Ipek kept them inside the 

shadow zones of the buildings as much as possible. The gunfire was closing on their old position, 

whoever was facing off one another was heavily bound for the wreckage. Actually Ipek was 

astonished by the show of force that the Party members put on for this, probably she had 

underestimated the degree of the power struggle which was taken place in the boardrooms.  

 

They made the next two blocks without any resistance or encounter. Ipek thanked Allah for taking the 

attention of their enemies away from them. Running through a deserted city with a sky turning 

coloured from the fire fights and explosions had an eerie quality to it. One that Ipek was all too 

familiar with, also one which she really wouldn´t miss if she never were to feel it again.  

 

An explosion one block ahead of them made her stop for a moment before she paced down their speed 

somewhat. The comlog reading of the surroundings showed her two large energy signatures ahead. 
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T.A.G.s were the most likely candidates for such readings. They reached the corner of the next 

building, now only one remained between them and the last huge road, which separated them from 

their evacpoint. She saw an explosion behind the building, something on the street went up in flames. 

Gesturing Yasmin to stay put Ipek ran down the long side of the building to take a look at the street. 

Spitfire first.  
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Gamma 1.18. Earth 
 

Miyū shrugged her head as she got back to her feet. The sound of the explosion on the other side of the 

street made her loose her footing due to her shock. She felt disoriented. Where was she? Where was 

everyone else? What happened with the shuttle? Why did her buttocks hurt? 

  

Another hail of bullets impacting on the figure across the street brought her some clarity. The looming 

figure was a T.A.G.. Its´ faceless head was eaten away by impacts as she watched. It retreated behind 

the corner, which in turn was starting to vaporize under the attack.  

She never had seen this kind of machine, but from the design she betted her money on a PanOceanian 

construct. More as a reflex as anything else she tried to tap into the engines datanet.  

 

She found that she had free, if restricted access and that the pilot was called Jerome. With a short 

thought he asked her to do something. She recoiled and left the net. Right, the woman with Nelvins´ 

eyes and the Acontecimento woman came to get her out of here. Mitoshi asked them to do it. There 

was something else, something that this woman from Bourak had said. She couldn´t recall.  

 

The contact number of a comlog was on her save list. It belonged to an O-12 agent. Where did she get 

this? Probably the Acontecimento woman. Thinking of her she searched the ether to find her not far 

away and a Yu Jing remote close by. Miyū recognised the configuration, she was heavily outgunned 

by that thing.  

`Do something, Miyū.` 

 

Agreeing with her thought she dashed down the alleyway back behind the building. Maria, that was 

her name, - why was everything so blurry? - was two houses away, she ran. Almost tripping over 

something, she did not care to look what it was, Miyū staggered against the wall of the nearest 

building. She heard the continuing fire fight. She had to hurry.  

Diving into Maya head on she pulled up the hacking routines of the comlog, while doing that she was 

reminded of the formidable software compliment of this thing. Some of it was damaged or fried. Was 

that related to whatever happened with the shuttle? 

 

She attacked the remote with full force and easily penetrated its´ defences, shutting down the attack 

routines it became motionless as only a machine could. Only then she thought about what she actually 

was doing here. Why did she help these people abduct her? Did they really abduct her? Hadn´t Mitoshi 

asked her to come with them? What if that message had been fake? Yet it had been full of information 

only he would have possessed, or was it? 

 

Another hail of bullets down the main street brought her back into reality. Using the cameras of the 

remote she took a look around. Maria was peeking round the corner of a stack of concrete, ready to 

fire. Miyū opened a link to her and lowered the remotes´ weapons. 

 

“Don´t. I have it.” 

“Glad to see you decided to come along again, Miyū. Why don´t you send the thing up the Tags ass?” 

“Where is it?” 

“On the street, tearing apart Jerome.” 

“Oh, on my way.” 
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More things she had forgotten? Steering the remote onto the street with the brazenness of an unfeeling 

machine she jumped out into the T.A.G.s  firelane. Opening up on the machine and the remote next to 

it she took them by surprise. Miyū shuddered how easy it was to give the firing order. 

Watching the weapon spring into life was not different from watching a documentary about the 

deployment of combat remotes in crisis zones. The high-speed bullets made their way to the humanoid 

form of the combat suit and the four legged figure of the other remote. The only thing that told her that 

this was real, were the sounds emanating from the street not too far away, it conferred a sense of 

realism to the scene in front of her eyes.  

 

With the force feedback disengaged she did not feel any of the hits that the remote took in return for 

the attack on the T.A.G.. Stomping on the fragile machine with its´ large foot the pilot made sure that 

this remote would not bother him anymore. As the failing camera transmitted the image of the other 

remote collapsing into a pile of useless scrap she had an idea.  

 

Not thinking about it further she jumped into the net of the Gui Jia, having switched to a hot network 

to do that Miyū felt the pain of the remotes´ destruction searing through her nervous system. She 

screamed. Something cracked.  

`What are you doing here, Kagemi?` 

 

The thought struck her as she took in the scenery of the T.A.G.s own Maya node. Obviously the pilot 

had not yet discovered her presence as he took aim down the street again. Linking into the cameras 

Kagemi saw the silhouette of the PanOceanian machine hiding in the remnants of a building. It was 

heavily damaged but unbroken as the salvo of explosive projectiles it sent their way proved. The pilot 

utilised the full movement potential of his suit and managed to avoid being hit, the displayed trajectory 

and speed of the miniature rockets helped a lot in doing that.  

 

Kagemi recognised the PanOceanian as the one who carried her before but how did she end up here? 

Did this Miyū character show up again? Whatever was the truth of this cube overwrite spook story she 

had to do something. But should she really help these people abduct her? What about this message 

from her brother? Could she afford that it was not a fake? 

 

The recoil of the T.A.G.s main gun springing into action made up her mind. She tried to access the 

motor systems of the machine. Immediately the next level of firewalls came to life and bombarded her 

with attack routines. Kagemi was a decent mechanic, but never had been much of hacker, despite the 

state of the art equipment at her disposal she was on losing ground rather quickly. She felt something 

hit her back. No, it was the back of the machine, something started to eat away armour plating as it 

landed a decisive hit on the other T.A.G.s torso effectively ripping the machine into two.  

Pain pulsated through her nerves as she was nearly thrown out by the firewalls.  

 

The stun from the feedback loop almost made Miyū loose her consciousness. Diving deeper into the 

system as a reaction to the attack she conjured up even more defensive systems of the Gui Jia, but that 

was exactly what she wanted.  

 

Having no time to look outside she disabled the force feedback from the T.A.G. and summoned a host 

of new attack routines. Throwing them at the maelstrom of new defence programs the system started 

to entangle itself. Brute force was the latest thing she had learned about hacking, thanks to the Cranes´ 

programmes, but these were even more potent ones. Firing up all she had Miyū tried to reach a 

subsystem of the coolant circulation. She managed to enter and shut down the cooling to the arms 
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immediately, before she jumped into the camera system. Shutting it down she saw the strangest thing 

as the torso of the PanOceanian machine hopped into her view again.  

 

It had lost its´ legs and most of the head. It moved by pushing itself of the street with its´ arms, 

whirling in circles while doing so. The main weapon was gone but the shoulder mounted cannon fired 

a stream of projectiles into the Gui Jia. The impacts crawled through the systems, the firewalls caught 

up and everything went black.  

 

 

Time was against him still Mitoshi advanced slowly towards the Crane. Holding up his Wakizashi in a 

more or less pointless gesture of defence, he retained his Katana in a low backhand position half 

hidden behind his body. Like this Wei would have a hard time of knowing his angle of attack. The 

Agent on the other hand approached with a two-handed overhead grip, ready to strike down at a 

moments´ notice. Like this they probably would kill each other with the same stroke and neither of 

them cared. Wei surprised him by making the first move. Coming in from his left the agent stepped 

outside of Mitoshis main attack vectors and brought down his weapon in a sideward down slash.  

 

Mitoshi barely had time to react. He cut his footing and went downwards with his whole body rolling 

underneath the swing by the slightest breath, he came up with a high jump to avoid the follow up 

attack. Turning his torso in mid-air he threw his Wakizashi at the Crane.  As predicted he was right 

behind him ready to stab his blade through Mitoshi. The thrown blade forced him to jerk up his blade 

to cover his head from the projectile. With a dull sound the blade was thrown aside as Wei did not 

manage to get his edge around in time. Mitoshi landed some two metres away immediately falling into 

an aggressive two hand-stance.  

 

In his peripheral vision he saw two figures slumping down the slope entangled in close combat. Ayabe 

had to stand on her own for now. He wasted no time and advanced against Weis´ defensive one-hand 

overhead stance. Feinting to his right Mitoshi was able to provoke Wei into slashing down on this side, 

quickly twisting his grip by 180 degrees Mitoshi smashed his blades back against the back of Weis´ 

thus deflecting it sideways, yet it gave the agent enough time to land a strike in Mitoshis´ stomach 

with his free hand.  

 

The punch was hard and fast, making Mitoshi lose more ground than expected. Turning the pain into 

rage he let out a loud Kiai as he bent backwards to avoid the return stroke of the Cranes´ blade passing 

closely beneath it, he brought up his fists, closed around the handle he smashed them into the agents 

chin. Wei stumbled backwards but managed to get out a kick which connected with Mitoshis´ chest. 

Hurled backwards Mitoshi needed two steps to regain his footing, but crashed into the remnants of his 

armour.  

Going down in the heap of parts he noticed what the pain in his left hand was. He had broken his hand 

by smashing into the agents´ helmet and Wei was almost upon him again.  

 

 

Landing hard on her face Ayabe rolled sideways immediately and used the impetus to regain her 

footing, while drawing a couple of throwing knives from upon her thigh. Hurling them at her opponent 

she only hit air as he ducked beneath the projectiles with ease. Returning the favour in kind Ayabe 

jumped into a high backwards flip with the knives flying past beneath her. As she landed again she 

took a defensive stance with her sword hand extended to the far right in a crouching position.  

He crouched in a mirror of her stance. This was terrible on so many levels.  
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“I don´t want to fight you, Kotaro!” 

He showed no outward sign of surprise at her discovering his identity. Both of them were perfectly 

motionless. Hunters on the prowl. Hiding. Waiting.  

Only that Ayabe did not have much time to wait, she could see that Mitoshi was hard pressed by the 

Crane. Peripheral vision can be misleading, but she had not the luxury to check right now.  

“I mean it. Just let me go!” 

“I don´t want to fight you either.” 

“Then don´t!” 

“You know I can´t.” 

“Yes, I know.” 

“Then why do you ask?” 

 

After a second of silence both jumped at each other the same instant.  
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Alpha 1.19. Earth 
 

With the T.A.G. going down part of her comlog range reappeared. Jeromes´ signal was very faint and 

she could see that Kagemi was out for the count according to her biosigns. To her surprise she 

registered one more signal, it was Ipek.  

Not daring to talk over the com right now she ran back around the house. Turning down the opposite 

long wall of the building she found the Bourak woman coming her way. 

“Glad to see you made it.” 

“Not thanks to your support but yes.” 

“Don´t give me that, I was out when Jerome carried me out. We have to get Kagemi. What about the 

others?” 

Ipek gestured down the alleyway to the emerging Yasmin who had Sheila lumped over her shoulder. 

Ipek cut off any question about the Ekewaka fellow with a short shake of her head.  

“Raios! I get Kagemi, cover me.” 

The two of them nodded and ran with her to the slowly breathing form of Kagemi. Maria shouldered 

her so that she still could use her rifle. Maria gestured them to move on.  

 

Arriving at the street they saw the wreckage of the Gui Jia and its´ companions she could see how the 

pilot struggled with the release mechanisms. She looked at Ipek, who nodded and went over to the 

machine. A movement to her right startled her. It was Jerome, or what was left of him. The half 

destroyed torso was supporting itself on one hand, the one that was left. With a quick hurl Jerome 

brought himself into cover between two unblemished buildings. Not the one for words Maria could 

read his intentions fine well. She nodded his way and crossed the street. Jerome covered their 

movement with his remaining weapon, counting the last minutes of the machines existence till they 

made it to the escape shuttle. The sounds of fighting around them diminished somewhat.  

Whoever was winning would soon come after them.  

 

Ipek closed up with them soon after, Maria was confident that she would not have killed the pilot. As 

no casualties, if possible, was the policy of the day.  

“Alright. We are almost there but we have to be careful. Mauri may want to set us up.” 

“Why dat?” 

“He was responsible for the `Cervantes`, Up till now I couldn´t get this info to Georgi.” 

“We have to hurry there are also some local insurrectionist on the prowl. I take point.” 

All nodded and marched off. Jerome stayed to secure their escape. 

 

To their surprise the rest of the way was unobstructed and they entered the subway station which led to 

their shuttle unhindered. Only then did they hear Jerome fire his weapon. Time was at a premium.  

 

The station was as empty as the city block. It was littered with stacks of material as it still was under 

construction. The two month hiatus in the construction timetable was what made it the ideal spot for 

an ambush. Two remotes waited for them closely behind the entrance. Maria reminded herself not to 

talk about Mauri as of now, but she kept an extra eye on them. Falling in line with Ipek the machines 

descended the stairs to the main tube of the station. Half a kilometre down there was a future generator 

room for the stations ventilation system. Just that it housed a shuttle these days.  

 

Ipek stopped at the end of the stairs. Halting them with a held up hand.  

“Something is wrong.” 
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As if that had been the cue the stack of pipes to their right sprang to life. The figure jumped at Yasmin 

who fired her submachine gun at the attacker, but she was to slow. The dark figure which emerged 

from the collapsing camouflage slashed open her ribcage with a wide strike. Yasmin collapsed with a 

shriek.  

 

Maria jumped sideways and had trouble keeping Kagemi on her shoulder. While Ipek and the remotes 

opened fire at the figure. Bullets ripped into Yasmins´ body but the assailant stayed unharmed. 

Dodging low beneath the attacks he sprang at the remote to Ipeks right, slicing through the machine 

with an ease that belied the remotes hardness. After that he jumped down into the tube. Ipek and the 

remote covered his approach angles as Maria checked her sensors.  

“He is waiting at the directly at the foot.” 

“You will not escape.” 

 

His address came out loud, clear and without accent. Maria detected him moving off.  

“He is down the tube towards the room.” 

Maria could feel the conflict in the other woman. Without taking her sight from the tube she then 

snapped at Maria.  

“Give me the package. Cut off Yasmins head and take the Nomad.” 

“What?” 

“Cut of the head and take the Nomad.” 

“She´s dead.” 

“I know. I promised her, now do it!” 

Maria slit her eyes at Ipek but did as told.  

“Mauri check the tube, and give me an E.T.A.” 

“You have ten minutes max.” 

The remote took position to cover the tube where the assassin went thither. Maria didn´t trust Mauri 

anymore but he would put the mission before revenge, she was sure of that. If only she could think of 

a way to contact Georgi, then she had an idea. 

 

Getting the sleeping Kagemi onto Ipeks shoulder Maria took Yasmins own large blade to chop of her 

head. Maria didn´t feel too good about this but this was not the first time she had to do something like 

this, even though she didn´t see the point this time. Tying the head to her shoulders by its´ own hair 

she retrieved Sheila. Taking position next to Ipek they looked down the tube for a second before 

moving into the dim light without a word or look at each other.  

 

Maria took point and stopped regularly to check for signs of their enemy, but found none. Marching 

down towards the room as fast as they dared and as slow as they could afford, most of their 

approximate time before the Yu Jing forces would kick in the door was up, when they stood before the 

door.  

“I can´t scan inside. The door is reinforced.” 

Taking up position on both sides of the door, Maria opened it to a nod from Ipek and went in second 

right after the remote. Nothing happened.  

 

The room was large but where the generator ought to be in the future there was a sealed container of 

about twelve metre length, a series of charges hung from the ceiling above it. Their ticket out of here 

was right there for the taking. Or was it? The room was mostly devoid of anything therefore there was 

no real cover. The three of them dispersed to offer less of a clumped target. Maria knelt down and 

started sweeping the area. There he was! 
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The moment she discovered him a burst of bullets emerged from behind the container. Maria tried to 

fall backwards to evade the projectiles, but wasn´t entirely successful. She felt her left clavicle shatter. 

She was flooded with too much pain to notice the second hit in her leg.  

Screaming she fell over, still she managed to turn her fall to land on her face preventing to smash the 

Nomad beneath her weight. The last thought before the blackness was about her comlog.  
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Beta 1.19. Earth 
 

Ipek let go of the body on her back the moment Maria got shot. Knowing the layout of the room from 

memory she knew there was nowhere to hide beside the container. With a command from her comlog 

she unlocked the container. Compressed air flowed outwards and disrupted the local air flow, as 

planned it interfered with her enemies camouflage.  

The remote to her left immediately started firing at the figure which retracted behind the container at 

once.  

Ipek wasted no time and ran around the other side.  

 

She had to hurry her trackers were almost here.  

She had to aim well with her last ten bullets.  

She had to be aware of a potential backstabbing from Mauri.  

 

For a moment she once more knew why she still did this kind of stuff. Reaching the dissolving 

container, the outer hull dissolved itself to leave no traces, she turned the still present corner. A figure 

in a dark suit noticed her and fired a salvo in her direction. Ipek wheeled back just in time.  

“Come around the left.” 

“On my way!” 

 

So Mauri still was on her side, for now at least.  

She turned the corner again and fired. Her last bullets went to waste as she missed the charging half-

visible target. So much movement was too much for the camouflage to hold, still he was hard to see. 

His bullets missed her as well but with one fluid motion he drew his blade and descended from his 

short leap.  

 

Not having to look up Ipek saw the attack coming, she also saw the remote circling the container and 

knew that it simply would shoot them both. She also saw an opportunity. Time reasserted to its´ 

normal flow as she raised her spitfire in defence. His strike went right through it. The reactive gel on 

the weapon reacted and the ensuing explosion tore the two of them apart. Ipek rolled with the force 

and came back to her feet within the span of three seconds, about one second later than her opponent 

who mirrored her move to the muscle, only faster.  

 

He already came at her again, without thinking Ipek rolled sideways without ever fully standing up. 

Drawing her knife during the move she twisted her body to block the most likely attack vector. She 

was saved by the shotgun this time. The blast from the remote prevented him from striking as he took 

a step to the left to avoid being hit. Ipek on the other hand was scratched by some of shrapnel. She 

hardly registerrd it. Jumping backwards once more she tried to bring some space between them to use 

her Nanopulser. Only that he saw that coming.  

 

He came in low beneath her guard almost crouching over the floor to get to her. Bolting upright with 

his arms at his body he couldn´t strike but pushed her arms upwards. The last reserve of nanobots 

spilled harmlessly into the air. In a desperate move she put her legs between his. Reading her intent he 

grabbed her left arm and wheeled rightwards to change position with her, interposing her into the 

firing path of the remote. He probably never understood why she smiled at that.  
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The full force of the blast hit her slightly above her kidneys, the pain was extreme. She screamed and 

sent a command through her comlog. The second blast missed her by half a centimetre and tore right 

through his stomach. Both toppled over as the charges on the ceiling exploded.  

 

Her cry of pain from the impact on the ground was taken away by her coughing.  

She could feel the blood flowing from her back.  

She felt weak.  

Her legs felt numb.  

Something stuck in her left eye, she did not need to touch it to know that it was torn out.  

She heaved herself in a sitting position. More pain another scream. Breathing hardly she willed herself 

onto her feet. Her comlog flittered back into life and showed no activity of the remote. She made a 

bawdy gesture at the wreckage beneath the ceiling. It had stood just where she had predicted. She 

smiled.  

 

A short look at her enemy showed him breathing. No time for first aid right now. She started to hobble 

towards her comrades. Blood flowing from her wounds at every step, she needed help and she needed 

it soon. Coming up at Sheila first she kicked at the Nomad. To her surprise she really awoke from that 

even though she was dizzy, it was no comparison to Ipeks´ jagged appearance. Sheila resiled at her 

sight at first. 

 

When she spoke Ipek realised that her throat had taken damage as well. Her voice came rusty and deep.  

“Get moving. I hope you have a piloting software in this head of yours somewhere.” 

Astonished the Nomad only could nod. 
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Gamma 1.19. Earth 
 

The Crane came at him with a short leap point first. Mitoshi struggled with the remnants of his armour, 

still he evaded the thrust by mere millimetres. Easily parting the rock the blade embedded itself deep 

into the ground. Weis´ body landed hard on Mitoshi impervious to the impact thanks to his armour he 

escaped the procedure unscathed, not so Mitoshi.  

 

He felt some of his rips break under the agents´ weight and he almost lost consciousness. In more a 

reflex than anything else he wrapped his left arm around Weis´ right and arrested it with his upper 

body. This way he would have a hard time retrieving the blade, powered armour or not. The agents´ 

right hand snatched around Mitoshis throat.  

 

“End of the line, traitor. I don´t need my sword to finish you.” 

With the pressure on his throat Mitoshi could not answer but only stare defiantly at the faceless visor 

of his enemy. His world started to darken, while his right hand found what he was searching for.  

 

 

A short leap brought Ayabe into striking range, but so was Kotaro who once more had mirrored her 

movement. Both turned their attack into a defence at the same instant resulting in no weapon contact at 

all. They landed and turned more or less occupying the same space than before the attack only in 

reversed places. She knew all his possible moves and so did he know hers. This could last a while, yet 

time was the one thing she didn´t had. She retracted some steps to reach the wall of the slope. He 

followed her, a step for a step. She put her left foot onto the wall as if she wanted to climb but then 

pushed herself forward into an extended lunge. He saw it coming and deflected her blade sideways 

while stepping to his right.  

She went to her knees and converted the impetus of his hit into a turn to her right. Coming around with 

all the speed she could muster their blades smashed against each other once more. Depraved of their 

forward motion by the clash, their blades stayed locked side to side as he pressed forward and her onto 

her feet. Ayabe struggled to keep her balance as she was forced upwards she knew that it would take 

her two steps to regain balance and so did he.  

 

After the first step he pushed her blade sideways and his own forward. Ayabe immediately turned her 

arms around in a return slash, unbalanced she would lack the leverage to strike it home, besides by the 

time it hit him he would have pierced her heart and thus evaporated all her strength anyway. Still she 

had no regrets.  

 

At the last moment he turned his blade sideways and upwards. Cutting a fine line of blood from her 

left breast to her collarbone, she felt the back of his blade sliding along her neck. She realised just in 

time what had happened to turn her own blade around. Hitting him with the blunt end it smashed hard 

against his skull. He was thrown a step to her left tumbling from the hit. She followed with a quick 

kick from her left to send him to the ground. He didn´t get up again.  

 

Standing there for a moment not knowing what to think she bowed deeply to her opponent. 

“Thank you.”  

An explosion made her turn around.  

 

It came from Mitoshis´ position hurrying over she only could see the Crane sitting atop him. She was 

too late! Jumping against the formidable form of the agent with a cry of rage she felt her shoulder 
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break under the impact. To her surprise the Crane didn´t react, he just toppled over unmoving. Her 

pain vanished as she saw that Mitoshi was still alive. It was then that she noticed the grenade in his 

hand, it was an EMP grenade. The Crane was shut down.  

With her unhurt arm she raised her blade and stepped over the body of the agent.  

“Hold!” 

The command came quietly and rustled but still she obeyed.  

“Help me up.” 

She came over and drew him to his feet, he was positively deranged and she was overjoyed to see him 

alive. It was in that moment that she realised how much that was true.  

“Leave him, he is not our enemy.” 

“He will come after us.” 

“Probably, still if we kill him now his cube will not safe him. Let´s go.” 

 

With the sound of a closing shuttle they hurried down the tunnel. Within the disabled shell of his 

armour Wei was smiling.  
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1.20. Acontecimento, Tunguska, Dawn 
 

Something was different. As Maria opened her eyes, something was different. She could see clearly 

and sharply everything was very colourful. While forming this thought the sensation faded and her 

eyes set to other parameters. Now everything looked as she remembered, the way all military hospitals 

looked, at least everyone she ever had the pleasure to lie in.  

“So, awake at last.” 

Maria turned her head to find Georgi sitting in a chair next to her bed. He was surrounded by half a 

dozen projected displays. Seeing her come to life he waved them all away.  

Maria sat up and was surprised to feel no pain at all. Generally waking up in these places meant she 

had been hurt rather badly.  

 

“Long time no see, I guess?” 

“Right on. It has been some time since the mission.” 

“What happened?” 

“Miss Mehtap lived up to her reputation and pulled the remnants of your team out of there. Some 

official protests were filed, many a denial was told and in the end all political backing for the culprits 

vanished. We got all we need to press our charges before the courts and all involved companies are 

being dismantled as we speak. Lee lost the support of the Party and was thrown to the wolves and 

most of the remote prototypes are now destroyed. The only thing we didn´t get is the Hassassin.” 

“What about Mauri? Did you get my message?” 

“I did. I have to say forfeiting your last reflex to send me a private message instead of dodging was 

rather courageous.” 

 

Maria shrugged.  

“Obviously I came out okay and you got it. So everythings` fine.” 

“Well, being on a PanOceanian ship my possibilities were limited so…” 

“He got away.” 

“Yes, he got away, but a warrant is out for him. Even though we are not sure how much backing he 

has in the Strategic Security Division, so he might turn up sooner or later. Still we don´t think that he 

is out for revenge on you.” 

“Great.” 

“I wouldn´t worry too much about him, you should enjoy your vacation.” 

“You are one to talk.” 

 

He ignored the jab. 

“Concerning your body…” 

“What about it?” 

“We hope you like it. We took the liberty to prompt your immediate resurrection and….” 

“Raios! That shit eating bastard of a Yu-ass. Damn.”  “How…? Wait I don´t want to know how many 

pieces of me returned.” 

“The doctors said you will need some days to get acquainted with your new body. Your resurrection 

account covered the basic costs and we took the liberty to invest some more money into your new 

structure. I hope you don´t mind?” 

 

Maria squinted, at least that worked as well as before.  

“As long as you didn´t stuck a homing beacon up my ass, I guess not.” 
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“Nothing of the sort, more along the lines of improved joints etc, you have the full description on file 

anyway.” 

“Thanks I guess, but I owe you guys a shit for this.” 

He held up his hands in a gesture of deference. 

 

“Don´t worry, you did more than enough for us. Beside the offer to work for us still stands.” 

“No thanks. What about the others?” 

“Well the Kagemi siblings are at a safe location where Yu Jing will have a hard time reaching them. I 

am sorry but I cannot disclose their location to you.” 

“Figures.” 

“They know how to reach you if they want to but…” 

“Safe it I know the drill, I don´t mind. Okay, not much at least.” 

“Miss Therva returned home and Miss Jawaren is waiting for her resurrection, as she had a cube and 

already a full account for that very situation, we helped her getting underway as well. Mr. Ekewaka 

sadly proved to be unrecoverable, becoming one of the overall few losses of the operation.” 

 

Mari was pleased to see at least some hint of true displeasure at this fact crossing his face, even though 

she was sure it was for show.  

“What about Ipek?” 

Miss Mehtap made her way to Dawn after staying under the radar for some time and will keep low for 

the time being. I believe she left a personal message in your files.” 

Maria nodded and missed the little dragging itch she used to get in her left eyebrow when she did it. 

She was wondering how many more little quirks she was going to miss with this new body of hers.  

At least it felt very healthy and, for the loss of a better word, fresh.  

 

Georgi stood up.  

“If there is nothing else, I leave you to your devices.” 

“How long?” 

“Four months.” 

“Does my family know?” 

“Not exactly, we told them a cover story. It is in your file base you should stick to it.” 

She gave him a hard look. 

 

“How is the front?” 

“Hardly changed but you shouldn´t concern yourself with it for the next weeks. Either way I wish you 

well. Till our next meeting Miss Gevallo. It has been a privilege working with you.” 

He left with an outdated gesture of goodbye.  

“God speed, but I´d rather not see you again.” 

He smiled. 

“I understand.” 

Then he was gone.  

 

Maria accessed the Maya port of her chamber she flowed into the stream more easily than she 

remembered. Or maybe being dead just had messed with her memory?  

She called up the latest frontline news from the channels and requested all military files that she could 

get. A few seconds later she was looking at a large pile of data all she had to do was opening it.  

She sighed. She logged out.  

“It´s time to go home, Maria.”  
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Kagemi looked at the stars. Standing at the window of her present home she watched the little pecks of 

light go by. Not that much movement was visible at the speed they were travelling, but she knew that 

they moved, that was all that mattered. She still had these moments when she wasn´t sure who she 

really was. She still wondered if there was a backup of Miyūs´ cube in the banks of the Party and if it 

was would she be resurrected? Might she one day run into her, herself in a way? 

 

She knew that she was Kaneshiro Kagemi and yet she also was Takekaze Miyū.  

`Does this mean, I am neither of them?`  

She hated this thought, yet it had been her constant companion ever since the Black Hand broke the 

suppression barriers on her cube to free her original personality. She also had learned that Miyū really 

did exist. All the memories about her childhood and well the rest of her life had been real, up to the 

accident that was. The same night Kagemi got arrested over Tomomotos´ foolishness Miyū actually 

died in an accident. They needed her but resurrection takes awhile so they sought other venues.  

 

She shivered at the thought of the interrogation room where they got her to agree being a covert agent 

for their investigation. They never told her what it was about and frankly she didn´t wanted to know. 

Or did she?  

 

Either way her life in the StateEmpire was over as was Mitoshis´, who sacrificed everything to get her 

out of there. She never wanted to leave in the first place, still there was hardly a choice but stay away 

from there now. It knocked.  

 

She jumped at the noise. She remembered that she was not online and therefore knocking was the best 

way to alert her to one´s presence. It was still strange to be disconnected so often, but Arachne was so 

unfamiliar, besides she had to lay low for the time being.  

 

“Come in.” 

The door slid into the wall and presented her with the figure of Sheila Therva. By now her female 

attributes had reasserted herself fully, obviously she was happy about that, otherwise she would not 

wear such a tight jumpsuit.  

“Am I disturbing you?” 

The generally lively and straightforward woman always was shy and restrained around Kagemi.  

“No, you are not.” 

She entered and sat down on the chair next to the door. It was one of two in the small room. This was 

a spaceship and space was scarce.  

 

“How do you feel?” 

Kagemi had to exhale deeply before answering that.  

“I don´t know. I don´t even know which feelings are mine and which belonged to Miyū. I miss my 

planet.” 

“It takes a while to get accustomed to life in space.” 

“I guess so. Yet this is not why you came to see upon me is it?” 

In a manner more befitting the graceful Lotusgirl than the grounded mechanic Kagemi walked over to 

her and sat down. Taking the hand of the woman into her own.  

“Is it?” 

“No.” 

A pause followed that statement.  
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“I can´t tell you what you want to hear. Miyū was…, I am taken in with you or better Nelvin that was 

and I don´t know what…, how I feel about Sheila. I…” 

Kagemi stopped at a loss for words.  

 

“I understand. All this must be very confusing.” 

“That is quite the understatement.” 

They shared a short lived smile.  

 

“Look I like you Sheila, whoever I is right now but I don´t know where it will, where it can go from 

there.” 

Sheila nodded it was barely a movement at all.  

“There is one thing that I wanted to ask you.” 

Sheila raised her head and looked her into the eyes.  

“What?” 

“Back on Earth when you tried to pull me out of the window. I saw something in your eyes. What was 

it?” 

“Don´t you know already?” 

“I think I do.” 

“Good.” 

 

Sheila left without further words but she read the same expression on her face as in the hotel room, 

which seemed to lie so far in the past. Alone with her thoughts again Kagemi tried to make sense of it 

all.  

 

 

Mitoshi knew that he was not alone. He rose from his bed and went for his weapon. It was too early 

for Ayabe to return to their quarters.  

“There will be no need for this, Bushō.” 

The voice oozed from the shadows as did the frame of Kotaro a moment later.  

“Hardly a title anyone would call me these days.” 

“It was not in my power to prevent it.” 

“I know. What do you want?” 

“I was sent to see after your well-being.” 

“Hard to imagine.” 

Silence reigned between them for a moment.  

 

“You must understand Bushō, that your defection from the forces of the StateEmpire was allowed to 

happen.” 

“What are you saying?” 

“Lee Huang had many enemies in the Party, when Shui Wei Fan was sent to uncover the assassin on 

your life it was genuine. When it became clear that Lee was playing to either kill you or turn you into 

a defector to usurp your families´ wealth another plan was formulated.  

My master, Li She Yue, knows that you still are loyal to the StateEmpire and in your present situation 

you can be of great use to it.” 

“So you made sure that I learn of Kagemis fate, as you knew how enraged I would be. Too bad that 

you still did not get the money of my family.” 

“I am instructed to congratulate you on reassigning your sister Naomi as the heir and handing the 

family blades to her without anyone noticing.” 
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Mitoshi did not comment on that. 

“In any case now the StateEmpire has a loyal family of Kaneshiro in its ranks and a rogue one for 

other purposes. Be assured that your service to the StateEmpire will not go unnoticed or unrewarded.” 

“I wouldn´t bet on it. Now leave me alone.” 

“As you wish, Bushō. We will see each other again.” 

“One more thing.” 

The man stopped on his way to the door. 

 

“Thank you for letting Ayabe escape.” 

“We all make mistakes.” 

Then he was gone and shortly later Ayabe oozed from the same shadows as Kotaro did before.  

He could see that she was worried, now better than ever. She tried to hide it as well as she could, he 

pretended not to see it in the shadows of the room.  

“So you were right after all.” 

“So it would seem. It doesn´t matter, we have work to do.” 

“Agreed.” 

 

 

Ipek pulled the coat a little bit tighter around her head. The winds were chilly tonight. No one but her 

seemed to be outside at this hour in this somewhat isolated place. Carrying the heavy box in her right 

she thought about the time with Azria for a moment. Laying low had been a priority right after the 

incident and she hid at her sisters´ side for some weeks, just as she had promised to stay with her for 

some time. It had been like a trip into her past and a good one too but she had another promise to fulfil.  

 

Her thoughts wandered to Yasmin for second. The woman would be returned into existence in about 

four months, finally achieving her goal. Ipek just hoped that Yasmin would make good of her 

intentions and lead a better life this time. A pang of guilt hit her about Anakoni but she pushed it aside, 

ultimately it hadn´t been her fault. Still it hurt.  

 

Thinking of Ghassan at his new job at the hospital made her smile again. The last person she thought 

about before reaching the door was Maria. For some reason she missed the woman. She knocked on 

the door.  

A somewhat grumpy voice answered and some moments later the hard face of Jacques came into view 

as he opened the door a slit wide, no doubt shotgun in hand. If he was surprised to see her he didn´t 

show it, but he was definitely pleased by it.  

 

“Good to see you. What have you been up to?” 

“Nothing special. May I come in?” 

He closed the door and released some very basic holding locking mechanisms before opening it fully. 

Stepping in she let the coat slip off her head, to unchain her ravish hair into the light of the house. It 

was old for Ariadnan standards and full of rustic furniture. She liked it, it was full of life. A life of one, 

a life of once. It seeped of a feeling long lost to her mind.  

 

“Merci.” 

She spoke the word of thanks softly as he closed the door behind her, putting the shotgun back into its´ 

holster on the wall.  

“Avec plaisir.” 

He turned to her and looked at her with this hardly readable face of his.  
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“What brings you out to the outskirts of Merovingia in the middle of the night? Not that I mind seeing 

you again.” 

Ipek ordered the box to open the lid, presenting a steaming roast.  

“I am here to return a favour.” 

She mirrored his smile.  

 

 

 

Fin 

 


